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C H A P T E R O N E

International Relations:
A Strategic-Choice Approach

D AV I D A . L A K E A N D R O B E R T P O W E L L

THE STUDY of international relations has long been rent by large and often
unproductive paradigmatic debates. Over its brief history, the discipline
has been split between idealists and realists, realists and liberals, and,
most recently, neorealists and neoliberal institutionalists—not to mention
the various minor sects and other apostasies that have also fractured the
field. In addition, international relations scholars have argued endlessly
about the role of theory and method, with important divisions occurring
between traditionalists and behaviorists, quantitative and qualitative re-
searchers, and now various positivists, postpositivists, and postmodern-
ists. Within each of these so-called great debates, moreover, scholars have
disagreed over the relative importance of unit (domestic) and systemic-
level (international) causes of behavior, the applicability of theories of
security policy (high politics) to economic policy (low politics), and vice
versa, and what separates the study of international politics from the rest
of political science.1 These numerous divisions, and the tendency to mis-
take debate for explanation, have long stymied progress in understanding
international relations.

The purpose of any theoretical framework is to bring intellectual order
to a domain, identify accepted and contested knowledge, and guide future
research. In this volume, we attempt to pull together many diverse strands
of existing theory and research in international relations into what we call
a strategic-choice approach. This approach begins with a simple insight.
Students of international relations, and of politics in general, are typically
interested in explaining the choices or decisions of actors—be these actors
states, national leaders, political parties, ethnic groups, military organiza-
tions, firms, or individuals. These choices, moreover, are frequently strate-
gic; that is, each actor’s ability to further its ends depends on how other
actors behave, and therefore each actor must take the actions of others
into account. Outcomes ranging from the foreign policies of individual

1 For a recent review of the great debates in international relations, see Katzenstein, Keo-
hane, and Krasner 1998.
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4 D AV I D A . L A K E A N D R O B E R T P O W E L L

states to international phenomena such as war or cooperation cannot be
understood apart from the strategic choices actors make and the interac-
tion of those choices.

The strategic-choice approach is comprised of three principal compo-
nents. The first is to make strategic problems and interactions the unit of
analysis. Rather than beginning with predefined actors as the units of
analysis, such as states, the strategic-choice approach takes the interaction
of two or more actors as the object to be analyzed and seeks to explain
how this interaction unfolds.2 We believe—and this book is an effort to
show—that making strategic interactions between actors the unit of anal-
ysis provides a fruitful and productive way to study international politics.

The second component is a way of organizing research on the strategic
interactions that arise in international relations. We distinguish first be-
tween actors and their environments. In turn, actors are defined by the
preferences and beliefs they hold, and the environment is disaggregated
into the set of actions and the information available to the actors. These
analytic categories serve as the basis for conceptual experiments that recur
at all levels of strategic interaction. It is this analytic scheme that gives
theories within the strategic-choice approach their explanatory power.

The third is a methodological approach to analyzing strategic problems
or, perhaps more accurate, a set of methodological bets about what will
prove to be productive ways to think about strategic interactions. United
by an essential pragmatism that emphasizes the construction of theories
appropriate to the question under investigation, the strategic-choice ap-
proach, as will be elaborated below, is agnostic toward the appropriate
level of analysis in international relations, presumes that strategic interac-
tions at one level aggregate into interactions at other levels in an orderly
manner, adopts a partial equilibrium perspective, and avoids, when possi-
ble, untheorized changes in preferences or beliefs as explanations of
changes in observed behaviors.

We do not claim that the strategic-choice approach is new. Elements
can be found in nearly all the classic works in the field of international
relations. As early as 1959, Kenneth Waltz recognized that the essence of
a systems or third-image approach is the strategic interdependence
of actors: International outcomes, he argued, are always the product of
choices made by more than one actor—in his case, states. Morton Kaplan
(1957) made early use of game theory to capture this strategic interaction.
Likewise, Thomas Schelling was centrally concerned with strategic inter-
action in The Strategy of Conflict (1960) and Arms and Influence (1966),

2 This is roughly equivalent to the shift from neoclassical economics, which takes the firm
as the unit of analysis, to transactions cost economics, which takes the transaction as its
basic unit. See Williamson 1994, 87–88.
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as were many other early theorists of nuclear deterrence. Strategic interac-
tion is also the core of John Herz’s (1950) and Robert Jervis’s (1978)
work on the security dilemma. The strategic-choice approach has a long
and distinguished pedigree in international relations. Owing to its diver-
sity, however, the approach has not been identified as a coherent research
program. By articulating the principles of the approach, we hope to high-
light its contributions, identify relationships between bodies of research
and theory heretofore unappreciated, reveal lacunae, and clarify the fu-
ture research agenda.

The strategic-choice approach, in our view, offers three major benefits.
The first is simply a useful way of organizing one’s thinking about interna-
tional politics. The analytic categories suggested by the approach differ
from those found in prevailing paradigms.

Second, the strategic-choice approach helps sharpen the logic of our
theories. As will be elaborated below, many of the debates in international
relations can be traced back to disputes about what is actually being as-
sumed in a theory or about the arguments linking assumptions to the
conclusions that purportedly follow from them. Sharper and tighter de-
ductive reasoning is a prerequisite to the difficult empirical work that
must be done to test and evaluate any theory. By emphasizing microfound-
ations and a fuller description of a strategic setting, the strategic-choice
approach calls attention to assumptions and logical consistency.

Third, the strategic-choice approach tends to break down traditional
distinctions that may have been useful at one time but now seem counter-
productive. As will be seen, domestic actors often face strategic problems
that are quite similar to the strategic problems confronting states. The
levels-of-analysis approach tends to obscure this similarity by emphasiz-
ing the level at which causes are located, whereas the strategic-choice
approach brings this similarity to the fore. Actors also encounter strategic
problems in international economic issues that are similar to the strategic
problems they confront in the security arena. By making strategic prob-
lems the unit of analysis, the strategic-choice approach highlights these
similarities and so begins to unite international political economy and
security studies within a single framework.3 Even more broadly, domestic
actors face strategic problems in politics—as well as economics—that
have little, if anything, to do with international relations and yet are simi-
lar to the strategic problems that other actors face in the international
political arena.4 The strategic-choice perspective underscores these simi-

3 A number of scholars have called for trying to unify the fields of security studies and
international political economy within a common theoretical approach. See, for example,
Jervis 1988; Keohane 1984; Lipson 1984; Powell 1991; and Stein 1983, 1984.

4 As but one example, compare the application of relational contracting theory, first de-
veloped in economics, to the internal organization of Congress (Weingast and Marshall
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larities and, ideally, serves as a way of integrating the study of interna-
tional relations with other areas of political science.

This chapter proceeds in four main steps. The next section elaborates
the principal components of the approach. We then highlight several char-
acteristics of the approach that are implicit in these components. Third,
we contrast the strategic-choice approach with its principal rivals, espe-
cially cognitive and constructivist approaches to international relations.
Finally, we provide an overview of the subsequent chapters. Each of
these chapters focuses on a different aspect of the strategic-choice ap-
proach, and, taken as a whole, they provide a broad survey of the research
program.

THE STRATEGIC-CHOICE APPROACH

The strategic-choice approach is theoretically inclusive. Most current the-
ories of international relations recognize, more or less explicitly, the stra-
tegic nature of politics. Even unit-level theories that abstract from strate-
gic interactions between states often incorporate strategic interactions
within states. This common core provides a foundation for integrating
and synthesizing many otherwise competing theories of international
relations.

The strategic-choice approach is, to state the obvious, an approach or
orientation, rather than a theory. Theories are defined by particular sets
of assumptions about, say, human nature or a focus on certain variables,
like technology or institutions. As a result, many theories are consistent
with any given approach. Nonetheless, the strategic-choice approach pos-
sesses certain features that all theories within it share: It assumes actors
are purposive, makes strategic interactions the unit of analysis, provides
a common framework for organizing interactions, takes an essentially
pragmatic view of theory, and makes a series of methodological bets
about what will prove to be fruitful ways of analyzing and thinking about
international politics.

Purposive Action

The strategic-choice approach is part of the burgeoning literature on “ra-
tional-choice” theory in political science. Like other rational-choice anal-
yses, the strategic-choice approach assumes that actors make purposive

1988), trade organizations (Yarbrough and Yarbrough 1992), colonialism (Frieden 1994b),
and American foreign policy (Lake 1999).
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choices, that they survey their environment and, to the best of their ability,
choose the strategy that best meets their subjectively defined goals. The
approach does not presume that actors always obtain their most preferred
ends—indeed, theories are often most useful when they help explain why
actors fail despite their best intentions—but it does assume that actors
pursue their goals as best they can.

Despite frequent criticisms to the contrary, the strategic-choice ap-
proach does not necessarily assume that actors are “human computers”
able to perform complicated calculations or to assess the costs and bene-
fits of all possible consequences of all possible choices.5 By “rational,”
most theories mean simply that actors can rank order the possible out-
comes of known actions in a consistent manner—or, more formally, that
they possess complete and transitive preferences (see Morrow 1994a, 18–
9). Nor does the approach require that actors be fully informed, able to
costlessly access information on themselves or other actors.6 Extreme
views of individuals as “walking encyclopedias” are obviously false, but
very few theories rest on such implausible assumptions. The approach
typically requires only a minimalist definition of cognitive ability. In short,
theories of strategic choice commonly assume not that actors are omni-
scient, only that they are purposive.

Strategic Interactions as the Unit of Analysis

At the center of the approach lies a vision of international politics as the
strategic interactions of actors. These actors might be individuals pro-
testing against environmental degradation, firms lobbying their govern-
ments for protection from “unfair” foreign-trade practices, departments
or ministries struggling for control over policy, governments seeking to
control the spread of nuclear weapons, the United Nations attempting to
mobilize countries for an international peacekeeping operation, or states

5 In developing his “cybernetic theory of decision making,” Steinbruner (1974) criticizes
rational choice theory on precisely these grounds. In the strong form of rationality he criti-
cizes, tennis players would be required to understand complicated physics, perform near
instantaneous calculations of the trajectory of a ball when hit, and identify and choose
among all conceivable positions and swings by which the ball might be returned. Few, if
any, tennis players fit this model—and we suspect those who do are not particularly good
at the sport. In our view, a “rational” tennis player, who presumably desires to hit the ball,
need only assess a few practiced alternatives, decide which has the greatest likelihood of
resulting in a successful return, and act accordingly.

6 Actors may also be able to make highly sophisticated decisions on the basis of relatively
little information. By knowing who endorses a particular ballot proposition, for instance,
voters can often decide accurately for or against a measure even without reading its specific
provisions. See Lupia and McCubbins 1998.
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8 D AV I D A . L A K E A N D R O B E R T P O W E L L

locked in a territorial dispute. A situation is strategic if an actor’s ability
to further its ends depends on the actions others take.7 If so, then each
actor must try to anticipate what the other actors will do. But what those
other actors will do, of course, often depends in part on what they believe
the first actor will do. For example, whether a state decides to stand firm
or make concessions in a trade dispute or a military crisis may depend on
what actions it expects its adversary to take. If it believes the other is
about to make major compromises, the first state may wait for its adver-
sary to concede. If it believes that its adversary is unlikely to make any
concessions, however, it may give in. In turn, whether the adversary con-
cedes may depend on whether it expects the first state to concede. It is the
set of decisions made by the relevant actors that constitutes the strategic
interaction and produces the observed outcome, whether this be war, a
crisis, or some form of cooperation.

Organizing Strategic Problems

Like all rational-choice analyses, the strategic-choice approach breaks
strategic interactions into two elements: actors and their environments.8

It is this assumption that actors and environments can be usefully sepa-
rated, at least for analytic purposes, that divides the strategic-choice ap-
proach from constructivism and other sociological perspectives, a point
we develop more fully below in the section on alternative approaches.

Actors and their environments can each be further disaggregated into
two attributes. All strategic environments are composed, first, of the ac-
tions available to the actors. Together, the available actions summarize
what could happen as the actors interact; that is, the first attribute of a
strategic environment is the set of possible ways that decisions and events
can unfold. For example, the four cells of the familiar Prisoner’s Dilemma
matrix show all the possible ways that the interaction can develop (both
actors can cooperate, the first can cooperate while the second defects,
and so on).9 More generally, one can envision a game tree as an abstract
summary of all the possible ways that events can unfold. Each path

7 This holds whether there are a small number of actors who possess mutually contingent
strategies, such as in an arms race, or a large number of actors, none of which can affect
the outcome, as in the classic collective action dilemma or a perfectly competitive market.
The former is best modeled through game theory, the latter through either game theory or
decision theory. Although we draw heavily on insights from game theory, the modeling
technique does not define the approach.

8 Some limitations of this assumption are discussed below.
9 Readers unfamiliar with the prisoner’s dilemma should refer to Figure 3.1 in chapter 3

and the surrounding discussion.
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A S T R A T E G I C - C H O I C E A P P R O A C H 9

through the tree describes one possible sequence of decisions and actions,
and the tree as a whole illustrates all the different paths or ways that
events can develop.10 It is important to emphasize that despite the wide-
spread use of “two-by-two games” in international relations and the typi-
cal specification of the possible actions as “cooperate” and “defect” (see
Oye 1986a; Snyder and Diesing 1977), the range of actions both in actual-
ity and theory may be quite broad. There is no inherent limit on the num-
ber or types of actions that can be considered part of an environment.

The environment is also composed of an information structure that
defines what the actors can know for sure and what they have to infer, if
possible, from the behavior of others. As James Morrow elaborates in
chapter 3, what an actor knows may have a profound effect on what it
chooses to do. To illustrate the point with a simple but concrete example,
suppose a group of people is playing poker and one player is trying to
decide whether another is bluffing. If the cards are not marked, then the
former has to base her decision on the latter’s past behavior. If the infor-
mation structure is different in that the cards are marked, however, then
the first player knows for sure whether the other is bluffing. Obviously,
the information structure—that is, whether the cards are marked—may
have a significant effect on what a player does. More substantively, Keo-
hane (1984) argues that one of the ways that institutions facilitate cooper-
ation is by providing more information to states, especially by providing
better ways for states to monitor one another’s behavior. It follows that
states in an international system devoid of institutions may choose differ-
ently than those in a system with many international institutions. As Mor-
row discusses, analysts have recently begun to consider environments
with varying information structures and are producing important new
insights into international politics.

Actors are also composed of two attributes. First, actors possess prefer-
ences, defined simply as how they rank the possible outcomes defined by
their environment. In terms of a game tree, preferences are the rank order-
ing of the terminal nodes or outcomes of the strategic interaction. What
distinguishes the familiar games of Prisoner’s Dilemma and Chicken, in
these terms, is not the actions or information available to the players. In
both these games, each actor has two alternatives and must decide what
to do without knowing what the other has chosen. What differentiates
these games is the actors’ preferences—their rankings of the possible out-
comes (e.g., PD posits DD > CD whereas Chicken posits CD > DD).

International relations theorists often use the term preferences in am-
biguous and conflicting ways, and this has been a source of considerable
confusion. One reason for this confusion may be that the simple formal

10 See Morrow 1994a for a discussion of game trees and an introduction to game theory.
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notion of preferences as a ranking over the terminal nodes of a game
obscures an important subtlety. Where to end a tree, or a historical case
study for that matter, is a judgment a researcher makes about how to
bound the problem under study. These bounds are not given a priori.
History, after all, goes on regardless of where a scholar decides to end her
analysis. Or, a general model of, say, trade policy may abstract from and
ignore questions of the form that protection will take (tariffs, voluntary
export restraints, etc.), simply folding this question into the analysis under
the broad outcome of “trade restrictions.” These bounds reflect a re-
searcher’s bet that conceptualizing the problem in this way will prove
insightful.

Because events typically continue even after a tree ends, a terminal node
implicitly represents how events will unfold given that the actors have
reached that particular node. For example, if one suspect confesses and
the other remains silent in Prisoner’s Dilemma, then the game ends: The
terminal node “confess-silent” is generally assumed to stand for the out-
come in which the first suspect goes free and escapes punishment and the
second suspect goes to jail for several years. But suppose we were trying
to study a situation in which the mob enforces a code of silence. Then the
unmodeled sequence of events abbreviated in the “confess-silent” node
would be very different. In this case, the suspect that squealed would be
severely punished. Clearly a suspect’s rankings of the terminal nodes of
the game depends on the unmodeled way that events will unfold after he
leaves the interrogation room. Similarly, a model of nuclear crisis decision
making may include a node of “nuclear war,” which includes an unmod-
eled sequence of actions depicting how the war is actually fought. How
states evaluate the node of “war” depends on what they expect to happen
once they actually begin fighting.

Stated more generally, that a terminal node of tree is an abbreviation
for what happens outside the game means that an actor’s preferences over
the terminal nodes of a game generally reflect two considerations. The
first might be called an actor’s basic preferences. These are desires that
remain the same across a wide variety of situations. Firms, for example,
are usually assumed to prefer larger profits to smaller ones in most circum-
stances. Similarly, in neorealism, states are typically presumed to prefer
more security to less. The second consideration is the specific substantive
interaction and the implicit assumption about what happens after the for-
mal game ends. An actor’s preferences in a particular game combine these
more basic preferences or desires with the implicit assumptions about a
future or set of more precise actions that continues to unfold.

Sometimes it is trivially easy to combine these two considerations in
order to rank the outcomes of a given game. For example, there are only
two actors and three possible outcomes in many brinkmanship models of
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nuclear crises (Nalebuff 1986; Powell 1987). In these models the chal-
lenger may prevail in a crisis in which both states avoid a massive nuclear
exchange, the defender may prevail in such a crisis, or both states may be
destroyed in a nuclear conflagration. In this simple setting, where these
are the only possible outcomes, it would seem bizarre not to assume that
the challenger’s ranking or preferences over these three possibilities is to
prevail, followed by the defender’s prevailing, and then by nuclear war.
At other times, however, it is extremely difficult to move from an actor’s
basic preferences to the way it ranks the terminal nodes of a particular
problem we want to investigate. Indeed, the failure to appreciate these
difficulties and to define the game-specific preferences carefully has led to
much confusion, as Jeffry Frieden elaborates in chapter 2.

The second attribute of an actor is its prior beliefs about the preferences
of others. For example, even though an actor is uncertain whether an
opponent possesses preferences characteristic of Prisoner’s Dilemma or
Chicken, it nonetheless holds a prior belief about the likelihood that the
opponent has one or the other. Likewise, the essence of Schelling’s (1966)
description of a nuclear crisis as a “competition in risk taking” is that
each state is unsure of the risk the other state is willing to run, but actors
must still make some probabilistic assessment of whether the other is risk
averse or risk acceptant. When actors are uncertain, beliefs are critical to
the choice of strategy and the outcome of the interaction and must be
included in a complete description of a strategic interaction.11 Typically
these beliefs are represented by probability distributions that describe
how likely an actor believes the various possibilities are.

Assuming actors and environments to be analytically separable natu-
rally lends itself to two broad kinds of conceptual experiments. Whether
the interaction is between a legislature and an executive over the formula-
tion of foreign policy or two countries deciding whether to escalate during
a crisis, these experiments recur at all levels of strategic interaction and
give the strategic-choice approach much of its analytic power. Implicitly
or explicitly, all theories in the strategic-choice approach make this dis-
tinction between actors and their environment and engage in one or both
of these basic conceptual experiments.

The first experiment varies the properties of the actors, that is, their
preferences or beliefs, while holding the environment in which they inter-
act constant. What, for example, would happen to the likelihood of war
if a state changed its preferences by becoming much more aggressive, as
Germany did in the 1930s under Hitler? Or do the preferences of great
powers have an important effect on the international economy? What

11 Describing how these beliefs evolve once the interaction has begun is part of analyzing
the interaction.
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happens if a hegemonic power prefers to remain isolated and is unwilling
to assume the burdens of providing public goods? Kindleberger (1973),
for instance, argues that this preference was an important cause of the
Great Depression. Finally, how do changes in the beliefs actors hold as
they enter an interaction affect their choices and the outcome? If a state
is confident that another is not revisionist and is primarily motivated by
security concerns, is the danger of a deterrence spiral (Jervis 1978) and
the likelihood of war smaller because it takes a more tolerant view of the
other’s arms buildup (Glaser 1994–95) or is that danger and that likeli-
hood larger as the state delays its response and increases the probability
that a revisionist state will secure a military advantage (Powell 1996c)?

The second conceptual experiment varies the environment while hold-
ing the attributes of the actors constant. For example, do domestic or
international institutions matter? In other words, do changes in the insti-
tutional structure affect the information or actions available to the actors
when they have to act, and do these changes affect the outcomes of the
interaction? As already noted, Keohane (1984) argues that international
institutions facilitate cooperation by providing information to states.
Likewise, Milner (1997) suggests that domestic institutions affect the
prospects for cooperation by specifying who gets to decide what, and
when, and by providing information to different actors. Similarly we can
ask whether bipolar or multipolar systems are more stable? Neorealists
posit that bipolarity is more transparent and, as a result, war is less likely
(Waltz 1979; Mearsheimer 1990–91). One way to think about this ques-
tion is to imagine that the preferences and motivations of states remain
constant, as neorealists assume, but that the actions and information
available to the actors vary. We can then examine how the strategies of
states and, in turn, outcomes are likely to change from one setting to
another.

Environments, disaggregated into a set of actions and an informational
structure, and actors, decomposed into preferences and beliefs, describe
a strategic setting. They also form the primary independent variables
through which theories of strategic-choice attempt to explain variations
in observed outcomes. In principle, at least, actions, information, prefer-
ences, and beliefs can vary independently from one another, and analysis
can seek to deduce and identify their effects on behavior. Where the dis-
tinction between actors and environments suggests two broad conceptual
experiments, the disaggregation of these elements into four attributes im-
plies four separate conceptual experiments. Indeed, research within the
strategic-choice approach typically proceeds by explicating how these at-
tributes structure interactions and how this interaction, in turn, affects
observed behaviors.
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Other variables may be featured in strategic-choice theories, but they
take on significance only through their effects on one or more of the pri-
mary independent variables. For example, analysts have drawn a link be-
tween asset specificity and import competition, on the one hand, and
trade policy, on the other (Frieden and Rogowski 1996; Rogowski 1989).
A full specification of the causal chain, however, would reveal that these
factors matter because they affect either the preferences of firms over dif-
ferent types of policy outcomes or the possibility of reallocating assets
into alternative uses. Likewise, democracy may lead to peace between
similar states either through norms, reflected in different preferences
toward war between democracies; domestic institutions, indicated by dif-
ferent actions available to substate actors that, in turn, aggregate into
different state preferences (Russett 1993); or greater transparency
(Schultz 1999).

Like the distinction between actors and environments, these four attri-
butes recur at all levels of strategic interaction. Whether the actors are
individuals forming a lobby group, firms seeking to influence their govern-
ments or even the governments of countries in which they are investing,
a president negotiating under legislative authority with some foreign part-
ner, the same four attributes describe the relevant strategic interactions.
As discussed immediately below, these recurring features of any strategic
interaction allow analysts more readily to build theories that bridge the
traditional levels of analysis. While for many purposes it may be appro-
priate to focus on interstate or intrastate interactions, in the traditional
fashion, it is equally appropriate to construct a theory that allows for
strategic interaction between branches of a government in one country
but that treats the second country as a unitary actor (Milner 1997). What
matters here is not the level from which the actors are drawn, but their
possible actions, information, preferences, and beliefs.

The Pragmatic Nature of Theory

In principle, international politics is a seamless web that links the wants
and desires of ordinary individuals to international outcomes, like the first
and second world wars, the Great Depression of the 1930s, the economic
integration of Europe, or the remarkably peaceful collapse of the Soviet
empire in Eastern Europe. Although the comprehensiveness of this image
is appealing, the study of international politics would be hopelessly com-
plicated if every international outcome had to be traced back to the goals
and actions of individuals or if every individual action had to be traced
through to its international consequences. In order to analyze this seam-
less web, analysts must simplify international politics.
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Theories are not necessarily statements about or accurate descriptions
of the “real world.” Rather, they are tools analysts use to render a com-
plex reality somewhat more tractable intellectually. All theories attempt
to simplify a complex reality, and, as a result, they all reflect judgments
made by theorists as to what to put into their analyses and what to leave
out. This is what Arthur Stein (chapter 7) refers to as the “art of the
science of choice,” but it applies equally to all social-scientific approaches.
The need to make pragmatic judgments at nearly every stage of con-
structing a theory suggests that there may be multiple ways of ap-
proaching the same problem in international relations. There is no true
theory of alliance formation or free trade, for instance, only more or less
useful ones.

The strategic-choice approach often presupposes that many important
issues in international politics can be studied fruitfully by assuming that
substate actors interact, that this interaction effectively aggregates these
actors into states, and that these states, in turn, interact with each other.
At the most basic level, individuals are the actors. But at a somewhat
higher level of abstraction, the actors may also be other substate groups
like firms, bureaucracies, interest groups, military organizations, political
parties, ethnic groups, and so on. These substate actors undoubtedly have
conflicting interests and goals that play themselves out in the domestic
arena. The interaction of these substate actors in this arena, however,
aggregate into a state’s preferences and beliefs. States then interact with
other states in the international arena. The effect of this particular simpli-
fication is to posit states prior to any international interactions, in
the sense that these interactions do not shape the underlying preferences
of the state (although the anticipation of these interstate interactions
may nonetheless affect the strategies chosen by substate actors). This as-
sumption has led to much good and important work, as we believe the
following chapters show. However, this presupposition is sometimes inap-
propriate. Transnational interactions between substate actors and similar
actors abroad or even between substate actors in one state and the govern-
ment of another may also be important (Keohane and Nye 1972; Risse-
Kappen 1995). When such transnational interactions are central to a
particular strategic setting, they must be included in the analysis.

Beyond individuals, all actors are social aggregates.12 Given their aggre-
gate nature, there is no right or wrong set of actors in theories of interna-
tional relations—although disciplinary conventions focus attention on
commonly accepted breakpoints such as groups, classes, governments,
and states. Without any fixed or inherent actors in international relations,

12 Some theories disaggregate individuals even further into psychological (e.g., ego, id, or
superego) or genetic (selfish gene) components.
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where one cuts into this aggregation of social actors is a function of the
purposes and limitations of the author. While the choice will affect the
explanatory power of the resulting theory, which actors to include in a
particular model is a pragmatic judgment all analysts must make. In some
cases it may be insightful to analyze international relations as the interac-
tion of unitary states, as in present systemic theories. In other cases,
however, it may be preferable to focus on the interactions between a legis-
lature, which aggregates one set of societal preferences; an executive,
which aggregates another set; and a foreign state which is, for practical
purposes, treated as a unitary actor. It may also be insightful, in still other
cases, to focus on the interactions of social groups in one country and the
state in another.

That actors are generally aggregates of more basic actors and that the
appropriate level of aggregation depends on the question at hand means
that the strategic-choice approach often resembles a collection of “boxes
within boxes.” In any given theory, a particular strategic interaction is
isolated and explained, one hopes, by the relevant values of the four attri-
butes defined above. In a single box, the preferences of an aggregated
actor, for instance, are taken as exogenous, and their effects on choices
and outcomes are examined. In a larger box, however, these preferences
may themselves become the object to be explained. What is taken to be
exogenous in one “box” or formulation may be endogenized or prob-
lematized in another. In some formulations it may be useful and insightful
to take states and their preferences to be exogenous, whereas explaining
these goals and interests is what is at issue in others.13

Like all pragmatic formulations, this way of organizing strategic prob-
lems has advantages and disadvantages. A major advantage is that it
focuses attention on the question of what affects the outcomes of these
interactions. How, for example, does a change in the composition of
industry affect the way the strategies of firms aggregate into a state’s pref-
erences over trade policy (Hiscox 1997)? And how do these national pref-
erences affect the strategies of states within the international economy
(Lake 1988)? How does a shift in the distribution of power affect the
actions available to states and, in turn, international politics as a whole
(Gilpin 1981)? Do international institutions have an important and inde-
pendent effect in shaping interstate interaction, as institutionalists argue,

13 Given the flexibility of the approach, and the possibility that transnational interactions
may be included in a particular theory, the metaphor of boxes fitting easily inside boxes
may be partly misleading; rather, the boxes may be oddly misshaped with parts jutting out
into other boxes that may, in other theories, be treated as social aggregates. Nonetheless,
the idea is that for whatever set of actors is in the box, their actions, information, prefer-
ences, and beliefs are determined exogenously by strategic interactions that are not part of
the immediate analysis.
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either by framing available actions or providing information (Keohane
and Martin 1995)? Or do these institutions merely reflect the distribution
of power among the states and have no independent effect on their behav-
ior, as neorealists claim (Mearsheimer 1990–91, 1994–95)? And if institu-
tions do have a constraining effect on substate actors and less of an effect
on states, what accounts for the difference? Focusing on the interaction
and aggregation of substate actors into states and then on the interaction
of states brings these questions to the fore. In turn, the four primary inde-
pendent variables discussed above provide useful mechanisms for think-
ing through and explicating the questions of how power, institutions, or
other factors influence actors’ choices.

A disadvantage of the approach, however, is that it may lead to ever
more theoretically sophisticated treatments of ever more particularistic
problems and cases. Carried to its logical conclusion, an analyst could
produce a “theory” of a unique event. Indeed, it would be a useful or-
ganizing device to write an account of any historical episode by focusing
on actions, information, preferences, and beliefs—this is likely to produce
a more complete and useful history than a less directed inquiry. The dan-
ger, however, is that we lose our ability to generalize about and ultimately
to explain international relations. Typically the desire for generalizable
knowledge constrains this tendency toward more specific and precisely
tailored theories, but we recognize the temptation inherent in the
approach.

Methodological Bets

Methodological approaches, by their very nature, privilege some forms
of explanation over others and are, in effect, bets about what will prove
to be fruitful ways to attack certain sets of problems. In addition to those
already noted above, especially the separability of actors and environ-
ments and the pragmatic nature of theory, four central methodological
bets underlie the strategic-choice approach.

First, as noted above, the strategic-choice approach is agnostic toward
the appropriate level of analysis in international relations. No single level
or set of political actors is likely to be everywhere and always helpful in
understanding international phenomenon. We intentionally leave open
the question of whether individuals, groups, states, international organi-
zations, or other entities are appropriate actors in theories of international
politics.

Moreover, in the traditional levels-of-analysis “problem,” there is an
implicit methodological bet that our understanding of international poli-
tics is best enhanced by grouping and isolating causal forces by the level
at which they originate, whether this is at the system, unit, or some more
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differentiated level (Waltz 1959, 1979; Singer 1961; Rosenau 1976). Thus
analysts strive to produce theories that locate causes in separate and au-
tonomous categories—with much debate ensuing as to which level this or
that causal force should be assigned, as if merely locating a cause within
some analytic scheme tells us something meaningful about international
relations. The strategic-choice approach makes a different bet, namely,
that it is better to focus on the strategic problem regardless of who the
relevant actors are and at which “level” they might be located. It parallels
Waltz (1959, 1979) and other systems theorists who recognize that actors’
intentions are not always a sufficient explanation for outcomes, but it
emphasizes strategic action generally—not just interactions between uni-
tary states.

Second, the strategic-choice approach presumes, as already noted, that
strategic interactions recur in a seamless web from individuals to interna-
tional outcomes. By presuming that one can cut into this web at any point,
“box” a strategic interaction for purposes of analysis, and thereby gain
some understanding of the larger whole, the approach implicitly assumes
that social systems are “orderly,” that interactions between one set of
actors feed into the choices of others at a higher level of aggregation in a
well-defined way. An emerging body of work challenges this assumption,
however, and assumes that social systems are “chaotic.” While “local”-
level interactions may be well-behaved in this view, the system as a whole
is so complex that “aggregate” outcomes are indeterminate or essentially
unpredictable (Fearon 1996; Gaddis 1992–93). If there is some level of
aggregation beyond which locally determinant interactions become inde-
terminate, then the utility of a strategic-choice approach declines. While
we share Einstein’s intuition about order in the universe, in truth we have
no basis at this time for determining which assumption is more accurate
or theoretically useful. The methodological bet in the strategic-choice ap-
proach is that interactions do aggregate in an orderly fashion. Even if they
do not, however, the strategic-choice approach is still likely to prove use-
ful over some ranges of aggregation and behavior.

Third, this “boxes-within-boxes” approach is based on a partial equi-
librium perspective. A general equilibrium approach presupposes that ev-
erything is significantly related to everything else and therefore tries to
incorporate all forms of interactions and feedback. A partial equilibrium
analysis, by contrast, simplifies problems by ignoring some feedback ef-
fects and thereby bets that everything is not significantly related to every-
thing else or that the gain from simplification will outweigh the distorting
effects of ignoring some feedback.14 As the following chapters show, the

14 Of course even purported general equilibrium approaches still leave things out. Gen-
eral equilibrium theory in economics, for example, does not include political or cultural
elements.
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current state of the art is that important insights and propositions can
sometimes be derived by setting some types of feedback aside. An im-
portant goal of future research, however, is to deepen our understanding
by incorporating the significant feedback channels which our analyses
may have initially excluded.

Fourth, when characterizing a strategic interaction, specifying the attri-
butes of the actors is just as important as specifying the environment.
Analysis simply cannot proceed without a specification of the preferences
and beliefs of the actors. But when trying to explain changes in behavior,
the strategic-choice approach turns to untheorized preference- or belief-
based explanations as a last resort. We noted above that in any particular
theory, the attributes of actors can be treated as exogenous. However,
invoking unexplained changes in preferences or beliefs to account for
changes in behavior is, in a way, “too easy.” In many cases, preferences
and beliefs are unobservable and cannot be directly known or measured
by analysts. Therefore, to explain changes in behavior as a result of
changes in preferences or beliefs often proves tautological. As Jeffry Frie-
den explains in chapter 2, when preferences (or beliefs) are deduced from
some other theory and rest on some observable traits, it is perfectly appro-
priate to draw a link between changes in the sources of preferences (or
beliefs) and changes in behavior. Short of well-developed deductive theo-
ries of preferences or beliefs, however, analysis within the strategic-choice
approach typically tries to explain changes in behavior primarily through
learning, through changes in the actors’ environment, or even by decom-
posing the actors into more basic actors.

Learning is an important part of many strategic interactions. It is, for
example, at the heart of models of crisis bargaining, for it explains why
a state changes its behavior by backing down rather than continuing to
escalate (Morrow 1994b; Nalebuff 1986; Powell 1987, 1988, 1989;
Fearon 1994a). In some theories, for instance, the states are initially un-
sure of each other’s willingness to go to war. During the crisis each state
watches the behavior of its opponent and tries to reason back from this
behavior in order to update its prior beliefs about the other’s willingness
to fight. The longer the crisis goes on, the more confident each becomes
that the other is willing to run high risks or pay high costs. Eventually
one state may become sufficiently confident that the other is willing to
bear a higher cost or run a larger risk that it chooses to concede. A state
backs down when it concludes that its adversary is more resolute. In this
way, learning can explain why behavior changes during a dynamic inter-
action in which a single set of actors acts and reacts to each other.

Changes in the environment may explain why the behavior of different
groups of similar actors change. This type of explanation is based on the
second kind of general conceptual experiment discussed above. Consider,
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for instance, the alliance behavior of the Great Powers before the world
wars. Thomas Christensen and Jack Snyder (1990) argue that states
tended to act like a chain gang before World War I and to pass the buck
before World War II. In other words, states before 1914 tended to bind
themselves together tightly through their alliance commitments, which
had the unintended consequence of making it more likely that they would
be entrapped in a war they did not want to fight, but in the interwar years
they tried harder to avoid conflict and thereby passed the cost of fighting
on to their allies. One way to try to explain these different behaviors
would be to argue that there was an important and fundamental change
in the basic motivations and goals of states—a change in their preferences.
The strategic-choice approach tries to avoid this type of explanation, un-
less there are good theoretical reasons for expecting preferences to have
changed. Instead, strategic-choice theories typically assume that the
states’ basic goals remained the same in both situations and try to explain
the change in behavior through an alteration in the strategic environment,
say, in the nature of military technology. Indeed, this is precisely what
Christensen and Snyder do by tracing the different alliance behaviors to
changes in the perceived balance between offense and defense.15

The desire to avoid untheorized preference-based explanations even ex-
tends as far as a willingness to change the actors rather than have the
same actors change their preferences for some unexplained reason. This
willingness is starkest and easiest to see if we contrast the strategic-choice
approach to constructivism (Wendt 1992, 1994; Wendt and Friedheim
1995).16 Alexander Wendt and others argue, correctly in our view, that
states’ goals and preferences have changed over time, especially if we con-
sider a long enough interval.17 To explain these changes, Wendt continues
to assume that states are unitary actors but seeks to problematize their
preferences. The strategic-choice approach would, instead, disaggregate
the state into more basic actors. Assuming states to be unitary actors is,
after all, only an assumption and, like all simplifying assumptions, it may
be useful sometimes and get in the way at other times. The strategic-choice
approach would try to decompose the state into more basic actors—
be they firms, national leaders, bureaucracies, interest groups, classes,

15 See Morrow 1993 for a criticism of Christensen and Snyder’s analysis and an alterna-
tive explanation that is also in keeping with a strategic-choice approach. For an example of
an explanation based in part on changes in preferences, see Mueller’s (1989) discussion of
the absence of major war since 1945.

16 Other contrasts are discussed below.
17 Jervis, also recognizing that preferences change, suggests that taking tastes and prefer-

ences as exogenous may facilitate analysis, “but at the cost of drawing attention away from
areas that may contain much of the explanatory ‘action’ in which we are interested” (1988,
3324–25).
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parties, or organizations—whose basic preferences could be considered
to have remained constant across time. Analysis would then turn to ques-
tions of how the environment has changed—perhaps the distribution of
domestic power among different political parties or classes has evolved,
for instance—and how these changes affect the way actors interact and,
ultimately, the way that their goals aggregate into state goals.18

In sum, the strategic-choice approach, like all research approaches, is
really a series of bets about what will prove to be fruitful ways to increase
our understanding of international relations. Some aspects of this ap-
proach will undoubtedly turn out more helpful than others. Indeed, some
are likely to prove counterproductive. Unfortunately it is impossible to
be sure ahead of time which of these bets will pay off. Future research
will have to probe the boundaries of usefulness.

CHARACTERISTICS AND IMPLICATIONS

The strategic-choice approach must ultimately be judged in terms of its
empirical utility. How well does it help us understand international poli-
tics? Given the current state of much of international relations theory,
however, the strategic-choice approach also holds the promise of an
important intermediate payoff: It can help tighten and sharpen the logic
of our theories and, in so doing, help us to identify which are worth
the substantial investment of time and energy necessary to do the hard
empirical work of evaluating competing claims and hypotheses. This in-
termediate payoff derives from two characteristics of the strategic-choice
approach.

The first is its emphasis on what might be called microfoundations, that
is, on the connection between what actors want, the environment in
which they strive to further their interests, and the outcomes of this inter-
action. This emphasis is especially important because the microfoun-
dations underlying many theories in international relations are weak or
poorly specified. This weakness has been the source of much confusion,
heated debate, and wasted effort. Focusing on strategic interactions can
lead analysts to be more explicit about the microfoundations they employ.

The second source of advantage is that the strategic-choice approach,
as noted, tends to break down traditional distinctions between the levels
of analysis, security and international political economy, and, most gener-
ally, international relations and other areas of political science. Breaking

18 Within the constructivist approach, Katzenstein (1996b) also disaggregates states into
more basic actors but continues to emphasize the importance of socially constructed identi-
ties and norms.
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down these traditional distinctions makes it possible to focus on the logic
of the interaction and not on irrelevant and often misleading distinctions.
It may also make it possible to draw on new sources of empirical evidence
and theoretical insight.

Microfoundations

Existing theories of international relations generally suffer from a weak
or inadequate specification of the actors and the environment in which
they interact. Theorists have often not given enough attention to speci-
fying who the relevant actors are, their environment, and especially the
causal chain linking the actors and their environment to the outcomes
claimed to follow from these variables. In brief, existing theories of inter-
national relations generally lack firm and secure microfoundations.19 Even
theories that can be broadly grouped under the umbrella of the strategic-
choice approach sometimes fail to explicate fully their microfoundations.
Part of our ambition in laying out the fundamentals of the approach is to
encourage analysts to take more care in specifying the microfoundations
of their theories.

The failure to specify microfoundations adequately makes it difficult to
understand how changes in strategic settings affect outcomes. This is a
significant failing, for being able to trace these effects is often essential for
answering important questions in international relations. Does,
for example, a change in military technology that creates greater first-
strike incentives make war more likely? Do international institutions
shape and influence states’ behavior in significant ways? How do foreign
economic policies vary with domestic institutional structures? Do increas-
ing returns to scale and changes in the level of efficient production make
the formation of trade blocks more likely? Each of these questions is, in
effect, a different version of the second type of conceptual experiment:
how changes in the environment affect outcomes. Answering these ques-
tions depends critically on being able to trace the links between assump-
tions about actors and their environment to the expected outcomes of this
interaction.

Several brief examples illustrate that existing theories have generally
not devoted sufficient attention to specifying microfoundations. Much
attention has been given to the problem of relative and absolute gains in

19 By “microfoundations” we do not intend to imply that all social interaction can or
should be grounded in individual behavior. As noted above, who the relevant actors are is
a pragmatic modeling assumption in the strategic-choice approach. Rather, we use that term
only to refer to the need to specify the goals of purposive actors and the environments in
which they interact.
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the last few years.20 Realists and many others believe that if a state must
provide for its own security and if an absolute gain but relative loss can
be translated into a future threat to that state, then states must be con-
cerned about relative as well as absolute gains. Much of the debate has
centered on whether a model consistent with the core assumptions of real-
ism must represent this concern with relative gains in the preference order-
ings or, equivalently, in the utility functions of the actors. Joseph Grieco
argues that realism requires such a formulation:

Realism expects a state’s utility function to incorporate two distinct terms. It
needs to include the state’s individual payoff . . . reflecting the realist view
that states are motivated by absolute gains. Yet it must also include a term
integrating both the state’s individual payoff . . . and the partner’s payoff
. . . in such a way that gaps favoring the state add to its utility while, more
importantly, gaps favoring the partner detract from it. (Grieco 1988a, 500)

Others argue that the assumption of absolute-gains maximization is en-
tirely consistent with realism and offer models to show that actors can
still be concerned with relative gains even though they are trying to max-
imize their absolute gains (e.g., Powell 1991, 1993).

The existence of this debate is both symptomatic of the weakness of
realism’s microfoundations and underscores the importance of specifying
clearly the causal connections from realism’s assumptions about the stra-
tegic environment to the outcomes that follow from these assumptions.
First, the mere fact that what realism assumes about state preferences
could be the subject of a major debate suggests that these assumptions
are poorly specified. Second, this debate is based on the claim that a con-
cern for relative gains implies that a state’s utility must be, at least in part,
a function of relative gains. In other words, the only way one can obtain
an outcome in which the actors exhibit a concern for relative gains is for
their utilities to be a function of each other’s payoffs. It is easy to find
formal counterexamples to this claim, that is, models in which the actors
are trying to maximize their absolute gains but in a strategic setting in
which their interaction induces a concern for relative gains.21 These coun-
terexamples show that the claim is wrong. But the fact that the claim was
made illustrates the difficulty of correctly inferring outcomes when the
underlying microfoundations are poorly specified.

20 See Baldwin 1993 and Powell 1994 for reviews of this debate. For individual contribu-
tions, see Gowa 1986; Grieco 1988a, 1988b, 1990, 1993; Keohane 1984, 1993; Lomborg
1993; Powell 1991, 1993; and Snidal 1991a, 1991b.

21 One may also assume that actors seek to maximize relative gains and to identify strate-
gic settings in which they are induced to act so as to maximize their absolute gains. See
Snidal 1991a, 1991b.
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A second, related debate about the implications of anarchy also shows
that existing theories often offer only weak and problematic causal argu-
ments linking assumptions about the strategic environment to outcomes.
Structural realism makes two fundamental assumptions. First, states at a
minimum want to survive, and, second, the international system is anar-
chic (Waltz 1979, 88, 91). The first assumption characterizes the actors’
preferences: States prefer survival to extinction. The second assumption
characterizes the actions available to the actors, albeit vaguely: In an anar-
chic setting, with no higher authority or common government to enforce
agreements, states are unable to make binding threats, promises, or com-
mitments to restrain themselves from actions they might otherwise take;
in short, under anarchy, states can do anything they are physically capable
of doing.22

At least two conclusions are said to follow from these assumptions, but
both are problematic. First, anarchic systems are generally conflictual and
cooperation is unlikely (Grieco 1988a; Waltz 1979, 105–6). Keohane
(1984, 6) argues, however, that anarchy does not preclude cooperation
as long as states are on “friendly political terms.” More recently Glaser
(1994–95, 51) has suggested that anarchy does not imply a lack of cooper-
ation even when states are on unfriendly political terms and there are
significant political-military divisions among them:

The strong general propensity for states to compete does not follow deduc-
tively from structural realism’s basic assumptions. On the contrary, under a
wide variety of conditions, structural realism predicts that states can best
achieve their security goals through cooperative policies, not competitive
ones and, therefore, should choose cooperation. (emphasis added)

These two challenges suggest that the assumptions of anarchy and the
desire to survive do not necessarily imply that cooperation is unlikely. At
the very least, the causal link imputed by structural realism between these
assumptions and the claimed lack of cooperation is problematic.

Second, structural realism also asserts that these two assumptions
imply balance-of-power politics; that is, actors will tend to balance in any
system that is anarchic and in which the actors seek to survive. As Kenneth
Waltz (1979, 121) clearly predicts, “balance-of-power politics prevail
whenever two, and only two, requirements are met: that the order [of the
system] be anarchic and that it be populated by units wishing to survive.”
But this, too, is problematic.

The folk theorem for repeated games demonstrates that the claim that
these two assumptions imply balancing is formally incorrect. In a repeated

22 For definitions of anarchy, see Art and Jervis 1992, 1; Axelrod and Keohane 1986,
226; Mearsheimer 1994–95; and Waltz 1979, 88–93.
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game, essentially any division of benefits can be realized as an equilibrium
outcome—in other words, for essentially any division of benefits, there
exist strategies such that no actor has any incentive to deviate from its
strategy and these strategies, when followed, yield that allocation of bene-
fits. Furthermore, the strategies that support this outcome entail no bal-
ancing. Rather, they bear a striking resemblance to a collective security
regime reminiscent of the ideal of the League of Nations. Should any actor
deviate from the agreed division of benefits, all the other actors punish
the deviator severely enough that the costs of being punished outweigh
the gains. The threat to carry out this punishment therefore deters an
actor from deviating as long as the threat is credible, and the folk theorem
shows that these threats are credible—in that it is in each actor’s self-
interest to participate in punishing a deviator.23 In sum, there is no balanc-
ing in these equilibria, yet the actors wish to survive. The strategic setting
is also anarchic in that the threats on which these equilibria are based are
self-enforcing and, accordingly, do not require a common government to
police them. Thus the assumptions of anarchy and that states seek to
survive do not in themselves imply balancing.

That these two assumptions do not imply balancing in repeated games
must be interpreted carefully. It does not say that balancing does not char-
acterize much of international politics (although the diplomatic historian
Paul Schroeder (1994), for one, believes that bandwagoning is more prev-
alent than balancing). It does say that the causal chain from anarchy and
the desire to survive to balancing behavior is incomplete. If this chain is
to be completed, other assumptions about the strategic setting have to be
made. Even interpreted cautiously, however, this fact does have important
implications for past “tests” of neorealist theory. Although there has been
a lively debate whether states “balance” or “bandwagon” in international
politics, the empirical results are largely irrelevant to the theory because
the theory itself is underspecified.24 Even if states do balance, this cannot
confirm neorealist theory as the prediction does not follow deductively
from the assumptions. The vigorous empirical debate has revealed im-
portant patterns and inductive insights into the actual behavior of states,
but analysts—both pro and con—have actually shed little light on the
explanatory power of neorealism.

While we have focused above on neorealism, similar problems of inade-
quately specified microfoundations also arise in other theories of interna-
tional relations. In his original treatment of the Great Depression that laid
the foundation for the so-called theory of hegemonic stability, Charles

23 See Benoit and Krishna 1985 and Fudenberg and Maskin 1986 for formal statements
of the folk theorem.

24 See Walt 1987; Schroeder 1994.
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Kindleberger argued “that for the world economy to be stabilized, there
has to be a stabilizer, one stabilizer” (1973, 305). This view initially
gained wide acceptance and sparked a decade of creative theorizing and
research.25 Focusing on the strategic interactions of states within an anar-
chic international environment, however, subsequent research challenged
this view and demonstrated that k-groups of more than one state are in-
deed possible (Snidal 1985) and that hegemony is neither necessary nor
sufficient for stability to arise (Lake 1988, 1993). Likewise, the limitations
and logical indeterminacies of Graham Allison’s (1971) three models of
foreign-policy decision making are clearly revealed when examined
through the lens of strategic interaction (Bendor and Hammond 1992).
Again, while both sets of theories here have generated large empirical
literatures, their underspecification limits the implications and impor-
tance of these tests. Incompletely specified theories can neither be con-
firmed nor disconfirmed by empirical evidence.

In sum, existing theories in international relations often lack secure
microfoundations. Too little attention has been paid to specifying the stra-
tegic setting and the causal chain linking assumptions to outcomes. Weak
microfoundations, in turn, make it difficult to trace the effects that
changes in the strategic setting have on outcomes. To redress this weak-
ness, it is necessary to emphasize a more careful elaboration of the strate-
gic problem facing a group of actors. By identifying the parts of a strategic
setting, as well as the sorts of conceptual experiments that can be con-
ducted within a given model, the strategic-choice approach can lead ana-
lysts to a fuller specification of the relevant microfoundations. This is
a necessary first step prior to empirical testing. In turn, explicating full
microfoundations may open the way for more productive empirical and
theoretical work.

Beyond Traditional Distinctions

One of the most important functions of a theoretical framework is to
show how phenomenon are related, connected, or similar. Theoretical
frameworks help us see patterns and regularities in the confusion of em-
pirical and historical experience. Theoretical approaches help us organize.
International relations scholars have tended to organize the study of inter-
national politics in three major ways. First, following Waltz (1959, 1979),
explanations are grouped according to the level at which they locate
causes. In this levels-of-analysis approach, individual-level or first-image

25 See, among others, Krasner 1976; Gilpin 1975, 1981; Keohane 1980; 1984. For cri-
tiques, see Conybeare 1984; Gowa 1989; McKeown 1983; Russett 1985; and Stein 1984.
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arguments explain outcomes in terms of the attributes or characteristics
of human beings (either separately, as in “great men”-of-history theories,
or collectively); state-level or second-image arguments explain outcomes
in terms of the attributes or characteristics of states; and structural or
third-image arguments explain outcomes in terms of the attributes and
characteristics of the international system (most commonly, system struc-
ture). Second, international relations scholars divide their field in terms
of what is to be explained. Although this division has long been ques-
tioned (see Bergsten, Keohane, and Nye 1975; Cooper 1972–73), the high
politics of war, peace, and security is assumed to be different from the
low politics of money, trade, and finance, and thus each type of politics
requires its own theoretical approach. For example, realism, which is usu-
ally associated with the study of the causes of war, and institutionalism,
which is generally associated with issues in international political econ-
omy, are said to be based on different sets of core assumptions (see above).
Finally, international relations theorists have used the notion of anar-
chy—which is the absence of a supranational authority that can ensure
states honor their commitments—to define the domain of their field and
separate it from other political arenas. Indeed, anarchy is often taken to
be the fundamental fact of international relations, one “that distinguishes
international politics from ordinary politics” (Wight 1978, 102). By em-
phasizing the strategic problem actors face, however, the strategic-choice
approach transcends the levels-of-analysis distinction, spans the divide
between security studies and international political economy, and serves
as an analytic bridge between international relations theory and other
fields of political science. Focusing on strategic interactions shows that
actors at different levels often face similar strategic problems in different
issue areas and in both domestic and international politics.

Three examples illustrate the bridging potential of focusing on strategic
interaction. In The Evolution of Cooperation (1984), Robert Axelrod
uses the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma to examine the ability of self-inter-
ested actors to sustain cooperation when each of them has short-run
incentives to exploit the other. He suggests that the repeated Prisoner’s
Dilemma can serve as a model or at least a metaphor for situations as
diverse as legislative behavior in the United States Senate, international
trade, and trench warfare in the World War I. This suggestion is developed
further in Cooperation under Anarchy (Oye 1986a) where the repeated
Prisoner’s Dilemma is used to study the Concert of Europe, the failure of
cooperation in the July 1914 crisis, arms races, trade wars, and interna-
tional banking. The repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma is now widely used in
international relations theory to model the security dilemma (Jervis
1978), alliance competition (G. Snyder 1984), arms races (Downs and
Rocke 1990), the effect of alliances on trade (Gowa and Mansfield 1993;
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Gowa 1994), and trade agreements (Yarbrough and Yarbrough 1992).
Describing this wide range of issues in terms of the general strategic prob-
lem actors face rather than in terms of the specific details of a trade or
security issue reveals a fundamental similarity between these issues that
might otherwise not have been appreciated.

Of course, the repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma is a very simple game that
may not capture important aspects of particular problems. In a repeated
game, for instance, the players face the same situation over and over
again; regardless of what the players do in one round, they face the same
situation in the next. Repeated games are therefore a poor model for situa-
tions in which the nature of the interaction changes over time because the
actors can take actions, such as the launching of what Robert Gilpin
(1981) calls hegemonic war, that transform the strategic setting.26 The
point here, however, is not the adequacy of the repeated Prisoner’s Di-
lemma as a model for specific issues in international relations. It is, rather,
that focusing on the strategic problems inherent in these situations—per-
haps by initially characterizing them as repeated games and then asking
what this formulation leaves out—reveals important similarities and dif-
ferences that other analytic perspectives would miss.

The repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma is now so widely used and its proper-
ties so well known that the conclusions derived from it may seem obvious.
James Fearon’s (1993) analysis of ethnic conflict offers a more subtle ex-
ample of the potential advantages of focusing on strategic problems and
of the way that this focus can transcend the levels of analysis.27 He argues
that an important cause of communal conflict may be the inability of a
majority ethnic group to commit itself not to exploit a minority group. A
minority group may face a dilemma during a period of transition, such
as that which occurred throughout much of Eastern Europe and the re-
publics of the former Soviet Union following the retreat and subsequent
collapse of the Soviet Union. There may be agreements about respecting
minority rights, which both the majority and minority groups prefer to
violence given the cost of war and the existing distribution of power be-
tween the groups. This may suggest that neither group will fight, and they
will escape civil war. Unfortunately the minority group may still fight if
the majority is unable to commit itself to honoring a mutually preferred
agreement. As the majority group consolidates its authority during the
transition, it is likely to become more powerful relative to the minority.
Once it is stronger, the majority may seek to “renegotiate” the agreement

26 See Powell 1991, 1309–10 for an elaboration of this criticism of repeated games.
27 Fearon examines the particular case of Croatia, but he constructs a more general argu-

ment. For a published paper that reproduces much of the original model, see Fearon 1998.
For a discussion of the range of strategic dilemmas inherent in ethnic conflict, see Lake and
Rothchild 1996.
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with the minority. Anticipating these changes, the dilemma confronting
the minority group is either to fight now when it is relatively stronger,
fight later when relatively weaker, or ultimately accept the deal the major-
ity offers after negotiating. Fearon shows that the minority often prefers
fighting now, when it is stronger.

Fearon also points out that the strategic problem facing ethnic groups
is akin to the problem of preventive war facing states in the international
system (see also Fearon 1995). Using force is generally costly, and fre-
quently agreements are made about the distribution of benefits, which all
states prefer to fighting. But if the balance of power is shifting against a
state and if nothing prevents the stronger state from using its improved
position to “renegotiate” an agreement, then a state may find that its best
alternative is to launch a preventive war. Fearon’s analysis centers on the
strategic problem actors confront. The approach reveals a fundamental
similarity between some of the incentives leading to ethnic conflict and
some of those leading to preventive war. It is doubtful that a focus that
locates the problem of ethnic conflict at the level of domestic politics and
that of preventive war at the level of the international system would have
suggested this similarity.

Bargaining in the shadow of power offers a third example of the poten-
tial advantages of focusing on strategic problems. Suppose two states are
bargaining about revising the territorial status quo. The states make offers
and counteroffers until they reach an agreement or until one of them be-
comes so pessimistic about the prospects of an agreement that it uses force
to impose a settlement. This strategic issue bears a striking resemblance
to the strategic problem confronting potential litigants bargaining about
the terms of a settlement in the shadow of the law.28 These parties make
offers and counteroffers until they reach agreement or until one of them
becomes sufficiently pessimistic about the likelihood of reaching a mutu-
ally acceptable settlement that it takes the dispute to court. Schweizer
(1989), for instance, studies a model in which the defendant and the plain-
tiff have private information about the strength of their cases. In light of
this information, the defendant makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer which the
plaintiff can either accept or reject by taking the case to trial.29 If Schweiz-
er’s formulation were reinterpreted by taking the defendant and the plain-
tiff to be a status quo state and a dissatisfied state, respectively, and if the
probability of winning in court were taken to be the probability of win-

28 For a review of the literature on legal bargaining, see Cooter and Rubinfeld 1989 and
Kennan and Wilson 1993, 76–79.

29 Although only one offer can be made in this model, that both actors have private infor-
mation makes the game technically difficult to analyze. See Powell 1996a for a model in
which actors can make as many offers as they wish and in which they agree on the distribu-
tion of power.
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ning a war, then Schweizer’s model would be one of the best formal mod-
els we have of bargaining in international relations (see Morrow 1989,
for another example). Indeed, the feature his model highlights, namely,
that each actor has private information about its strength and thus is
uncertain of its probability of prevailing, is central to many theories of
the causes of war. Blainey (1988), for example, argues that wars result
from the uncertainty of states about the distribution of power and the
probability that they will prevail.30

Once again, a focus on strategic problems suggests a similarity that
would not otherwise have been apparent. This similarity is especially
striking because it transcends the distinction between anarchy and hierar-
chy on which so much of international relations theory has been built.
No domain could be more hierarchic than that of two litigants bargaining
in the shadow of a court that can impose a settlement. Yet, the strategic
problem facing these litigants parallels that facing states in an anarchic
international system, at least to a first approximation. Eventually, of
course, a focus on these strategic problems may also reveal important
differences, which will deepen our understanding of both problems. This,
too, is part of the promise of focusing on strategic interactions.

The advantages of moving beyond traditional distinctions are twofold.
First, seeing similarities where none were appreciated before may open
new avenues for empirical testing. New sources or kinds of evidence may
be brought to bear on old problems. Second, a sharper understanding
of the similarities between two issues may also provide a deeper and more
subtle understanding of how they differ. Paradoxically, breaking down
traditional distinctions between the levels of analysis, security studies
and international political economy, and international relations and other
areas of political science may ultimately reveal new, more refined
distinctions.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Many comparisons between the strategic-choice approach and extant the-
ories of international politics have already been addressed above. Al-
though realism and liberalism do not treat strategic interaction as their
focus and unit of analysis, these two principal paradigms, with their nu-
merous variants, and many second- and third-image theories typically
share a concern with strategic interaction. As such, these other paradigms
are generally compatible with the strategic-choice approach. This compat-

30 For other game-theoretic models of legal bargaining with private information, see
Nalebuff 1987; Reinganum and Wilde 1986; and Spier 1992.
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ibility, of course, does not dissolve the important differences that distin-
guish one paradigm or theory from another. Indeed, bringing these para-
digms and theories within a common framework that emphasizes
strategic interaction highlights both their commonalities and differences.
This common framework also allows us to probe better when the appar-
ent differences matter: when selected assumptions are more fruitful or
appropriate than others or when particular variables play a greater or
lesser explanatory role. This analysis opens up new research opportunities
and avenues of inquiry, not new divisions in the field. The resolution of the
debate on absolute gains versus relative gains, such as it is, is exemplary in
this regard (Grieco 1993; Keohane 1993). Having demonstrated that the
behaviors central to each perspective can be derived as special conditions
from models based on the assumptions of the other theory (see Snidal
1991a; Powell 1991), the debate is being transformed into a research pro-
gram intended to assess the magnitude of critical variables and to estimate
their causal importance. This demonstrates clearly the value of integrating
seemingly disparate paradigms into a common framework that empha-
sizes strategic interaction.

Although many theories and approaches in international relations
share this common emphasis on strategic interaction, not all do. The most
general and influential alternatives to the strategic-choice approach are
the cognitive and constructivist approaches to international relations.
This section contrasts these two perspectives with the strategic-choice ap-
proach.

Cognitive approaches to international relations posit that individuals—
and, by implication, other types of actors—are “nonrational,” that is,
they fail to respond to their environment through a relatively coherent,
means-ends calculus. Cognitive limitations (such as bounded rationality),
motivated biases (some of which are central to “prospect theory”), false
consciousness (particularly the roles of ideas and ideology), and unmoti-
vated biases and misperceptions all intervene to bias the way actors
process or interpret information about the world around them.31 These
distortions produce observable behaviors that differ in some significant
way from those predicted by other, more “rationalist” theories. In our
terms, cognitive theories predict that actors with the same available ac-
tions, information, preferences, and beliefs will choose different strategies
because of cognitive differences, and these strategies will produce differ-
ent outcomes. In short, cognitivists make a methodological bet that they
can explain politically relevant behaviors and outcomes by focusing on
how actors process and interpret information. By analyzing how actors

31 See Jervis 1976; Larson 1985; Khong 1992; and Farnham 1994. The literature on
learning is reviewed in Levy 1994.
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perceive or misperceive their environment, they seek to explain important
patterns in world politics.

The strategic-choice approach makes a different bet, namely, that we
can explain many important and interesting aspects of world politics by
focusing on information asymmetries between actors, the actions avail-
able to them, their preferences, and so on. By analyzing the strategic
setting in which individuals must make choices, rather than how they
process information, the strategic-choice approach seeks to account more
successfully and parsimoniously for many of the same patterns. As noted
above, the strategic-choice approach begins from the fundamental as-
sumption that actors are, at any level of aggregation, purposive; that is,
actors have preferences over different states of the world and they pursue
these preferences as best they can given the strategic situation they face.
This does not imply that they obtain their most preferred outcome. Nor
does it require that individuals (or more aggregated actors) possess unlim-
ited powers of calculation. The pragmatic version of the strategic-choice
approach advanced here merely posits that actors are purposive, that they
choose strategies in light of the strategic setting as they understand it. To
the extent that a given theory does not predict the observed behavior, the
analyst generally questions his or her theory, not the actor’s cognitive
abilities.

Moreover, recent theoretical innovations, especially in game theory,
now allow strategic-choice theorists to address at least some of the behav-
iors that gave rise to the cognitive approach in the first place. As Morrow
discusses in chapter 3, early game theoretic models assumed that actors
possessed complete information about other actors’ preferences. Critics
of these theories correctly recognized that actors often did not know other
actors’ goals. This led directly to studies of misperception—that is, when
actors do not interpret objective reality correctly, at least according to the
designs of the theory—and its sources (see Snyder and Diesing 1977; Jer-
vis 1976). Games of incomplete information, however, now allow strate-
gic-choice theorists to address these same issues in a systematic fashion.
Rather than assuming that actors know the preferences of others, analysts
can now posit that actors possess probability distributions over these vari-
ables, and they can examine how actors choose different strategies as their
beliefs change. Moreover, analysts can now also apply Baye’s rule to cap-
ture how actors update their probability estimates by observing the
choices of others as the games unfold and, in this way, learn from their
environment.32

Constructivism has recently posed a self-proclaimed challenge to
“mainstream” theories of international relations, many of which share a

32 On Baye’s rule, see Morrow 1994a.
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strategic-choice approach (see Katzenstein 1996a). More often stated as
a critique rather than a positive theory, at least in its early stages of devel-
opment, constructivists nonetheless emphasize that actors and their
environments are mutually constitutive and are generally unwilling to sep-
arate actors from their environments even for analytic purposes. For con-
structivists, states are not primordially given or fixed, for instance, but are
the product of self-affirming interactions with other similarly constituted
states. Change the nature of states or their interaction, constructivists sug-
gest, and their “identities” and “practice” will change as well (Wendt
1992). In short, constructivists are methodological “wholists” who main-
tain that actors cannot be studied independently from their social settings,
and vice versa.

Despite criticisms to the contrary, the strategic-choice approach is also
“wholist” but in a slightly different way than constructivism. Any equilib-
rium is the joint product of actions, information, preferences, and beliefs.
A strategic setting is defined by all four features, and if any characteristic is
left unspecified, outcomes cannot be fully explained. The strategic-choice
approach posits that intellectual progress and explanation comes from
varying one characteristic at a time and deducing and assessing its effects
while holding the others constant, but this does not mean that a single
characteristic “explains” any given outcome. A change in the information
available to the actors, for instance, may affect their strategies and, in
turn, outcomes, but only contingent on some set of preferences, beliefs,
and actions. Similarly, every equilibrium reflects a shared understanding
or common conjecture about how actors will behave in that setting. Out-
comes depend on the mutual expectations of the actors as to their actions,
information, preferences, and beliefs. Just as for constructivists, the strate-
gic-choice approach sees international relations as a “social realm” in
which all characteristics matter and shared understandings are important.

Constructivists make a methodological bet that by focusing on pro-
cesses of socialization, in which agents and structures are mutually consti-
tuted, they can explain important patterns and features of international
politics. This bet may be most rewarding, and perhaps essential, for pro-
cesses that unfold over the long term. Yet, even recognizing its strengths,
this methodological bet is not without its shortcomings. In denying the
possibility of conducting the types of conceptual experiments that lie at
the center of the strategic-choice approach, constructivists advance an
intellectual position where everything is “endogenous,” or dependent on
everything else. This may actually be a correct description of the “real
world.” Nonetheless, with their insistence on the mutually constitutive
nature of actors, environments, and behaviors, constructivists risk falling
into the trap of, in mathematical terms, “too many unknowns.” In this
trap, the number of variables is greater than the number of equations,
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and thus more than one possible “solution” may exist.33 With all key
variables endogenous, constructivists can argue correctly that, in fact, dif-
ferent combinations of factors are possible that would produce a state of
affairs different from that which we observe—realpolitik is not the only
logical result of anarchy (Wendt 1992). Nonetheless, faced with too many
unknowns, constructivists can only speculate about the possibility of this
alternative state of affairs actually occurring. Multiple solutions are possi-
ble, but, in their self-contained logic, constructivists cannot explain why
any particular solution emerges. Reflecting this problem, and as Paul
Kowert and Jeffrey Legro (1996) point out, constructivists typically take
“norms,” a key independent variable, as exogenous, or given, when con-
ducting empirical research. Constructivists thereby violate their own as-
sumption that actors and environments are mutually constitutive.34

The strategic-choice approach makes an alternative bet, namely, that
the processes of socialization remain constant over a single “round” of
interaction. This is reflected in the assumptions noted above that actors’
preferences, their beliefs, and so on—the stuff “inside” a particular
“box”—remain the same in any given interaction. The bet is that for
many important issues in international politics, the features of the strate-
gic setting can usefully be treated as fixed, at least in the short term or for
a single interaction. The strategic-choice approach recognizes the limits
of this bet, however, and deals with its consequences in one of two ways.

First, as noted above, research within the strategic-choice approach
views problems as boxes within boxes and proceeds by transforming the
independent variables of one theory into the dependent variables of oth-
ers. What is exogenous in one formulation becomes something to be ex-
plained in another. If the preferences of an actor cannot reasonably be
taken as given even within a single interaction, then one possible response
is to break this actor down into a more basic set of actors whose prefer-
ences can be usefully assumed to be independent of the environmental
variations being considered. For example, systemic theories assume states
to be unitary actors and take their preferences as given, but the central
concern of other theories is to explain why states have the preferences
they do by looking to the behavior and interaction of substate actors.
Endogenizing preferences in this way is an important part of the strategic-
choice approach.

Second, in a longer-term perspective, strategic-choice analysts recog-
nize that features of a strategic setting cannot be held constant and may
be affected by the outcomes of strategic interaction. This requires speci-

33 For example, the equation x + 1 = y has an infinite number of solutions.
34 This is analytically equivalent to taking “preferences” as exogenous in more rationalist

approaches.
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fying how actors and their environments affect each other. Although work
in this area is still in its infancy, the strategic-choice approach is currently
looking to evolutionary models and processes of selection, discussed by
Miles Kahler in chapter 6, to capture and explain long-term processes of
change in the features of strategic settings.

Cognitivists remind us of the possibility of biased decision making.
Constructivists have usefully called attention to and rendered problematic
many of the theoretical primitives now widely accepted and employed in
the field of international relations. These are important contributions.
Strategic-choice theorists have just recently begun to take up the challenge
posed by these alternatives. The differences between the approaches, how-
ever, lie more in the methodological bets they make than in their views
on the nature of politics in the “real world.” Which set of methodological
bets ultimately proves most useful is an open question—and likely to be
a source of continuing research and debate in the years ahead.

ELABORATING THE PARTS

In summary, the strategic-choice approach, like most rational-choice ap-
proaches, assumes that actors are purposive and that they can be usefully
separated, at least analytically, from their environment. The approach
organizes inquiry through conceptual experiments that recur at all levels
of interaction; most broadly, these experiments vary the actors and envi-
ronments and, more specifically, they vary the actions and information
available to actors as well as their preferences and beliefs.

Pragmatism is at the heart of the strategic-choice approach. It does not,
for instance, privilege one group of actors over another. Which actors are
relevant and must be included in the analysis of a specific problem de-
pends on the question at hand. Even so, there is no a priori way to know
which actors to include. Choosing the actors in a theory is a pragmatic
judgment the researcher makes about what is likely to prove a fruitful
way to analyze the issue at hand. Similarly, the strategic-choice approach
is based on the assumption or hope that international relations research
can make progress by cutting into problems in many different areas. In
this partial-equilibrium orientation, what is assumed in one analysis may
very well be what another tries to explain. Once we understand the sepa-
rate issues, the ultimate goal is to integrate them into a more general
formulation. This partial-equilibrium perspective gives rise to an image
of politics as a kind of boxes-within-boxes puzzle in which more basic
actors interact and, through this interaction, constitute larger actors that,
in turn, interact with other actors.
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In the end, the strategic-choice approach must be judged in terms of its
empirical payoff. Does it point to interesting research questions, and does
it help us answer those questions? An important intermediate payoff,
however, is that it can help tighten and sharpen the logic of our theories
and thereby help us to decide which are worth the effort it takes to evalu-
ate them empirically. This intermediate payoff derives from two charac-
teristics of the strategic-choice approach: its emphasis on microfoun-
dations, that is, the link from actors and their environments to outcomes,
and the breaking down of traditional distinctions between levels of analy-
sis, between the low politics of international political economy and the
high politics of war and peace, and between international relations and
other areas of politics.

The following chapters address selected dimensions of the strategic-
choice approach. The first two highlight issues where there has been
substantial confusion in the existing literature, as, for example, with pref-
erences (see Frieden, chapter 2), or where there has been significant but
perhaps unappreciated progress, as, for example, with asymmetric infor-
mation and the analysis of dynamic interactions (see Morrow, chapter 3).
The next two essays focus on the aggregation of the preferences of basic
actors into “higher-level” actors, first within a context of established po-
litical institutions, an area where substantial progress has also been made
(see Rogowski, chapter 4), and then within a context of weak or nonexis-
tent institutions, where our understanding is still quite tentative (see
Gourevitch, chapter 5). Finally, chapters 6 and 7 consider some of the
limitations of the strategic-choice approach and directions for future
research.

In chapter 2, Jeffry Frieden examines the problem of preferences. He
argues, first, that distinguishing between preferences and other elements
of the strategic environment is essential and that failing to do so has led
to much theoretical and empirical confusion in the study of international
relations. He then outlines three ways in which preferences can be speci-
fied—by assumption, observation, or deduction—and discusses the
strengths and weaknesses of each alternative. He concludes that deriving
preferences from a prior theory is generally (but not always) the most
satisfying method.

James Morrow focuses on strategic interaction in chapter 3, and partic-
ularly the problems of asymmetric information and dynamic interactions.
Three important features characterize many interactions in various politi-
cal settings. First, the actors may not be able to bind or commit themselves
to follow through on their threats or promises. In international politics,
for example, anarchy makes it impossible for a state to commit itself to
carrying out a pledge if, when the time comes to do so, following through
no longer appears to be in that state’s own self-interest. In American poli-
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tics, no Congress can bind another. And within a Congress, agreements
between members to trade votes cannot be enforced. One member of Con-
gress cannot sue another for failing to live up to his or her part of a log
roll. Second, actors—be they substate actors or states—are often unsure
of the motivations, interests, or preferences of other actors. In a crisis, for
example, a state may be unsure how much risk of war another state is
willing to run. Third, actors often have an incentive to try to exploit other
actors’ uncertainty by bluffing, lying, or otherwise misrepresenting their
true preferences. These features create many problems, and Morrow dis-
cusses three of the most important that arise in international relations:
signaling, commitment, and bargaining. He shows how the insights de-
rived from the game-theoretic analysis of these problems is reshaping our
understanding of important areas in international relations, including
those of alliances and crisis bargaining.

Chapters 2 and 3 center on actors’ attributes and their environments.
Chapters 4 and 5 elaborate on the way strategic interactions are organized
and on the insights that begin to emerge from this interaction. As outlined
above, the strategic-choice approach often assumes that more basic sub-
state actors interact and, through this interaction, aggregate into states
that interact in the international arena. The role institutions play in shap-
ing actors’ behavior has been the subject of much work and debate.
In domestic politics, actors often take their institutional environment for
granted and act within it. Domestic institutions often serve as constraints
that partly define the strategic arena in which domestic actors interact,
and, arguably, international institutions sometimes also constrain
and shape state behavior.35 Chapters 4 and 5 pay particular attention to
institutions.

In chapter 4, Ronald Rogowski uses the second type of conceptual ex-
periment described above to examine how different institutional environ-
ments affect actors’ interactions and the aggregation of their preferences.
In particular, he investigates the effects that changes in the institutional
features of a democratic state have on the character of its foreign policy.
He does this by positing that the basic preferences of the substate actors
remain constant but the institutional setting in which these actors pursue
their ends varies along three dimensions—the scope of the franchise, the

35 Indeed, whether international institutions constrain state behavior or merely reflect
the distribution of power is at the center of the heated argument between neorealism and
institutionalism. We take a middle ground. It seems evident that international institutions
are less constraining than domestic institutions. But it also seems extreme to claim they have
no effect. The real issue, it seems to us, is to explain why the constraining effects of institu-
tions vary between domestic and international politics, across issues in international poli-
tics, and across domestic politics as well. On important problems of selection bias in the
study of international institutions, see Downs, Rocke, and Barsoom 1996 and Lake 1999.
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nature of representation, and the decision-making rules within a govern-
ment. In a wide-ranging empirical survey, Rogowski shows how changes
along these three dimensions affect the bias, credibility, and coherence of
a state’s foreign policy, its ability to mobilize resources in pursuit of that
policy, and the strategic environment of domestic actors. Rogowski then
generalizes the insights derived from his study of domestic institutions to
the international arena.

Rogowski’s treatment of institutions in chapter 4 and Peter Goure-
vitch’s treatment of them in chapter 5 illustrate the partial-equilibrium
orientation of the strategic-choice approach. Rogowski considers situa-
tions in which actors take for granted the institutional structures that
govern them. There are times, however, when the institutions themselves
are at issue. In these governance problems, the actors may be bargaining
about how to set up or change the institutions that will structure their
subsequent interaction. Gourevitch explores the politics of governance
problems by distinguishing two types of situations.36 When the cost of
changing institutions is low, Gourevitch argues that institutions are
largely epiphenomenal and have little influence over actors’ behavior.
Actors choose those institutions that produce the outcomes they prefer.
When the cost of institutional change is high, institutions are likely to
shape the actors’ behavior and the policy outcome. Gourevitch’s distinc-
tion alone advances the debate between neorealists and institutionalists
about the constraining effects of institutions. If the cost of institutional
investment is low, we obtain the neorealist image of international rela-
tions in which international institutions are epiphenomenal and merely
reflect the distribution of power. If the cost is high, then the institutions
have important constraining effects and will influence state behavior, as
institutionalists believe. Gourevitch’s distinction moves us beyond com-
peting claims about institutions’ different effects by focusing our attention
on factors that determine the degree to which institutions shape behavior
among states as well as other types of actors. Gourevitch then goes on to
examine how governance disputes are resolved.

Chapters 6 and 7 consider limitations of the strategic-choice approach.
The payoff to the methodological bet of decomposing strategic interac-
tions into analytically separate components of actors and environments
is likely to be smallest when it is used to study what might be called evolu-
tionary situations, that is, situations in which actors and their environ-
ment shape each other. In these situations, one cannot conduct the two

36 This distinction is reminiscent of Keohane and Nye’s (1989) work on regime theory
and what they called vulnerability interdependence. If the cost of changing a regime were
low, the situation was one of low vulnerability. If the cost was high, the actors were vulner-
able.
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conceptual experiments discussed above. If, for example, actors and the
environment influence each other, then one cannot imagine the same set
of actors in a different environment. For if the environment were different,
this would have had an effect on the actors and they, too, would be differ-
ent. However, even when actors and the environment codetermine each
other, one nevertheless can imagine that the actors are still striving to
further their interests. These kinds of situations are just more difficult to
study. In chapter 6, Miles Kahler looks to evolutionary theories, which
necessarily deal with situations in which actors and the environment
shape each other, and discusses what these theories might contribute to
the study of international relations.

Finally, Arthur Stein in chapter 7 shows that some of the most frequent
criticisms of the strategic-choice approach often pertain to specific model-
ing choices and not to the approach itself. He then turns to fundamental
criticisms and limitations of the strategic-choice approach, emphasizing
the incomplete nature of theory. By surveying the weaknesses and limita-
tions of the strategic-choice approach, both Kahler and Stein trace the
boundaries within which the methodological bets made in this approach
will be rewarding.
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C H A P T E R T W O

Actors and Preferences in International Relations

J E F F R Y A . F R I E D E N

INTERESTS are central to the study of international politics. To understand
relations among countries we must take into account their interests, just
as to analyze national foreign policy making requires due attention to
the interests of groups, bureaucracies, and other participants in national
debates.

Yet, scholarly attention to the sources of national or subnational inter-
ests—or, as we call them, preferences—is wrought with confusion. Even
definitions of preferences vary greatly within the study of international
relations, and the analytical use to which they are put varies even more.

This essay makes two principal points about the role of preferences
in explaining international politics. First, for most analytical purposes,
preferences must be kept separate from other things—most important,
from characteristics of the strategic setting. Otherwise, we are unable to
distinguish between the causal role of actors’ interests and that of their
environment. Second, scholars need to be explicit about how they deter-
mine the preferences of relevant social actors. Whether preferences are
variables of interest or control variables, it is essential that they be derived
clearly and unambiguously.

This chapter is intricately linked to the next. I highlight the need for
careful consideration of actor preferences in the analysis of international
politics, while James Morrow emphasizes the role of the strategic setting.
The two are essential components of the strategic-choice approach.

The analytical need to set preferences apart from other things, and to
determine them explicitly, applies to theoretical issues, to explanatory
questions, and to investigations of particular cases. For example, at the
theoretical level, debates over the extent to which wars are caused by
features of the international system or by conflicts of state interests need
to be able to assign preferences to states. Otherwise, we could not tell
whether wars were the result of bellicose aims of governments, in which

The author acknowledges helpful comments and suggestions from other members of the
IGCC project on Strategic Choice in International Relations, especially David Lake and
Robert Powell, and from William Clark, Jack Hirshleifer, Jeffrey Legro, Lisa Martin, Jack
Snyder, and Michael Wallerstein.
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case explanation rests on assertions about their preferences, or of a hostile
and uncertain environment, in which case even the best of intentions
would be overwhelmed by the setting.

At a less abstract level, the hypothesis that, for instance, countries are
more likely to cooperate the more similar their interests are requires some
way of determining their interests independently of their cooperative ac-
tions. By the same token, the hypothesis that a small group of countries
is more likely to cooperate than a large group of countries needs to be
able to control for differences in the degree to which the countries in
question have similar interests.

The same is true for evaluations of specific episodes. Just as partici-
pants’ views of the actions of Germany in the 1930s depended on their
beliefs about Germany’s goals (preferences), in ways detailed in the fol-
lowing chapter, so, too, do scholarly interpretations of German actions.
It is plausible that Germany responded to the European power balance in
much the same way as other countries might have—even those with very
different ideological and other preferences. But it is also plausible that
German actions primarily flowed from the unique, perhaps uniquely ag-
gressive, preferences of the country and its leaders. The two interpreta-
tions require some prior notion of what, in fact, German preferences were,
in order to investigate their effects on German policy.

The issue is especially important because although preferences are part
of all explanations, they are not directly observable. Like participants,
scholars of international politics observe only the behavior of states and
their leaders; we cannot know their true motivations. And while the ob-
served behavior might perfectly reflect an actor’s preferences, it might
just as well be powerfully affected by uncertainty, institutions, and other
features of the strategic setting. This, then, requires careful attention to
the independent impact and sources of actor preferences.

This chapter clarifies the role that preferences play in the study of inter-
national relations. It points to common errors, insists on the need for a
clear demarcation between preferences and other factors, and explores
different approaches to the derivation of preferences. The essay is meant
not as an original contribution but rather as a summary and distillation
of scholarly “best practice.” The motivation is a practical concern for a
common language that allows the work of scholars to contribute to the
cumulation of knowledge rather than debates based on misunderstanding
and misconception.

The first section presents definitions used to discuss preferences and
preference formation. For this volume, actors are regarded as having pref-
erences for outcomes, such as for wealth or territory; these preferences
lead them to strategies, such as free trade and military offensives. The
next section discusses the need for precision in evaluating preferences,
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and in using them to explain other matters. It presents three common sets
of errors made with regard to preferences: confusing them with strategies
in a single interaction, focusing solely on preferences and ignoring their
context, or focusing solely on the context and ignoring preferences.

In the third section I turn to the ways that analysts try to establish
preferences for the purpose of analysis. Whether the units in question are
individuals, bureaucratic agencies, interest groups, or nation-states, their
actions cannot usefully be analyzed without some prior sense of their
aims. These preferences can be assumed by the analyst, either by conven-
tion or by choice. Preferences can themselves be investigated empirically.
Or—in what I argue is the most satisfying but in some ways the most
difficult research strategy—actors’ preferences can be deduced from prior
theoretical principles.

The fourth and final section gives examples of how the approach sug-
gested here might assist scholars. I argue that explicit attention to prefer-
ences helps illuminate enduring issues in international relations, both at
the theoretical level and in empirical applications.

DEFINITIONS: PREFERENCES AND STRATEGIES

The words preference and strategy, and others equivalent to them, are
used continually in the social sciences but are often invested with different
meanings. Here we adopt simple definitions, recognizing that there is
no universally accepted set of terms and that they are not a matter of
principle.

The essential point is that in any given setting, an actor prefers some
outcomes to others and pursues a strategy to achieve its most preferred
possible outcome. As indicated in chapter 1 of this volume, an actor’s
preferences rank the outcomes possible in a given environment. The
actor’s strategy is its attempt to come as close as possible to the outcome
it most prefers.

These definitions refer to a particular interaction—one box, which may
well be inside other boxes, to use the first chapter’s metaphor. An interac-
tion in this sense could last a long time, such as Anglo-German relations
from the 1870s until World War II, or a short time, such as Anglo-German
relations in the 1938 Czech crisis. The distinction is complicated because
what are considered preferences in one “box” might be strategies in an-
other. However, within any given interaction, preferences and strategies
must be distinct, and preferences need to be held constant for the given
interaction.
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Preferences

An actor’s preferences are the way it orders the possible outcomes of an
interaction. If, as in most instances of interest to us here, the environment
is one of strategic interaction (a game), this involves ranking the terminal
nodes of a game tree.

Preferences are taken as given in one defined interaction and used to
analyze other factors. A firm’s preference for trade protection is usually
used to explain something else, such as its lobbying behavior. For exam-
ple, a firm might face a choice of whether to ask the government for a
tariff or for a quota or to seek no protection at all. Illustrated in Figure
2.1 is a firm that prefers a quota to a tariff to no protection, a pattern of
preferences that is taken as given and unchanging for this interaction. In
this figure, government responses to the firm’s lobbying efforts are also
represented. If the firm seeks a quota and the government complies, the
firm obtains its most preferred outcome which has a payoff of, say, 2. The
firm secures its next best outcome if it seeks a tariff and the government
agrees. This brings the firm a lower payoff of, say, 1. Finally, the firm gets
its worst outcome and lowest payoff if it does not seek any protection or
if the government rebuffs its lobbying efforts.

Suppose further that the firm knows there is a conflict of interest be-
tween it and the government. In this very simple example, the government
prefers free trade to other alternatives, mildly dislikes tariffs, and abhors
quotas, but it also wishes to meet constituents’ demands. Therefore it
prefers no trade barriers (when none are demanded) to granting a tariff,
in turn prefers granting a tariff to denying a constituent demand, but
prefers to deny a constituent rather than grant a quota.1

Given these preferences and this simple strategic setting, the firm’s best
course of action is to lobby for a tariff even though its most preferred
outcome is a quota. If the firm seeks a tariff, the government will yield to
its lobbying efforts and the firm will obtain a payoff of 1. If, by contrast,
the firm pushes for a quota or does not lobby at all, it will not receive any
protection and will be left with a payoff of 0.

Although this example is extremely simple (chapter 3 considers more
complex strategic interactions), it makes an important point about prefer-
ences. The firm has preferences that determine how it orders possible
outcomes: quotas over tariffs over no protection. In this particular inter-
action, it receives its most preferred outcome, its highest possible payoff,

1 This highly stylized example assumes that firms cannot bluff or oversell their case and
that the government will only provide something a firm demanded. In a more complex—
and perhaps more realistic—setup, it might be the case that demanding a quota would be a
good strategy to obtain a tariff. But we are purposely keeping the interaction simple for the
sake of argument.
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Figure 2.1. A firm’s preferences for one interaction may be used to analyze other
actions. In this example, a firm’s preference for trade protection is used to explain
its lobbying behavior.

if it pursues the strategy of lobbying for a tariff, which the government
grants. It obtains a worse outcome and a lower payoff if it lobbies for a
quota, which the government denies—even though, in the abstract, it pre-
fers a quota to a tariff.

This simple example shows how the seemingly straightforward notion
of preferences as a ranking over possible outcomes can obscure important
subtleties. Preferences depend on the specification of the problem, and
this points toward the hard questions that are the subject of this essay.

Rather than look further at the interaction illustrated in Figure 2.1, we
can open the “box” containing this situation to ask, for example, why, in
fact, the firm prefers a quota to a tariff—both of which, after all, are
themselves presumably means to more basic ends. For the analysis in this
box, again we need to fix preferences, here for more protectionist rents
over less protectionist rents. The firm’s counterpart now is, say, a foreign
producer (in a two-country, two-firm world market). The options avail-
able involve the foreign and home countries’ trade policies. If both firms
obtain quotas in their home markets, rents are maximized (foreign and
domestic producers split the rents from a quota, while domestic producers
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and the domestic government split the rents from a tariff).2 The home
firm knows that if it obtains a tariff, the foreign firm will also do so,
and bilateral tariffs produce less protectionist rents than bilateral quotas
produce. So the firm’s preference for more protectionist rents over less,
which is given and unchanging for this interaction, means that the termi-
nal node that involves bilateral quotas is ranked above that involving
bilateral tariffs.

We could continue to probe, on into the next box, perhaps asking why
this firm prefers to seek policy-induced rents rather than concentrate en-
tirely on market activity. In this box we fix the firm’s preferences as for
more profits over less (to maximize profits). Then we examine the envi-
ronment within which the firm operates to see what it implies for the
desirability of rent seeking. For a particularly dynamic firm, the opportu-
nity cost of political lobbying might be too high to justify diverting
precious managerial time from its extremely productive alternative uses.
Or it might be—to take us back to the boxes discussed above—that for a
troubled firm, the energy of otherwise unproductive managers is most
profitably spent trying to get the government to provide rents. In this box,
then, profit-maximizing preferences lead the firm to engage in the pursuit
of protectionist rents.

Within a particular “box,” political scientists are not usually interested
in the preferences themselves but rather in how these preferences affect
choices. Most commonly, preferences are of interest because of the behav-
ior they engender. This is not to say that preferences are not to be ex-
plained, and indeed much of social science involves explaining differences
in the preferences of firms, states, and other units. The point, from the
pragmatic standpoint of making analysis possible, is only that within the
interaction in question, preferences are taken as given and held constant.
This is not meant as a description of reality but as an analytically useful
bounding of the problem to be examined.

Often this notion is called preferences over outcomes. As expressed in
chapter 1, actors’ preferences are how they value different possible results

2 The tariff is a border tax that raises domestic prices by the amount of the tariff: Domes-
tic producers get the difference on their output sold domestically; the government gets the
difference on foreign products imported and sold domestically. (This is why it is realistic to
assume that the government strongly prefers tariffs to quotas.) A quota is a quantitative
restriction that raises domestic prices; both foreign and domestic producers get the differ-
ence between the world market price and the domestic price. It is commonly argued that
this helps explain why quotas—such as “voluntary” export restraints—give rise to less inter-
national conflict than do tariffs (see Hillman and Ursprung 1988 and Rosendorff 1996). In
this instance, with bilateral quotas the home firm would get rents both at home and abroad,
whereas with bilateral tariffs the home firm would only get rents at home. The example
assumes a quota and a tariff with equivalent price effects.
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of their actions and those of others. Actors do not have independent pref-
erences over the means to achieve these results, only over the results.3

We can return to our trade-policy example, reversing the order in which
the cases were presented above to accord more fully with the logic of the
example. In the first instance, it is given that the firm prefers more profits
to less, and within this setting the firm determines that protectionist rents
are worth pursuing. In the second instance, it is given that the firm prefers
more protectionist rents to less, and within this setting it determines that
the best available result involves bilateral quotas. In the third instance, it
is given that the firm prefers quotas to tariffs to nothing, and within this
setting it ends up asking for tariffs because asking for quotas would yield
an even worse outcome, nothing.

Preferences are not directly observable. The actor’s preferences lead to
its behavior but in ways that are contingent on the environment. As dis-
cussed in detail in the next chapter, the strategic setting can fundamentally
affect the behavior of people, firms, and states. So without more informa-
tion about the strategic setting and/or about the process of preference
formation, it is impossible to know how the behavior maps back to the
preference. A particular public trade bargaining position is conceivably
consonant with a wide range of preferences. In the above example we
observe only that the firm asked the government for a tariff; it would be
incorrect, in this case, to infer that the firm preferred tariffs to a quota.

Strategies

States, groups, or individuals require ways to obtain their goals, paths to
their preferences. These paths must take into account the environment—
other actors and their expected behavior, available information, power
disparities. Given this strategic setting, strategies are tools the agent uses
to get as close to its preferences as possible.

Strategies imply particular means to an end. As such, the unit in ques-
tion has no independent predilection for one set of strategies or another;
it wants only the best means to the desired end. Strategies are derived
from preferences; they are ways to achieve goals given the anticipated
actions of others, differential capabilities, knowledge and information,

3 This somewhat elastic definition of preferences is not universally accepted. Some (such
as Hirshleifer 1995, 264–67) define preferences only in terms of primitive preferences, refer-
ring to such broad concerns as personal or national security or wealth maximization. In
these terms, everything else is a series of strategies. But this seems too restrictive for our
purposes.
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and other features of the setting; some of the most important informa-
tional features are dealt with by James Morrow in chapter 3.4

The direct unobservability of preferences has its parallel with regard to
strategies. It is never inherently obvious whether action is the result of
preferences or strategies, underlying interests, or the environment in
which they play themselves out.

In any given setting preferences are fixed, and strategies derive from
them. However, by the “boxes within boxes” standard, a preference in
one box may well be the strategy from a previous box. Returning to trade
policy, in one interaction the preference to maximize profits led to a strat-
egy of rent seeking; in the next interaction, the preference for maximal
rents led to a strategy of bilateral quotas; in the final interaction, the pref-
erence for quotas over tariffs over nothing led to a strategy of demanding
a tariff.

A progression is implied by the terms. Given its preferences, an actor
forms strategies based on the possibilities presented by the environment.
In a subsequent interaction, which must be analytically separated, the
strategies of the first instance can be seen as preferences, toward the
achievement of which the actor develops strategies, again based on the
constraints of circumstance. Each step in this progression involves a pref-
erence, then an evaluation of the setting within which this preference is
to be pursued, and finally a derived strategy to obtain the preference.
Preferences, in a determined environment, give rise to strategies.

The desirability of a clear progression from exogenously given prefer-
ences to strategies does not rule out attempts to explain preferences
themselves. What is taken as exogenous in one context might be “prob-
lematized” and investigated in another. In some settings it is useful to
start with a firm’s preference for trade protection and investigate how this
affects the firm’s lobbying behavior; in other settings it is useful to try to
determine the source of the firm’s trade-policy preferences.

Important as it is to question the origin of national or other preferences,
it is desirable to hold them constant for one “round” of analysis. If we
are interested in diplomatic relations between two countries, it does little
for our analysis simply to assert that one of the countries’ preferences
changed in the middle of the interaction. Of course, this may well have
been the case—governments are overthrown or voted out of office and
replaced by others with different preferences—but this is better regarded
as changing the character of the interaction so that it is another round or
game.

4 It is not uncommon to see strategies referred to as “policy preferences.” This is because
the actor’s preference is for an outcome, and policy is often a direct means toward that end.
A firm that prefers maximum rents may have a strategy that involves a policy of a quota
toward this end. The distinction between preferences and policy preferences, like that be-
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To summarize this section, for the purposes of this volume a preference
represents the most desired outcome of an interaction. The preference, in
a particular setting, leads the agent to devise a strategy. In one interaction,
preferences (ends) within the given setting determine the choice of strate-
gies (means). It is practically and analytically important to separate the
preferences of states, groups, and individuals, from the strategic environ-
ment they face. By the same token, it is practically and analytically im-
portant to hold preferences constant for one round of interaction. This
allows us to explore how different preferences and environments affect
outcomes.

Scholars disagree about the appropriate preferences to assign to coun-
tries, groups, firms, or individuals. But the pursuit of legitimate disagree-
ment is only hampered by unclear definitions; in this light, we propose a
common language within which to carry out theoretical and empirical
debates. In what follows, I move on to discuss how preferences can be
assumed, examined, or deduced, and how this derivation of preferences
affects analysis. First, however, it is useful to point out some of the prob-
lems associated with the concept of preferences and its usage in interna-
tional relations.

PROBLEMS WITH PREFERENCES

The preference-strategy-outcome distinctions seem straightforward, yet
the role of preferences in explanation is often glossed over with easy asser-
tions or muddled with ambiguity. Indeed, a great deal of confusion in
international relations can be traced to imprecision in the definition and
use of preferences and strategies as analytical concepts.

Typically the goal of social-scientific inquiry is to explain outcomes,
observed trends or events. Analyzing outcomes usually involves compara-
tive statics, the “conceptual experiments” discussed in chapter 1. We can
ask, for example, how an outcome might be affected by changes in the
preferences of one actor or by changes in the strategic setting. James Mor-
row, in the next chapter, gives many examples of how changes in the
strategic setting can affect outcomes; Ronald Rogowski, in chapter 4, pro-
vides many examples of how changes in one particular component of
the strategic setting—the institutional environment—can affect outcomes.
Much of social science has to do with conceptual experiments in which
changes in one or another such ingredient affects events.

In fact, analysts of international relations have long debated how pref-
erences and the strategic environment affect outcomes, jointly and sepa-

tween “preferences over outcomes” and “preferences over strategies (policies),” is analo-
gous to the preferences-strategy distinction.
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rately.5 Many debates in the field have to do with whether outcomes are
primarily the result of the constraints of the international system or of
differences among national preferences. A strong variant of realism, for
example, implies that state preferences are so swamped by the pressures
of interstate competition that all states must pursue essentially identical
strategies. A strong domestic-dominance perspective might, on the other
hand, argue that different state strategies flow primarily from different
national characteristics and preferences.6 Assessment of the explanatory
effects of variations in national interests and international constraints—
preferences and the strategic setting—is central to the study of interna-
tional relations, and it requires clear analytical separation of the two.

We cannot carry out the conceptual experiments necessary to evaluate
these contrasting positions without clearly separating preferences, strate-
gies, the environment, and other factors whose impact we want to evalu-
ate. Specifically, we cannot determine exactly how preferences and the
environment interact to affect outcomes by observation alone. Preferences
are unobservable independent of outcomes; it may, in fact, be the case
that the actors’ interests explain an event, but it is rarely self-evident
whether an effect was caused by the untrammeled intentional action of a
group or individual, or whether it was the result of interactions among
groups and individuals, in a changing environment. In evaluating such
possibilities, a clear prior picture of the agents’ preferences is crucial.7

In other words, where actors are strategic, we cannot infer the cause of
their behavior directly from their behavior. We need to take into account
both their underlying preferences and the strategic setting within which
they design their actions. If a policy affects only one actor in a completely
unambiguous way, the translation from preferences to behavior and out-
comes might be simple. Where more than one actor (or group of actors)
is involved, the possibility of strategic interplay among them arises. If the
informational environment is problematic—there is uncertainty about the
true characteristics of the world or of others—the arrow from desire to
action to effect becomes harder to draw. As the next chapter points out,
much of politics can be described in these terms, so, for a wide range of
problems of interest to us, neither a simple knowledge of preferences nor a
simple knowledge of the strategic environment is sufficient to understand
political causes and effects.

5 For four examples, see Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992; Levy 1990–91; Rhodes
1989; and Stein 1990. Snyder and Diesing (1977, 471–80) make an analogous distinction
between structure, pattern of relations, interactions, and internal characteristics.

6 Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1992) indeed evaluate these two perspectives empiri-
cally and find for the latter, but the issue is by no means settled.

7 The presentation here closely parallels the exceptionally clear discussion of payoffs in
Snidal 1986, 40–44. For another articulate statement of the importance of preferences and
an argument that their derivation is central to “liberal” approaches to international rela-
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In our trade-policy example, the government granted a firm tariff pro-
tection. Analysis of this outcome would presumably focus on attempting
to understand how firm preferences, the preferences of other actors, and
the strategic setting interacted to lead to the observed policy. Melding
preferences and strategies might lead the analyst to conclude that the
government preferred tariffs to other policies—after all, that is what it
implemented. It might also lead the analyst to conclude that the firm
preferred tariffs to quotas—after all, that is what it demanded from the
government. Both conclusions would be incorrect; in our setup, the gov-
ernment preferred no trade protection to tariffs, and the firm preferred
quotas to tariffs.

Only a more complex research design, or series of conceptual experi-
ments, could establish the true chain of causation. First, we need a clear
separation of preferences from strategies and careful consideration of the
action of both. Second, we require some prior way of establishing which
firms are expected to hold which preferences. I return to the latter prob-
lem (determining preferences) in the next section and focus here on the
pitfalls of inadequate attention to the former problem.

Political science and international relations are rife with violations of
the principles of clear separation between preferences and the environ-
ment, and careful consideration of the possible impact of each on the
outcome. These violations typically fall into three categories, which I call
sins of confusion, of commission, and of omission.

The first, sins of confusion, mixes preferences and the strategic setting
in ways that do not allow their independent effects to be examined. This
confusion has infused one of the oldest and least fruitful debates in inter-
national relations: the debate over the preferences of nation-states in “re-
alist” approaches.8 Many early realists argued—as some still do—that
states maximize power or the probability of survival. Both are positional
and analogous to maximizing “relative gains” (I take the two as analo-
gous although they are somewhat different).

The most direct interpretation of this assertion is that the desire for
power is an actual preference of states, and indeed this is often stated
explicitly: Power or survival are in states’ utility functions. This implies
that states value power for its own sake and would be willing to subjugate
all other goals to power, no matter what the setting.

This is almost certainly not what most realists have in mind; indeed,
they often make explicit that it is the international system that forces

tions, see Moravcsik 1997. Legro (1996) emphasizes nonmaterial aspects of preference for-
mation.

8 For examples of this long controversy, see Waltz 1979; Grieco 1988a; Powell 1991;
Snidal 1991a; and Niou and Ordeshook 1994. In my view, the articles by Powell, Snidal,
and Niou and Ordeshook essentially ended the debate. I use the term realist to encompass
both classical realist and “neorealist” writing on these issues.
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states to maximize power or survival probability.9 If so, then power max-
imization is not a preference but a strategy. This means that state prefer-
ences are not defined by realists, which makes their analysis inherently
incomplete.

One possible interpretation is that realists believe (and therefore as-
sume) that the international environment is so powerful that it forces all
states, no matter the differences in their preferences and in the environ-
ments they face, to pursue identical strategies of power maximization.
This means that size, shape, socioeconomic and political makeup, and the
international setting have no effect on the power-maximizing strategies
of states.

The logic of the realist position, then, is that national preferences are
irrelevant in international politics. This is so because systemic constraints
are so tight that all states must pursue identical power-driven strategies.
The implications of this extremely strong assertion are not always
appreciated.

This illustrates the importance of clear definitions. At least some theo-
retical confusion in international relations has been caused by the use of
such terms as preferences and strategies in a variety of ways, often with
very different meanings.

For example, it is common in international relations to combine inter-
ests and geopolitical conditions into one overarching explanatory vari-
able. To take one instance, Steve Walt (1987) proposes a revision of bal-
ance-of-power analysis that he calls “balance of threat.” By this he means
that countries respond not only to the power ratios they face but also
to perceived threats posed by other countries. The perception of threat
incorporates such considerations as aggressive intentions, geographical
proximity, and ideology. Walt clearly has in mind characteristics that in-
clude the preferences of the states involved, for example, the degree to
which there are inherent “conflicts of interest.” This blends national pref-
erences, strategies, and the environment into a single factor: not only how
powerful the actor is, but what it wants, how it proposes to get it, and
the setting in which this takes place.

It is not surprising that this blend of preferences and strategies outper-
forms a simple focus on power (i.e., strategies that flow from a nation’s
relative position) itself, for it expands the range of explanatory factors.
Walt’s empirical application to the formation of alliances (see also Walt
[1991]) indeed combines several factors into what he calls one: the prefer-
ences of a state, plus the strategies it pursues given both its preferences
and characteristics of the environment (such as its power).

9 It should be noted that contrary to common assertions, this view is not analogous to
the relationship of firm preferences to competition in the marketplace: It is not product
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The problem is that this approach makes it impossible to know how
outcomes were affected by international power relations, by different na-
tional interests, and by other features of the environment that are bundled
together as the perceived threat. First, the slurring of several potential
causal variables makes it hard to see the logic of the argument in full—
whether and how, for example, conflicts of interest affect the strategies of
states or are themselves affected by power disparities or are affected by
the intentions of other states. The logic of the theory would be stronger
were a state’s preferences—perhaps as a function of its ideology—analyti-
cally separated from its strategies—that is, the “aggressiveness” of its ac-
tions. Second, empirically it is impossible to disentangle how national
policy and outcomes might respond to changes in preferences, the envi-
ronment, and other factors. The aggressiveness of intentions might be
affected by geographical proximity, ideology, or power differentials, and
the inability to hold one or the other constant makes impossible the con-
ceptual experiments that most have in mind in trying to explain alliance
patterns: How would alliances be altered by more similar preferences
among states, by better information, or by smaller power disparities?

The entangling of preferences and strategies also causes theoretical con-
fusion. Walt appears to regard his argument as a slight amendment to an
emphasis on power (the strategic environment). But this is incorrect: he
insists, in fact, on the significance of both preferences and the strategic
setting, in contradistinction to realists’ belief in the predominance of sys-
temic constraints.

Attention to both preferences and strategies is certainly an advance over
focusing on only one or the other. However, the inclusion of both makes
it that much more important to ensure that they are separated analytically.
Failure to do so serves to confuse, not clarify, explanation; it also con-
founds careful consideration of the theoretical implications of the argu-
ments and evidence so presented.

Beyond confusion, that preferences are not directly observable indepen-
dently of outcomes makes two other sorts of mistakes common, and dam-
aging. One, which I call sins of commission, is to assert that variation in
outcomes is solely owing to variation in preferences. The other, which I
call sins of omission, is to assert that variation in outcomes has nothing
to do with variation in preferences. Each sin involves the failure to carry
out one of the conceptual experiments discussed in chapter 1. The first
set of sins neglects the comparative statics exercise of holding the proper-
ties of actors constant while varying the environment; the second neglects

market competition that leads firms to prefer profit maximization but the preferences of
firm owners.
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the exercise of holding the environment constant while varying the prop-
erties of actors.

Sins of commission arise when analysts observe an outcome and draw
a direct line from it back to the preferences of actors. Typically such analy-
ses assert that because the result benefited some actors, they and only they
caused it. This commits the logical fallacy of asserting that the preferences
of those most favored by an outcome must have determined the outcome
itself, ignoring the possibility that strategic interaction might have funda-
mentally transformed the process and its end point. Indeed, such argu-
ments are often doubly circular: They infer powerful actors’ motivations
from the outcome, then go on to argue that the outcome was determined
by the powerful actors.

Such sins of commission, then, ascribe outcomes to preferences without
careful attention to strategic interaction and other factors besides actors’
preferences. It may well be the case, as is commonly asserted, that the
causes of interstate conflict must be sought in the belligerent nature of
particular nations, or that trade protection is adopted because of the in-
fluence of those who stand to gain from it. However, we cannot know
whether these views are accurate without assessing the potential effects
of factors other than preferences themselves. In the next chapter James
Morrow gives both general guidelines and specific examples about the
impact of the strategic setting on behavior.

A common variant of this lapse is to explain changes in interstate rela-
tions simply by asserting that national preferences changed.10 Careful at-
tention to the interaction in question is required before we rule out the
possibility that an altered outcome was owing to modification in the stra-
tegic environment, such as increased information or changed bargaining
conditions. Too many analysts, faced with a change in relations among
states, surrender to the temptation to explain this by invoking a change
in states’ preferences themselves. While this may often be the case, assess-
ment of the argument requires rejection of the possibility that preferences
remained constant while the environment—things that alter the character
and results of strategic interaction among a fixed group of governments—
might have changed. For explanatory purposes, the direct translation of
preferences into outcomes cannot be taken for granted.

On the other hand, sins of omission involve assertions about the impact
of strategic interaction and other environmental factors without con-
trolling for actors’ preferences. This is especially common among those
scholars who emphasize the importance of the setting within which the

10 To avoid giving too much offense, I can cite my own work (especially Frieden 1988)
as an example of this shortcoming. Even one of the most careful studies in this mode, Cony-
beare 1987, sometimes slips into ascribing changes in results to changes in preferences in a
somewhat ad hoc manner.
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behavior in question takes place—such as great uncertainty or the absence
of a third-party enforcement mechanism (such as the “anarchy” of
international politics). This often leads analysts to ascribe outcomes to
strategic interaction itself, without paying careful attention to the actors’
underlying preferences. Disagreements among states might be owing to
the difficulty of sustaining cooperation in an uncertain and information-
poor world that lacks third-party enforcement; or they might, in fact,
occur because of inherently antagonistic goals of two or more states.
Trade protection could be the result of a breakdown of cooperation or of
a simple desire on the part of both countries to reduce their imports—for
whatever domestically derived reason.

Kenneth Oye (1986b, 6–9) gives a particularly clear argument for why
careful attention to preferences is analytically important. He notes that
many instances of international conflict or cooperation are ascribed to
structural factors when, in fact, they might more accurately be attributed
either to irreconcilable or to harmonious national preferences, which
makes attention to environmental constraints superfluous. One cannot
assert that the strategic setting led to cooperation among states without
first establishing that there might otherwise have been some reason for
disagreement, and vice versa. Martin (1992b) thus distinguishes among
interstate interactions in which preferences are essentially harmonious
and those in which there is, in fact, a real or potential conflict of interest.
This avoids sins of omission, in which the strategic setting is taken to
determine outcomes without adequate attention to preferences.

A full understanding of the sources of international political outcomes
requires careful attention to both preferences and the strategic environ-
ment. It also requires a careful delineation of the two, as well as careful
theoretical and empirical consideration of the explanatory importance of
each.

However, this requires first and foremost some way of determining
actors’ preferences. As discussed above, preferences are not directly ob-
servable; this means that it is not easy to “assign” preferences to particular
individuals, groups, or nations. Indeed, one of the most daunting prob-
lems in the social sciences, and in international relations, is determining
agents’ preferences. It is to this problem I now turn.

PREFERENCES ASSUMED, OBSERVED, AND DEDUCED

Because preferences are so important to analysis, it is crucial to have some
way to know these preferences. Scholars typically specify preferences in
one of three ways: by assumption, by observation, and by deduction.
These methods are not mutually exclusive, but they are different.
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Each method has advantages and disadvantages. I believe, however,
that the most analytically satisfying route is to deduce preferences on the
basis of prior theory.11 However, when analysis requires national prefer-
ences, it must be admitted that we have few theories of preferences at the
national level—that is, ways of determining what a nation’s preferences
will be solely on the basis of the nation’s properties. This means that
“national preferences” are best deduced from theories of the preferences
of subnational units—especially individuals, firms, and groups—along
with theories of preference aggregation at the national level. This is a
daunting path, but it is the most promising one. Partly because of the
difficulties of the option for which I argue, it is worthwhile to explore
alternatives. These include assuming and observing preferences.

Assumption

It is easiest to assume preferences. In the principal application in interna-
tional relations to the preferences of nation-states, the simplest assump-
tion might be that states attempt to maximize national welfare. But this
is either vacuous, leaving open how national welfare is defined, or implau-
sible, assuming that governments accurately reflect their citizens’ prefer-
ences by some simple criterion.

We might assume that states prefer to maximize national wealth or size.
Niou, Ordeshook, and Rose (1989, 49), for example, assume that states
maximize national resources.12 In principle, any set of goals can be as-
sumed for states and other units of analysis. Indeed, assuming preferences
is the method most similar to that used in economics, and, despite long
debates, it seems appropriate there.

However, there are problems with assuming national preferences. It is
no accident that contentious discussions of preferences in international
relations contrast with the relatively straightforward way that preferences
are used in economics. A comparison of the two realms, in fact, helps
clarify why assuming preferences can be so problematic in international
political analysis.

11 Again, this point closely follows Snidal (1986, 40–44).
12 Even here, the authors fold strategic considerations into preferences by making the

preference for resource maximization conditional upon the survival of the state. While this
may be technically necessary, it is difficult to see an analytical basis for it. Indeed, it is
interesting and potentially important to note that solely a preference for resource maximiza-
tion cannot lead to anything approaching power balance: At some margin, states will find
it more attractive to be absorbed by other states rather than to maintain their sovereignty.
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In economics, it is typically assumed that individuals and firms are
wealth- (or profit-) maximizing.13 Most economists accept that this is not
an accurate description of reality, simply a useful one for economic analy-
sis. They posit preferences for wealth or profit maximization, and, on
this basis, build models of how individuals and firms act within different
circumstances to maximize their income.

In this context, all actors have essentially identical wealth-maximiza-
tion preferences, and everything that flows from these preferences is a
strategy.14 Variation in outcomes is the result of firms and individuals with
identical preferences finding themselves in different settings. Prices are
different in competitive than in oligopolistic markets because of the mar-
ket structure, which is exogenous to any one firm, not because of the
preferences of firms. The behavior of firms in competitive markets is
different from that in oligopolistic markets, not because of variation in
preferences—all are profit maximizers—but because they face different
settings. Different outcomes (prices, quantities) or different behaviors
(marketing or investment strategies) are not the result of different prefer-
ences—some firms for wealth maximization, others for security—but of
different conditions.15

The situation is not quite so simple, to be sure. A large body of literature
in economics is devoted to “problematizing” the preferences of firms, in
the sense that it starts with the individuals who make up a firm and then
attempts to see how relations among these individuals affect the firm’s
goals. The notion that firms are not pure profit maximizers but, rather,

13 To be completely accurate, the basic assumption is that individuals are utility maximiz-
ers, that wealth is translatable into utility, and, in fact, that wealth maximization is a strat-
egy to achieve maximum utility. Of course, utility is unmeasurable so this step is somewhat
superfluous for all purposes except those of logical completeness.

14 Some strategies, to be sure, are not strategic in the usual sense. In competitive markets,
actors need not take the actions of other individuals into account: They are price takers
rather than price makers. A wheat farmer does not strategize about his planting decisions,
as he knows that his actions will have no impact on the price of wheat. Technically, however,
not strategizing is also a strategy. The wheat farmer can best maximize his income by not
wasting energy strategizing where it can make no difference. This is the distinction between
decision- and game-theoretic analyses, both of which make important contributions.
When numbers are small enough, and there is some reason to try to anticipate the reactions
of others, actors are strategic in the traditional (game-theoretic) sense. There are indeed few
enough television producers or automobile manufacturers or major investment banks in the
world that they may act strategically in designing their company investment, production,
marketing, labor, and pricing policies.

15 This highlights, to repeat, the confusion of Waltz (1979) and many other realists, de-
spite their invocation of oligopolistic markets as analogues to international politics. In eco-
nomic models, firm preferences are all the same and their strategies vary according to market
structure; in the Waltzian mistranslation, state preferences may all vary, but their strategies
are all the same because of the international political structure.
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reflect the wealth maximization motives of the individuals who constitute
the firm is, in fact, widely accepted, and many economists have explored
how firms are constructed out of large numbers of individuals.16 (The
parallel to political scientists’ attempts to specify nations’ preferences by
looking at those who constitute them is obvious.) Nonetheless, this has
not kept most economists, most of the time, from using the simplifying
assumption of profit-maximizing firms.17

Three characteristics of the study of international politics make the sim-
ple assumption of national preferences more difficult than the assumption
of preferences in economics. First, in economics there is limited variation
in the cast of characters, namely, firms and individuals. It seems reason-
able that, with regard to market transactions, firms have relatively similar
preferences to one another, as do individuals, and, indeed, that the two
sorts of preferences are analogous: profit maximization for firms, wealth
maximization for individuals. But international politics involves individu-
als, firms, groups, nation-states, international organizations, transna-
tional actors, and perhaps others. And there is little reason to expect all
these varied actors to have analogous preferences, or even for the prefer-
ences of the same kinds of actors (states, groups, international organiza-
tions) to be homogeneous.

Second, even if we could agree on some principal homogeneous actors
in international politics, there is no unambiguous preference we could
assume for these actors. Scholars who use models in which nation-states
are purposive unitary actors do not agree about what purpose (prefer-
ence) should be assumed for them. In other words, economics-like consen-
sus on a generally accepted assumption, and on a generalized equivalence
of actor preferences, is lacking.

Third, international relations deals with a multiplicity of issues on
many dimensions. Economics is primarily about interactions within mar-
kets, and, although it is common that market actors have to deal with
more than one concern (price, quantity, and quality, for example), this
pales in comparison to the complexity of international politics. States, or
whatever else may be the relevant units of international political analysis,
are likely to have preferences about, and strategies toward, a wide range

16 The literature is too vast to cite in detail; Williamson 1985 is a standard summary,
while Grossman and Hart 1986 is a particularly influential example of attempts to under-
stand the problem.

17 Nor is the distinction between preferences and strategies quite so clear, even in econom-
ics. Sometimes analysts take the strategy, derived from the firm’s profit-maximizing prefer-
ence, as a given. They then use this strategy as a preference in a subsequent interaction. For
example, firms in oligopolistic industries might be asserted to have a preference for greater
market share; scholars would then go on to examine how different strategies (limit pricing,
advertising) might increase a firm’s market share. But it is understood that greater market
share itself is desired only as a means to profit maximization.
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of concerns: trade, money, and national defense, to be sure, but also cul-
tural and linguistic ties, cross-border pollution, immigration, human
rights, ideology, and ethnicity. It is not hard to imagine how to derive a
profit-maximizing firm’s strategies toward price, quantity, and quality,
but it is difficult to see how to assume preferences that would be both
nontrivial and useful to analyze the international components of French
cultural policy, British immigration policy, Iranian religious policy, or
American drug policy.

For all these reasons, the simple assumption of preferences common in
economics is often dissatisfying in international relations. While econo-
mists typically begin their analysis with an unproblematically profit-
maximizing firm, scholars of international politics must pay much more
attention to the preferences of the actors.

This is not to deny that valuable analyses can be performed with as-
sumed state preferences. As in much else, this is likely to be where we
have some reason to believe that the assumption is realistic—perhaps by
working backward, unpacking boxes within boxes, until we get to a level
at which it seems relatively clear what we need to assume. This might
be the case of international public goods with few obvious distributional
consequences, such as preventing global warming or controlling infec-
tious diseases. A preference for reducing these threats at the lowest
possible cost to the country is not far-fetched. Relatively unproblematic
preferences might also be assumed where the interaction is limited to a
one-dimensional realm. It seems reasonable that in a major crisis nuclear
powers might have similar preferences for victory without war over vic-
tory with war over defeat without war over defeat with war. Similarly, in
negotiations between creditor and debtor countries over debt repayment,
it seems reasonable to assume that debtors want to pay as little as possible
and creditors want to be paid as much as possible.

In fact, even this begs the question. To say we feel comfortable about
assuming preferences that “seem reasonable” simply hides the underlying
theoretical or empirical arguments about those preferences. It would
make more sense to pay explicit attention to what it is that makes some
preferences seem more reasonable than others. So, while practical analysis
often requires an assumption of exogenously determined national prefer-
ences, we have reason to want more.

Observation

A second method used to fix the preferences of nation-states in the inter-
national arena is by observation (or, as it is sometimes called, induction).
In this case, the scholar attempts to determine the national preference
by investigating the country’s behavior. These observed (or “revealed”)
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preferences are then used to analyze interaction among states or between
state and nonstate actors.

A variety of examples exist; indeed, most investigations of enduring
goals of nation-states fall into this category. Typically scholars study state-
ments and actions of the nation and of its policy makers, and, on this
basis, impute the functional equivalent of a national preference.

Broad-based national ideological conceptions are often presented as
definitive of preferences. These include national identities (Larson, in Jer-
vis and Snyder, 88–92) and widely shared beliefs about appropriate na-
tional goals. Charles Kupchan refers to this as “strategic culture,” some-
thing that “provides a deeply embedded notion of what constitutes
national security” (Kupchan 1994, 89). One examination of this type
(Krasner 1978) studied American policy toward overseas raw materials
investments and concluded that the American “national interest” was
largely ideological.

National preferences are often traced, more narrowly, to the ideological
perspectives of national elites. These are more specific than national cul-
tural characteristics; Kupchan (1994) distinguishes between strategic
culture, which inheres to the whole population, and strategic beliefs. The
latter, in his account, are a matter for elites and include such things as
“the relative weights assigned to military, economic, and reputational
considerations in setting geographic priorities” (Kupchan 1994, 68).

The invocation of national grand strategy typically refers to goals de-
fined by elites over a relatively long period but not so inherent as, say,
ethnic identity.18 Presumably cold war era American and Soviet commit-
ments to capitalism and socialism, respectively, fall into this category. The
same might be said of enduring features of national public opinion. These
are all closely related to the invocation of ideological or other ideational
sources of preferences that the observer determines by investigation.19

A step removed from identifying national preferences in and of them-
selves is asserting that these preferences are determined by enduring sub-
national interests that dominate the formation of national preferences.
This typically involves “inducing” not the nation’s preferences, but those
of powerful actors, who then, it is argued, determine national goals. In
other words, rather than looking for the revealed preferences of the na-

18 Mearsheimer (1983), along these lines, invokes such broad national purposes in ex-
plaining choices about military strategies in the first years of World War II; see pages 77–
79 on Britain, for example. Lake (1996, 1999) develops a notion of grand strategy that
attempts to explain its origins. The articles in Rosecrance and Stein (1993) explore the im-
pact of domestic factors on the evolution of national grand strategies.

19 The articles in Goldstein and Keohane 1993 and Goldstein 1993 represent similar ex-
amples of attempts to understand how such ideational factors affect the behavior of groups
or countries.
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tion, scholars look for the revealed preferences of groups, parties, bureau-
cracies, or others, who, it is claimed, set national priorities.

Some, for example, focus on the enduring impact of important private
or public groups for the definition of a country’s “national” preferences.
They argue that German or Japanese bureaucrats, for example, determine
national goals and thus we can derive national motives from the interests
of bureaucrats. Cain and Hopkins (1993a, 1993b) make a case for the
centrality of the landed gentry and the financial sector in the formation
of British international economic and political preferences from the
mid-eighteenth century to the present. Within countries, some scholars
associate different parties with different preferences with regard to the
international choices they face; Eichenberg (1993) does so for Germany
and the United States, and he uses these differences and their evolution
to help explain the course of NATO policy toward the intermediate nu-
clear force between 1977 and 1988. Again, the actors’ goals are deter-
mined by observation, but this variant also includes an argument about
the impact of particular groups on national preferences.

Scholars also sometimes observe national preferences on the basis of
temporary national political conditions. This is especially appealing if the
matter to be explained is of short duration or limited scope. Issues of war
and peace may involve broader concerns, but most international politics
is not about such earth-shattering choices. We can explore national prefer-
ences in a more restricted realm, such as fisheries policy or human rights.

All these ways to pin down the preferences imputed to nation-states for
use in further analysis share a major problem, common to the investiga-
tion of anything that cannot be directly observed. The attempt to “in-
duce” preferences by observation risks confounding preferences with
their effects. The behavior observed—policies, statements, responses to
surveys—is used “inductively” as indicative of preferences. Yet, in all
these instances it may well be that this behavior results only partially,
perhaps misleadingly, from underlying preferences. Perhaps the environ-
ment within which the behavior takes place is responsible for it in im-
portant ways that make it impossible to “read back” from behavior to
preferences. This problem is well understood by survey researchers, who
spend a great deal of time trying to make sure that the observation (the
answer) is as true a reflection as possible of the individual’s beliefs (the
opinion).20 But the problem is more general.

The position of a government representative, politician, manager, lob-
byist, or union leader typically embeds in it calculations of what the im-
pact of this position might be. This is especially daunting if we are trying

20 For an investigation of the problems of measuring and explaining public opinion, see
Zaller 1992.
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to read preferences back from the postures countries (or other actors)
take in bargaining. We anticipate that public positions reflect both the
actor’s preferences and its expectation of how its stance will affect the
actions of others. A country that prefers compromise over a territorial
dispute could adopt an intransigent tone if it judged this most likely to
induce movement toward a settlement. We would be misinterpreting the
country’s preferences if we were to impute to it belligerent or expansionist
preferences on the basis of its behavior (including its statements). In other
words, to repeat what has been stated above, an actor’s behavior incorpo-
rates both its underlying preferences and its strategic response to the set-
ting it faces. In no way can the two be separated by observation alone.

There is no avoiding this problem. Our observations are largely limited
to the behavior of individuals, groups, or governments (including what
they say), rather than to their underlying motives. Any attempt to infer a
government’s preferences from its actions runs the risk that these actions
reflect both preferences and the environment. This is particularly dis-
turbing when, as is very often the case, the attempt to establish preferences
by observation is undertaken in order to be able to see how these prefer-
ences affected outcomes. If the observation, thus the preference inferred,
includes other factors, the causal conclusion drawn will be incorrect.

For example, a scholar might set out to investigate the impact of Ger-
man national goals (preferences) on the coming of World War II, as dis-
cussed in more detail in the next chapter. He might look at the actions
and statements of German leaders in the years before the war and find a
myriad of peace offerings and expressions of pacific sentiments. Like Brit-
ish and French policy makers at the time, the scholar would be remiss to
conclude (or “induce”) from this that German preferences were for the
status quo and peace. German leaders may well have wanted expansion
and even war but have downplayed their belligerence in the interest of
lulling others into complacency or in an effort to obtain as much as possi-
ble without violence. So long as German actions and statements were
colored by prior German calculations of their potential impact (as we
would expect them to have been), we cannot use them to draw conclu-
sions about German preferences nor can we use preferences thus arrived
at to explain outcomes.

It is especially egregious to “induce” preferences from observed behav-
ior and then use these preferences to explain this very behavior. If Ameri-
can bargaining positions toward Japan are used to “induce” an American
preference for free trade, it is tautological to argue that these positions
were the result of an American preference for free trade.

This is not to say that observation is useless in establishing actors’ pref-
erences. In many instances, it may be the best research strategy available.
And although public statements and actions may be unreflective of prefer-
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ences, scholars often have access to more accurate private information—
from archives or interviews, for example. But the observational or induc-
tive approach to determining preferences has serious shortcomings.

Deduction

The final way that preferences can be established is by deducing or deriv-
ing them on the basis of preexisting theory. In this case we know features
of the actor, and theory predicts that in a determined context these will
lead to a particular set of preferences.

This posits a prior theory of preferences. As an actor’s features vary or
the context varies, the actor’s preferences vary in ways anticipated by
theory. In other words, the preference used in the “box” of interest is
deduced from a prior “box.” If we want to know a firm’s preferences over
trade protection, we start one level up, in a bigger box, in which the firm’s
properties and environment are known, and which lead it to order its
trade preferences. To take our earlier example, a very primitive theory of
preferences might be that firms’ preferences for protection increase as
their profitability declines: The less profitable firms are, the more they
prefer protection.21 On the basis of this “theory,” if we know the firm’s
profitability, we can infer its preferences for protection.

This applies preexisting theory to identifiable characteristics of the
actor and the environment in order to derive the anticipated preferences
of different actors. The smaller the country, the more favorable it is to
trade liberalization; the more negative the industry’s trade balance, the
more favorable it is to trade protection; the better endowed the worker
with human capital in a human capital-rich country, the more favorable
he is to trade liberalization; the larger the country’s net foreign assets, the
stronger its preference for stable international property rights; and so on.
These preferences of nations, groups, and individuals are then used in the
analysis of the interaction in question.

This sort of comparative static exercise, using actors’ features and the
context to derive their preferences on the basis of theory, is analytically
valuable for two reasons. First, the preference to be used in subsequent
analysis is itself not assumed but derived. It should be clear that the prior
preference (from which the preference to be used in analysis is derived)
is, in fact, assumed or observed in precisely the ways described earlier.

21 This extremely primitive example makes it possible to abstract from the difficulties of
independently observing how competitive a firm is with imports or how dynamic it is. There
are many ways of categorizing firms and industries so as to be able to derive trade-policy
preferences, but to go into them in detail would introduce far more complexity than is
desirable here.
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The trade-policy example above did not derive the firm’s preference for
maximum profits; it assumed it and then went on to derive preferences
over protection. Something is always exogenous. The choice is this: How
far back do we push our search for theoretically based preferences? The
deductive method described here takes as given, for example, firm profit
maximization and derives firm preferences about trade protection on this
basis.

Second, the preferences deduced in this way are expected to vary along
with conditions that are more readily or “objectively” assessed than the
preferences themselves. Typically the exercise is structured so that the fea-
tures that determine the preferences to be derived are relatively easy to
observe. The predicted preferences about trade discussed above are a
function of the profitability of the firm, which is amenable to more direct
measure than its trade preferences. To take other examples, inasmuch as
geography and resource endowments are more or less readily evaluated,
it is meaningful to deduce that similar countries in different geographical
circumstances will hold different preferences or that similar countries
with different resource endowments will hold different trade preferences.
What these preferences might be, of course, depends on the geostrategic
or political economy theory used.

This method can also be used to explain or predict changes in prefer-
ences. If an actor’s characteristics change, its preferences are expected to
change: A firm that becomes more profitable, in our simple example, pre-
fers free trade more. As countries develop, their resource endowments
change, which might be expected to affect preferences in predictable
ways. If theories about preferences are accurate, they explain variation
over time as well as across units.

There are many such “theories of preferences,” most commonly related
to individuals and firms. Theories of preferences are best developed in the
realm of political economy, where scholars have long speculated about
how the characteristics of nations, groups, firms, and individuals affect
their interests. Preferences toward trade policy have been analyzed in
great detail, although the relevant trade theories sometimes give rise to
different expectations.22 Analogous theories of preferences exist, in full or
in part, with regard to foreign direct investment, immigration, financial
liberalization, and many other international economic issues (see, for ex-
ample, Froot and Yoffie 1993; Wong 1997; Goodman and Pauly 1993).
The advanced state of these theories owes partly to the fact that econo-
mists have developed clear “maps” of the distributional implications of
many economic outcomes, and it is easy to read these distributional impli-

22 For surveys, see Hillman 1989 and Alt and Gilligan 1994.
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cations back to the anticipated preferences of those expected to be af-
fected by the policies.

While political economy has the best-developed theories of group pref-
erences, largely because of its reliance on prior theories of the incidence
of economic policies, other areas of international relations have also given
rise to important work in this regard. A wide variety of scholars believe
that military bureaucracies tend toward particular preferences: Mears-
heimer (1983, 63–64) associates them with a desire for decisive victories,
Posen (1984, 1991, 16–19) with a preference for the offense.23 Typically
such claims are based on some theoretically grounded idea of how mili-
tary organizations stand to gain from particular outcomes, although it is
sometimes the case that these assertions about preferences could stand to
be more clearly deduced.

Theories of preferences can involve either variation in actor properties
or their environment. Where actor characteristics remain the same,
changes in the setting can lead to different preferences. New technologies
can influence travel time or relative abilities to produce goods and services
in such a way as to alter preferences.24 Again, these comparative statics
are feasible because the changes in question—such as the development of
new technologies—are observable.

Technical advances that affect the ability of goods and capital to move
across borders can alter the environment and thus the preferences of na-
tions and groups (Frieden and Rogowski 1996). The railroad, steamship,
and telegraph helped recast such countries as Argentina and Australia
from backwaters into thriving agricultural exporters, and so transformed
preferences. High levels of capital mobility in the last twenty years have,
in many analyses, altered the preferences of groups, firms, and nation-
states (Frieden 1991, 1994a; Goodman and Pauly 1993; Strange 1992).

It is frequently argued that in recent decades, advances in telecommuni-
cations and exponential increases in scale economies have changed the
preferences of firms and industries. Firms once content to dominate do-
mestic markets behind protective barriers are now driven by rapidly rising
economies of scale to desire open markets at home and abroad.25 The rise

23 See also Snyder 1984a, 1984b; and Van Evera 1984; 1986, 95–99. The claim has not
been universally accepted; see especially Sagan 1986.

24 Again, in a prior box the actor has an exogenous preference, and, given this, technolog-
ical or other change affects the strategy chosen—where the strategy is the preference we are
interested in. So a firm with a preference for maximum profits might, given technological
change, jettison its protectionist preferences in favor of free-trade preferences.

25 The literature on strategic trade is based on the alleged importance of large-scale econo-
mies, and there is some evidence that firms and governments have responded to increased
economies of scale by redefining their goals. See Milner and Yoffie 1989 and Richardson
1990 for examples, and Chase 1998 for an application to regional trade agreements.
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of the multinational corporation, in great measure the result of technolog-
ical change, has, in the view of many (e.g., Helleiner 1977; Milner 1988),
transformed trade-policy preferences, typically moving them in the direc-
tion of greater desire for liberalization. In all these instances, characteris-
tics of the actors and their environments lead to predictable preferences
over trade, money, regulation, and a host of other things.

In addition to such forces as geography, resource endowments, and
technology, other factors exogenous to the relationship under investiga-
tion can provide theoretical grounding for the derivation of preferences.
For these purposes, many aspects of the global environment can be con-
sidered exogenous, even when they are not completely so.26

These theories provide useful comparative statics that we can bring to
bear on further analysis. Differences among groups in their factor owner-
ship, import and export competition, and scale economies, coupled with
the national economic setting, lead to clear expectations about the eco-
nomic preferences of groups. These different preferences can then be used
for analyses of the domestic pressures on international economic policy
making—or, more broadly, the determination of national preferences.

Whereas theories of firm and individual preferences are common, few
true theories of national preferences exist, although some approaches
push, or could be pushed, in this direction. Geography is widely expected
to affect national preferences, although theories to this effect are rudimen-
tary at best. From early geopolitics on, the fundamental difference
between an island and an exposed plain has been central to security stud-
ies.27 States with different geographical characteristics are expected to
have different preferences: If the United Kingdom or Australia were not
island nations, their geostrategic preferences would be very different.

Some theories also associate technological change with variation in na-
tional geostrategic preferences. Technical developments can alter the costs
of military conflict or the relative attractions of offense or defense in ways
that affect the preferences of nations. An island’s geography has different
implications for its geostrategic preferences in a world with airplanes than
in a world without, and these preferences may be different still in a world
with intercontinental ballistic missiles. The nuclear revolution may have
fundamentally altered countries’ preferences; so, too, may the develop-

26 Of course, technology itself is not really exogenous. Indeed, advances in long-distance
shipping and railroad transportation may have been the result, not the cause, of the opening
up of extremely fertile land in the New World. After all, the invention and development of
new technologies respond to economic opportunities just as much as the reverse. But for
any one nation or group, technological progress can be assumed to be part of the environ-
ment, at least as a first approximation.

27 For example, Walt 1987 incorporates proximity expressly into his evaluation of states’
propensities to ally.
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ment of long-distance delivery systems for weapons of mass destruction
have reduced the value of holding territory, which could have a substan-
tial impact on national preferences.

In most instances, however, national preferences do not emerge seam-
lessly from existing theories. Typically the application of theories of pref-
erences to social collectivities requires a complementary theory of the
aggregation of preferences, from individuals and firms up to groups, sec-
tors, classes, and nations. The higher the level of aggregation, the more
complicated the derivation of the “collective preference.” Firms and indi-
viduals can constitute themselves into groups, regions, industries, or par-
ties in many different ways, and in just as many different ways can these
latter categories affect the formation of national preferences. It is not
enough to determine the preferences of domestic actors; we must also
show how these preferences are aggregated to the national level.

Preference aggregation is an age-old problem of the thorniest type, and
I do not address it here. The goal, for our purposes, is to look for argu-
ments that provide regularities in national preference formation. The
range runs from patterns of group organization through broader social
organization to characteristics of the political system. Chapters 4 and 5
in this volume—by Ron Rogowski and Peter Gourevitch, respectively—
discuss these issues more fully. Theories of preference aggregation contrib-
ute to theories of national preferences inasmuch as they contend that
institutional or other factors affect the formation of national preferences
in predictable ways.

This, I believe, is the most compelling manner to deduce national prefer-
ences. Preexisting theories of individual and group preferences, and of the
impact of individuals and groups on national politics, are used to establish
the preferences of governments. This is all prior to the analysis of interest
and provides the raw materials for this inquiry.

While the deductive approach to preferences may be the most theoreti-
cally satisfying, it is not without problems. First, the preferences deduced
from preexisting theories are only as good as the theories themselves.
Every theory of preferences mentioned here is controversial, and using
one among these many requires choosing among alternatives in a way
that may simply push the debate back to the original theory.

Second, while there are many theories of preferences, there is not a
ready-made toolbox for all purposes. Scholars often analyze processes or
events that have not yet given rise to substantial bodies of theories; indeed,
this is often the attraction of the analysis. In such circumstances, the ana-
lyst has to provide his own prior theory of preferences, perhaps by anal-
ogy to some roughly similar problem. This at least doubles the work
involved and similarly doubles the likelihood that others will disagree.
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Nonetheless there are many reasons to use preexisting work that associ-
ates features of actors and the environment with actor preferences. This
is the theoretically soundest method and is also the one that lends itself
most obviously to a cumulation of theoretical and empirical knowledge.

Whichever of the three modes presented here may be chosen, the princi-
pal point is that there are ways of using preferences carefully for political
analysis. Preferences can be assumed, examined, or deduced on the basis
of the intrinsic features of the unit and the environment within which it
operates. Based on this, we can analyze interstate (or domestic) interac-
tion; but it is crucial to have some set of stable preferences as building
blocks for further analysis.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES: INTERNATIONAL
TRADE RELATIONS AND IMPERIALISM

Many controversial issues in international relations are about the relative
importance of interests (preferences). Often analysts disagree as to the
preferences of relevant actors. At other times they disagree about the rela-
tive explanatory importance of actors’ preferences, on the one hand, and
the environment within which they operate, on the other.

For this reason it is important to have clear definitions, both of prefer-
ences and other things, to separate preferences from other things, and to
make explicit the origins of the preferences used in analysis. But in too
many cases, disagreements persist without an analytically sharp delinea-
tion of their character.

To illustrate this point, I discuss two broad debates of long standing
among scholars of international politics. My goal is not by any means to
be exhaustive with regard to the content of the debates but rather to show
that explicit attention to preferences can help elucidate an issue and ways
to analyze it.

The first topic has to do with explaining international trade relations,
which I present as a positive example of how explicit attention to prefer-
ences has enriched our understanding. The second topic is explaining
colonial imperialism in the nineteenth century, which I present more nega-
tively, as an example of how confusion about preferences can impede
scholarly progress.

Explaining International Trade Policy

Observers have long noted that there is a great deal of variation in trade
policy. At the global level, the international economy appears to go
through periods in which trade is very tightly controlled and those in
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which trade is relatively free. At the national level, countries vary substan-
tially in how open or liberal their trade policies are. At the subnational
level, there are major differences in the activities and industries that are
protected. All three dimensions of variation in trade policy are of interest,
and all have been discussed at great length by scholars.

The analysis of trade policy has been much enhanced by clear attention
to the preferences of social actors and by the accurate use of these prefer-
ences in trying to explain outcomes. Indeed, this issue area serves as some-
thing of an example of clarity in the treatment of preferences. This may
be because it is easier to establish preferences with regard to economic
matters or because the area has simply attracted a great deal of analytical
attention.28

The study of trade policies has, in fact, typically been organized by
scholars with the three steps—the boxes within boxes—recommended
here. First comes the theoretically grounded derivation of preferences at
the domestic level. Then the aggregation of these interests to “national”
preferences is considered. Finally, the interaction of national preferences
and the international strategic environment is examined to explain out-
comes. Although not all the literature follows this pattern, enough does
so that substantial analytical progress has been made in the past twenty-
five years. And a look at the trade-policy literature helps establish that
clearer analysis does not mean the end of disagreement—only a better
ability to understand and evaluate disagreements.

The first step, then, is to fix the trade-policy preferences of actors at the
domestic level. The simplest view is a naive neoclassical one, for which
all nations prefer free trade all the time (absent an optimal tariff). This is
so simple-minded that it is not an entry in the literature, but it is an im-
portant presumptive baseline from which to start: Why, after all, might
states not prefer a policy that increases aggregate national welfare? The
typical answer to this question locates the origin of trade-policy goals
in interest groups, especially firms, for which they provide redistributive
opportunities.

Some of the earliest work on trade policy assumed simply, and not
implausibly, that all firms preferred protection for their own products.
This led to explanations of outcomes that emphasized the ability of firms
to organize in order to achieve protection and consumers’ inability to
organize to counter protectionist pressures. The notion that trade policy
could largely be understood as the result of firms with identical (protec-
tionist) preferences having different capacities to influence policy, given
the strategic setting, was central to Schattschneider’s classic 1935 study

28 It might be noted that the analysis of some other economic policies is also well devel-
oped; most prominent are international monetary relations, on which see Eichengreen
1989b, 1992.
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of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff (Schattschneider 1935). It was made explicit
in Gourevitch’s classic analysis of responses to the Great Depression of
1873to 1896 (Gourevitch 1977). Even where researchers posited differ-
ences in trade-policy preferences, as both Gourevitch and Kindleberger
(1951) did, these preferences were largely based either on observation of
the statements of the principals or on assumption.

Further theory and analysis led scholars to move away from such simple
notions of trade preferences, toward more theoretically grounded ones.
The Heckscher-Ohlin approach and its Stolper-Samuelson extension em-
phasizes the impact of factor endowments on trade-policy preferences,
with more locally scarce (abundant) factors more favorable to protection
(free trade): In a capital-rich country, labor is protectionist and capital is
free-trade.29 The Ricardo-Viner approach focuses on factors specific to
particular industries: Labor and capital in import-competing industries
favor protection; labor and capital in exporting industries favor free
trade.30 Analyses of international trade with imperfectly competitive mar-
kets often emphasize the scale of industries or firms: In some variants, for
example, smaller firms, or industries from smaller countries, will be more
favorable to protection (Richardson 1990; Milner and Yoffie 1989; Chase
1998). Other approaches focus on the impact of domestic or international
diversification, which weakens national sectoral attachments (Schon-
hardt-Bailey 1994; Milner 1988).

Greater attention to the preferences of individuals, firms, industries,
and classes (factors) has not ended disagreement. Indeed, explicit consid-
eration of preferences has led to heated debates over them. But this is all to
the good: Clearly stated arguments have allowed for logical and empirical
assessment of their claims.31

The trade preferences derived from these theories must be analyzed as
they are mediated through the national strategic setting. This requires
explicit assessment of the process of preference aggregation, from domes-
tic actors to national policy. Of course numerous possible approaches to
this exist. The simplest is that mentioned earlier, emphasizing the role of
concentrated and diffuse interests: The more concentrated the interest,
the more likely it is to be successful in organizing to achieve its goals.
More recent work has brought into play features of the political system,
such as the organization of interests and parties, and the effective size of
the constituency being represented. Rogowski (1987) asserts that propor-
tional representation predisposes governments toward freer trade; Loh-

29 The best-known application of this approach to domestic and interstate politics is Ro-
gowski 1989.

30 Again, Hillman 1989 and Alt and Gilligan 1994 provide excellent surveys.
31 As is done, for example, in Magee 1980; Ray 1981; Marvel and Ray 1983; Eichengreen

1989a; and Mansfield and Busch 1995.
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mann and O’Halloran (1994) argue that the greater the influence of the
American Congress, the more protectionist trade policy is likely to be
(see also Alt and Gilligan 1994). Still others focus on ideological or other
institutional characteristics of the political system (Kindleberger 1975;
Goldstein 1993).

Institutional approaches of more general origin can be applied to the
trade-policy arena. There is a common view, for example, that “corporat-
ist” political economies allow decisions to be made in a bargained, con-
sensual manner (Katzenstein 1985). This, it is said, leads socioeconomic
actors to internalize the effects of policies adopted, so that more efficient
policies are likely to be chosen—compensation over trade protection, for
example. Tsebelis (1995) associates political systems with multiple “veto
points,” such as those involving divided powers or federal structures, with
a bias toward the status quo; where trade-policy making requires changes
in policies, this would have a systematic impact on outcomes as well.

The final step is to examine how these domestically derived preferences
play themselves out in the global strategic setting. Some scholars empha-
size aspects of the international environment that affect trade-policy strat-
egies. For example, world macroeconomic conditions can alter a nation’s
policy even where its goals remain the same. The same country might
pursue liberal trade relations in times of global growth but turn toward
protection in times of crisis. In an analogous way, international monetary
conditions are sometimes given as potential sources of trade policy: Stabil-
ity is conducive to commercial liberalization, whereas breakdown and
competitive devaluations encourage protection (Eichengreen 1989a,
1992). There might be several interpretations of this correlation, but a
common one focuses on how such international instability shortens time
horizons, increases uncertainty, and thus makes interstate cooperation
more difficult.

The most prominent feature of the global strategic setting scholars in-
voke to translate preferences into outcomes are those imposed by differen-
tial national capabilities and bargaining—power, in a word. Some argue
that hegemony, or more generally a concentration of power among a few
states, makes trade liberalization more likely (Krasner 1976; for a more
recent survey, see Lake 1993). Others argue that countries use liberal
trade policies to reinforce preexisting alliances (Gowa 1989, 1994). All
take as given national preferences and accent the causal significance of
the strategic setting, typically characteristics of the global political or eco-
nomic order.

It is easy to see the logical progression and empirical implications of
the different arguments at all three steps, and to see how the steps might
fit together. This, of course, does not mean scholars agree—only that most
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agree on how to formulate and evaluate their disagreements. Indeed,
many differences of interpretation remain.

One axis of disagreement, as usual, is over the relative explanatory
importance of preferences and the strategic setting. There is some affinity
between preference-based explanations and domestic approaches to ex-
plaining trade policies and, similarly, between constraint-based views and
“systemic” explanations. Partisans of the explanatory predominance of
preferences point out that national governments often prefer unilateral
protection to free trade and that exogenous conditions are irrelevant in
the face of this.32 Others argue that most of the explanatory power is given
not by different preferences but by changing strategic conditions.33

Another axis of disagreement, as already described, is over the various
theories of preference formation. This includes the determinants of indi-
vidual, firm, and sectoral trade-policy preferences and how these prefer-
ences are aggregated. That the analytical debates are easy to state and that
their comparative statics properties are simple to derive is an indication
of how important careful definitions are to scholarly progress, including
scholarly disputes.

It may well be, of course, that some factors are more important to some
outcomes than others. It would not be surprising to find that features
of the global environment are especially important in affecting trends in
international levels of trade protection over time, whereas domestic fac-
tors predominate in determining the structure of protection among indus-
tries. Here, again, the careful structuring of the research questions and
designs helps us to arrive at sounder conclusions.

Indeed, progress in the analysis of international trade (and monetary,
financial, and investment) policies has brought forward new classes of
questions. One of the more intriguing is the possibility that the interna-
tional setting has an impact on domestic preference formation. This might
be because changing global conditions come to alter the preferred policies
of subnational groups or because they change domestic coalitional ar-
rangements and strengths.34

An example of this can be drawn from Latin American economic policy.
The massive terms of trade shocks of the 1930s, and the general inward
turn of the developed world’s trade policies in the 1930s and 1940s, was
associated with a Latin American shift from free trade toward protection-
ism. By the same token, in the 1980s the debt crisis and the quickening
of global financial and commercial integration was associated with a turn
away from protection and toward trade liberalization. In both instances,

32 For some examples, see Kindleberger 1951; and McKeown 1983, 1986.
33 Conybeare 1987 is a good example, and Lake 1993 provides a good summary of one

class of variants.
34 The articles in Keohane and Milner 1996 attempt to clarify how this might work both

theoretically and empirically.
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a case can be made that the dramatic shifts in trade policies were the result
of changes in the international strategic setting, with global closure in the
former and “globalization” in the latter. Or the policy shifts might have
been owing to changes in the dominant coalitions in Latin American
countries: The collapse of commodity prices in the 1930s weakened free-
trade commodity exporters, while the collapse of domestic markets in the
1980s weakened protectionist import-substituting industries. Or interna-
tional conditions might have changed the policy preferences of domestic
actors: Foreign markets looked much less attractive in 1935 than in 1895,
much more attractive in 1995 than in 1955. Whether these assertions are
correct, their consideration helps highlight the possibility of building both
new conclusions and new questions on the basis of carefully structured
debates.

Studies of international trade relations have benefited from clear state-
ments of the explanatory importance assigned to trade-policy preferences,
the domestic setting, and international conditions. Such studies are, in
turn, most convincing inasmuch as scholars clearly state the preferences
of the major actors—be they states, politicians, firms, groups, or individu-
als—and provide presumptive, empirical, or theoretical justifications for
the preferences in question. This sort of clarity would help the long-stand-
ing debate on nineteenth-century European colonial imperialism.

Explaining Classical Imperialism

Debates over the causes of the rush for colonies by European countries
(and Japan and the United States) in the late nineteenth century go back
to the events themselves. Yet, disagreements remain as confused and con-
fusing as they were then, and there is little sign of significant scholarly
progress on many important issues. A great deal of this, I believe, is the
result of confusion about the analytical role of preferences.

There are three particularly enduring, and enduringly contentious, ex-
planatory issues in the literature. They are the importance of economic
and noneconomic causes of imperial expansion, the relative impact of
domestic and international sources of imperialism, and the causal impor-
tance of conditions in the underdeveloped regions themselves.35

The first question is the extent to which imperialism was driven by the
prospect of financial gain, either to the colonizing nation or to groups

35 Even the surveys in the literature are so numerous that only a few representatives can
be mentioned here. They include Fieldhouse 1961; Landes 1961; Cohen 1973; Smith 1981;
and Doyle 1986b. The three-way division used for convenience here is similar to that which
motivates Doyle’s categories of metropolitan dispositional, systemic, and peripheral ap-
proaches, respectively.
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within it. The so-called economic theory of imperialism36 is associated
with the view that the search for imperial profits (more likely, rents) was
a strong motive for colonialism. The most famous variant, that of Lenin
and Hobson, asserts that the maximization of returns to financial capital-
ists was the goal of the imperial powers.37 Opponents insist that economic
motives were not a major source of colonial imperialism. They posit prin-
cipal causal factors that range from the military through the ideological
to the bureaucratic.38 The most common counterargument (for example,
Cohen 1973) is that the Great Powers accumulated colonies for the pur-
pose of military security, as part of broader attempts to amass power.

A second, related issue is whether imperialism was spurred by domestic
or international developments. Domestic arguments, of which Lenin-
Hobson is one variant, are based on the idea that something intrinsic
about the industrial societies changed after the mid-1800s to drive them
toward the acquisition of colonies. Noneconomic but nonetheless domes-
tic explanations emphasize the “atavistic” groups discussed by Schum-
peter (1951), imperial ideologies, or other metropolitan forces. A similar
approach is that of Jack Snyder (1991), who argues that “cartelized” sys-
tems in which influence was concentrated in powerful logrolling groups
had a strong tendency toward expansionist goals. Internationally driven
explanations focus on global roots of imperialism. Most emphasize the
struggle for military power and the displacement of intra-European con-
flicts to the periphery; some look at the rise of new military or other tech-
nologies in allowing Europe to dominate other societies.

The third major debate is over the role of peripheral societies them-
selves in the race for colonies. The “metrocentric” view that imperialism
grew out of characteristics of the metropolitan powers was challenged by
Gallagher and Robinson (1953), at least in the case of Great Britain. They
argued that colonialism was only one of several means to Britain’s aim of
free trade and that it was pursued only reluctantly, where conditions in
the periphery made it necessary. This places the roots of colonialism in
the colonized regions rather than the metropolitan countries: Where pe-
ripheral collaborators for British free-trade imperialists were available,
colonialism was superfluous (Robinson 1972).

36 The phrase is misleading. An economic theory typically argues for relationships be-
tween variables, such as economic growth and income distribution; in the literature, how-
ever, it has taken on the meaning of a simple assertion that economic factors are important
in explaining imperialism.

37 Apart from the obvious (Lenin 1939), two useful discussions are Cain 1985 and Stokes
1969. More recent presentations or evaluations of the argument that the principal goals of
imperialism were economic include Cain and Hopkins 1993a, 1993b; Davis and Hutten-
back 1986; and Lipson 1985. For a survey of the British case, see Cain 1980.

38 Krasner 1978 is a parallel evaluation of contending views of American motivations in
“neoimperialist” intervention in the developing world, which favors one that regards endur-
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Despite the longevity of the controversy and outstanding historical re-
search on the topic, little progress has been made in resolving the principal
explanatory issues. At least some of this lack of progress can, in my view,
be ascribed to the analytically faulty way that the discussion has been
organized and conducted.

The debates are about two related issues in which preferences play a
central part. The first is the relative importance to explaining imperialism
of the preferences of the imperial powers and of the strategic setting. One
set of scholars believes that if the strategic setting had been different—
with changed European power balances or local conditions—the metro-
politan countries would not have embarked on colonialism or would have
done so in fundamentally different ways. Another set sees colonialism as
the natural and direct outgrowth of the preferences of the metropolitan
countries, with the strategic setting at best affecting the relative fortunes
of different contenders for colonies. The second issue, closely related to
the first, is precisely what the preferences of the major powers were. One
group sees them as inherently economic, the others as noneconomic.

The debate is rife with the problems discussed here. The intermingling
of preferences and the strategic setting confounds much of the literature.
For example, two commonly presented positions are that of Lenin and
what might be called a “power politics” perspective. Both views include
an argument about preferences folded together with one about the strate-
gic setting. They differ only with regard to preferences. The “Leninist”
view sees metropolitan preferences as the maximization of returns to fi-
nance capital, whereas the latter sees state preferences as noneconomic,
typically geostrategic. But both emphasize the impact of the competitive
environment prevailing among colonial powers in the late 1800s. The
disagreement is not, in fact, about the role of interstate competition but
rather about the definition of state goals.

So, too, do many of the statements of contending perspectives confound
preferences and the environment. The debate is often structured to imply
that concern for interstate competition is in contradiction with concern
for economic goals, and vice versa. But even the most economically moti-
vated of states faces a strategic environment within which it tries to
achieve the best possible outcome. A government primarily—even
solely—motivated by the search for financial gain might engage in colo-
nial expansion if, and only if, the strategic setting led it to believe that the
acquisition or preservation of wealth depended on using colonialism
to secure it. If the expansion of other countries threatened, immediately
or prospectively, to reduce available economic opportunities, a wealth-
maximizing country might well act strategically to preempt. The two

ing ideological features of the American political economy and the American state as the
principal motive for the use of force by the United States to protect its overseas investments.
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concerns—a preference for wealth maximization and a strategic setting
that requires concern for power balances—are not in contradiction, and,
indeed, one might flow from another. The same logic might work in re-
verse: A military strength-maximizing country might pursue colonialism
to accumulate wealth that could be used for military spending

Fruitful analysis requires a clear separation between preferences and
the setting, and a clear sense of how the two interact. If current lines of
demarcation were to be retained, the power politics school would need
to specify precisely which features of the strategic setting drove all metro-
politan countries, regardless of preferences, toward colonialism, and how
these features led to a lack of colonialism in some regions and time peri-
ods. Proponents of preference-based explanations would, for their part,
have to explain exactly what the preferences were that made colonialism
so common in particular time periods and regions and why the environ-
ment was not a major constraint on the pursuit of these preferences.

One might hope, however, that a clearer statement of the problem
would lead scholars to generate less heat and more light, perhaps to agree
that the interaction of preferences and the setting determined outcomes.
In this context they could endeavor to design research to help determine
the character of this interaction in general and in particular historical
instances.

Scholars need to state clearly their assumptions or assertions about the
actors’ preferences and about the strategic setting. They need to provide
an analytical backdrop to conceptual experiments, for example, in which
preferences are held constant and the strategic setting is altered. The num-
ber of observations is large: There is a wide variety of experiences includ-
ing many different metropolitan nations and a large number of underde-
veloped regions, from a long period of time in the the nineteenth century.
Scholars might specify how features of the strategic setting, for example,
are expected to affect national behavior given constant preferences. Com-
parisons could then be made among different environments to see if a
country’s behavior varied as expected. Indeed, one of the great attractions
of the “imperialism of free trade” approach, exemplified by Gallagher
and Robinson (1953), was its insistence that British free-trade preferences
were stable while peripheral conditions determined colonial strategies,
which made the argument eminently subject to empirical evaluation.

But empirical evaluation of the interaction of preferences and the strate-
gic setting requires some prior notion of national preferences, which
brings us to the second big issue in the imperialism debate. Here, the
two principal positions are relatively clear: One sees economic goals as
paramount; the other, noneconomic goals.

However, the controversy over national preferences—the “economic
theory of imperialism”—is dominated by attempts to do the impossible.
It is largely oriented toward trying to observe preferences directly, to see
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what countries and groups wanted on the basis of what they did. Much
of the debate has thus taken the form of proponents of the “economic
theory” finding cases in which colonialism was profitable, and opponents
finding cases in which colonialism was unprofitable. These findings are
taken as evidence that the governments in question were imperialist for,
respectively, economic and noneconomic motives. But because prefer-
ences cannot be observed independently of strategies, empirical investiga-
tion simply cannot resolve the issue without a clear separation of actors’
preferences from the setting. All we can observe is the outcome—a region
colonized, for example—from which the causal mix of preferences and
the strategic setting cannot be inferred.

Whether a colony ended up being profitable does nothing to resolve
the question of the colonial power’s goals. A government interested in
engaging in colonialism for “economic” reasons (i.e., to increase private
fortunes) might well have faced an environment in which unprofitable
colonies were more desirable than no colonies at all (perhaps to deny
them to competitors). Alternately, a government with no colonial eco-
nomic motives might have found itself with profitable colonies as a by-
product of its attempts to pursue other goals (perhaps, again, to deny
profits to competitors).

To compound the problem, while preferences play so central a role to
all aspects of the debate, there are few theoretically sound derivations of
colonial preferences. In addition to a clear analytical separation between
preferences and the environment, another way to move forward would
be to focus on the development of theories of colonial preferences.39 On
the basis of these theories of preferences, we could formulate expectations
about differences among national policies in similar settings or some other
form of analogous conceptual experiment.

The debate over colonial imperialism in the forty years before World
War I is an important one, both historically and theoretically. Yet, the
current state of the debate does not lend itself to the generation of compar-
ative statics, even less of testable propositions or observable implications
of these comparative statics. And the argument can only move in this
direction on the basis of a clear delineation of preferences and strategic
environments, of their effects, and of the origin of colonial preferences.

CONCLUSIONS

Insistence on close attention to the origin and influence of preferences
is of more than pedagogical interest. Much of international relations is

39 For my own tentative efforts to contribute to a theory of colonial preferences, see Frie-
den 1994b.
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consumed in battles between views whose analytical positions are never
carefully stated. Neorealists, neoliberals, intergovernmentalists, neofunc-
tionalists, and other such coreligionists typically argue about principles
rather than explanations. Often such arguments are inflamed and exacer-
bated by the lack of enough common language to evaluate contending
explanations.

Many differences among students of international relations have to do
with the character of the preferences of nation-states, groups, and individ-
uals. Many other debates have to do with the relative explanatory impor-
tance of preferences and of the strategic setting. Of course, there is no
unambiguous set of preferences that all might adopt, and, of course, both
preferences and the environment matter for outcomes. However, the true
nature of the disagreements is often masked by careless or inconsistent
definitions and applications. And agreement on preferences, or on the
impact of preferences and the environment, is impossible without explicit
attention to them.

Indeed, these issues are rarely raised explicitly. The goal of improved
analyses of international politics would be better served if they were—if
preferences were defined more carefully, if they were derived more me-
thodically, and if their implications for outcomes were stated and evalu-
ated more systematically. More care toward these would, I believe, raise
both the quality of debate and the quality of scholarly explanations.

Establishing the preferences of the units deemed important to interna-
tional politics is, to be sure, but a first step in a complex endeavor. It
is every bit as important, in general, to understand the constraints and
opportunities within which the units labor, whether these constraints and
opportunities are technological, informational, geostrategic, or other-
wise. And the beliefs and perceptions of individual policy makers can also
be of significance in explaining strategies and outcomes. The other essays
in this volume examine these factors in some detail.

Nonetheless, no analysis of relations among actors—whether the actors
are individuals, firms, groups, or nation-states—can be undertaken with-
out a notion of the actors’ preferences. Just as preferences alone give only
a partial view of the world, so, too, is the strategic setting only part of
the story. Insufficient, or insufficiently careful, attention to the role of
preferences in international politics has been responsible for many fruit-
less debates and much poorly designed research.

Scholarship in international relations needs to pay closer and more
careful attention to the explanatory role of preferences. This means work-
ing hard to differentiate preferences from the strategies to which they give
rise and to provide convincing arguments and accounts of how we can
know what these preferences are. Only on this basis can progress be made
in the social-scientific analysis of international politics.
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The Strategic Setting of Choices:
Signaling, Commitment, and Negotiation

in International Politics

J A M E S D . M O R R O W

THE STRATEGIC setting together with preferences determine choices. The
previous chapter discussed preferences; this chapter examines how strate-
gic settings affect choices. The choices of many actors determine outcomes
in international politics. The international system is defined by actors and
by the actions of those actors that compose it. An actor cannot simply
choose a course of action that produces its preferred outcome because the
choices of others also affect the final result. They choose a course of action
both for its direct effect on the outcome and its indirect effect on the
actions of others. The strategic-choice approach draws on game theory
to understand the complexities of strategic interaction.

In this chapter I do not simply review the principles of game theory and
list maxims drawn from those principles. Rather, I discuss in detail three
different strategic problems—signaling, commitment, and bargaining—
that recur in international politics. Individual cases reflect several of these
strategic problems and others, so the three problems discussed here do
not fully explain any particular case. We can understand the strategic
dimensions of many cases by understanding these strategic problems in
the abstract because they recur in many cases. By presenting these abstract
problems rather than strategic maxims, I hope the reader will get a better
sense of what game theory tells us about strategic interaction. I conclude
with a review of what we have learned from our understanding of the
three abstract strategic problems about two general problems in interna-
tional politics—alliances and crisis bargaining.

This chapter directly complements the preceding one on preferences.
Together, they present the two elements of the strategic-choice ap-
proach—actors’ preferences and the strategic setting—and how these two
factors produce choices.

I would like to thank all the participants at the conferences in preparation of this volume
and single out Jim Fearon, David Lake, and Bob Powell for exceptional praise for their
comments and consultations during the writing of this essay.
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THE SECURITY DILEMMA AND THREE STRATEGIC PROBLEMS

The security dilemma is built on a paradox. If states are purely interested
in their own security, there should not be a dilemma. The security dilemma
contends that states must always be wary of one another because the
growth in one’s power makes another less secure. According to Waltz’s
version of neorealist theory, all states are interested in security (Waltz
1979, 118, 126). If all states were interested solely in such preservation
and their sole interest in security was known to all, no state would pose
a threat to any other; all can maintain their position by upholding the
status quo. Because all are interested only in security and all know that,
no state need fear that another will attempt to overturn the status quo.

Nevertheless, states are concerned about one another’s power and poli-
cies. Even if all states are only concerned with maintaining their own
positions, they cannot be certain that others will limit their designs to
maintain their positions or even to moderate revisions of the status quo.
Consider the archetype of this problem—Great Britain and France facing
Nazi Germany during the 1930s. Clearly Hitler’s government sought
changes in the status quo established at Versailles and Locarno. The Brit-
ish and French governments had to judge the range of such demands when
responding to German demands. Had they known Hitler sought continen-
tal hegemony from the moment he took power, they would have taken
stronger steps sooner. Had the Sudetenland been Hitler’s last territorial
demand and had Britain and France known that, the crisis that led to the
Munich agreement could have been avoided. But because they did not
know the extent of Hitler’s ambitions, they had to make judgments about
the relative risks of an aggressive versus a conciliatory policy. The uncer-
tainty of Britain and France about Hitler’s future actions defined the stra-
tegic setting they faced in the 1930s.

Uncertain motivations also create problems for the side whose motive is
unknown. Consider the problem facing a hypothetical Germany seeking
moderate revisions in the status quo during the 1930s—a Germany seek-
ing to bring all Germans together in a Greater Germany, but nothing more
than that. Such a Germany would have to be concerned with how to
achieve its demands without provoking a strong response from Great Brit-
ain, France, and the Soviet Union. Because a demand to unify all Germans
in one state went beyond the status quo before World War I, the other
major powers might see such a demand as the beginning of a German
quest for continental domination. How could the moderate revisionist
Germany convince them that it did not seek continental domination? It
would have to take actions that a Germany seeking such domination—
that is, the real Nazi Germany—would not take. Other states could then
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conclude that they were facing a Germany with limited demands. For
example, the moderate revisionist Germany could disarm its military
while demanding a “Greater Germany.” Of course, disarmament would
also undermine the credibility of the threat of war implicit in its demand
to revise the status quo. Part of the bargaining leverage of the moderate
revisionist Germany arises from other states’ fear of war; the actions that
reassure others that German demands are limited also undermine their
fear of war, and thus Germany’s bargaining leverage.

If concessions such as the annexation of the Sudetenland are made,
another problem arises. Great Britain and France make such concessions
in the hope that the new status quo can be maintained. They would like
to make commitments to each other and to other minor powers threat-
ened by further German expansion. These commitments would have to
be credible to others, namely, Germany and the parties receiving them.
Because honoring those commitments is costly, others have reason to
doubt them. If the commitment deters further threats, it is successful at
little cost. Simple promises may not be sufficient; the British commitment
to Poland in 1939 proved to be hollow. However, there may be other
ways for a state to commit itself to future actions in the face of others’
uncertainty about its willingness to carry out those actions. The position-
ing of British troops in Poland, for instance, probably would have con-
vinced Hitler that the British would fight for Poland.

The renegotiation of the status quo gives rise to a third strategic prob-
lem. Any concessions to Germany are negotiated among the parties. In
bargaining, everyone wants the best deal possible but not at the expense
of failing to get any deal. In our hypothetical 1930s Europe, Germany
would like to unify as many Germans as it can without triggering war.
The British and French would like to make as few changes to the status
quo as are needed to satisfy the Germans and keep the peace. Because
neither side knows exactly what deals the other side will accept in lieu of
war, both must negotiate with an eye to judging the other side’s motiva-
tion as well as its current offer. Differences among the states negotiating
with Germany complicate this problem further. Some, such as the Soviet
Union, may be less willing to make concessions; others, such as France,
may be willing to make far-reaching concessions to avoid war.

Uncertainty about the motivations of others raises at least three strate-
gic problems in politics. First, can parties signal one another about their
motivations? In other words, is it in an actor’s interest to disclose to an-
other what its precise goals are, and for the latter to believe that disclo-
sure? Second, can the parties commit themselves in ways that are credible
to others who do not know their precise motivations? What mechanisms
make such commitment possible, and what limits do such mechanisms
place on actors? Third, how can the parties negotiate differences when
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they are uncertain about what deals the other will find acceptable? These
three strategic problems are the focus of this chapter.

Although I address only these three problems at length, uncertainty
gives rise to a host of political problems that are common both in security
and political economy and across systemic, state, and lower levels of anal-
ysis in international politics. Some of these other strategic problems are
principal-agent relations (Bueno de Mesquita and Siverson 1995), coordi-
nation (Morrow 1994b; Stein 1990, chap. 2), collective action, moral
hazard (Downs and Rocke 1995, chap. 3), and repetition and conditional
punishments (Downs and Rocke 1990, 1995). Like the three problems I
discuss here, credibility and uncertainty are at the heart of these other
strategic problems. Noncooperative game theory, developed in economics
over the last twenty years, provides a tool for the formal analysis of all
these strategic problems. Credibility and uncertainty are central strategic
issues that noncooperative game theory seeks to address. Concern with
these issues has grown over the last fifteen years; the techniques of nonco-
operative game theory have entered the field because they provide a way
to analyze these issues.

GAME THEORY AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

All three of these problems are strategic; an actor must consider other
actors’ likely choices when making its own decisions. Game theory is the
best-developed formal tool we have to date for the analysis of strategic
interaction. International-relations theorists have been interested in
applying game theory since its advent in the 1940s. Schelling (1960) is
the best-known early proponent of using game theory to illuminate prob-
lems in international politics, although both Ellsberg (1960) and Kaplan
(1957) were also early proponents. Interest dimmed after the initial bloom
in the late 1950s until the 1970s. That decade saw a return of interest in
using games to model strategic interaction in crises, most notably Snyder
and Diesing (1977) and Jervis (1978). These models relied on “two-by-
two games,” the familiar matrix games where each player has two strate-
gies and there are four possible outcomes. Among the complete set of
two-by-two games are Prisoner’s Dilemma and Chicken (Figure 3.1).
Each player has two strategies in each game, labeled C and D for Cooper-
ate and Defect. The four possible combinations of strategies define the
outcomes of each game. The players’ preferences over those outcomes are
given by the numbers in parentheses in each box, with Player 1’s prefer-
ence given before Player 2’s, with higher numbers denoting more
preferred outcomes. The players’ preferences across the four possible out-
comes completely describe the game. In Prisoner’s Dilemma, for example,
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Figure 3.1. Illustrated here are two “two-by-two games”—Prisoner’s Dilemma
and Chicken—where each player has two strategies and there are four possible
outcomes.

if one player defects and the other cooperates, the outcome is the best
possible for the defecting player and the worst possible for the cooperat-
ing player. Informal arguments, rather than formal solutions, were used
to explain what strategies each player would play in these games. Varia-
tion in preferences accounts for the differences in actions chosen, and
thus behavior. Such games require only a specification of preferences, as
detailed in chapter 2.

This application of game theory to international politics has important
limitations (Wagner 1983). Two-by-two games assume that the actors
only have two choices and that they move in ignorance of each other’s
moves. Most situations in international politics present a wider range of
choices than just two; how to cooperate is often as big a problem as
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whether to cooperate. Further, strategic problems in international politics
typically are dynamic; each actor knows the moves the other actor has
made so far. The applications of two-by-two games dealt with these issues
with informal arguments about how the players would choose their strate-
gies. For example, Snyder and Diesing (1977, 88–106) conclude that
crises with Prisoner’s Dilemma preferences can end peacefully, in direct
contradiction to the strategic logic of that game.1 However, Snyder and
Diesing’s informal argument has the actors making and responding to
multiple offers; that is, they give the actors more than two strategies and
allow them to bargain with knowledge of each other’s earlier offers. A
better representation for such sequential bargaining is a game tree with
multiple moves. A two-by-two game cannot represent the strategic setting
in Snyder and Diesing’s argument because it requires the players to move
simultaneously.

Dynamic interaction raises the question of credibility. Although an
actor may promise to take certain actions in the future, will those actions
be in its interest if the time comes to live up to its promise? If those actions
may prove to be contrary to its interest, other actors doubt the credibility
of the promise. Game theory deals with the question of credibility through
the concept of perfection. Strategies are perfect if every move is in the
moving player’s interest when he or she must make the move, given all
future moves in the game. If a promise satisfies the test of perfection, then
the promise is credible.

Iterated games provide one way to think about dynamic interaction.
Axelrod (1984) brought the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma and the efficacy
of reciprocal strategies like Tit-for-Tat to the attention of international-
relations scholars. Reciprocal strategies select current actions, in part, on
past behavior. Actors then can enforce an agreement among themselves
by using reciprocal threats to punish deviations from the agreement. Oye
(1986a) applied the logic of reciprocal threats in iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma to a variety of problems in international politics. However,
sequence matters in situations that are not repeated, and thus where recip-
rocal threats are not feasible. These applications of iterated games also
assumed that a simple two-by-two game was repeated.

International-relations theorists were also concerned about actors’ un-
certainty regarding the motivations of other actors. Two-by-two games
cannot address uncertainty in motivation; the game is known to all by
definition. Some (Stein 1982 is the best effort) tried to analyze situations
where the players did not know what game they were playing. These ef-

1 Both players have a dominant strategy to defect in Prisoner’s Dilemma, so they are
always better off playing “Defect” rather than “Cooperate” no matter which strategy the
other player chooses.
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forts did not specify exactly what the players knew and did not know
about each other’s motivations. Without such a specification, you cannot
always know what moves are in a player’s interest.

Games of incomplete information specify those uncertainties. In such
a game, at least one player possesses private information—it knows some-
thing about the game that the other players do not. A player’s payoffs,
for example, could be its private information, matching the argument that
actors are uncertain about one another’s motivations. A player’s private
information determines its type. The other players know the set of possi-
ble types of that player and know the chance of each type. They may be
able to infer the player’s type from its actions, but they do not know its
type. Games of incomplete information, then, provide a way to think
about uncertainty in a game.

An illustration may clarify the concept of types. Let us return to the
example of Europe during the 1930s. The motivation of Germany deter-
mines its type. There are two types of Germanys: one seeks continental
domination, the other only modest revisions in the status quo. Only Ger-
many knows which of these types it actually is. Great Britain and France
know only that Germany could be either type and how likely each type
is; they do not know whether Germany seeks continental domination or
modest changes in the status quo. They can try to infer the extent of
German demands from its actions. Those inferences must consider what
each type of Germany would do in the current situation precisely because
Great Britain and France do not know which type of Germany they face.
Such inferences are important to Great Britain and France because knowl-
edge of Germany’s type would help them predict future German actions
and respond appropriately.

Noncooperative game theory links perfection arguments with incom-
plete information.2 This combination is useful for problems in interna-
tional-relations theory because it provides a way to analyze credibility in
the face of uncertainty. Consider the problem of the security dilemma
presented earlier in this chapter. The security dilemma occurs because of
uncertainty confounded with a problem of credibility. Each side worries
about whether the other will attack because it is uncertain about the oth-
er’s motivations; if a state knew the other had only peaceful ambitions, it
would be certain the other would not attack. Further, statements about
intentions may not be reliable. Neither side can eliminate its freedom in
the future to attack the other. Each must be concerned about the credibil-
ity of any promise the other makes not to attack. It may not be in the
interest of the other state to live up to such a promise. Noncooperative

2 I modesty recommend Morrow 1994a for an introduction to noncooperative game the-
ory and its application in political science.
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game theory provides us with a way to consider in detail the strategic
logic of problems like the security dilemma.

Credibility is a central issue in noncooperative game theory. Actors can-
not fix future choices in advance; instead, we must ask what choices will
be in their interest when they must make them. In the 1930s example,
Germany may say that the Sudetenland is its last territorial demand, but
its decisions whether to make further demands in the future are the test
of that statement. Germany cannot choose to forego the possibility of
further demands by merely claiming that it has no further demands. Non-
cooperative game theory models credibility issues in the sequence of
moves in a game. An extensive-form game specifies the players’ moves,
their sequence, and how those moves lead to outcomes. A player must
consider other players’ future moves when deciding to make a move.
Credibility issues arise when a player’s choice hinges on a later choice of
another player: The other player has an incentive to induce the first player
to make a particular move now, but the first player has reason to doubt
that what the latter says now is a reliable guide to its future behavior. The
credibility of the other player’s statements resides in the head of the first
player in this situation; what does the first player think the other player
will do in the future?

Uncertainty is also central to noncooperative game theory. Actors can-
not know one another’s motivation; instead, they make judgments about
those motivations. Sometimes they can judge others’ motivations from
their actions. Noncooperative game theory requires that we describe what
information the players know at each of their moves. We assume that
unknown information, such as motivations, takes on one of a possible set
of values. In the 1930s example, Great Britain and France know that
Germany is one of two types: a state seeking only moderate revisions to
the status quo or a state seeking continental domination; they do not
know, however, which type of Germany they face. Their beliefs about
Germany’s goals are described by probabilities that each type is correct;
the more probable a type, the greater the probability Britain and France
believe that Germany’s goals are consistent with that type. Beliefs affect
actions because the actions Britain and France would like to take depend
on which type of Germany they think they are facing. British and French
beliefs about Germany’s type can also affect German credibility. Inability
to precommit one’s future actions and uncertainty about types of other
players are two of the three central ideas in noncooperative game theory.3

Credibility in a game is a product of the sequence of the game, the
players’ preferences, and their uncertainty about one another’s types. If a

3 The other central idea in noncooperative game theory is Nash equilibrium. When the
Nobel Prize in economics was awarded for game theory in 1994, it was shared by John
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player knows another player’s type—that is, its preferences—the former
can predict the latter’s moves in the future. The sequence of moves may
create a situation where it will not be in the latter’s interest to carry out
its promises when the time comes to do so. The former then has reason
to doubt the credibility of those promises. If the former does not know
the latter’s type, the latter’s promises may lack credibility if one possible
type will not live up to its promise. In this case, the latter’s credibility
depends on the former’s beliefs about which type of the latter it faces; if
the former thinks there is a sufficient chance it is facing the type that will
violate the promise, then the promise lacks credibility. Credibility, then,
is not a simple matter of whether the actor making the promise intends
to carry it out.

This chapter builds on the previous chapter by exploring how strategic
logic affects the means actors choose to pursue their preferences. The
previous chapter addressed actors’ preferences and how they can be exam-
ined systematically. However, preferences alone do not dictate action. As
in the opening example, both the Germany with limited ends and the
Germany seeking continental domination—that is, Germanys with differ-
ent preferences—take the same actions within their strategic environment.
At the same time, choices are generally not dictated by a player’s situation.
Choices depend on both preferences and the strategic environment.
Actors select their moves to produce preferred outcomes, and outcomes
depend on all the moves made in the game. As the prior chapter laid
out how preferences can be studied systematically, this chapter asks how
strategic choices, given preferences, can be studied systematically. Both
are necessary for understanding political decisions.

The application of these techniques to international politics has gone
both from international-relations theory to developments in game theory,
and back again. The inability of two-by-two game models to capture the
arguments of international-relations theorists led formal modelers to seek
new tools. The tools were found in economics, but their application to
international politics required careful thinking about that subject. The
strategic problems in our field have common elements with those in cer-
tain areas of economics, so the tools can be useful. However, the two sets
of strategic problems are not identical. The questions go in both direc-
tions: How can models capture arguments about international politics,
and what do those models then tell us about international-relations the-
ory? When the modeling process works, it illuminates and advances our
understanding of arguments about international politics.

Nash, for Nash equilibrium; Reinhart Selten, for perfection; and John Harsanyi, for games
of incomplete information—the three central ideas of noncooperative game theory.
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Another advantage of the use of noncooperative game theory is its con-
current application to the study of domestic politics, particularly Ameri-
can politics. Formal models of elections, legislatures, and bureaucracies
have been published over the last fifteen years that use noncooperative
game theory. These studies find the same strategic problems that occur in
international politics, albeit in different forms. States worry about how
they can commit to carrying out military threats that are costly; presidents
worry about how they can commit to vetoing bills that contain small
provisions they find objectionable. The parallel structure of strategic
problems makes the integration of domestic politics and international pol-
itics easier. They no longer seem like two disparate realms of politics.

Here, the discussion proceeds with an examination of the three strategic
problems of signaling, commitment, and bargaining. An examination of
how formal models have changed our understanding of alliances and cri-
sis bargaining follows. I conclude by laying out directions for future re-
search.

SIGNALING

Signaling can occur when one actor knows something of relevance to
another actor’s decisions. If the decision of the uninformed party affects
the informed actor, the latter may wish to signal its information to the
former. In international politics, signaling is a way to consider the prob-
lem of unknown motivation. We think of an actor’s motivation as its type.
An actor makes its choices based, in part, on what other actors are likely
to do in the future. Knowing other actors’ motivations can help the former
judge what its best responses are. Let us again return to our example of
1930s Europe. Whether German aspirations are limited or unlimited is
central to the decision Great Britain and France face concerning how to
respond to German demands for specific changes in the status quo. How-
ever, the German government may not wish to make its precise aspirations
clear to Britain and France. The strategic logic of signaling addresses the
conditions under which Britain and France can infer Germany’s type from
its actions.

The history of the late 1930s offers a concrete example of signaling.
The British and French governments had difficulty determining whether
Hitler’s demands were limited to the creation of a Greater Germany that
unified all ethnic Germans in one state or whether Hitler sought domina-
tion of the European continent. Their proper response to his demand for
the Sudetenland in the Munich crisis hung on this point. The action that
convinced most, but not all, outside Germany that Hitler’s demands were
not limited was the German occupation of the rump of Czechoslovakia.
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A Germany that sought only to unify ethnic Germans in one state would
not have occupied the non-German parts of Czechoslovakia. The signal
embedded in Hitler’s occupation of Czechoslovakia was that his aims
were not limited to a Greater Germany alone.

The strategic logic of signaling depends on the separation of types. If
discrete types take different actions, then observers can infer the actor’s
type from its actions. The actions each type would take, however, depends
on its own motivations and the strategic setting. It may be that some types
deliberately imitate other types in order to prevent others from ascertain-
ing their precise motivations. Hitler deliberately acted early on as if he
sought limited revisions in the status quo to conceal his true long-term
objectives. If he had made it clear in 1933 that he sought to overturn the
European status quo, then Britain and France would have taken a
stronger stand against him at that time. Hitler’s ultimate goals were served
by imitating a less belligerent type. When types take the same action, they
are said to pool, and others can learn nothing new about their type from
that action. What might lead types to separate as opposed to pool?

After the Yom Kippur War of 1973, negotiations between Israel and
the Arab states were difficult to initiate in spite of the apparent common
interest in a negotiated settlement of territorial issues. A signaling prob-
lem loomed here. Israel could make territorial concessions now in the
hope of Arab recognition and willingness to live in peace together later.
But territorial concessions made Israel more vulnerable to later attacks.
Further, Arab leaders seeking the destruction of Israel would be willing
to make statements indicating otherwise if those statements could lead to
territorial concessions that would facilitate their ultimate goal. How
could an Arab leader convince the Israelis that he was the type with whom
they could live in peace?

Sadat demonstrated his willingness to live in peace by going to Jerusa-
lem, addressing the Knesset, and declaring “no more war.” This action
was extremely costly for Sadat; his foreign minister resigned, Egypt was
expelled from the Arab League, and eventually Sadat was assassinated by
extremists upset at the peace deal with Israel. It was precisely these costs
that made Sadat’s declaration of peace a credible signal of his intentions.
That action declared to a variety of audiences, international and domestic,
what Sadat’s intentions were. He could not deny that he was offering
peace to Israel. Sadat would bear the costs outraged Arabs would bring
to bear even if Israel did not reciprocate with territorial concessions (and,
as it turned out, he would pay with his life even after Israel returned the
Sinai Peninsula to Egypt). Around the same time, other Arab leaders, such
as King Hussein, were meeting in secret with Israeli leaders. But their
offers of peace did not carry the same credibility as Sadat’s signal precisely
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because they were private. King Hussein bore no costs from his offers as
long as the negotiations stayed private.

Sadat’s signal was credible because it separated him from the other
types of leader he could have been. Think about Israel’s problem of trying
to infer Sadat’s type from his actions. He might be sincere or he might be
using negotiations to seek a military advantage to attack after regaining
the Sinai Peninsula. But which type would be willing to bear the costs of
the unilateral public declaration of peace? The sincere type might be will-
ing to do so, but the insincere type would be unlikely to accept that cost
given that the Israelis were under no obligation to reciprocate the gesture.
Indeed, the return of the Sinai to Egypt took long and hard negotiations
before it was completed. There was no guarantee of tangible rewards to
counter the outrage of many Egyptians, inside and out of Sadat’s govern-
ment. Because the sincere type might make a public statement and the
insincere type would not, Israel could infer that Sadat’s offer was sincere
and that he intended to live in peace with Israel if the Sinai were returned.4

Separation of types is central to successful signaling. One type has to
do something another type is unlikely to do. Then the observer can con-
clude it is facing the former and not the latter. If all types take the same
actions, then others gain no new information about what type they are
facing. One way to separate types is by costs. A type can signal its inten-
tions by taking actions that inflict costs it is willing to bear but other types
are not. Costly signaling is the common term for the idea that costs can
separate types.

In international politics, creating such costs for separation can be diffi-
cult because the costs must be created endogenously among actors; they
cannot be imposed by a higher body. In the 1930s example, consider the
problem facing an opportunistic Germany that does not seek continental
domination. Although it does not seek war with Great Britain and France,
it is happy to absorb any territory, say Poland, that Britain and France
will not fight to defend. Because Britain and France want to preserve the
independence of the Eastern European states, they make promises to de-
fend those countries against a German attack. Are those promises credi-
ble? The only way Germany can test British and French resolve to defend

4 Maoz and Felsenthal (1987) describe Sadat’s declaration as a self-binding commitment.
In their definition, a self-binding commitment exists when a party offers compensation to
be held by a third party and which is awarded to the aggrieved party if the former violates
its commitment to the latter. However, this case does not fit that definition. Sadat paid the
cost of his public declaration regardless of what he did later. A self-binding commitment
here would be if Sadat offered to let the Israelis assassinate him if he broke his pledge or
some other costly sanction that would be imposed on him only if he violated his commit-
ment. I have drawn on Maoz and Felsenthal’s description of the case for relevant facts in
my discussion.
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Poland is by attacking Poland. Lesser threats short of war are not suffi-
cient to discourage irresolute types of Britain and France that wish to
deter German aggrandizement without being willing to pay the price to
defend Poland. However, if an attack on Poland reveals that Britain and
France are committed to its defense, then Germany does not want to at-
tack Poland. Germany is in the difficult position of being unable to impose
the costs necessary to separate the possible types of Britain and France
short of war. This problem is common in international conflict because
often the prospect of war is the source of possible costs that could create
separation. But if one side can convince the other that it is willing to fight,
the other will back down. However, if such a threat always deters the
latter, then any type of the former—even the type that does not want to
fight under any circumstances—would like to make that deterrent threat.
If there is no chance of war, there is no cost for making the threat in this
situation (Fearon 1995, 390–401).

The Sadat example is different. In that case, outside audiences, the other
members of the Arab League and domestic groups in Egypt, impose the
costs on President Sadat. Sadat’s act of going to Jerusalem is designed
precisely to produce those costs from those outside actors. Israel benefits
from these costs because they allow Sadat to demonstrate that he is sin-
cerely interested in a lasting peace. Audience costs are one way actors can
separate their type and convince others of their motivations (Fearon 1990,
1994a). These audiences could be domestic or foreign; the key point is
that they are not the intended recipients of the signal.5 The costs are not
purely derived from the actions of the side the sender is trying to inform.

Sometimes types separate even without costly signals (Morrow 1994b).
Costless signals can help actors coordinate their actions. Coordination is
a problem when multiple acceptable courses of action are available, and
it is important that all agree on what will be done. Actors can use costless
signals to decide which course of action to adopt. United Nations resolu-
tions may be an example of such costless signals in action. The act of
voting on such resolutions does not impose costs; of course, a vote may
prove to be costly because of the actions that follow the resolution. After
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990, the first United Nations resolution
expressed common outrage at the invasion, and all members of the Secu-
rity Council, even Cuba, voted in favor of Resolution 660. Once Iraq
failed to comply, the problem of coordination loomed. Courses of action
ranged from moral condemnation of the invasion to the use of military
force to eject Iraqi forces from Kuwait. International coordination would
make any course of action more effective. The Bush administration used

5 Fearon (1994a) uses the term audience costs to refer only to the costs imposed by do-
mestic audiences on their own leaders.
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further Security Council resolutions to steer the international response to
the Iraqi invasion, first through economic sanctions and then Operation
Desert Storm. Voting on these resolutions provided a way for states to
signal costlessly their support (or lack thereof) for the course of action the
United States advocated. The strongest resolution received the weakest
support; China abstained, and Cuba and Yemen voted against Resolution
678, which authorized the use of military force after January 15, 1991,
if Iraq did not withdraw from Kuwait.6 The resolutions did not prevent
states from taking actions they felt were justified. The Bush administra-
tion could have launched Operation Desert Storm even without Resolu-
tion 678. Nevertheless, that resolution did reflect the willingness of most
nations to accept the American position on how to get Iraq out of Kuwait.
The resolutions had both international and domestic value to the Bush
administration. Seeking those resolutions was a signal within the interna-
tional community of the solution the United States preferred. Voting on
them provided a way for other nations to express their support or opposi-
tion. Saddam Hussein, on the other hand, held out for a costly signal of
American intentions, but he had more at stake in Kuwait than any other
actor (see Freedman and Karsh 1993 on the Gulf crisis).

The strategic logic of signaling requires different types to take different
actions. Other actors do not know an actor’s type, so they must infer its
type from its actions. If all types take the same action, other actors cannot
draw any inferences from its actions. Costs for taking certain actions are
often, but not always, necessary for types to separate. In most political
situations though, the actors typically impose these costs on one another.

This observation has two important implications. First, partial separa-
tion of types rather than complete separation is likely to be the rule. Think
of extended deterrence when the threatening state has incentive to doubt
the resolve of the state making the deterrent threat. The latter may be the
type that will carry out its threat or it may be the type that is bluffing.
The threatening state wants to press its threat only if the deterring state
is bluffing. Complete separation of these two types requires an action that
the resolute type is willing to take while the bluffing type is not. After
observing this action, the threatening state can conclude that it is facing
the resolute type and so back down from its threat. The action that
separates the types would be a perfect deterrent threat—it would never
be challenged. However, the bluffers would also like to take that action
because it will always succeed with no risk of war. That incentive under-
mines the logic of separation; the threatening state can no longer conclude
that it is facing a resolute defender after observing the action. Partial sepa-

6 Because Cuba and Yemen were temporary members of the Security Council, their “no”
votes could not veto the resolution.
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ration resolves this paradox. All the resolute states and some of the bluff-
ers make the deterrent threat. After observing the deterrent threat, the
threatener challenges some of the time, but not always. The chance that
the threat must be carried out imposes a cost, and the chance that the
threatener may back down in the face of the deterrent threat provides a
benefit.

Second, we should expect that all events exhibit a selection bias when
uncertainty is present in a conflict (Morrow 1989; Fearon 1994b). An
actor chooses a course of action based on both observable factors, such
as military capabilities, and unobservable factors, such as its motivation.
Together both determine its ability to prevail in a conflict. The other actor
also chooses using the observable factors and its own unobservables. If
the former is strong on the observable variables, the latter is less likely to
challenge it because it is weaker overall. But if the latter does challenge
the former when the former is strong on the observable factors, we know
the latter’s unobservable factors must be very favorable to it. When the
weak challenge the strong, they must have unseen advantages to compen-
sate for their weakness. Those unseen advantages make them more likely
to win than the observable factors alone would indicate. The cases we
observe are selected on the basis of the unusually favorable private infor-
mation of actors. This effect may account for the paradox of power, that
is, that the powerful do not always prevail (e.g., Mack 1975). It also
implies that ex post measures of resolve, such as actions taken in a crisis,
must be better predictors of success than ex ante measures. The latter are
the observable factors that drive the selection bias.

COMMITMENT

Commitment is a problem because actors often want to make promises
that others doubt the actors will be willing to carry out later. If the latter
could believe the promises of the former, then both would be better off.
When signaling is a central strategic problem, an actor’s type determines
its future actions. Other actors can infer its future actions from its signal.
Commitment, on the other hand, is a dynamic issue. Even if actors know
one another’s motivations, they have reason to doubt that any of them
will carry out actions that are in their interest now. In our earlier 1930s
example, Germany knows what types Great Britain and France are. It is
in the latter’s interest to promise to defend Poland after Hitler occupies
the rump of Czechoslovakia. All can avoid costly war if Germany believes
that Britain and France are committed to the defense of Poland. But will
it be in the interest of Britain and France to fight when Germany threatens
war against Poland later or are the costs of war so high that they will
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back down rather than fight? Or, in the terms used at the time, who is
willing to “Die for Danzig?”

Commitment is a problem when actors’ incentives change over time.
Consider the position of a debtor nation’s leader negotiating with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) over loan renegotiation. At the mo-
ment, securing new loans is the paramount problem. As the terms of the
new loans, the IMF is likely to demand substantial changes in the debtor
nation’s fiscal and monetary policies. These concessions help restore the
debtor nation’s economic health, increasing its ability to pay off the new
loans. If it reduces its budget deficit over the long run, the interest rate on
its debt may drop, making it easier to service both the old and new debt.
These arrangements may also increase economic growth in the country.
Both are better off if the promise is kept: The country’s economy im-
proves, and the IMF’s loans are paid off.

These changes are also likely to be painful politically because they will
cause a substantial drop in the real incomes of important sectors of soci-
ety. The leader may very well agree that these changes in policy are neces-
sary to restore economic health to his or her country and agree to make
those changes with the full intention of carrying them out. But when elec-
tions arrive two years later, the political costs of the new policies are likely
to include the government losing reelection. Then both the leader and the
IMF might prefer undoing the reforms at that time to the alternative of
seeing a party come to power that is opposed to those reforms as a matter
of policy. If the debt market anticipates such reneging on the earlier prom-
ises (and markets always seem to), the beneficial effects of the initial re-
forms will not materialize.

This is a commitment problem in that the government would like to
commit to the new policies, but others understand that the government’s
interest in those policies is likely to change over time. If the government
could carve those policies in stone, it would. But it cannot, and so others
must judge the government’s motivations to violate its promises in the
future. A problem of commitment also differs from signaling in that oth-
ers know the type of the actor with the commitment problem. Signaling
does not raise a problem of commitment because an actor’s actions follow
from its type.

Giving other actors power is a common way to make a credible commit-
ment to them. Countries in a balance-of-payments crisis face pressure to
tighten capital controls and increase trade protection; both these actions
improve a country’s balance of payments by reducing capital outflow and
decreasing imports. However, those same actions convince the nation’s
creditors that investing additional funds in the nation will put those funds
at risk. States finance trade deficits with capital inflows; a crisis occurs
when investors doubt that their funds are safe within a state, and so are
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unwilling to provide additional funds to meet the trade deficit. Capital
controls and trade protection place further investment in the country at
risk, exacerbating the crisis. Under the right economic conditions, a better
response is to open up capital markets within the country. Investors have
confidence, then, that they can get their money out of the country if neces-
sary and so are willing to put more money into the country. By giving
investors the power to get their money out, the government has made
a commitment to them that increases their willingness to invest further
(Haggard and Maxfield 1996). If one actor is worried that another will
not honor a commitment, giving the first some power over the outcome
can be sufficient to assure that actor of commitment. No one else holds
an actor’s interest so closely as the actor itself does. Ceding power to an
actor gives it the capability to limit its damage if policy changes and thus
increases the actor’s confidence in acting on behalf of the policy.

Further, capital mobility can be a self-enforcing commitment. Increas-
ing economic openness benefits segments of society with international ties
and makes developing international economic ties attractive to firms and
individuals that do not have them. Foreign firms have an increased inter-
est in lobbying the government to maintain open capital markets as their
involvement in a country increases. All these effects increase the political
pressure to continue openness as a policy, making the commitment self-
enforcing (Haggard and Maxfield 1996).7 Some commitments lead to
changes that raise the costs for reneging or boost the benefits of continu-
ing the commitment. Both these changes make living up to the commit-
ment more attractive than when it was made. If such costs or benefits are
large enough, the commitment can be self-enforcing in that all actors wish
to honor it.

Domestic institutions can create ways for leaders to commit themselves
internationally. Institutions can share power across many actors, making
it difficult for a leader to renege on commitments. The other actors can
use their power to make reneging more painful for the leader than car-
rying out the commitment. Again, Europe in the late 1930s provides an
example of such commitment. The German occupation of Czechoslova-
kia convinced most observers that Hitler could only be stopped by war.
Consequently, Britain and France offered guarantees of protection to sev-

7 Haggard and Maxfield describe this problem as signaling rather than commitment.
Clearly there are issues in signaling here because investors try to judge future government
policy and pull their funds out in advance of new controls. The commitment problem exists
because investors know that the government has the incentive to freeze their capital in the
country and fear that the government will do so to meet the crisis, regardless of the govern-
ment’s strength to free movement of capital. This case is an example of how actual problems
often contain several strategic problems. Viewing these strategic problems separately helps
us to understand the particular strategic logic of each problem.
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eral Eastern European nations that were possible future targets of Nazi
Germany, especially Poland. But carrying out those commitments meant
war, and war was a heavy burden to bear. After Germany invaded Poland
on September 1, 1939, Neville Chamberlain and Lord Halifax spent most
of the next two days trying to work out a compromise agreement that
would avoid war between Britain and Germany. The cabinet and the
House of Commons blocked their attempts to wriggle out of their govern-
ment’s commitment to Poland. Had Chamberlain not presented the ulti-
matum to Germany on September 3, his government would have fallen
and a new government would have been formed that would honor the
British commitment to Poland (Watt 1989).

Because political institutions can create credible commitments, the
study of institutions is central to the strategic-choice approach. The next
two chapters address institutions. Chapter 4, by Ronald Rogowski, ana-
lyzes how institutions shape strategic choices, and chapter 5, by Peter
Gourevitch, discusses how actors choose among different possible institu-
tions. The points I am about to make are directly relevant and often paral-
leled in the next two chapters, both of which extend and deepen the issues
I raise here.

The precise form of domestic institutions affects the credibility of com-
mitments (Cowhey 1993). First, because leaders wish to hold power, elec-
toral systems in democracies produce different incentives to honor
agreements. Systems, like the British parliamentary system, that focus on
national issues and reward parties for providing collective goods are more
likely to honor commitments that provide such collective goods to their
electorate. Other systems, like the Japanese system, that focus on local
pork barreling and negotiation inside the government are less likely to
support commitments that produce broad-based benefits. The American
system is a combination of the two, a nationally elected president and a
locally elected Congress. Second, transparent procedures increase other
states’ confidence that they will be able to determine when commitments
will be violated, and thus protect themselves from the violation. Open
procedures also allow outsiders to judge the strength of the commitment
when it is offered. Because others can judge the strength of a commitment,
the uncertainty about a government’s future actions is reduced, allowing
others to take actions in the interest of both without fear of unpredictable
changes in government policy.

Third, divided powers make the establishment and the violation of
commitments more difficult than concentrated power, as in a parliamen-
tary system. The very difficulty of making a commitment can make that
commitment credible. In a parliamentary system, a government can take
on commitments of which the opposition does not approve. An electoral
shift in power can lead the new government to renege on the commitment.
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The Constitution of the United States requires a two-thirds vote of the
Senate to ratify an international treaty. The required supermajority allows
minorities of the Senate to block the ratification of a treaty that the presi-
dent has negotiated. The president could choose to sign an Executive
Agreement instead of negotiating a treaty as an international agreement.
Because domestic rules for concluding such an agreement are less strin-
gent, it is easier to get it approved. On the other hand, the treaty has
greater credibility precisely because ratification is more difficult. A ratified
treaty requires a broad coalition of support in American politics, and so
other states can be confident that the treaty commitment is unlikely to be
reversed unless the political complexion of the Senate changes dramati-
cally. The commitment is credible precisely because only commitments
shared broadly across the spectrum of American politics can be ratified
as formal treaties (Martin 1997).8

Force may be an attractive option for an actor when other parties are
unable to commit themselves to protect its interests. Frieden (1994b) ar-
gues that colonialism may be a consequence of an inability to commit.
Foreign investors fear expropriation by host governments or other local
authorities. So how can host governments commit themselves to protect
foreign investments? Not all investments are equally vulnerable to expro-
priation. Primary production for export, such as oil wells, mines, and
plantations, are quite vulnerable. Such operations are tied to their loca-
tion and can be operated after being seized. Their products can be sold
on world markets. Local subsidiaries of transnational corporations are
generally not vulnerable to expropriation. Those firms require expertise
and connections to branches of the corporation in other countries to pro-
duce their goods. Removing the firms from those connections greatly re-
duces its value. Expropriation of firms producing primary goods, then, is
a difficult commitment problem. One solution is for the home country of
the investor to establish political control over the host country of the
investment—that is, make the host country a colony. Investors receive the
same protections they would in their home country. I am not saying that
the production of primary goods causes colonialism. Whether primary
production leads colonialism or colonial control invites investment in pri-
mary production is unclear and irrelevant for the argument here. Colonial
control solves the commitment problem for investment in resource extrac-
tion and cash-crop agriculture. We should expect greater investment in

8 To be careful, this third argument is screening rather than commitment. Screening is
related to signaling. In signaling, the informed party takes an action that signals its type to
the uninformed party, which then acts. In screening, the uninformed party offers a series of
deals to the informed party, which then accepts one of those deals based on its type. Here
the two types of agreements, treaties and executive agreements, screen out the United States
based on its inherent political commitment to an international agreement on that issue.
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these areas in colonies than in noncolonies, and Frieden (1994b) provides
evidence that this is so.9

In review, commitment is a problem when an actor wants to make a
promise that others doubt. The promise, if honored, leads others to take
actions in both parties’ interest. However, the promising actor’s incentives
may change over time, making it unwilling to live up to its promise at a
later date. The change in incentives can be anticipated and is the source
of others’ doubts about the promise. Otherwise, others would treat the
promise as fully credible and take the actions in the interest of both. Such
predictability does not imply that all promises will be broken, but rather
that there is reason to doubt whether promises will be honored. Some
commitments prove to be self-enforcing. Those commitments create re-
wards for honoring the commitment or penalties for reneging on it. Giv-
ing power to the party receiving the promise can also make a commitment
credible. That power allows the receiver to protect itself from the damage
it would suffer if the promise is broken. Domestic institutions can also
make international commitments credible. Other domestic actors check
a leader’s power to renege on his or her promises by opposing such at-
tempts. Ratification procedures restrict leaders to making promises that
will be supported by broad domestic coalitions. Such coalitions are less
likely to abandon their commitments.

BARGAINING

Actors bargain when many solutions are available and they do not agree
on the ranking of those solutions. The question is not only “Should we
reach an agreement?” but also “Which agreement should we reach?”
Even if all parties prefer a set of possible agreements to the absence of an
agreement, they may differ over which possible agreement each likes best.
In our example of 1930s Europe, the creation of a joint front against
Hitler required not only the agreement to do so but also a specific
agreement of what steps would be taken against Nazi threats (Morrow
1993). Even though the Western Allies and the Soviet Union shared a
common desire to deter further German expansion in 1939, they could
not agree on common measures against the Nazi threat. Stalin sought
passage for the Red Army through Poland and Romania; Britain and
France were reluctant to ask those countries to grant such passage out of
fear the request would force them into the arms of Germany.

9 Frieden’s argument is both more subtle and complex than my crude summary. Space
prevents me from reiterating his complete argument. None of this argument should be read
to imply that either Frieden or I believe that colonialism is just. The argument is merely that
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This example identifies a problem of applying the familiar public goods
problem to international politics, such as buck passing in the case above.
The public goods argument asks whether a public good will be provided
but does not ask at what level, in what form, or through what means of
taxation. But providing a public good requires answers to the last three
questions as well as the first. This is not to say that the problem of individ-
ual incentives to avoid contributing to a public good is unimportant or
irrelevant. Rather, the provision of public goods may also be frustrated
by negotiations over the exact form and level of provision. Different
actors may desire different levels and be unable to reach a final agreement.
Cooperation theory (Axelrod 1984; Oye 1986a) suffers from the same
problem. Prisoner’s Dilemma as a model focuses our attention on whether
actors cooperate but away from how they choose to cooperate (Krasner
1991; Morrow 1994b).

As an example of negotiations in general, we can use the analogy of
bargaining that occurs between a buyer and a seller over an object. The
buyer would like a higher price; the seller would like a lower price. Both
have a reservation level—a price at which each is indifferent between mak-
ing the deal and not. The seller’s reservation level gives the minimal price
he will accept in exchange for the object. The buyer’s reservation level
gives the maximal price she will pay to gain the object. An actor’s reserva-
tion level depends on how it views the breakdown of negotiations against
the possible settlements. If the seller’s reservation level is higher than the
buyer’s, then there is no price at which both would be willing to make
the deal. Otherwise, there is a zone of agreement—a range of prices at
which both are willing to make the deal. But within the zone of agreement,
the seller wants a higher price, the buyer a lower price.

Reservation levels depend on outside options—each side’s alternative
to a negotiated agreement. In our hypothetical sale, the seller has an out-
side option to keep the object, the buyer an outside option to walk away
and perhaps seek another seller of a similar object. In a crisis, war is the
outside option for both sides. Reservation levels are the agreement a side
sees as equivalent to its outside option. In negotiations over a trade re-
gime, the outside option is trade under the current regime with the possi-
bility of one or both sides invoking sanctions.

Outside options reflect the importance of power in negotiations. Be-
cause an actor can always choose its outside option rather than negotiate,
it can use that power to secure a deal at least as attractive as its outside
option. Krasner’s (1991) review of the politics of global communications
leads him to conclude that power plays a central role. What is power in

home countries of investors can solve the commitment problem inherent in some interna-
tional investments through colonialism.
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global communications? When satellite communications became possible
in the early 1960s, the United States and leading Western European states
created an organization to manage international communications via sat-
ellite. The United States held 61 percent of the votes in the organization;
Western Europe held 30.5 percent; and Australia, Canada, and Japan
shared the remainder. The United States was able to secure such a favor-
able position because it controlled the technology and could always walk
out if it was unhappy with the organizational arrangements. The Europe-
ans, on the other hand, could block access to their national telecommuni-
cations networks, reducing the value of any satellite system. This outside
option provided the leverage they needed to secure some rights in the
organization. Both sides’ outside options restrict the range of bargains
that were feasible.

What makes the problem of finding an agreeable price difficult is that
neither knows the other’s reservation level (Chatterjee and Samuelson
1987). When making offers, each must weigh the benefits of asking for a
more favorable deal for itself against the risks that the other will reject
that offer as unacceptable. Because neither knows the other’s reservation
level, neither knows what deals the other sees as acceptable. Similarly,
each has to think about what a counteroffer is likely to produce when
deciding to accept or reject any offer. Negotiations, then, can fail for two
reasons: when there is no zone of agreement or when one side breaks off
negotiations because it concludes a deal cannot be reached.

Signaling, then, is a critical part of bargaining. An actor’s reservation
level determines its type. Offers and responses to offers are signals about
an actor’s reservation level. Effective signals typically require some costs
to separate types. Delay in reaching an agreement is a source of costs that
allow separation in negotiations. In economics, future consumption is dis-
counted; a dollar today is better than one tomorrow. If we measure the
gains of a deal in dollars, a deal today is better than the same deal tomor-
row. A buyer who places a higher value on the object may be willing to
make higher offers than a buyer who places a lower value on the object
simply to get the object sooner. Actors can differ in how they value the
present versus the future, what we could call patience. Actors with more
patience can secure better bargains than those with less patience (Rubin-
stein 1982).

In politics, bargains typically cannot be denominated in dollars (and
when they can, the dollar amounts rarely indicate the value of each possi-
ble bargain to the participants). Political systems can provide actors with
powerful reasons to prefer a deal now over the same deal later. The elec-
toral cycle in the United States appears to have been central to progress
in arms-control negotiations between the United States and the Soviet
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Union during the cold war (Morrow 1991b). Presidents have a strong
motivation to deliver results before rather than after an election. They
can claim credit for such achievements while running for reelection. But
this incentive does not imply that arms-control treaties are signed only
during election years. Accomplishments are substitutes, with a strong
economy being the best accomplishment an incumbent president can
claim. The anticipation of the coming election and the possibility that
the sitting president may seek a treaty to enhance his electoral chances
influences both sides’ negotiating stances. Good economic conditions lead
the American administration to believe its electoral chances are better,
reducing the need for a treaty, and the reverse is true when economic
conditions are poor.

Political systems can also structure bargaining to one actor’s advantage
over another within the same system. Take-it-or-leave-it offers can pro-
vide great bargaining leverage. The side that can make such a final offer
can extract the best possible deal from the other side if it knows the latter’s
reservation level. If it does not know its opponent’s reservation level, it
must judge the risk of a breakdown against the benefits of receiving a
better deal when it makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer. Such offers, then, are
not an unalloyed boon. They do, however, eliminate the problem of delay
in negotiations. They also reduce the threat of bargaining breakdown if
the side making the final offer has a firm idea of what the other side will
accept.

Why might actors agree to bind themselves by granting one side the
power to make a take-it-or-leave-it offer? The United States Congress has
repeatedly voted “fast-track” procedures that allow the president to nego-
tiate trade treaties and then submit them for an up-or-down vote. It ap-
pears that Congress is giving the executive branch the power to make
the Congress a take-it-or-leave-it offer in the area of trade policy. The
president, elected by a national constituency, seeks different deals on inter-
national trade than does Congress, composed of many locally elected
members. This structural advantage in the negotiations between the presi-
dent and Congress has helped Presidents Bush and Clinton negotiate the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) without direct congressional in-
terference and then submit the final treaties for the approval of both
houses of Congress.

Given their different preferences over trade policy and the power of a
take-it-or-leave-it offer, why would Congress submit themselves to such
an offer? First, Congress renews fast-track authority only for a limited
time, although it does so repeatedly. The approval typically lays out
ground rules for the negotiations, so that central congressional interests
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will be protected. Fast-track procedures also provide a way for Congress
to oversee the negotiations with another country (O’Halloran 1994). Sec-
ond, fast-track procedures make negotiations between the president and
Congress more predictable. Ratification of treaties requires two-thirds of
the Senate according to the U.S. Constitution. The fast-track procedure
requires majority votes of both chambers, seemingly introducing the
House into the business of international treaties. The House always had
indirect power over a trade agreement because it could affect barriers and
other measures that influence international trade. Including the House in
the procedure directly reduces its motivation to seek remedies outside the
negotiations. Such measures make it easier for the president to head off
congressional pressure against a final treaty by including the concerns of
Congress in the international negotiations. The president gains greater
confidence in getting a treaty approved, and Congress gains greater con-
trol over the substance of the treaty. Throughout history, Congress has
found a variety of institutional innovations that allow it to influence ongo-
ing international trade negotiations (Goldstein 1988). The question of
choice among institutions is the topic of chapter 5 of this volume.

Bargaining among the members of Congress themselves provides a
third reason for adopting fast-track procedures. Many members have
some local interest that each would like to protect from foreign competi-
tion. In total, trade protection is a negative-sum proposition; although
some may benefit, others lose more in aggregate through higher prices.
Members of Congress then wish to logroll—that is, combine a large pack-
age of protective measures into one large bill that benefits its supporters
and harms all others. The majority benefits at the expense of the minority.
Some districts have to be excluded from the deal because each individual
protective measure is a losing proposition; if all districts received protec-
tion, then all would be net losers. Their small losses on measures to pro-
tect other districts would cancel out their large gain on the protection of
their own interest. The strategic logic of this multilateral bargaining can
lead to inefficient logrolls, bills where a total net loss occurs (Baron and
Ferejohn 1989; Baron 1991). The problem resembles the child’s game of
musical chairs. Those included in the bill are moderate losers, those ex-
cluded are big losers, and the member who proposes the bill is the big
winner. A member votes for a bill where his or her district is protected to
avoid the possibility of being excluded in the replacement bill if the cur-
rent bill fails. Better to grab one of the chairs than be left out totally. This
dynamic of multilateral bargaining within Congress can lead to inefficient
protection.

Fast-track procedures provide a way around this problem by placing
the power of proposal in the hands of the president. The president has a
national constituency, so he is more sensitive to the total costs and benefits
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of trade protection. He is likely to propose protection only for districts
where he needs the political support, either to pass the bill or to help
his party (Lohmann and O’Halloran 1994). The third reason for fast-
track procedures is to reduce the logrolling of protective interests in Con-
gress. Fast-track procedures serve as a commitment device for Congress
among its members against the incentive to engage such district-specific
protection.

Multilateral bargaining presents other strategic problems as well
(Kahler 1992; Martin 1992a). The more parties in the negotiations, the
less likely a zone of agreement for all parties exists. Further, the more
parties in the negotiations, the greater the negotiations are delayed simply
because more positions must be exchanged. A possible solution to this
problem is to reduce the number of parties needed to reach an agreement.
Recalcitrant parties can be dropped from the negotiations and excluded
from the final deal. Small groups of powerful parties can create minilateral
negotiations and then present their agreement to the full body for ap-
proval. Such minilateral negotiations could occur either by delegation
from the entire body or by presumption of the minilateral negotiators.
Removing recalcitrant groups or permitting minilateral negotiations,
both of which reduce the number of negotiators, have the same strategic
effects: First, they increase the chance that a zone of agreement exists
among the active parties; second, they reduce the time needed to reach a
final agreement. Other parties might agree to minilateral negotiations in
order to secure a less favorable deal sooner than they would through full
multilateral negotiations.

Bargaining can be over multiple issues as well as among multiple actors.
Linkage across issues can create a zone of agreement when none exists on
one issue alone (Tollison and Willett 1979; Stein 1980). Linkage is possi-
ble when the parties do not perfectly agree on the relative importance of
the issues; it need not be that they disagree about which issue is more
important.10 But often parties do not explore linking issues when linkage
might solve a crisis (Morrow 1992). For instance, China did not offer
linkage to India before their 1962 border war, even though two different
areas of the border were in dispute. A trade of concessions in each area
seemed obvious. However, the Chinese believed that the Indians would
view a linkage offer as a signal of Chinese weakness. They did not offer
linkage and instead tried to persuade the Indians of Chinese military supe-
riority. That attempt failed, the crisis escalated, and China humiliated
India in a brief border war.

Persuasion can be crucial to bargaining. Negotiations on environmental
issues often center on the use of policy positions to convince other actors

10 Like international trade, linkage depends on comparative, not absolute, advantage.
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of the magnitude of the problem. For example, the United States adopted
a strong position on restricting the production of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) in 1986 (Haas 1992, 206–11). This position advocated controls
that the then current understanding of the problem of ozone depletion
did not say were necessary. This strong stance was adopted, in part, as a
negotiating ploy to ask for more than the U.S. negotiators were willing
to settle on. Nevertheless, it also dramatized the issue and created room
for the scientific community to agree on appropriate policies and convince
their governments to adopt these policies. Persuasion is possible when
actors are uncertain about their own reservation levels (Morrow 1994b).
The alternative to a negotiated deal is often unclear. In the ozone case,
scientific uncertainty about the consequences of CFCs for the atmosphere
made the value of the status quo unclear. The economic and political costs
of restricting the production and use of CFCs were clear to governments,
but how bad the problem was in the absence of controls on CFCs was
not apparent. A more complete understanding of the problem, primarily
through dramatic new evidence, helped convince recalcitrant states to
sign the agreement to restrict CFCs.

Finally, commitment problems can make bargaining fruitless. There is
little point in negotiating an agreement to which one side cannot commit.
Consider the problem of an ethnic minority negotiating with the majority
group over the constitution of their country (Fearon 1993). A zone of
agreement exists in the sense that both sides would prefer a range of settle-
ments to warfare. But if the majority is large enough and the institutions
such that the minority cannot block institutional change or influence fu-
ture policy, the majority cannot commit to a settlement. They can always
use their superior numbers to undo the agreed-on institutions and poli-
cies. The minority group will get nothing in the future, so even a dismal
prospect in war is better than any agreement. The inability of the majority
to commit themselves to uphold the agreement eliminates any need to
negotiate. The commitment problem must be solved before bargaining
can begin.

In summary, bargaining occurs because reservation levels and often the
existence of a zone of agreement are not common knowledge. An actor’s
reservation level is the deal it sees as equivalent to its outside option,
its alternative to a negotiated agreement. Signaling and commitment are
central to bargaining. Negotiating stances operate, in part, as signals of
reservation levels. Delay can create the costs needed for types to separate.
Inability to solve commitment problems can render bargaining pointless.
Political institutions can give special powers, such as the ability to make
a take-it-or-leave-it offer, to one or more parties in bargaining. Linkage
can create a zone of agreement where one does not exist on each issue
individually. Multilateral bargaining is typically more difficult because
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the presence of more actors reduce the likelihood that a zone of agreement
exists. However, the threat of exclusion can make multilateral bargaining
easier than bilateral bargaining. If actors are uncertain about their
own reservation levels, then other actors can persuade them through
negotiations.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED FROM
THE STRATEGIC-CHOICE APPROACH?

How do these three strategic problems change the way we think about
central issues in international politics? This section discusses two issues in
international politics, alliances and crisis bargaining, where the strategic
approach has led to a fundamental rethinking. These two illustrations
are not the only examples; rather, they are a sample of how the strategic
approach has changed the field. The last three sections examined how
three strategic problems were common across many issues in interna-
tional politics; this section asks how strategic interaction has changed our
understanding of two issues in international politics. Just as signaling,
commitment, and bargaining are not the complete set of strategic prob-
lems possible in international politics, alliances and crisis bargaining are
not a complete survey of all the issues where the strategic approach is
changing how we think.

Alliances

Alliances are typically thought of as a way to “balance,” that is, amass
capabilities against a common threat (e.g., Walt 1987). This idea led to a
pair of questions: What constitutes a threat, and what factors might lead
states to fail to balance when they should? The distinction between bal-
ancing power (Waltz 1979) versus balancing threat (Walt 1987) addressed
the first question. Empirically, the explanation of an alliance revolved
around the determination of whether a common threat existed to both
parties.

In answer to the second question, states might fail to balance in order
to “pass the buck.” This argument draws on the theory of public goods.
Defeating a potential dominant state provides a security benefit for all
states. However, war is costly for the states that fight the aspiring hege-
mon. A nation might not join in the common effort against an aggressive
state in the hope that others will have to pay the cost of defeating the
threatening power. Further, perceptions about the offense-defense balance
could strengthen these incentives to “free ride” (Christensen and Snyder
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1990). Because the security calculation solely addresses international con-
cerns, domestic politics can only be an impediment to wise policy in the
typical approach.

The public goods analogy to alliances faces at least two problems. First,
two nations fighting together against a common threat have a greater
chance of winning than either does alone. Security, then, is not a pure
public good because the level of the good increases with the number of
nations contributing. Second, winning a war provides selective benefits
to the victors; they can alter the status quo as they wish. For example, the
Soviet Union had gone a long way to defeating Nazi Germany on land by
May 1944. If the public goods argument was correct, then the United
States and Great Britain need not have launched the D-Day invasion of
Western Europe. The success of that invasion sealed Hitler’s military fate,
increasing the chance that the United Nations would win, and gave con-
trol of Western Europe to the Western Allies, a selective benefit for them.
Both these problems suggest that the public goods analogy is inappropri-
ate for the question of intervention in war.

A straightforward cost-benefit calculation is more appropriate (cf. Alt-
feld and Bueno de Mesquita 1979). Do the benefits of intervention—a
greater chance of victory for the side you favor and a share of the spoils
for yourself—exceed the costs of intervention for the state considering
whether to enter the conflict? A state might decline to intervene because
its costs of war exceed the benefits it receives from its intervention even
when the total benefits produced by its intervention—including the added
chance of victory to other states on its side—exceed its costs. However,
this explanation differs from a free-riding story about public goods.

There is a deeper problem to the conventional approach to alliances. It
does not explain why states need formal agreements in advance to come
to one another’s aid. A state is free to intervene on behalf of another
that has been attacked even if they lack an alliance. Alliances are not a
precondition for intervention. Further, alliances cannot bind parties to
intervene in each other’s behalf. A state can fail to come to the aid of its
ally if it deems that the cost exceeds the benefit of its intervention when
war breaks out. Alliances are formal commitments to coordinate policies,
typically codified in a treaty. Because actions can be coordinated without
such a formal agreement, the key question about alliances is why write it
down.

Presumably it is costly to form alliances; otherwise, states would form
alliances freely. Alliances might provide a benefit that would always be
attractive were there no cost in forming an alliance. Why would a state
make a costly commitment if the commitment is not necessary for inter-
vention? This is the question the strategic-choice approach asks about
alliances.
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Alliances could deter threatening powers or increase the allies’ chance
of winning a war through prewar coordination (Morrow 1994c). The
possibility of an alliance deterring a threatening power requires the latter
to be uncertain about the credibility of the allies’ commitment to one
another. A threatening power may be uncertain about the strength of the
allies’ interest in one another. It might suspect that the cost of intervention
for one ally exceeds its benefit of coming to the other ally’s aid. An alliance
could deter the threatening power if it lessened the threatener’s uncer-
tainty sufficiently.

Even if an alliance does not deter a threat, it could have value if it raises
the allies’ ability to fight together. Wartime coordination of military effort
is difficult. Prewar coordination through an alliance could lessen that dif-
ficulty. The militaries of the allied nations could arrive at joint war plans
and coordinate the structure of their forces. Even if deterrence of a threat
is impossible, an alliance could still be useful.

Deterrence could be accomplished if an alliance convinced the threaten-
ing state that the allies would, in fact, come to one another’s aid if it
attacks one of them. Alliances could deter if they signal the intention to
intervene or if they raise the costs of failing to intervene (Fearon 1997;
Morrow 1991a, 1994c; Smith 1995). A decision to intervene in a war on
behalf of another nation involves a comparison of the costs and benefits
of such intervention. The threatening power may be uncertain about the
degree of shared interests between the prospective allies—the benefits of
intervention—and about how the prospective intervening state views the
likely costs of war. An alliance could deter the threatening power if the
formation of the alliance convinced that power that the allies would come
to one another’s aid.

A costly signal could convince the threatening state that the allies will
come to one another’s aid if it attacks one of them. A state that was
unwilling to come to the aid of its ally might not be willing to pay the
cost of forming the alliance. Alliances could impose such costs by forcing
the allies to reconcile conflicting interests (Morrow 1993) or by restricting
a state’s autonomy (Altfeld 1985). In the former case, domestic groups
would be unhappy that their leader has compromised on foreign-policy
goals which they view as important. In the latter case, the coordination
of policy in an alliance could restrict a nation’s foreign policy in the future.

An alliance could be credible because it changes the basic calculation
for intervention. Military coordination could raise the allies’ ability to
fight together, raising the benefit of intervention (Morrow 1994c). Domes-
tic or international audiences could punish leaders that fail to honor their
alliance commitments (Smith 1995). Both these effects could make an
alliance a self-enforcing commitment. Once made, each ally wishes to live
up to its commitment; the consequences of backing down are worse than
the costs of honoring the commitment.
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At an extreme, the credibility problem could be dealt with by forming
a stronger form of security relationship, such as a protectorate (Lake
1996). If the threatening power still doubts the credibility of a security
guarantee made through an alliance, it may be in both parties’ interest to
seek a closer, tighter relationship. For instance, Churchill offered French
leaders a formal union between their states as France was falling in June
of 1940, in an attempt to convince them to continue to fight against Nazi
Germany. Protectorates can form when the parties are quite different in
capabilities; the stronger gains a greater degree of political control over
the weaker than would be possible under an alliance, and the weaker
gains greater security against external and internal threats (Morrow
1991a discusses asymmetric alliances that have similar motivations). The
typical approach to alliances had difficulty recognizing such arrangements
as anything but alliances among equals. That approach cannot explain
why the parties seek a tighter institutional form than a simple alliance.

All the arguments above require alliances to be costly; what are these
costs? First, allies align their foreign policies to enhance the credibility of
their mutual commitment. These shifts require the allies to abandon some
of their own policies that they like and adopt some of their ally’s policies
which they would not adopt in the absence of the alliance. These changes
in foreign policy are costly to the allies. Second, some alliances lead to
the coordination of the allies’ military forces so their joint forces will fight
more effectively. Such specialization makes each ally’s forces less effective
if they have to fight without their ally. Military coordination in itself can
also be costly.

The strategic-choice approach suggests that alliances are signals or
commitment devices. They might operate as signals of mutual interest
among the allies, deterring threatening powers. The threatening power’s
uncertainty about the allies’ willingness to come to one another’s aid is
reduced by an alliance precisely because forming an alliance is costly. Alli-
ances might serve as commitment devices so that leaders will live up to
their commitment if push comes to shove. National leaders intervene on
behalf of their allies because they will be punished if they do not intervene.

All these arguments differ from the typical approach to alliances. Do-
mestic politics, which are simply a hindrance to wise policy in the typical
approach, become central to an understanding of alliances. Domestic au-
diences impose costs on leaders who form alliances. These costs could
occur in peacetime, making the alliance a signal, or, if the alliance is
abrogated, creating a commitment mechanism. In the extreme case of a
protectorate, the protector limits the autonomy of the protected nation’s
domestic politics and foreign policy. The arguments drawn from the stra-
tegic-choice approach address the question of why nations choose to write
down their agreements. The typical understanding cannot answer that
question.
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Crisis Bargaining

What determines which side prevails in a crisis? Before the strategic-
choice approach, the typical answer was a demonstrable advantage in
capabilities or resolve. Crises, in this view, were competitions in risk tak-
ing. As Jervis (1979, 292) put it, “each side decides whether to stand firm
by examining its payoffs and estimating the likelihood that the other will
retreat.” The risk of war arises because of the chance that neither side
backs down. A state’s resolve (or capabilities, depending on the specific
version of the argument) determined its payoff, and thus its willingness
to hold firm. The state with lesser resolve would back down first, and so
the state with greater resolve would win. I will call this argument “the
received view.”

This position led to two arguments about why some crises ended in
war, misperception, or miscalculation, on the one hand, and an incorrect
distribution of capabilities, on the other. According to the first argument,
war occurred when the side that should back down failed to realize its
inferiority. It knew its own resolve but misperceived its opponent’s re-
solve, and thus the likelihood that the other side would back down. The
latter argument addresses whether the balance of capabilities led to war
or peace. There were opposing views here. Some contended that an even
distribution of capabilities led to peace; others argued the opposite, that
a preponderance of capabilities prevented war.

These arguments were examined empirically through case studies and
statistical tests. The results of the statistical tests were mixed. Huth and
Russett (1984), for example, tested whether advantages in resolve and
capabilities led to greater success in crises of extended deterrence. Some
measures did predict success, others did not, but the argument did not
predict any variation in which measures should fit. Extensive research was
done on the relationship between the distribution of capabilities and the
occurrence of war. Again, the results were mixed (cf. Siverson and Sullivan
1983). Some found that equal distributions of capabilities led to peace;
others found that a preponderance led to the peaceful resolution of crises.

Both the accepted theory and the empirical work based on it raised
questions. According to the received view, the balance of resolve (or capa-
bilities) determined which side prevailed in a crisis. If so, why would the
side with less resolve even enter, much less escalate, a crisis? If it knew
that it would lose in a crisis, then it should submit immediately. The side
with less resolve would enter and escalate a crisis only if it did not know
that it was less resolved than its opponent. Arguments about the psycho-
logical origins of misperception tried to fill this gap (e.g., Jervis 1976).
On the empirical side, why did the measures of resolve often fail to predict
the outcome of crises? If the more resolute state prevailed, then simple
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measures of resolve should be correlated with success, and the positive
correlation should hold across different measures.

The answer is that a state’s resolve is its private information, and such
private information generates uncertainty that has critical effects on bar-
gaining (Morrow 1989; Fearon 1995). States cannot know each other’s
resolve and so must make judgments about the other’s future actions
when deciding what to do. Such judgments are based on what a state
believes regarding its opponent’s intentions before the crisis and what it
can learn about them from that opponent’s actions during the crisis. Ac-
tions in a crisis operate as signals of a state’s resolve. Each side in a crisis
can try to convince the other that it is willing to fight for the stakes, and
so the latter should back down rather than risk war.

As we saw in the section on signaling, costs are needed to separate
types. If escalation is cost-free, then even the least resolute type of state
wants to escalate. Consequently, the other state can learn nothing about
the former’s resolve from its escalation of the crisis. If escalation is costly,
then less resolute types may prefer surrendering the stakes to escalating
in an effort to prevail. Escalation signals greater resolve.

At first blush, the risk of war could be the cost that makes escalation a
signal. However, war occurs because one side decides that war is better
than continuing bargaining.11 If a state prefers bargaining to war at the
beginning of a crisis, why might it change its mind later in the crisis? It
cannot simply be that it now believes the other is unwilling to offer an
acceptable deal because it assumes the answer to the problem. A state’s
leader requires information to change his or her judgment about the other
side’s likely future actions. Such information requires separation of
types—the other state’s less resolute types must back down—and separa-
tion requires costs for continuing.

Crises are public actions, and those not directly involved can learn from
them as well as the involved parties. Outside actors can be the source of
costs that allow leaders to signal their resolve. Domestic actors may
choose to punish leaders who lose a crisis or war (Bueno de Mesquita
and Siverson 1995; Smith 1996); such costs are called “audience costs”
(Fearon 1994a). Leaders of other states could draw inferences about the
lack of resolve of a state that backs down, and then take advantage of it
in the future; call these “reputation costs” (Nalebuff 1991). In either case,
a state leader could reach a point where these audience or reputation costs
were so high that he or she preferred war to backing down. These costs

11 In the interest of space, I avoid discussing the contention that war can arise purely from
events exogenous to the decision makers. Obviously such exogenous chances of war can
create costs that could separate types (e.g., Powell 1987). The real question is whether such
exogenous chances of war exist, and, if so, why leaders tolerate them.
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build during a crisis, explaining why a state that went to war began by
bargaining and only later decided that war was preferable to continued
negotiations (Fearon 1994a). Because these costs increase over the life-
time of a crisis, less resolved types want to back down sooner than more
resolute types. Although all types prefer prevailing to backing down, the
less resolved types are more likely to back down the longer the crisis con-
tinues. At some moment, accepting the costs of backing down is better
than continuing the crisis because the chance of eventually getting the
other side to back down does not outweigh the cost of continuing the
conflict.

This argument is complex, so let us review it briefly before following
its implications. Outside actors impose costs on a state’s leader if he or
she backs down in a crisis. These costs build over the life of the crisis.
These costs allow the possible types of the leader to separate; more reso-
lute types are willing to continue the crisis longer and bear larger audience
costs if he or she must back down in the end. At some point these costs are
so great that the leader prefers war to further negotiations. The process of
separation is necessary because only a leader knows his or her resolve in
the crisis. The opposing leader must judge that resolve from the leader’s
actions and what he or she knows before the crisis. The willingness of a
leader to suffer costs convinces the opposing leader of the former’s resolve
to accept costs. The greater the audience (or reputation) cost, the more
convincing the signal. In crises, then, the state with the greater ability to
generate audience costs, not the state with the greater resolve, has the
advantage. The state with greater resolve cannot convince the other side
of its resolve if it lacks the ability to generate substantial audience costs
for backing down. The only way a state can demonstrate its resolve is to
place itself in a position where backing down in the face of war is ex-
tremely costly. This demonstration works precisely because an irresolute
state—one that would like to back down at the brink of war—would not
place itself in that position.

This view clarifies and modifies the received view substantially. Let us
return to the quote from Jervis: “Each side decides whether to stand firm
by examining its payoffs and estimating the likelihood that the other will
retreat.” The payoffs of the other determine the likelihood it will retreat.
Bargaining tactics in the received view attempt to change the other side’s
payoffs (cf. Snyder and Diesing 1977). What exactly does “changing
the other side’s payoffs” mean? Each side presumably knows its own
value for the stakes and its willingness to fight.12 In the new view, informa-

12 Some models assume that states do not know their value for war because they are
uncertain about each other’s capabilities (Morrow 1989, Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow and
Zorick 1997). The difference is not important for the argument here.
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tion about the other side’s payoffs changes, and so judgments about its
likely future actions, and consequently a state’s own judgment about what
it should do now, change with that information. Further, actions that a
resolute type would take, but an irresolute type would not, transmit infor-
mation. The received view lacked this insight and so tried to determine
empirically which bargaining tactics were effective. However, the actions
that generate costs for a nation in one crisis do not necessarily generate
costs for another nation in a different crisis.

Misperception and miscalculation are central to the received view. War
occurs because a state misjudges what the other side will do. The new
view places uncertainty about the other side’s private information as cen-
tral. When knowledge is not available and both sides have incentives to
misrepresent their private information, misperception must be endemic.
Indeed, perceptions during a crisis that prove to be correct after the crisis
are exceptionally unlikely in the face of such uncertainty. The new view
stresses the difficulty of separating types and eventual “lock-in” from
growing audience costs as triggering war. As a crisis continues, both sides
become increasingly convinced of the other side’s resolve. Meanwhile, the
costs for backing down are growing. At some point the costs of backing
down and a state’s belief that the other side will not back down grow
sufficiently that even a costly war is better than continuing to negotiate.
In a sense, both sides have misperceived in such a situation. Both would
have preferred backing down at the beginning of the crisis if they knew it
would end in war. However, they could not know that the other side would
not back down at the beginning and so were willing to enter the crisis.

The new view is more pessimistic than the received view. In the latter,
psychological causes are the source of misperceptions, and thus war could
be eliminated if those psychological biases could be overcome. The new
view stresses that uncertainty, and thus misperception, is essential to the
process. Actors cannot know what each other’s resolve is, and both have
incentives that make honest revelation of their resolve incredible and so
impossible. Even if actors could overcome their psychological barriers (as
they do in a game-theoretic model), they still could not know each other’s
private information and so could not guarantee that their perceptions
were accurate. The strategic logic of a crisis requires and maintains such
uncertainty.

How does the new view address the empirical problems presented by
the received view? Consider the problem of the inconsistency of measures
of resolve as predictors of which side prevails in a crisis. A side’s resolve
in a crisis depends on both observable factors, such as the size of its mili-
tary and its commitments before the crisis, and unobservable factors, such
as its willingness to accept the costs of war and its precise value for the
stakes of the crisis. The latter factors are a state’s private information—
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what it tries to signal during a crisis precisely because the other side can-
not know them. However, the other side does know the observable factors
before the crisis begins and can use them to form its judgments when it
decides whether to enter a crisis. Those observables that increase a state’s
resolve are likely to convince the other side to stay out of a crisis. If the
other side is willing to start a crisis in the face of such observable advan-
tages for the other side, it must hold unobservable advantages to compen-
sate for its observable disadvantage (Bueno de Mesquita, Morrow, and
Zorick 1997; Fearon 1994a). For example, Kugler (1984) has observed
that nonnuclear powers often successfully challenge nuclear powers in
contradiction of the idea that states with superior capabilities should pre-
vail. Fearon (1994b) points out that nonnuclear powers only challenge
nuclear powers over interests that are peripheral to the nuclear power, as
Vietnam was for the United States. The nonnuclear power has good rea-
son to doubt the resolve of the nuclear power in such a situation.

This logic produces a selection bias in observed crises. When a state
has an observable advantage before the crisis, a crisis only occurs if the
other side has unobservable advantages to compensate. Such advantages
make it more likely that the side that appears weaker before the crisis
will prevail than the observable advantages suggest. This selection effect
washes out the significance of measures of resolve that are observable
before the crisis (Morrow 1989; Fearon 1994b). Measures of resolve that
include behavior during the crisis should and do predict the outcome bet-
ter. Such measures include both the observable and the unobservable fac-
ets of resolve. They also reflect the costs each side was willing to accept
during the crisis and thus its actual resolve. This pattern—that ex post
measures of resolve perform better than ex ante measures of resolve—is
generally true in the empirical literature (e.g., Maoz 1983; Huth 1988).

The other empirical puzzle from the received view concerns the distri-
bution of capabilities and the likelihood of war. Although different argu-
ments based on the received view concluded that roughly equal capabili-
ties made war more or less likely, neither position was consistently
supported by empirical studies. The new view contends that there should
be no relationship between the distribution of capabilities and war, and
so we should not expect to find consistent results across empirical studies.
First, war occurs if the parties fail to find a settlement that both prefer to
war (Wittman 1979; Morrow 1985). Both demand more than the other
is willing to grant. A state’s resolve, both the observable and unobservable
parts, determines its bargaining position. The balance of capabilities is
one of the observable components of resolve. The range of settlements
considered should reflect the balance of capabilities; weak states expect a
less favorable outcome than strong states do. However, the unobservable
part of resolve and the difficulty in signaling that private information
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clearly determine when they fail to find an agreement acceptable to both.
There is no reason to expect that the unobservable dimensions of resolve,
such as the willingness to suffer the costs of war, should be systematically
related to the observables. If they were, the parties would use the observ-
able part of resolve to reach judgments about the unobservable part of
their opponent’s resolve.

Second, a state initiates a crisis when it is dissatisfied with the status
quo; it believes it can gain through a crisis (Powell 1996a, 1996b). The
status quo results from the outcome of earlier disputes, where the balance
of capabilities determined the resolution of issues. The status quo, then,
incorporates the distribution of capabilities. Dissatisfaction should not be
related to the balance. If the balance has changed, the state that has gained
should demand more and the state that has lost should be willing to grant
a change in the status quo. The success of these negotiations does not
depend on the balance because both sides include the balance in the ob-
servable part of their resolve. Both these arguments lead to the conclusion
that the balance is unrelated to the likelihood of war, the general pattern
found in the literature.

The new view of crisis bargaining drawn from the strategic-choice ap-
proach changes our understanding of crises. Audience (or reputation)
costs allow a state to demonstrate its resolve and convince the other side
to back down. Crises are contests in risk taking in the sense that both
sides are running the dual risks of war and backing down, while raising
the cost of the latter risk and thus making the former one more likely.
As with alliances, domestic politics is necessary to explain international
politics. Further, states select themselves into crises based on the observ-
able portion of their opponent’s resolve. We should expect that ex ante
measures of resolve should, at best, be weakly correlated with success in
crises. In particular, there should be no systematic relationship between
the distribution of capabilities and war.

CONCLUSION: WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

Strategy is fundamental to the study of international politics at all levels
of analysis. This paper focused on three strategic problems—signaling,
commitment, and bargaining—that are central to the strategic-choice ap-
proach. Uncertainty and sequence shape strategic choices. Actors choose
their moves to produce preferred outcomes, with outcomes resulting from
all the moves made in the game. A player would like to anticipate other
players’ future moves when it must make a move. Uncertainty about other
players’ types may make such anticipations difficult. Signaling is a prob-
lem of uncertainty and sequence; the sender of the signal is trying to
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inform the receiver whose later move affects the sender. Commitment de-
pends on sequence; what an actor does now depends on what another
will do later, and the former has good reason to doubt the latter’s promises
about that future move. Bargaining has uncertainty and sequence, signal-
ing and commitment.

Although I have separated the three strategic problems in this paper,
international politics presents bundles of strategic problems. The combi-
nations of strategic problems I discussed in the examples of alliances and
crisis bargaining are typical. Pure examples of each strategic problem are
rare. The examples I have used to illustrate the three strategic problems
in this paper should not be considered complete discussions of those cases.
The strategic-choice approach directs us to focus on parts of the issues
we analyze, rather than all facets of those issues. So we study the signaling
problem in alliances separately from the commitment problem. This sepa-
ration helps to clarify the analysis by eliminating possible confounding
effects from other problems. This point implies that we should not expect
single explanations drawn from the strategic-choice approach to explain
the entirety of a case. Precisely because there are multiple strategic prob-
lems in every case, we should not expect any one explanation to account
for all the events of a particular case. Rather, the proper tests of these
arguments are the variations in behavior that the argument predicts.

Strategic logic requires that we, as analysts, know both actors’ prefer-
ences and their strategic environment. Both affect choices. In theory, the
strategic-choice approach does not give either preferences or the strategic
setting priority. Actors select actions to obtain preferred outcomes. Out-
comes are the result of the strategic interaction, so the strategic setting
determines what outcomes could result. Still, an actor’s evaluation of the
outcomes—its preferences—determines which outcomes it would like to
realize. Action then depends both on preferences and the strategic setting.

Consequently, one cannot directly infer preferences from actions. Sig-
naling highlights the problem of inferring intentions from actions. If all
types take the same action, then observers can learn nothing new about
the actor’s preferences from that action. However, types do not always
pool. They often separate, allowing us to make judgments about an
actor’s motivations from its actions. Only a strategic understanding of
the situation allows us to determine whether actions reveal motivations,
that is, whether the types pool or separate.

In what directions does the strategic-choice approach point the field?
First, the three strategic problems in this chapter often invoke the impor-
tance of domestic politics for international politics. Domestic institutions
serve as a source of the costs that make signals credible; these institutions
can allow states to make credible commitments. Further, domestic institu-
tions face the same strategic problems. It is time to unpack the unitary actor.
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A complete understanding of states’ strategic settings requires attention to
their domestic politics and how those politics affect their foreign policy.

The strategic-choice approach is particularly apt for this unpacking.
Because the same strategic problems occur in both international and do-
mestic politics, a general understanding of these problems carries across
both levels. This is not to say that the two types of politics are identical.
Rather, the same problems recur in different forms in both types of poli-
tics. States worry about commitments to one another; domestic groups
worry about their ability to commit to one another when domestic institu-
tions that reinforce such commitments are lacking.

Two-level games provide a way to study domestic politics (Putnam
1988). State leaders in such games must consider both the international
and domestic audiences for their policies. They choose policy to satisfy
both domestic and international conditions. The negotiation of treaties
under the pressure of ratification is the common example of a two-level
game. Negotiators must consider what treaties can be ratified when they
negotiate. They do not have complete freedom to pursue their nation’s
interest as they define it. Instead, they must keep an eye over their shoulder
for what domestic groups will accept.

Principal-agent models provide another way to unpack domestic poli-
tics (Bueno de Mesquita and Siverson 1995; Morrow 1991b). Leaders
have a large degree of autonomy to set national policy, but they face the
possibility of being removed from office if that policy produces bad re-
sults. A national leader must consider who has the power to replace him
or her and what their interests are. Domestic politics defines who has the
power to make and break leaders and under what conditions.

Second, the strategic-choice approach seems ripe for further application
in international political economy. Although I have discussed some exam-
ples from political economy, most work based on noncooperative game
theory has addressed security issues. However, the same strategic prob-
lems occur in international political economy. Further, political institu-
tions have been the means to alleviate these strategic problems in both
international and domestic politics. The role and scope of institutions
is much greater in international political economy than in international
security. Institutions shape how actors respond to these strategic prob-
lems. Understanding issues in political economy through the strategic-
choice approach should help us understand these institutions.

At the same time, there is still much work to be done with the strategic-
choice approach on security issues, assuming unitary actors. Central ques-
tions about alliances versus arming as sources of security, the roles of
military strategy and political bargaining during wars, and foreign policy
on security issues in a noncrisis setting remain open. One of the strengths
of the strategic-choice approach is its applicability to many different theo-
ries of international politics.
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Institutions as Constraints on Strategic Choice

R O N A L D R O G O W S K I

THE PROBLEM

Do domestic political institutions affect the formulation of foreign policy
and hence the strategies that actors choose? In the process of aggregating
the preferences of various individuals and groups, do institutions exert
an independent effect on policy outcomes? More strictly, can we take
institutions as exogenous when we analyze strategic choice?

Except in the short run, realism insists, domestic institutions are endoge-
nous, determined wholly by more fundamental variables. Just as the orga-
nizational structure of firms is determined by exigencies of the market
and of available technologies of production (Williamson 1985), domestic
political institutions are shaped by the merciless competition of the anar-
chic international environment and prevailing military technologies (Hint-
ze 1906; White 1962, chap. 2). Like maladapted firms, maladapted states
or alliances1—whose organization consistently yields less than optimal
policies—must reform or perish. Hence at any given time, most actors
face similar institutions and a similar strategic environment.2

Non-realists, including a Nobel laureate economic historian (North
1990), observe that competition in the international arena is (surpris-
ingly) often less fierce than in the domestic economy; hence even mani-
festly suboptimal institutions (the Ottoman and Hapsburg Empires, the
former Soviet Union) survive for decades or centuries. Thus most histori-

1 I discuss in this essay the “domestic” institutions of all international actors, including
not only conventional post-Westphalian states but alliances (e.g., NATO), confederations
(e.g., the European Union), supranational organizations (e.g., the International Monetary
Fund), and some nongovernmental organizations (NGOs, e.g., Greenpeace or the Roman
Catholic Church). See the fuller discussion below, p. 119 ff.

2 Two exceptions may be noted. First, sometimes two or more kinds of institutions are
equally well adapted to the same environment, somewhat like “factor-intensity reversals” in
economics. Charles Tilly (1990) argues, for example, that in the early modern era “coercion-
intensive” and “capital-intensive” regimes performed almost equally well. Second, just as
in the market, not all actors face identical circumstances; for example, naturally isolated
countries, such as Switzerland and, in earlier times, the United States, face fewer external
threats.
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cal periods display a variety of institutions, and these must be regarded,
for practical purposes, as exogenous. And realists concede that we can
analyze short-run institutional failure and change only if we understand
precisely how domestic arrangements conduce to effective or ineffective
policies.

Ultimately the question is empirical, and empirical research to date
compels us to regard domestic institutions as exogenous over more than
the short run. Institutions vary, and they independently affect the contes-
tation, formulation, and execution of foreign policy in at least five funda-
mental respects: policy bias; credibility of commitments; coherence and
stability of policy; mobilization and projection of power; and, not least,
strategic environment of domestic actors. As selected examples below also
make clear, international institutions, such as the European Union or the
United Nations, differ in similar ways with similar effects.

Policy Bias

In the felicitous phrase of the late William Riker (1980, 445), institutions
are “congealed preferences”; that is, in a world where collective decisions
by any nondictatorial mechanism are likely to be unstable and arbitrary
(Arrow 1951; McKelvey 1976), institutions “induce equilibrium”
(McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1987, 1989), indeed inevitably privilege
particular equilibria. By defining inter alia whose preferences matter (the
franchise), how those preferences will be counted (the electoral system),
and how directly representatives must account to constituents (term
length, removability),3 institutions powerfully affect how the “national
interest” is defined and what goals foreign policy will pursue. As Peter
Gourevitch notes in the next chapter of this volume, that is chiefly why
institutional changes are so bitterly contested.

Three kinds of policy bias have attracted particular interest: toward
pacifism or aggression; toward protectionism or free trade; and, especially
in recent years,4 toward particular monetary or redistributive policies (sta-
ble or inflationary currency, fixed or flexible exchange rates, egalitarian
or inegalitarian outcomes).

3 A fuller taxonomy of regime features, extendable to nondemocratic systems and non-
state international actors, is presented in the second section of this essay.

4 Keohane and Nye (1989, 156–58) evidently erred in believing in the 1970s that mone-
tary issues, being “more technical than trade questions,” would excite less political contro-
versy.
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Credibility of Commitments

Historians, economists, and political scientists have, in recent years, ana-
lyzed fruitfully and extensively rulers’ problems of time inconsistency and
credibility vis-à-vis domestic actors: Governments that can credibly com-
mit not to renege on their promises—to respect property, pay debts, keep
taxes and inflation low—gain enormously, not least in their ability to mo-
bilize credit (North and Weingast 1989); but how can a sovereign power
(by definition unconstrained) credibly constrain its own future actions?
In Hilton Root’s (1989) memorable query, how does one go about “tying
the King’s hands”? Parliaments, independent courts, and, most recently,
independent central banks—generically, strategies of “delegation”—have
all proved part of the answer.

Only recently, however, have students of international politics made
the obvious extension of this argument: If the ability to commit oneself
credibly matters in domestic politics, it should matter all the more in the
anarchic international realm, where treaties that conflict with raison
d’état have routinely been regarded as “scraps of paper.”5 Putnam (1988),
Cowhey (1993), Martin (1995), and Milner (1997, esp. chap. 4) have
argued cogently, if at this point still speculatively, that such domestic insti-
tutions as ratification procedures, separation of powers, and party disci-
pline strongly affect the credibility of states’ international promises. But
the precise role of delegation, particularly in multi- or supranational con-
texts (e.g., the European Union), remains underexplored.

Coherence and Stability of Policy

Even without reneging on commitments, some governments and alliances
act less consistently, over time and across policy domains, than others.
Fourth Republican France, Italy through much of its modern history, the
United States in the 1920s and again since Viet Nam, and the League of
Nations of the interwar period have been thought exceptionally mercurial
in their foreign-policy orientations and preferences, with domestic agen-
cies working at cross-purposes and overall policy lurching unpredictably.
At the opposite extreme, Fifth Republican France, Finland, Switzerland,
Federal Germany, and the International Monetary Fund have been seen

5 Not least by the United States, as Robert Keohane (1996) notes. Throughout the nine-
teenth century, the U.S. government basically kept treaties only with states powerful enough
to enforce them; it cavalierly ignored treaty commitments not only to Native American
peoples but to China and to Latin American states. Even since 1945, the United States has
repeatedly violated its most solemn obligations in the area of international trade, most re-
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as relative paragons of consistency. Presumably these differences are, in
part, a result of the extent to which domestic institutions successfully
“congeal” group and individual preferences (see above).

Mobilization and Projection of Power

Regimes vary in their ability to tax and, when necessary, to fight. Some-
what surprisingly, it turns out that quasi-democratic Britain6 performed
far better in this regard than authoritarian Germany during the run-up to
World War I (Ferguson 1994; D’Lugo and Rogowski 1993). Lake (1992)
generalizes the point: Democracies have proved far superior in war over
the last two centuries (winning roughly 80 percent of their conflicts with
autocracies [Lake 1992, 31]) chiefly because of their greater abilities to
encourage investment and to mobilize social resources. At a much earlier
point, absolutist states enjoyed a similar advantage over late-feudal “es-
tate” regimes (Anderson 1974); but, as Tilly (1990) has argued, the “coer-
cion-intensive” absolutist governments were not clearly superior to the
more participatory “capital-intensive” ones of the early trading states.
However nebulous the concept, legitimate regimes—ones regarded by the
great majority of their subjects as entitled to rule, and as representative
of society’s interests—seem better able to extract resources and to project
power abroad.

Strategic Environment

The first four aspects affect how preferences of domestic actors are trans-
lated into foreign policy. In addition, institutions constrain those domestic
actors’ choice of strategies. Strategies that optimize chances of success in
a monarchy may negate them utterly in a democracy; what works politi-
cally in an American-style system of separated powers can be singularly
inept, or criminal, in a Westminster-style cabinet regime.

If these five broad categories are the dependent variables of our story,
what are the independent ones? What aspects of institutions influence
foreign policy, and how precisely do they work? While students of interna-
tional relations have advanced perceptive (if, usually, case-specific)
hypotheses over generations, the most impressive recent work on institu-
tions has come from analysts of legislatures (chiefly the U.S. Congress),

cently by passage of the Helms-Burton Act. See also Morrow’s discussion of treaties in
chapter 3 of this volume.

6 Recall that in pre-1918 Britain only about two-thirds of adult males, and no females,
could vote.
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of regulation, and of delegation. Undergirding this whole stream of analy-
sis is principal-agent theory (usefully summarized in Eggertsson 1990,
40–45, and part 2, passim). In this essay I shall rely on this body of work
to suggest a research agenda, an analytic scheme, and (by extension from
domestic to foreign policy) some hypotheses worth pursuing. The next
section lays out the analytic scheme; the third section suggests research
topics and hypotheses; and the final section offers conclusions.

ANALYTIC SCHEME

For any given international actor,7 we posit some set of principals with
preferences over foreign-policy alternatives.8 Within a country, this group
may consist of the whole population or any proper subset: only adults,
only adult males, only adult males of particular races or religions or
wealth, only hereditary aristocrats, only the leading members of a ruling
party or of an officer corps. Within an alliance or a supranational agency,
the set will typically comprise delegates of the constituent states; in a non-
governmental organization (NGO), it will comprise all (or particularly
influential) members. Whether restrictive or open, this is the group whose
preferences “count” in any meaningful sense, and this group’s extent—
the outer limit of the informal “franchise”—is the most basic aspect of
domestic institutions.

We assume that the group of principals is too numerous to decide policy
directly (e.g., by voting) with the requisite dispatch. Rather, policy deci-
sions are delegated to agents, whom, for convenience, we shall call repre-
sentatives;9 the makeup and mode of selection of these representatives
constitute the second chief aspect worth knowing about a country’s insti-
tutions. We observe at once that issues of agency faithfulness or “slack,”
of effective monitoring, and of incentive-compatibility (to name only the
most prominent), extensively addressed in the principal-agent (“P-A”) lit-
erature, arise inevitably in any such arrangement.

Finally, we need to know the decision rules that bind the agents them-
selves: When, and in what circumstances, can they commit the larger orga-
nization to a particular course of action?

7 Typically, in the post-Westphalia era, a state; but sometimes a supranational agency, a
nongovernmental organization, or an alliance.

8 For what I am calling principals, Bueno de Mesquita and Siverson (1995, 844 ff.) use
the term stakeholders. Roeder (1993, 24–27) and Shirk (1993, 71–72) refer to the set of
principals as the selectorate.

9 Agents may be chosen through “layers” of delegation, as when U.S. senators were cho-
sen by state legislatures (or, nominally, presidents are still chosen by the Electoral College).
So long as these intermediate layers are not themselves engaged in day-to-day formulation
or supervision of policy, they are not counted here as agents.
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As we shall see momentarily, all the following points about each of
these three major aspects likely affect our dependent variables in im-
portant ways.

Franchise

Who formally exerts influence, and with what formal weight?10 Within
states, are rural areas, property owners, aristocrats, “peak” interest
groups, or particular regions or units (states, provinces, cantons) more
powerfully represented?11 Within alliances or supranational organiza-
tions, are all constituent states represented equally or in proportion to
wealth of population or (as in the UN Security Council) by status as major
victor in a previous war?

Representation

Is there one, or are there few or many, representatives?12 If more than
one, are they members of a single body or of several? What degree of
independence do particular kinds of representatives enjoy (are terms fixed
or variable; short or long; revocable or guaranteed)?13 Are representatives
chosen by large constituencies (at the extreme, the entire membership or
citizenry voting together) or small ones (e.g., geographically defined, sin-
gle-member districts)? Is the method of choice for a particular body calcu-

10 Note that some principals, as defined immediately above, may be excluded from the
formal franchise, typically by some doctrine of “virtual” representation. Women in the pre-
1920 United States had no vote, as is true today for Catholic bishops who are not Cardinals;
however, women of that time were supposedly “represented” by the voters (husbands,
brothers) whom they could influence, as Catholic bishops today are thought to be “repre-
sented” by fellow bishops of princely rank.

11 In some pre–World War I European states, the wealthy and educated were explicitly
granted more votes; typically the greatest landowners were represented in a separate
“house” of parliament.

12 In some of de Gaulle’s grander interpretations, the Fifth Republican presidency was
sole representative of the nation, all else being embellishment and detail. That extreme to
one side, parliaments with strict party discipline may be viewed for most purposes as having
only as many representatives as there are party leaders. (One Weimar theorist actually pro-
posed to save time and money by making the Reichstag a small committee of heads of party
lists, each armed with a bloc of votes equivalent to the seats his party received under the
prevailing system of proportional representation.)

13 Because principals’ contracts with representatives are almost inevitably incomplete,
and, moreover, in or among sovereign states are normally unenforceable by independent
authority, P-A theory suggests that election and revocation will normally prevail as appro-
priately incentive-compatible mechanisms of enforcement (cf. Williamson 1985, chap. 12).
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lated to insure that representatives replicate the median14 and/or the vari-
ance of their (weighted) electorate? How accurately, and with what lag,
do representatives reflect shifts by their median voters, and what penalties
attach to “faithless” representation?15

Decision Rules

If representative(s) constitute a single body, does that body act by majority
or supermajority?16 If there is more than one body, does any have (limited
or absolute) veto?17 Does the veto bar only passage or also consideration;18

and how many total “veto points” (Tsebelis 1995) are there? Who initi-
ates proposals, and who sets the agenda for their consideration? Are
specific issue areas (e.g., monetary or agricultural policy, education, adju-
dication) reserved to specialized bodies (states or provinces, commissions,
boards, parliamentary committees, courts) or is authority centralized for
most purposes in a single body (e.g., a politburo or national cabinet)?19

Overarching all these considerations, and perhaps most important: Are
the decision rules clear and generally respected or are they hazy or fre-
quently violated?

Drawing together the discussion thus far, Table 4.1 presents the inde-
pendent (institutional) variables vertically and the dependent (foreign pol-
icy) variables horizontally. The individual cells will later contain specific
hypotheses linking the two.

14 In a multidimensional policy space, read, in place of “median,” “center of gravity.”
15 Long, nonrenewable terms are often designed to insulate representatives from median

voter shifts, and plurality systems cost faithless parties (i.e., ones that fail to reflect the
median voter) more seats than do systems of proportional representation (think of the Cana-
dian Progressive Conservatives).

16 Coalition cabinets, for example, normally require for important decisions unanimity
of all participating parties; for ratification of treaties, a two-thirds vote of the United States
Senate is required (U.S. Constitution, Art. II, Sec. 2, § 2); in the European Union, virtually
all legislation requires a “qualified majority” (in practice, a majority of votes and of states)
in the Council, while some legislation (and all amendments of the fundamental treaties of
Rome and Maastricht) requires unanimity.

17 Constitutional courts may be considered as having absolute veto, particularly where
they enforce provisions that (as in the German Basic Law, Art. 79, § 3) are designated as
unamendable.

18 “If in the course of legislative procedure, it shall appear that a private member’s bill or
an amendment is outside the domain of legislation [as defined by the Constitution] or is
counter to a delegation of authority [previously voted by Parliament], the Government may
declare it out of order” (Constitution of the French Fifth Republic, Art. 41).

19 A familiar example of issue-area fragmentation is the “iron triangles,” namely, legisla-
tive committee, bureaucracy, and pressure group, that characterized particular policy areas
(agriculture, education) under the French Fourth Republic and the long Democratic hege-
mony in the U.S. Congress (Williams 1966; Mayhew 1974; Lowi 1979).
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TABLE 4-1
Domestic Institutions and Foreign Policy:
The Independent and Dependent Variables

Foreign-Policy Characteristics
Institutional Features (dependent variables)

(independent variables) Bias Credibility Coherence Mobilization Strategy

Franchise
Representational

Mechanisms
Decision Rules

RESEARCH: FINDINGS AND QUESTIONS

What Biases Outcomes?

THE FRANCHISE

Almost self-evidently, a franchise that overweights a specific group privi-
leges that group’s preferences. If only landowners can vote, and if agricul-
ture is threatened by imports, agricultural protection becomes a near cer-
tainty. On the other hand, landowner privilege in a country of booming
agro-exports ought to undergird free trade. More generally, Garrett and
Lange (1994) have argued that a more democratic franchise is conducive
to more rapid adjustment to changed comparative advantage.

Perhaps because it seems so self-evident, surprisingly little research has
been done on this hypothesis. Imports threatened agriculture throughout
Europe in the later nineteenth century, but did countries’ resultant protec-
tionism vary (controlling for size of agricultural sector) consistently with
the restrictiveness of their franchise?20

Much less obviously, but by now famously, a democratic franchise may
bias a society toward a more pacific foreign policy, either in general or
toward other democracies (Doyle 1983, 1986a; Lake 1992; cf. literature
surveys in Lake 1992, 28; and Mansfield and Snyder 1995, n. 1).21 Sup-
posedly it does so by enfranchising those whom war is least likely to bene-
fit or whose ingrained taste for it is far less pronounced.22 Analogously

20 However, Hallerberg (1996) demonstrates that within the states of the post-1871 Ger-
man Empire, taxation of land varied inversely with landowner dominance of the franchise.

21 A less sweeping hypothesis is that democratic states are likely only to initiate wars they
are confident of winning (Bueno de Mesquita and Siverson 1995, 852; Reiter and Stam
1998).

22 Mansfield and Snyder (1995), however, advance equally strong evidence that democra-
tizing societies—ones in the transition from authoritarian to more open rule—are particu-
larly prone to war.
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Schumpeter (1951, 73–74, 122–23) had argued that political overweight-
ing of a warrior aristocracy increased the probability of expansionism
and war, and (as today we too easily forget) female suffrage was originally
supposed to strengthen the constituency for peace.

At the supranational level, equal weighting of poor and rich states (e.g.,
in the Council of the European Union or in the projected European Cen-
tral Bank) predictably yields a more redistributive and inflationary policy
than a system that allocates votes by wealth.

Parsing more finely, some have hypothesized that overweighting of im-
mobile (i.e., nonredeployable) factors—aristocrats’ estates and military
skills, guild members’ crafts, narrowly based trade unions—favors
protectionism, while grants of privileged access to highly mobile, and par-
ticularly to internationally invested, interests (banks, multinationals) ad-
vantages free trade (Milner 1988; Frieden and Rogowski 1996; Mansfield
and Snyder 1995, esp. 25). Plausibly, if still quite speculatively, Mansfield
and Snyder (1995, 25, 28) suggest that states dominated by nonredeploy-
able elites may also be more prone to imperialism and war.23

In the realm of monetary policy, Frieden (1991) has argued, over-
weighting of tradables producers biases policy toward a depreciated
currency; overweighting of nontradables producers biases it toward ap-
preciation. A strong voice for finance capital (as under the Republican
hegemony after 1896 or the long dominance of the City in British politics)
creates a tilt toward fixed exchange rates.

Perhaps the most intriguing idea in this area is the possibility that ratio-
nal principals might choose to bias outcomes toward a position different
from their own. In a justly renowned paper, Rogoff (1985) showed that to
demonstrate adequate commitment to a noninflationary policy a rational
voter would delegate power to a central banker markedly less inflationary
than the voter herself. Similarly, a society that needs to convince others
of its commitment to some policy (peace, fixed exchange rates) might
choose to bias its franchise even more than the median principal would
(in isolation) desire.

MECHANISMS OF REPRESENTATION

Here, the most convincing argument is that large constituencies—at the
extreme, a single voting unit that comprises the entire citizenry or mem-
bership—attune representatives to the general welfare, whereas small
ones encourage particularism and logrolls. (In the United States, the more
national orientation of the president, and the more particularistic one of

23 Lurking behind such speculations is an implicit theory about how mobility of assets
affects preference formation—a topic Frieden addresses more fully in chapter 2 of this
volume.
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Congress, has frequently been noted; for a particularly lucid summary, see
Lohmann and O’Halloran 1994, 598–99.) Since, according to standard
economic theory, free trade almost always improves aggregate welfare but
harms particular groups, it might be expected that large-district represen-
tation would be more conducive to free trade, small districts more to
protectionism; research so far mostly bears out this expectation (Rogow-
ski 1987; Mansfield and Busch 1995; cf. Schattschneider 1935).24

Almost as well established, at least in domestic politics, is that represen-
tatives who are insecure in office—with short or revocable terms and with
low probability of reelection—discount the future heavily and incline to-
ward short-term opportunism. In the domestic fiscal arena, this takes the
form of budget deficits and debasement of the currency (Grilli, Mascian-
daro, and Tabellini 1991). In foreign policy, anecdotal evidence suggests,
insecurity in office may mean servility toward stronger powers (avoid war
in the short run, no matter the long-term costs) and aggression toward
much smaller ones (quick and cheap victories bring short-term popular-
ity).25 The foreign-policy implications, however, need to be worked out
more systematically.

Long and secure terms, by contrast, privilege the status quo and encour-
age a longer-term perspective. James Rauch (1995) has shown that civil-
service reform in U.S. cities, by assuring to key decision makers a more
secure tenure, produced higher investment and lower current consump-
tion. Presumably the more prominent and powerful role of career civil
servants in European policy making biases the states of that continent
toward a longer-term perspective. Within the governance structure of the
European Union, the tenure and insulation of the Commission, and even
more of the Brussels-based “Eurocrats,” are intended precisely to give
them a more “European” and less opportunistic point of view.

DECISION RULES

In this arena, obvious disputable points produce results that are not so
obvious. Plainly multiple bodies and veto points, or requirements for su-
permajorities, bias results toward the status quo and entrench minority
power (cf. Tsebelis 1995), whereas authority over the agenda (“gate-
keeper” power) advantages holders of that authority. Much less intu-
itively obvious are some by now widely accepted concrete implications
of this logic, for example, that multiple-veto systems bias policy toward

24 Relatedly, Garrett and Lange (1994) reason that proportional representation should
be more favorable to rapid adjustment; but Mansfield and Busch (1995) fail to validate this
conjecture empirically.

25 This I take to be the conventional understanding of Italy, the French Third and Fourth
Republics, and Weimar Germany, all characterized by the rapid turnover of cabinets.
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inflation (Roubini and Sachs 1989), away from fixed exchange rates
(Eichengreen 1992; Simmons 1994), and toward slow and inadequate
response to exogenous shocks (Poterba 1994; Spolaore 1997, chap. 1).
Briefly the argument is that these devices—division of power among exec-
utive, legislature, and courts; multiparty coalition governments; and, in
federal systems, powerful representation of subunits at the national
level—delay response and discourage sacrifice, thus encouraging “easy”
policy responses (deficits, inflation, devaluation).

Decision rules may augment biases already present: The grant of exten-
sive agenda-setting power to the Bundesrat of Imperial Germany or the
Commission of the European Union creates a yet more marked bias—
in the former case, toward the narrower franchise of the member states
(Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria, etc.); in the latter, toward the “European” per-
spective already noted.

What Makes Commitments Credible?

THE FRANCHISE

Tilly (1990), North and Weingast (1989), and others have contended that
a wider franchise lends greater credibility to commitments, precisely by
making both their creation and abrogation more difficult. This claim con-
trasts strongly with traditional realism, which held democracies to be
more fickle and mercurial, and with the “strong-state” literature on in-
vestment and growth, which focuses most strongly on the cases of the
“Asian tigers” (Amsden 1985, 1989; Wade 1990).26 In the latter body of
work it is argued that powerful, insulated bureaucracies can commit more
reliably. Finally, some suggest that “corporatist” bargains, struck by espe-
cially powerful peak associations that can commit their followers, are
more credible (Gourevitch 1986; Hall 1986; Katzenstein 1985; Olson
1982).

One kind of empirical test is easy but still partial and likely to be less
than conclusive, namely, states’ creditworthiness, as measured by risk pre-
miums in bond markets; another would be confidence in, and use of, offi-
cial money (as measured inventively by Clague et al. 1995).

MECHANISMS OF REPRESENTATION

The literature on delegation (particularly on central bank independence),
and inadvertently some on the franchise, suggests strongly that not

26 Raising, of course, the possibility that the link could be spurious: Wealthy countries
are both more creditworthy and likelier to be democratic.
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democracy, but insulation from short-term democratic opinion, lends
credibility. Thus courts, central bank boards, and many regulatory com-
missions are granted long terms, and—in the strongest cases—barred
from reappointment and hence from the temptation to please the majori-
ties that can reappoint.27 In foreign policy, similar arguments could be
advanced for the superior credibility of career diplomats, for a foreign-
policy “establishment” well insulated from democratic opinion and for
powerful parliamentary foreign-affairs committees staffed by respected
senior members with great experience and prospects of long tenure.28 In
supranational bodies, it is routinely understood that the appointment of
an expert and independent secretariat, or even more of judicial or quasi-
judicial bodies (ranging from NAFTA Dispute Panels to the European
Court of Justice), sharply shifts power away from member states and to-
ward the supranational level.

DECISION RULES

It is standardly argued that credibility is enhanced by specialized and ir-
revocable delegation: Interpretation of laws and contracts devolves to
courts; formulation of monetary policy, to an independent central bank.
As Frieden (1996, 113) observes, such agencies are typically pressured
mainly by specialized groups (in the case of central banks, the financial
community), whereas more general representatives (e.g., members
of Congress) must balance diverse issues and groups.29 Further, specialized
agencies quickly acquire some of the characteristics of an “epistemic com-
munity” (Haas et al. 1992) or indeed of a priesthood, whose body of
doctrine guarantees both continuity and (toward “lay” outsiders) impene-
trability. In extreme cases, outsiders are actually barred from attempting
to influence the decision makers, except in particularly formalized
and transparent ways (e.g., the prohibition on ex parte communications
with judges).

27 U.S. Federal Reserve governors are appointed for fourteen years, most judges in most
countries for life. An instructive exception is the German Constitutional Court, some of
whose judges were formerly appointed for life, some (to provide continual renewal) for
renewable eight-year terms. When it appeared that judges in the latter category were “trim-
ming” their opinions as reappointment time drew near, a sensible reform was agreed to:
nonrenewable, twelve-year terms for all judges of the Court. See Law on the Constitutional
Court (BVerfGG) of February 3, 1971, § 4.

28 Perhaps paradoxically, such committees were a remarkable feature even of the other-
wise highly unstable French Fourth Republic (Williams 1966).

29 Perhaps a better way to say this is that specialized agencies face unidimensional policy
spaces, while generalized representatives must deal with multidimensional (and hence less
stable) arenas.
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Particularly interesting is the strategy of supranational delegation, in
which states or other international actors devolve power over some class
of decisions to an agency that is domiciled in no state and often, at least
indirectly, represents several, for example, the European Court of Human
Rights, the International Monetary Fund, the European Court of Justice,
and the European Central Bank. Here, other international actors, rather
than (or in addition to) the “epistemic community,” serve as watchdogs
against violation of commitments. Yet, neither domestic nor suprana-
tional delegation can reliably guarantee against strongly motivated viola-
tion of commitments: A government may repeal laws, amend or violate its
constitution, withdraw from international communities, no matter how
solemnly it had pledged never to do so.

Weingast (1995), Cowhey (1993, 315), and others have therefore con-
tended—in contradiction to the previous arguments—that credibility
is best enhanced by multiple-veto systems. Here, allegedly, commitments
are harder to make but also harder to break. Thus the very difficulty
of treaty ratification in the United States, relative, for example, to parlia-
mentary systems, implies both a fullness of consideration and a degree of
consensus that inspire greater confidence in the commitments made (cf.
Martin 1995).30

Whether credibility is best guaranteed by delegation (and thus insula-
tion from potential veto players) or by a multiple-veto system presumably
depends on whether it is action or inaction whose credibility is to be guar-
anteed. If positive action will be required to maintain an announced policy
(e.g., austerity to maintain a fixed exchange rate, war to keep treaty
commitments), delegation is superior. If inaction suffices (e.g., to prevent
abrogation of the legal arrangements guaranteed by a treaty and perhaps
embodied in property law), a multiple-veto arrangement enhances credi-
bility. Even so, any gains in credibility from multiple-veto points may well
be offset by losses in coherence and stability (see below).

In this area, perhaps above all, clarity of decision rules matters. In
strongly “constitutional” regimes, the allocation of authority is precise
enough, the rules of ratification and abrogation sufficiently specific, that
both domestic and foreign actors can calculate probabilities and under-
stand results. Where the rules change frequently or are ignored—as in
many developing countries, present-day Russia, or Fourth Republic
France—commitments are even more malleable.

30 The argument would be more convincing if treaties stood above ordinary laws, but in
U.S. jurisprudence they do not. Many of the most flagrant breaches of U.S. treaty obligations
have arisen when a subsequent Congress simply passed a law that violated the treaty, and
the incumbent president either yielded cravenly or saw his veto overriden. The Burton-
Helms Act is only the most recent example, if one of the baldest.
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What Assures Coherence and Stability of Outcomes?

THE FRANCHISE

Formal theory and comparative political observation agree that an im-
portant guarantee of stable outcomes is an agreed single dimension of
policy on which all individuals hold “single-peaked” (i.e., transitive) pref-
erences. As early as the 1950s Duncan Black showed that this condition
was sufficient for a stable voting outcome; in the 1970s, McKelvey (1976)
(to the surprise of many) showed it ordinarily to be necessary.31 When
voters divide independently over more than one dimension (e.g., over
both left-right redistributional issues and religion), a majority can often
be mustered against any particular outcome and results can wander un-
predictably throughout the entire policy space.

Empirical work had run ahead of this. Many students of unstable dem-
ocratic regimes, most notably Philip Williams (1966) on the French
Fourth Republic, had noted the practical link between “cross-cutting
cleavages” and regime and cabinet instability.32, 33 Cross-nationally and
historically, Lipset and Rokkan (1967) had observed that the most stable
regimes were ones that had expanded the suffrage gradually enough to
embrace a new dimension of conflict (e.g., class) only after a previous one
(typically religion or region) had already been resolved.

For foreign-policy purposes, the same general point holds: Entities that
divide internally on multiple independent34 issues (e.g., class and religion)
will be less stable in their choices than ones whose conflicts essentially
array on a single dimension (typically nowadays class). From this stand-
point the United States, where not only class but race and religion matter,
should be less consistent than Britain, where class remains overwhelm-

31 More recent work has identified some exceptions.
32 In France, for example, there was both a clerical and a secular Left and Right: The

MRP represented the clerical Left, the CNIP the clerical Right; on the secular side, the Com-
munists represented the Left, the Socialists the center, and the misnamed Radicals the Right.
If a particular government was united on the social issues (e.g., bridged clerical and secular
Right), its opponents were sure to bring religious conflicts into play. If it was united on
religious questions, opponents would mobilize social conflicts.

33 Ironically, some leading comparative theorists of the period, largely divorced from em-
pirical observation, had argued that cross-cutting cleavages were conducive to stability. The
most notable of these was David Truman (1951).

34 The modifier is crucial. If two issues are almost perfectly correlated—for example, in
post-1918 Austria, almost all workers were secular, almost all nonworkers Catholic—then
these amount really to only one dimension. (In Austria, unfortunately, a third dimension—
the question of an Anschluß with Germany—was orthogonal to the others.)
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ingly dominant.35 By the same logic, alliances of states similar in wealth,
culture, and internal governance will cohere more successfully—a point
admitted in practice by Europeans’ hesitation to admit Turkey, or even
Eastern Europe, to their Union.

MECHANISMS OF REPRESENTATION

A similar logic suggests that fewer bodies, or a clear hierarchy among
multiple bodies, are conducive to greater coherence and stability. Indepen-
dent power for the president, Congress, and the courts subjects U.S. for-
eign policy to greater instability than the clear dominance of a powerful
cabinet (subject only to ultimate parliamentary oversight) in a Westmin-
ster-style system. Similarly, strong party discipline within bodies, by re-
ducing the effective number of actors (cf. above, n. 12) better guarantees
stability and coherence (Milner 1997, 41 ff.).

Even within a single body, multiple small constituencies present the risk
of “accidental” majorities, in which a minority of votes in a particular
election is translated into a majority of seats either by an unintentional
gerrymander or by a split in the majority.36 Independent of those possibili-
ties, election by plurality or majority (in contrast to systems of propor-
tional representation, or PR) magnifies the electoral effect of even small
swings in voters’ sentiments, thus increasing the likelihood of instability.37

Some forms of federalism, in which member states cast blocs of votes
(Germany’s Bundesrat, the Council of the European Union), magnify this

35 Most non-Americans find it incomprehensible that an increase in IMF funding or a
payment of back dues to the UN can be held hostage, in the U.S. Congress, to arcane fights
over abortion and contraception. To an American (and, possibly, to Israelis), nothing is
more obvious.

36 Suppose 10 million voters are to fill one hundred parliamentary seats. Each constitu-
ency consists of precisely one hundred thousand voters. Conservatives win 4.2 million votes,
liberals 5.8 million. In the first case, suppose exactly seventy thousand conservatives happen
to be located in each of sixty constituencies; the other forty constituencies are entirely lib-
eral, so that 4 million liberals are in “packed” districts and 1.8 million are in majority-
conservative ones (60 x 30,000). Then the 42 percent conservative vote elects a 60 percent
conservative parliament. In the second case, each district is “fair,” but liberals split into
two factions: “A” liberals capture 3.8 million votes, “B” liberals 2 million; obviously the
conservatives can win an overwhelming majority of seats. Cf. Garrett and Lange 1994.

37 Where proportional representation, by design, creates a votes-seats elasticity of 1—
that is, a 1 percent shift in popular vote effects a 1 percent shift in seats—majority and
plurality election in single-member districts yields an average elasticity of about 2.5: Win-
ning 52 percent of the votes will bring a party about 55 percent of the seats; 54 percent will
yield a 60 percent majority; and so on (Tufte 1973; cf. Taagepera and Shugart 1989, esp.
chap. 14). Recent results in the U.S. House of Representatives and the French National
Assembly have demonstrated this effect with remarkable precision.
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danger: A change of political direction in a few states can reverse federa-
tionwide majorities (on the danger in the European Union, see Rogowski
1997).38

Under proportional representation, the median representative is far
likelier, on average, to reflect the policy preferences of the median voter;
but instability can arise from the endless machinations and shifting alli-
ances of many small parties (it suffices to think of the Israeli case). Major-
itarian electoral systems have at least the virtue of keeping the number of
parties low (Duverger 1959).

On the link of electoral system to policy stability generally, let alone to
foreign-policy stability in particular, virtually no research (so far as I
know) has been done. A working hypothesis, however, would be as
follows: greatest stability in PR-parliamentary systems with high thresh-
olds of representation (and thus, as in Germany, few parties); next greatest
in low-threshold PR systems and under Westminster-style majoritarian
parliamentary rule; less in bloc-vote federal systems;39 and least in separa-
tion-of-powers governments, like the United States (cf. Garrett and Lange
1994).

DECISION RULES

The two clearest results are that decisions are stabilized and made consis-
tent by (a) centralization of authority in a single body (nonfragmenta-
tion); and (b) grants to that body of extensive agenda-setting power,
including the right to bar consideration of particularly destabilizing
proposals.

The authors of The Federalist, arguing for a strong presidency, empha-
sized the malign foreign-policy effects of divided authority.40 Where
power is fragmented, for example, among many legislative committees or
independent commissions, contradictory actions and “turf battles” be-
come all but inevitable. A budget committee seeks to impose restraint even

38 In the model developed by Bueno de Mesquita and Siverson (1995, 844), the median
stakeholder would move with much greater volatility in majority-parliamentary or bloc-
vote systems.

39 Note, however, that Germany’s Bundesrat is, by comparison to cabinet, Bundestag,
and Constitutional Court, a weak body; hence the potentially destabilizing effect is attenu-
ated.

40 “That unity is conducive to energy will not be disputed. Decision, activity, secrecy, and
dispatch will generally characterize the proceedings of one man, in a much more eminent
degree, than the proceedings of any greater number; and in proportion as the number is
increased, these qualities will be diminished. . . . In the conduct of war, in which the energy
of the executive is the bulwark of national security, every thing would be to be apprehended
from its plurality” (Hamilton, Madison, and Jay 1787–88, 356, 358; Hamilton, The Feder-
alist, no. 70).
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as committees on education, armed services, or welfare approve greater
outlays in their areas; a free-trading foreign ministry is undercut by a
protectionist agricultural committee. Even a single, centralized authority
(typically a cabinet) may face interest-group challenges in the form of
irresistibly popular backbench amendments.

France, which in the Fourth Republic suffered one of the most severe
cases of the disease,41 has in the Fifth adopted the most radical cures: the
“package vote” (in which the cabinet may insist on a vote on its original
proposal, with only such amendments as it accepts) and the referendum
(in which the cabinet and president have unlimited power to frame the
proposal submitted).42 In the United States, presidential “fast-track” au-
thority in the ratification of trade agreements, committing the Congress
to vote on the original proposal without amendment, served a similar
crucial purpose (Destler 1980, 1986; Ikenberry 1989). And the agenda-
setting prerogative of the Commission of the European Union, while yet
weaker, is nonetheless one of its most important weapons against the
member governments represented in the council—hence, as in the Maas-
tricht changes in legislative procedure, one of those governments’ most
tempting targets (Garrett and Tsebelis 1996).

By easy extension of the point raised earlier about multiple bodies
(above, pp. 129–130), it may be argued generally that multiple-veto sys-
tems produce less consistent policy.43 If proof were needed, the experience
of the United Nations force in Bosnia would amply provide it.

Vague allocations of authority, finally, seem to compromise consistency
as much as they do credibility.44 Where power shifts among cabinet, polit-
buro, and armed forces, between president and prime minister, or between
secretary-general and security council, the divergent preferences of these
officials and agencies lead to confused and inconsistent policy.

41 As Williams (1966) notes, Fourth Republican cabinets not infrequently wound up op-
posing proposals on the floor that they had initiated but that had been amended out of
recognition in one or more of the specialized parliamentary committees. On the cure, see
Williams and Harrison 1973.

42 Constitution of the Fifth Republic, Articles 44 and 11, respectively.
43 Tsebelis (1995) observes accurately that a greater number of veto players biases out-

comes toward the status quo, that is, toward inaction. Consistency in foreign policy, how-
ever, requires clarity of purpose and intent. When a U.S. president, backed unanimously by
the Republican leadership of the Congress, assures all concerned that the United States will
back a financial “bailout” of Mexico, only to renege days later in the face of back-bench
Republican opposition, U.S. policy is not consistent.

44 On the other hand, some features that seemed to enhance commitment (specialized,
and therefore fragmented, authority; multiple vetoes) appear to undermine consistency. This
paradoxical result probably flows from the fact that many policy areas cannot easily be
compartmentalized.
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What Facilitates Mobilization and Projection of Power?

THE FRANCHISE

As noted at the outset, it has become almost a commonplace that demo-
cratic regimes mobilize resources more effectively and, when pushed, fight
better than their authoritarian counterparts (see again Lake 1992; also
Stam 1996, 176 ff.). Indeed, Ginsberg (1982, chap. 1) argues that many
expansions of the franchise have been motivated precisely by the need to
mobilize more effectively; Stein (1978) notes that other kinds of participa-
tion appear to have been expanded by the exigencies of war. A lesson of
earlier broad-franchise regimes (the ancient Greek democracies, the post-
Secession Roman Republic) might be that a suffrage linked directly to
military service, or weighting soldiers’ votes more heavily, will elicit even
greater sacrifice.

MECHANISMS OF REPRESENTATION

A similar logic would suggest that “more democratic” regimes—ones in
which the link between principals and agents is made more direct by
shorter terms, easier recall, fewer layers, more severe punishment of faith-
less representation, and so on—will attract greater support; Ferguson
(1994, esp. 156–63) and D’Lugo and Rogowski (1993), generalizing from
the pre-1914 Anglo-German comparison, argue essentially this position.45

DECISION RULES

Multiple-veto systems, by encouraging disagreement about level and allo-
cation of sacrifice, impede mobilization and projection of power—an-
other lesson of the pre-1914 German experience.46 Indeed, U.S. history
suggests that strong agenda-setting powers for the central executive are
almost a prerequisite of successful mobilization. Again, these assertions
have at this point more the character of conjectures than of findings;
more, and more comparative, research is required.

45 “Germany and its ally [Austria-Hungary] were thus fiscally constrained—above all, by
their federal structures. By contrast, the powers of the Triple Entente were, albeit to varying
extents, centralized states with no more than two tiers of government” (Ferguson 1994,
161).

46 The democratic Reichstag actually wanted higher military outlays but insisted on fi-
nancing them by less regressive taxation. The conservatives, powerful in the state govern-
ments and the national executive, as always put private greed ahead of national welfare and
preferred lower military outlays to any curtailment of their own budgets for horses, spas,
and jewelry (cf. Ferguson 1994).
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How Are Domestic Actors’ Strategies Affected?

THE FRANCHISE

Clearly variations in the franchise affect domestic principals’ strategies of
influence: Demagoguery works best where the demos has some influence,
cabals where lines of authority are genuinely obscure, the cuartelazo
where those who inhabit the eponymous barracks exert outsized influ-
ence. Research remains largely anecdotal or inductive, for example, his-
torical accounts of Gladstone’s then shockingly innovative exploitation
of the “Bulgarian horrors” to drive Disraeli from office (Magnus 1954).
More intriguing is the possibility that a change in franchise alters strate-
gies in ways that bias outcomes: Thus Mansfield and Snyder (1995; cf.
above, n. 22) suggest that democratization initially makes war likelier, as
traditional elites find a bellicose foreign policy their best strategy to retain
power.

MECHANISMS OF REPRESENTATION

Where power is centralized within a single body, foreign policy can be
influenced only through domination or intimidation of that body. In West-
minster systems of majoritarian cabinet governance, for example, one
must either control the cabinet or form so powerful a faction within the
majority party as to threaten the cabinet. Peel’s conversion to free trade
in 1846, or the Liberal government’s decision for war in 1914, was an
example of the former; the efforts of anti-appeasement Tories in the 1930s
or Euroskeptic Tories under John Major exemplify the latter.

Where power is more dispersed, for example, in a multiparty coalition
or under separated powers, multicameralism, or federalism, strategies of
influence can be more varied and intricate.47 From the 1950s until reunifi-
cation, for example, export-oriented West German interests found mas-
sive financial support for the Erhard faction of the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU) and the pivotal centrist Free Democratic Party (FDP) the
surest guarantee of favorable policy (Heidenheimer 1957, 383–94; cf.
Heidenheimer 1964, 37–39); the leftist Social Democrats (SPD), under-
standing this calculus, probably drove Erhard from power and entered
the Grand Coalition (1966–69; SPD and CDU, excluding FDP) in part to
attract some of that support (Heidenheimer and Langdon 1968, 72, 85–
87). In the United States, capture of a crucial committee rather than a
party or faction is usually the key; or particularly skilled legislators can
attach “riders” to financial bills that force significant policy change, for

47 On strategies under multicameralism, see Tsebelis and Money 1995.
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example, the Jackson-Vanek Amendment that pressured the Soviet Union
to permit emigration to Israel. Where representatives are elected from
small districts, as in France or the United States, interests often do best
by putting massive effort into a few crucial constituencies: Sen. Joseph
McCarthy for example acquired enormous influence over U.S. foreign
policy by demonstrating his (and his supporters’) ability to decide crucial
Senate races.

The intricacy of these “games” arises from the role that threat and
counterthreat play in them. The greater the number of veto points, the
easier it becomes to hold some other group’s preferred policy hostage to
one’s own: If you do not give me what I want, you will be deprived of
what you expect. In such situations, as is by now well understood, reputa-
tion and “signaling” (see the comprehensive discussion in Kreps 1990b,
chap. 17) play a crucial part. Actors may gain by cultivating a reputation
for “toughness,” implacability, even a degree of craziness (cf. the pioneer-
ing insights of Schelling 1960).

On the other hand, a powerful and popularly elected executive, as in
France, the United States, and Russia, channels domestic pressures on
foreign policy into the contest for influence on, and election to, this central
post. Strategy turns to mobilizing particularly effective groups of contrib-
utors and voters: In the United States, in particular, this means “swing”
groups in the larger states that cast big blocs of Electoral College votes.

DECISION RULES

Here, delegation is a particularly important determinant, and object, of
strategizing. Where courts have significant powers of judicial review, as
in Germany, the United States, and the European Union, astute minorities
often seek influence by honing their constitutional arguments rather than
maximizing their votes or contributions. In West Germany, conservatives
petitioned the Constitutional Court to block ratification of the treaties of
rapprochement with Poland, the USSR, and East Germany; liberals, to
bar deployment of German troops in Somalia and Bosnia; Euroskeptics,
to limit the effects of the Maastricht Treaty.48 In the early years of the
United States and the European Union, their highest courts—respectively,
the U.S. Supreme Court and the European Court of Justice—were used
by actors within existing units to expand federal authority in ways that
could never have won legislative approval.

48 U.S. courts, while more deferential to executive prerogative in foreign affairs, have
decided cases (e.g., on unitary taxation and the interpretation of treaties) that opened the
door to jurisprudential determination of foreign policy.
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TABLE 4-2
Hypothesized Links between Domestic Institutions and Foreign Policy

Institutional
Features
(independent
variables) Foreign-Policy Characteristics (dependent variables)

Bias Credibility Coherence Mobilization Strategies

Franchise Female Suffrage Strong bureau- Cross-cutting Democracy → Democracy
→ pacific policy. cracy → credible cleavages → un- greater extrac- → demagogu-

commitment. stable policy. tive capacity ery as influ-
ence on policy

Representa- Larger constitu- Longer, more se- Single-member Short terms, Multiple bod-
tional ency → free cure term of of- districts → easy recall → ies → more
mechanisms trade fice → greater chance of “acci- low slack and bargaining,

credibility dental” majori- more extractive bluff, sig-
ties capacity naling

Decision More veto points More veto points More veto points More veto Delegation →
rules → status quo → greater credi- → instability, in- points → less more special-

bility coherence extractive ca- ized access,
pacity advocacy

Note: Cell entries are illustrative, but of course not exhaustive, of specific hypotheses.

CONCLUSION

Table 4.2, drawing on the discussion of the previous section, indicates
how research in this area is beginning (here, literally) to “fill in the blanks”
of the broad schema indicated earlier. Four central points deserve further
emphasis.

Institutions vary, and their variations matter. The classical realist position,
according to which domestic institutions quickly and automatically
evolve toward a single “best adapted” form, finds little support in the
research to date. Countries differ greatly in their institutional forms—
extent and effectiveness of franchise, methods of election, decision rules—
and there is good evidence that these differences profoundly affect the
style and relative success of their foreign policy.

Research and theorizing on this topic are in their infancy. Scholars have
barely begun to incorporate in their work, or to consider the implications
of, the important and insightful studies of recent decades on economic
and legislative institutions, particularly from the principal-agent perspec-
tive. This is an “import” that can vastly improve scholarly welfare, and
its introduction is an immediate and crucial scholarly task.
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A strategic-choice approach, even at this stage, yields important new in-
sights. One could hardly begin to think clearly about the effects of repre-
sentational mechanisms and decision rules on foreign policy without rec-
ognizing (1) that both principals and their representative agents are
characterized by “self-interest seeking with guile” (Williamson 1985, 30);
and (2) that all players endeavor to take into account others’ strategies
and actions. To take but one example: Delegation, understood as deliber-
ate limitation of one’s own freedom of action, often makes sense precisely
as a strategy that will elicit greater cooperation from others.

Microfoundations remain weakly explicated. The most head-turning re-
sults in international relations have been statistical—for example, that
democratic states almost never fight each other, that they win the great
majority of wars they enter—and have usually posed rather than an-
swered theoretical questions. An instructive example is Mansfield and
Snyder (1995, esp. 20): The statistical results are compelling, the prof-
fered explanation a confessedly shaky conjecture built on very few cases.
This sin is hardly original to political scientists or to students of interna-
tional relations. The early work of Coase and Williamson on economic
effects of institutions was largely devoid of microfoundations (supplied
only recently in pioneering efforts by Tirole), and the often brilliant in-
sights of legislative scholars who “soaked and poked” in the data (Fenno
1978) remained disconnected from individual motivations and processes.
Those histories, however, only underline the point: Vast gains occur pre-
cisely through the coherent explication of microfoundations. The impres-
sive recent blossoming of scholarship on legislative and regulatory ques-
tions, the startling breakthroughs on economic organization, have
proceeded from logically consistent modeling of individual-level pro-
cesses. Beginnings of the kind of work that needs to be done in this area
of international relations are provided by Lake (1992, 25–28), Cowhey
(1993), Lohmann and O’Halloran (1994), Bueno de Mesquita and Si-
verson (1995), Stam (1996), and Milner and Rosendorff (Milner 1997,
chap. 3).
This is an area in which both research possibilities and policy implications
are unusually exciting and in which the work of the last few years is of
extraordinarily high quality. It invites, indeed virtually compels, work by
the best and most ambitious students of the field.
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The Governance Problem in International Relations

P E T E R A L E X I S G O U R E V I T C H

WHAT HAPPENS when everything is “in play,” when nothing is constant?
In analyzing strategic interaction, it is helpful to begin with assumptions
either about preferences or about institutions. If we hold institutions con-
stant, we can show how changing the preferences produces different out-
puts. Conversely, if we hold preferences constant, we can show how
changing the institutions produces different outputs. Each of these con-
ceptual experiments is powerful, and it is that power which led the editors
of this volume to obtain chapters that do each of these. Frieden (chapter
2) examines preferences, which shape the strategies of actors within a
well-defined strategic setting. Morrow (chapter 3) explores the strategic
setting itself, which is often heavily influenced by institutions. Rogowski
(chapter 4) continues by showing the importance of institutions directly;
these influence the outcome of strategic interaction by structuring the way
preferences aggregate.

If institutions are so important, they may themselves become the objects
of struggle. People understand that institutions influence the outcome of
strategic interaction, and therefore people challenge the institutions them-
selves. If the outcome can be altered by changing institutions, then people
will try to change them. Anything important is likely to become a target
of political action. When institutions are fluid, they become part of the
game itself and are not able themselves to structure the outcome of a
political process. Indeed, fluidity of institutions, by changing options
available to actors, may induce reevaluation of strategy.

Institutional change poses specific challenges for the analysis of strate-
gic interaction. The effort to hold one thing constant, either institutions
or preferences, becomes more difficult. Both may be in play. This is the
governance problem in international relations: the politics of contested
institutions.

Actors in politics, at all levels, from the smallest local governments to
the most global international level, from formalized government settings
to the least institutionalized arrangements far from the shadow of the
state, understand that rules and procedures shape outcomes. When actors
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are not satisfied with an outcome, we should expect them to consider
changing the procedures that produce it.

And they do. Congress wants to increase the chances of reaching free-
trade agreements with other countries and so changes its internal proce-
dures by adopting a fast-track rule. Europeans wish to deepen economic
integration, and so they alter the voting rules within the community exec-
utive and authorize monetary union; they wish to strengthen political
support for community, so they adopt direct election of deputies to the
European Parliament; they seek the benefits of a single currency, so they
adopt the European Monetary Union. Nations wish to strengthen cooper-
ation around free trade so they create a new institution replacing GATT
with the World Trade Organization (WTO). After World War II, the Allies
wanted to build new institutions of international cooperation that would
be more effective than the League of Nations, so they wrote different
rules for the United Nations. The inhabitants of Yugoslavia rejected the
orientation of the Serbian leadership and so the federation broke up, lead-
ing to civil war. Inhabitants of the Soviet Union rejected communist lead-
ership in Moscow, and the USSR disintegrated into fifteen new countries.
Franco rejected the authority of the Spanish Republic and so civil war
broke out, drawing in foreign intervention.

These examples deal with conflicts over the institutions of governance,
the rules and procedures which make up the structures that shape the
interaction of units within a system, be it domestic or international. That
governance disputes matter is by no means universally accepted among
international-relations theorists. To realists, governance disputes are not
particularly interesting because for them institutions are not of primary
importance. International institutions, for realists, have no capacity to
enforce compliance among their members. Since they cannot sanction,
they lack authority. Since they lack authority, they have no power. They
exist only to the extent countries choose to delegate authority to them.
Should countries dislike what the institution does, the delegation can be
revoked. Governance institutions are thus epiphenomena of other ele-
ments of power relationships, and disputes about them are best analyzed
from the standpoint of these other elements.

The institutionalist response to this criticism disputes the test given for
the importance of institutions. The power of an institution arises not just,
or even principally, from its capacity to use physical force. Rather,
it emerges from the benefits members derive from participation in them.
Institutions do things for members that they cannot obtain without
them. Members acquire incentives to preserve institutions. The test of the
power of an institution is thus its utility, not its coercive force. Institutions
serve a purpose for their members. To withhold compliance, thus to
weaken them, means losing something valuable. Members have an incen-
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tive to care about institutional preservation and, as a result, institutions
have force.

Seen this way, the fight between institutionalists and realists is generally
misstated. The issue is not whether one or the other has correctly interpre-
ted all international relations, but rather, under which conditions does
one or the other model best characterize reality (Mearsheimer 1994–95;
Keohane and Martin 1995)? When is it that institutions are able to pro-
vide benefits sufficient to obtain support for their preservation? When is
it that institutions cannot obtain that kind of support and are thus weak?
Each position is accurate depending on empirical conditions. The task is
to specify which these might be.

To the extent institutions matter, then, governance disputes are im-
portant and require examination. Working this out requires some discus-
sion of why institutions exist, why they are formed, what makes them
strong or weak, why they have the form that they do, why they are con-
tested, and how these conflicts are resolved. The discussion may be
sketched out in the following way: To explore why quarrels occur about
the governance of institutions and how they are resolved, we begin with
an exploration of why institutions are formed in the first place. This
allows us to examine what political actors seek from institutions and what
kind of institutions they want. Since actors want institutions to provide
them benefits, and the type of institution influences who gets those bene-
fits, it then follows that the governance of institutions will be contested:
Actors fight when the stakes are important. As institutions are formed or
altered, actors seek the best possible institution from their point of view.

Having established why governance conflicts occur, it is then possible
to examine how they are resolved. The outcome of a governance dispute
turns on several key variables. First, it matters whether the disputes occur
in a context of strong or weak institutions. Disputes occurring within a
strong institution will be resolved by the rules of those institutions,
whereas disputes in a context of weak institutions will be resolved by
the power resources of each actor and the bargaining process of their
unmediated interaction.

A second important variable influencing governance quarrels has to
do with collective-action problems. Institutional design is influenced by
problems of monitoring, delegation, and incentives to provide the public
good of institutional provision. The concept of “joint product” can solve
some of these problems.

A third set of issues has to do with information costs and knowledge.
Relaxing assumptions about perfect and costless information provides
an important role in governance disputes for ideas about institutions—
political philosophies, or encoded shorthands of calculation about future
effects of institutional arrangements on actors in shaping the outcome of a
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conflict. In these instances, actors’ preferences over alternative institutions
may themselves be unclear. It is difficult to anticipate one’s specific desires
over some policy outcome in the distant future or under unknown contin-
gencies. As a result, actors fall back on broad philosophical beliefs or
positions in selecting institutions. In these domains, some of the conver-
gence and differences among constructivists and methodological individu-
alists, as well as realists and institutionalists, can be explored.

The discussion below deliberately makes use of examples from both
international and domestic politics in order to emphasize that there is no
difference analytically between these two levels. They differ along con-
tinua, in the values of the parameters in each, but not in the analytic
issues. In both domains we can find areas of high or low stability of gover-
nance institutions, high or low contestation of the rules. In both, we can
find cases where preferences and rules are in play at the same time. In
both, we need to understand how the governance disputes are resolved.
What differs between them is the extent to which we find higher or lower
levels of institutionalization, not whether institutions exist solely in one
domain or the other.

WHY ARE INSTITUTIONS FORMED?

A crucial entry point into an evaluation of governance disputes lies, then,
with an understanding of why institutions are formed in the first place. A
utilitarian approach dating back to Hobbes, Locke, Madison, and Mill
sees institutions as deliberate human inventions, constructed more or less
self-consciously to provide solutions to problems. Without institutions,
chaos reigns. In chaos, cooperation is difficult, thus its rewards go unat-
tained. Strategic interaction leads to the formation of institutions because
it provides benefits to the actors that they cannot realize without them.
Institutions create order and stability out of chaos and provide informa-
tion to their members that is vital for cooperation.

Without fixed rules, preference aggregation leads to multiple and unsta-
ble equilibria (Vaubel and Willet 1991; McKelvey 1976). With two or
more dimensions of policy on the table, the pursuit of any set of prefer-
ences can produce “cycling” between multiple outcomes, where no prefer-
ence dominates. Because cycling is possible, political actors challenge
everything. They have no incentive to moderate their demands, as there
is no way of being sure that any agreement will stick. Without a method
of forcing equilibrium, order cannot develop. Institutions end the chaos
by structuring preference aggregation so that cycling is eliminated (Shep-
sle 1979; Shepsle and Weingast 1982; Krehbeil 1987). With clear proce-
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dures, preferences lead to fixed outcomes. The strategic interaction is now
stable, and thus cooperation is more likely.

Institutions further aid cooperation by providing information, lowering
transaction costs, and reducing the risks of opportunism. Strategic inter-
action poses risks of free riding and cheating. Institutions help monitor
agreements by providing information on compliance, rules, policies, and
outcomes. This reassures the partners of a bargain, increasing the chances
of cooperation (Keohane 1984).

Since institutions are such powerful instruments, actors have strong
incentives to create them. In their well-known article on law merchants
in the Middle Ages, Milgrom, North, and Weingast (1990) show that
highly motivated individuals can form an institution even without the
shadow of the state—without coercive authority—as members find the
role of a mediator so valuable that they accept his judgment voluntarily
(see also Grief, Milgrom, Weingast 1994). Robert Ellickson (1991) dem-
onstrates the power of informal institutions in the mechanisms farmers
and ranchers in the California Sierras have developed to work out dis-
putes over cattle trespassing without any state intervention at all. In
another article, North and Weingast (1989) show that by subjecting the
executive (the Crown) to monitoring by the legislature (Parliament), En-
gland reduced the arbitrariness of the executive in the eyes of investors
and was thus able to borrow money at lower rates than their absolutist
counterparts.

This institutionalist mode of reasoning turned a set of arguments about
state power on its head (Krasner 1978; Katzenstein 1978). Britain and
the United States were usually classified as weak states because their bu-
reaucracy was less fully developed and the executive subject to legislative
supervision. But Britain was able over several centuries to project power
in international relations for colonization and war with the great Euro-
pean powers, as well as develop her economy. The institutionalists explain
this as an expression of the strength of the British system. Parliamentary
power, and bureaucratic weakness, gave to the English state greater credi-
bility of commitment. In contrast, the absolutist states of the continent
were weakened by their bureaucratic system because it came at the ex-
pense of less engagement by the population, hence lesser credibility for
the monarch (Brewer 1989). The supposedly weaker English state proved
more effective in mobilizing resources for international engagement than
its supposedly stronger absolutist rivals. Recently Weingast (1997) ap-
plied this reasoning to a range of issues including civil war termination
and social pacts in Latin America.

Commitment to an institution requires a belief that it will bring benefits
that outweigh the costs of membership. Senator Lodge opposed the
League, not, as is often argued, because he was an isolationist opposed
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to American engagement abroad, but because he was critical of con-
straints on American freedom of action in world affairs that membership
in the League as constituted would entail. Lodge believed in the value of
U.S. involvement in international matters—he was thus an international-
ist—but was concerned about binding constraints—thus he was a “unilat-
eralist” like de Gaulle and Thatcher, rather than a multilateralist.
Membership incurred obligation, he thought, in which the decision-mak-
ing system of the League could not provide protection of U.S. interests
(Lake 1999). Institutions will fail to be generated if members do not be-
lieve that the benefits outweigh the commitment.

Institutions can solve problems. If everyone agrees to the institutions,
they manage affairs in a self-enforcing manner. So long as each actor sees
that the institution provides advantages, the incentives to cooperate are
powerful, and actors will act so as to preserve the institution. Obedience
derives not from coercion, but rather the capacity to coerce derives from
the interest each actor has in preserving the institution. If enough actors
want to preserve an institution, it will be able to coerce the recalcitrant.
The dissidents to any action will face a choice: Comply with the majority,
or leave. If they wish to retain the larger benefits of the institution, they
will then have to give in on the specific point of dispute. The institution
allows members to obtain goals they cannot achieve without it. To sustain
the institution, members must alter their behavior: They cannot behave
unilaterally in ways that provoke others to disband the organization. The
incentive to obtain the benefits of an institution thus provides it with a
powerful lever to obtain compliance. This form of coercion is not like a
gun; nonetheless it can be quite powerful.

The discussion so far has provided an instrumentalist account of institu-
tions, a contemporary version of the approach taken by Hobbes, Locke,
and Bentham. It marks one of the differences between a strategic-choice
account of international relations and other types of approach, such as
culturalist or historicist, though there may be more crossover than is ini-
tially apparent. Edmund Burke, along with Tocqueville, thought institu-
tions evolved organically, over time, by custom, habit, tradition; he
rejected the mechanical metaphors of the utilitarians, and their self-con-
sciousness, voluntarism, deliberate intentionality. Institutional “design”
seemed absurd to him, since public institutions grow like an oak from an
acorn, organically, unconsciously. Deliberate change was likely to pro-
duce “perverse effects,” the opposite of what was intended (Hirschman
1991b). Yet, in thinking about what institutions did, in exploring their
“function,” Burke was also an instrumentalist. Institutions resolve
disputes, solve collective-action problems, manage public affairs; they are,
in short, useful. When features of institutions no longer work, they should
be altered: “A constitution without the means of changing itself is a
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constitution without the means of preservation,” is the famous phrase
attributed to Burke. Change must occur, but gradually. Burke hated “rev-
olution.”

Like Burke, modern constructivists stress the importance of meaning,
discourse, rhetoric, conversation, and culture in defining and sustaining
the actual practice of institutions, and yet, like Burke, many of them agree
that institutions are social constructs that play a specific role. Like Burke,
they do not think that the utilitarian approach provides a full account of
the role of ceremony, affect, and tradition in the way institutions actually
operate.

Nonetheless the utilitarian argument does provide a coherent account
of the creation of institutions. Cooperation is assumed to provide advan-
tages, raising the level of outcomes to a superior equilibrium by overcom-
ing a variety of problems posed by collective action. In order to have
cooperation, institutions are needed. Following the utilitarian logic, the
next step in the discussion turns to the question of conflict over institu-
tional arrangements.

WHY DO GOVERNANCE DISPUTES OCCUR?

Institutions, while powerful, are nonetheless challenged. Why do nations
fight about international rules in organizations such as the World Trade
Organization? Why do interest groups, politicians, and bureaucrats fight
about procedures within countries? Why does Congress demand that the
president report on human rights in other countries? Why do congres-
sional representatives fight over the rules that govern trade negotiations?
A rationalist answer to these questions focuses on costs and benefits. Insti-
tutions are challenged if actors think a change will bring them benefits,
and if these benefits outweigh the costs of the challenge: They compare the
costs of change verses the expected benefits from it (the realized benefits of
change times the probability the change will occur). The more specific
assets invested in any given institution, the less likely actors will see the
benefits of change outweighing the costs.

This may seem quite straightforward: In a rationalist world, actors, of
course, do not do things when the costs of action outweigh the benefits.
Understanding the costs and benefits of changing institutions is not quite
so obvious, however, as rather strong analytic disputes exist on these
points. For realists, as was noted above, institutions provide few benefits.
Challenging them is rather costless, and, because it is cheap, challenges
will occur often. Institutions are changed frequently when it suits actors’
interests to do so, and governance disputes are of little interest. This atti-
tude toward institutions makes sense if the institutions are weak.
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If institutions are strong, however, challenges to their structure are con-
siderably more important. Institutions are strong if their members see
them as providing substantial benefits. Beneficiaries of any given structure
will not wish to see it weakened nor will they accept changes that may
preserve the institution but weaken their power within it. Conversely,
those who see benefit from change will fight for it.

Since institutions are important, actors care about institutions’ internal
arrangements. Political actors develop investments, “specific assets,” in a
particular arrangement—relationships, expectations, privileges, knowl-
edge of procedures, all tied to the institutions at work. Where investments
in the specific assets of an institution are high, actors will find the cost of
any institutional change that endangers these assets to be quite high; in-
deed, actors in this situation may be reluctant to run risks of any change
at all. Where such investments are low, the costs of change are low. With
little at stake, risks are more likely to be run. Investments in institutions
include not only direct involvement in a specific institution (a job in Con-
gress or in the civil service); there are also investments premised on institu-
tions creating particular political outcomes. Trade groups invest in fast
track if they want free trade, but oppose it if they do not (see discussion
below).

It is where investments are high that institutions matter. If the costs of
change are high because actors enjoy the benefits of the specific institu-
tional arrangement, the institution itself will have a substantial impact on
the outcome of any quarrel to change the rules. If the costs of change are
low, actors will be tempted to be opportunistic about change, and the
institution will have a low impact on the outcome. Realists focus on those
situations in the world where institutions are weak, easy to change, and
thus epiphenomenal to a conflict. Neoliberal institutionalists focus on
those situations where institutions are stronger, harder to change, and
thus able to influence the outcome. Realists are likely to see investments
in institutions as covering a narrow range of issues, with little interaction
or linkage; institutionalists are likely to see investments in institutions as
having a broad scope, with extensive interaction and linkage. From the
standpoint of strategic interaction theory, either situation is possible; from
that approach, the importance of governance quarrels is not a constant,
but a variable, one that changes with the strength of the institutional con-
text within which the quarrel occurs.

A famous example of specific asset investment concerns driving: As a
coordination problem, it does not matter much whether cars ride on the
left or right side of the road, but once the convention is established, the
investment is so great that change becomes costly; as a result, once
achieved, the convention proves highly durable. Airline agreements,
postal conventions, telecommunications systems, bank-settlement sys-
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tems, currency-exchange procedures, diplomatic conventions, and count-
less other issue areas show how entrenched a set of arrangements can
become, even without deeply institutionalized machinery; the concept
“regime” was developed to express just this set of arrangements. The
same kind of investment can be found in security arrangements, where
weapons procurement and specialization take place within the armed
forces of each country, and then similar specialization occurs among the
various national militaries in an alliance (Lake 1999).

Investment of specific assets helps to explain institutional persistence.
As actors in each society invest in a particular institutional arrangement,
they have incentives to protect their investment by opposing change. If
the institution achieves its goals, there may even be an effort to find new
ones in order to preserve the institution. The pioneering conceptualization
of this concept in the social sciences dealt with the March of Dimes: Once
the discovery of the Salk and Sabine vaccines ended the threat of polio,
the organization shifted its attention to new diseases rather than go out
of business. The same logic may be at work in extending the life and
functions of NATO.

Challenge to institutional arrangements, or any other dispute, is influ-
enced by the “reversion point”—the outcome that prevails if no
agreement is reached. In 1995 the Republican Congress assumed that if it
failed to pass a budget, it would benefit from the reversion point, namely,
shutting the government down, which GOP leaders assumed would politi-
cally be blamed on President Clinton. Instead, the public blamed Congress
for the costs of the reversion point. In the budget negotiations of 1997,
Congress sought to redefine the reversion point at a level just below cur-
rent funding, thereby creating less spending without a shutdown. Dis-
putes over airline agreements or telecommunications or the trade regime
in general all share this particular characteristic: The bargaining power
of the various parties is affected by their evaluation of the reversion point,
that is, their assessment of what happens if the discussion collapses and
the status quo is preserved (Richards 1997).

Even failed institutions can influence an outcome by force of example.
Planners at work designing the United Nations were well aware of the
League’s failures. Authors of the U.S. Constitution reflected on the weak-
nesses of the Articles of Confederation. In writing the WTO treaty, negoti-
ators examined the weakness of GATT.

Governance disputes occur, then, because they matter. Institutions, even
comparatively weak ones, can have importance to political actors because
they are able to influence the strategic action that takes place among them.
The next step in our discussion requires, therefore, that we seek an ac-
count of how struggles among competing institutional arrangements are
resolved. Once actors begin fighting over institutional design, how will
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this conflict be resolved? The answer turns substantially on the degree of
institutionalization of the conflict itself, to which we now turn.

WHAT KINDS OF INSTITUTION ARE SOUGHT?

Institutions influence power. We should therefore expect political actors
to seek the institutional arrangement that best suits their goals. Political
actors know that each arrangement produces different results. They fight
to get the one that benefits them the most.

The general argument that institutions arise to solve collective-action
problems does not explain which among several efficient institutions is
actually selected. The motive of efficiency predicts a drive to Pareto
optimality but does not explain which particular set of institutions among
a set of equally efficient ones will be chosen. Institutions may also be
sought to benefit some groups at the expense of others, such as a cartel
that benefits its members but exploits the “consumer” public. Choice rea-
soning can model the Pareto optimal institution but can also be used to
explain the quest for and success in seeking institutional arrangements
that skew the benefits away from the optimal (Vaubel and Willet 1991).

Institutional differences produce variance in policy output—the theme
of Rogowski’s essay in chapter 4 of this volume. Unanimity rules mean
decisions are harder to reach: the librum veto in the Polish parliament of
the eighteenth century is a frequently cited reason for Poland’s failure
to develop the military capacity to resist Russia, Prussia, and Austria;
conversely, the autocratic rules of these three empires are argued to have
enabled them to build stronger military machines able to deploy force in
international affairs (Gourevitch 1978a, 1978b). Against the absolutist
bureaucratic model, Brewer and Weingast argue the superiority of the
British parliamentary model: Legislative oversight of the executive reas-
sured investors and domestic constituents that the monarchy would be
restrained; this increased the ability of the British state to extract resources
allowing it, in turn, to deploy the force that led to the world’s greatest
empire (North and Weingast 1989; Brewer 1989).

This argument currently figures in debates about democracy in foreign
affairs. Because democratic leaders pay high audience costs, their commit-
ments are held to be more credible and they are therefore more able to
engage in durable alliances.1 Democracies are also held to be more peace-
ful in that they appear less likely to go to war with one another than are
other political forms. In the field of trade and other political economy

1 See the literature summarized by Morrow in chapter 3 of this volume.
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activities, research has extensively explored the impact of institutions on
the influence of different groups and therefore on policy outcomes.

Since institutions influence policy outcomes, we should expect political
actors to demand institutions that increase their leverage. An effort to
create or amend institutions is likely, therefore, to bring about conflict
over which institutions shall be established. The next step in our discus-
sion requires that we seek an account of how struggles among competing
institutional arrangements are resolved.

HOW ARE GOVERNANCE DISPUTES RESOLVED?

Once a quarrel over institutions begins, how is it resolved? The answer
depends on several issues: the strength or weakness of the institutional
context within which the quarrel takes place, the collective-action issues
that underlie institutional change, and issues concerning information
costs.

A quarrel over changing institutions, once launched, will be shaped by
the preexisting arrangement of institutions, if these are strong to begin
with. Conversely, if the institutions are weak, other factors will be more
important. Debates in the U.S. Congress over fast-track authority—
changing the rules whereby Congress examines trade treaties negotiated
by the president—are examples of the former. These are governance dis-
putes within a highly developed set of arrangements for resolving a change
of the rules. The formation of the League of Nations and its application,
the creation of GATT and the IMF, and many international security
treaties are examples of the latter.

When institutions are contested in a strong institutional framework,
we have fairly clear models of how to analyze the outcome. When institu-
tions are contested in a weak institutional framework, then other vari-
ables, external to the institutions themselves, come into play in working
out the result.

The Case of Strong Institutions

Some governance disputes take place within a highly ordered institutional
framework. Political actors demand changes in the rules but accept the
existing rules as the proper procedure for considering the change and for
resolving any disputes that may arise from it. In this setting, the processes
work along the lines Rogowski analyzes in chapter 4 of this volume. The
outcome of the governance dispute will turn on the way any given set of
institutions refracts the preference/interest aggregation.
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A typical example may be drawn from the case of trade legislation in
the United States. Fights over trade policy correlate with fights over rules.
In the 1930s Congress delegated some authority to the president to engage
in reciprocal trade negotiations. In 1974 Congress gave the president
“fast-track authority.” In the 1990s Congress, on several occasions, has
failed to reauthorize fast track. How are we to understand the connection
between institutional innovation (the delegation of authority to the presi-
dent) and the content of policy and policy preferences (toward freer
trade)? It seems clear enough that members of Congress support or op-
pose this kind of institutional creation as a function of their preferences
for or against the substance of the trade issues. The reasoning is as
follows: Some members of Congress want free trade. They know that if
Congress can amend the treaties, the temptation of each member to seek
exemptions for the special products of his or her district may prove irre-
sistible and a logroll takes over, leading to a protectionist outcome
(Schattschneider 1935). They know further that procedures can be set up
to prevent this process: the president negotiates a treaty that is accepted
or rejected by Congress without amendments; since the president has a
broader constituency, he will negotiate for open trade, and the particular-
istic interests cannot make side deals to stop it. A self-denying ordinance
of no amendments increases the probability of getting free trade.

Since members of Congress understand the implications of a fast-track
procedure, a vote for that procedure or institution is, by proxy, a vote
for free trade, and vice versa. When both the congressional Democratic
majority of 1994 and the new Republican majority of 1995 refused to
authorize a renewal of fast track, this was clearly a sign of rising protec-
tionist sentiment in both parties.2

The change in procedures was motivated by a change in policy prefer-
ences. How was the dispute over changing procedures resolved? The pro-
cedures for changing procedure were quite clear, namely, the structures
of the U.S. Constitution and the rules of Congress. The outcome of the
governance quarrel can thus be understood with the analytic tools of insti-
tutional analysis: preferences plus political resources refracted by institu-
tions equals policy outputs. The quarrel over the institutions is in this
case a proxy for the quarrel over substance. Notice that this differs from
arguments that trace the shift in policy to a shift in institutions, a shift
that is independent of the trade preference itself: for example, that the
U.S. presidency grew in power because of the growth of economic activity

2 For contrasting views of trade bargaining, institutional delegation, and preferences over
trade policy, see Lohmann and O’Halloran 1994; Haggard 1988; Lake 1988; and Milner
1988.
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and foreign policy involvement and that this growth in power then made
possible the construction of a free-trade coalition of support.

The trade case shows the way rules of procedure for the treatment of
policy (trade treaties) are processed by a highly structured political system
within a formalized constitution. Although many constitutions have for-
mal procedures for revision, some element of how the text actually works
turns on usage. Justice Marshall made rather more out of judicial review
than many authors of the original U.S. Constitution had expected. Had
Congress actually turned Andrew Johnson out of office, the meaning of
impeachment would have changed drastically, and the U.S. presidency
could have become subordinate to the shifting political tides of Congress.

The Case of Weak Institutions

The case of trade legislation in the U.S. Congress is clearly one in which
the institutional rules are powerful enough to shape the treatment of the
dispute. Many governance disputes occur where institutions are much
weaker or nearly nonexistent. In trade, many regimes are like this. OPEC
is a classic cartel. It works only so long as its members feel the compulsion
to make it work, only so long as they want to cooperate. Collective-action
theory expects that some members will find the temptation to cheat irre-
sistible. Choice theorists expect cartels with many members to break
down, and, in fact, they usually do.

Many security arrangements have this character. After World War I,
France pledged support for its allies in Eastern Europe in order to balance
Germany. When Britain refused to support Prague, France abandoned
Czechoslovakia. The realist expectation of weak commitment was ful-
filled. The League of Nations is perhaps the most famous example of
institutional failure. Collective security required both consensus and re-
solve. When challenged by Japan, Italy, and Germany, the major powers
proved unwilling to commit the forces to the League necessary to make
its sanctions workable.

In contrast to conflicts within the U.S. Congress over the rules that
govern trade legislation, trade and security issues in the international
arena take place within relatively weak institutions. The recent replace-
ment of GATT by the World Trade Organization is an example of a gover-
nance change designed to strengthen an institution where the dispute itself
took place within a relatively weak institution. GATT was a large multi-
lateral contract among its members to accept certain principles of trade.
For compliance, it relied largely on self- enforcement. As an institution,
GATT specified few processes with which to manage disagreements.
These spluttered in bilateral conflicts familiar to what students of interna-
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tional politics would expect. Trade disputes led the large trading countries
to want stronger procedures for handling disputes among them, while the
smaller countries sought ways of constraining the behavior of the more
powerful ones. The WTO was the result. This is a rather familiar story
of many countries seeking benefits from cooperation, understanding that,
to do so, they will have to accept limits on their capacity for unilateral
action.

To manage the negotiations from GATT to the WTO, the countries had
only a weak institution, GATT itself. GATT did have regularized pro-
cesses for meetings, an institution of sorts—what international-relations
literature has called a regime. This institution could make commitments
for discussions—the various GATT rounds—but it could not force deci-
sions. There was a dispute-resolution mechanism, but it was quite weak.
Thus the GATT round that led to the WTO must be seen as the result of
a massive collective negotiation, where the members are committed to a
regime—the regime of free trade and dispute resolution—and are in the
process of creating an institution to do so. The existing institution plays
little role in shaping the creation of a new one. The actual institution
created arises from a complex bargaining process of interactive self-inter-
est, shaped by the interest groups within each country mediated by each
country’s institutional framework. The formation of NAFTA is a similar
story—an institution created by the United States, Canada, and Mexico
that these countries can break at will, though not without cost to the
stable relations among them. The institution was created by direct trilat-
eral negotiations without the shadow of an existing institutional machin-
ery (Hall and Taylor 1996).

The European Union (EU) provides an interesting example of progres-
sion from weak to stronger institutions, and a good case for exploring the
analytic disputes about institutional design, development, and strength.
The European Economic Community (EEC), the Union’s original name,
was created as an act of delegation by independent countries to a central
authority. Does the Union therefore have power over the members? For-
mally speaking, any member country can leave the EU when it wishes.
The EU lacks any coercive instrument to prevent secession. Thus it is quite
unlike the United States at the time of the Civil War, whose Northern
members had the will and resolve to compel the Southern states to remain,
thereby redefining the terms of membership in the Union. Thus, realists
argue, the European Union continues to be an agent of principals who
are free to disobey.

This is formally correct. Members can leave, and the EU itself lacks
coercive power. It remains exceedingly unlikely that member states would
mobilize military power to keep members inside. Yet, it would be costly
for members to leave. They would lose the advantages they had in joining
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in the first place. Within each country there are interest groups with much
to lose from departure. They will fight to prevent this from happening.
The European Union is strong, therefore, in that departing from it re-
quires a cost members do not wish to pay; their desire for compliance
acts as the EU’s coercive instrument for compliance by its constituent
members.

In recent years major governance quarrels in the European Union have
revolved around deepening (extending the scope of community powers,
most notably to monetary union) and expanding membership. There have
also been governance issues that arise over the exercise of authority and
strategic behavior using military force in such places as Yugoslavia and
the Persian Gulf. Clearly the EU is limited in its ability to extend institu-
tional scope by the need for compliance by its constituent parts, which
have to agree on these extensions. The conflict over doing so is rather
ordered, however; that is, the rules governing these debates over changing
community governance are fairly clear. Procedures inside each country
and for the community as a whole are regularized. Some argue that the
democratization of these procedures slow down the process of decision
making and weaken the community. Lisa Martin argues to the contrary
that democratic approval, while perhaps slowing the process of
agreement, builds greater commitment, credibility and strength when it
finally occurs (Martin 1994; Richards 1997).

Procedures and processes may themselves alter governance institutions
over time. The European Court of Justice has built authority through the
ability of the legal community in the various countries to extend jurisdic-
tions and powers through doctrinal development over many decisions.
Each country could always challenge these jurisdictions and powers, but
the political costs of doing so gradually rises as constituencies come to
like the benefits provided by institutions of the community (Burley and
Mattli 1993; Garrett 1995; Garrett and Tsebelis 1996; Garrett 1992;
Mattli and Slaughter 1995). On matters of trade, governance quarrels
within the EC increasingly resemble those within a country—they take
place within understood mechanisms and processes.

Most of the examples of weak institutions cited in this section come
from the international arena. There are indeed many such examples to be
found, but this does not mean that institutions are always strong in do-
mestic politics. Civil wars mark a sharp breakdown of domestic institu-
tions, and these are rather more common than a strict distinction between
domestic and international can sustain. Even within some “stable” coun-
tries, the reach of state authority in certain domains is weak: the drug
trade, urban gangs, rural “militia,” to cite a few American cases. Since
the U.S. Constitution does not specify the internal rules of procedure, even
within the rather formalized arena of the U.S. Congress drastic change can
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occur, as the revolt against Speaker Cannon in 1910–11 suggests. At any
given moment, the rules rest on majority support, which can bring, and
has brought, about change.

These several examples—cartels, the League of Nations, GATT, the
WTO, the EU—explore governance debates in a framework of weak insti-
tutions, moving toward a stronger one as we examine the EU. To the
extent the institutions are weak, their processes are not able to be decisive
in shaping the outcome of any dispute. Under such conditions, how are
governance disputes resolved?

Without institutions, strategic interaction involves the deployment of
actor capabilities toward each other. Actors in a strategic interaction
between countries have varying amounts of leverage: military strength
and organization, economic might, population, technology, geographic
location. Within countries, actors have varying capacities to mobilize
populations, to commit credibly, to exercise will and resolve, to lead, to
motivate, and to exert leverage through strikes, boycotts, disinvestment,
capital flight, campaign contributions, media and advertising, voting, or
force. They have different skills in signaling, communication, reasoning,
and calculating. They have different shorthands of ideology and “priors,”
different sets of grand strategies and tactical doctrines. They vary in ideo-
logical pull across boundaries, in emotional ties or antagonisms, in histor-
ical context.

All these factors influence strategic interaction. They do so, of course,
even when institutions are strong. But without institutions, the strategic
setting is more fluid and these other capacities and attributes become all
the more decisive. In the late nineteenth century, for example, France and
Russia formed an alliance to balance Germany. They gave some institu-
tional form to it: staff talks among generals. Loans and trade helped to
provide economic self-interest to back up the geo-political concern. The
strength of the commitment between the two countries rested completely
on mutual self-interest. The British stayed aloof until Germany menaced
the mouths of the Scheldt River, the traditional British indicator of threat
to its own self-interests. On the eve of World War II, when Chamberlain
concluded that British interests did not require a Czech contribution to
balancing Germany, the meaning of the French commitment to Prague
dissolved. Without a Soviet threat, what is today the meaning of the U.S.-
Japan Security Treaty?

NATO is the most institutionalized security system in the world today,
perhaps ever. Strong disagreements exist among its members about en-
largement to the East, and quarrels occur over symbolic issues like the
nationality of commanders. The procedures for managing these disagree-
ments seem weak, subordinate to separate calculations of self-interest.
France has managed to stay out of the command structure without any
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serious damage either to the credibility of NATO’s commitment toward
her or French engagement with its allies.

In the framework of loose or weak institutions, governance disputes
resemble bargaining by wholly independent actors. It is in situations of
this kind that institutions cannot adequately explain quarrels over institu-
tional structures.

Collective Action and Information Costs

So far, the discussion has derived the importance of governance quarrels
from the motivation to create institutions, and then turned to the issue of
how such quarrels are resolved. The first step was to question the institu-
tional context within which the quarrel takes place. The next step asks
why one institutional arrangement is chosen over others. Institutions are
created to solve problems. More than one institution may do so. Several
different institutional arrangements can eliminate cycling, thus several dif-
ferent arrangements may meet the requirements of Pareto optimality, a
point Krasner (1991) has applied to the subject of international relations.
What factors determine which among a range of Pareto optimum solu-
tions is selected? Two issues require examination: The first explores the
collective-action problem raised by institutional creation; the second ex-
plores the assumptions about information that underlie the act of institu-
tional creation or disintegration.

THE COLLECTIVE-ACTION ISSUE

Institutional building is costly. Forging agreement is difficult; if it were
easy, institutions would rise and fall all the time. The costs of forming an
agreement pose a collective-action problem. Someone must pay those
costs if agreement is to be attained. The very thing that motivates the
formation of an institution—a way of overcoming collective-action prob-
lems—also inhibits its realization. An argument about the benefits of an
institution does not, by itself, explain its creation, since such reasoning
fails to solve the collective-action problem used to justify the formation
of the institution in the first place. The way the collective-action problem
is overcome will influence the choice of specific institutions from a range
of optimal possibilities.

Collective-action situations themselves influence the choice of institu-
tions; that is, the nature of the incentives that motivate action have them-
selves a substantial impact on institutional design (Wilson 1973). Group
size and the nature of the public good are particularly important vari-
ables. If the group is small and the public good can be provided by a single
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actor, then the institutions chosen are likely to emerge by unanimity or
majority rule and will reflect the proclivities of that single actor, hegemon,
majority, or k-group (Snidal 1985). If the good is provided by selective
incentives, then how the individuals get drawn into the organization by
personal benefits influences the type of institution chosen.

Most recently, strategic-action theorists have used the concept of joint
product to explain institutional creation: Actors may have self-interested
motives for developing an institution in addition to a collective one. Broz
(1997) uses this idea to explain the origins of the gold standard and of
central banking. The gold standard provided a public good, namely, a
system for managing international finance. To create and operate it, some
country needed incentives to pay the transaction costs of leadership. He-
gemonic stability theory ascribes this role to the British, who, as the lead-
ing industrial economy, had the interest and the means to pay the costs
of leadership. Britain was not the only important actor, argues Broz. The
French had their own incentives, albeit a different one. Britain sought
stability in the value of money, while the French sought insulation of the
domestic economy from external fluctuations. Each country’s particular-
istic motive produced a public good.

A similar account can be given on the origins of central banking. It
is not hard to demonstrate the collective benefit of a stable central banking
institution, but who would have the incentive to pay the transaction costs
of creating it? Broz finds the answer in the interest of financiers in major
centers like New York and London who were able to appropriate enough
of the benefits to have an interest in organizing the institution (Broz
1998).

Joint product provides the individual incentives needed to overcome
the collective-action problem of providing the public good of institutional
creation. At the same time, joint product helps explain which institutions
will be chosen. If, as Krasner has noted, there is more than one efficient
institution at the Pareto frontier, which differ in how they distribute the
benefits of efficiency, we need to know which among them is chosen. Part
of the answer lies in the paying of the collective-action costs. Those with
a strong interest to pay the costs of creating an institution will be able to
influence the specific features it will have. Since the institution chosen
arises out of political process, the specific details of arrangement will re-
flect the political processes noted above in the discussion of strong and
weak institutions.

The role of politics is particularly important when the institution cho-
sen is not Pareto optimal. Arguments from efficiency assume that strategic
interaction leads to the Pareto frontier. Arguments about distribution
point out that there is more than one spot along that frontier. Institutional
formation involves more than an economic drive to equilibrium. It also
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requires a political equilibrium—an arrangement that suits actors’ politi-
cal requirements. As John Richards (1997, 1999) has shown in his explo-
ration of the evolution of the international aviation services regime, the
political equilibrium may be different from the economic one.

INFORMATION: PERFECT AND COSTLESS?

How do actors decide what institution realizes their objectives? A simple
model of preferences would look directly at actors’ goals: Actors pick
the institution that gives them what they want. Closer inspection of this
point reveals the problem of information. To pick the institution that
corresponds to preferences, actors have to understand quite well all the
connections among all actors in the system in all circumstances: their pref-
erences, beliefs, actions, and so on—all the cause and effect possibilities
of strategic interaction, over time. To make these calculations accurately,
actors need both the ability and the resources to get complete information.
This is a formidable information requirement.3

Information is costly. This is one of the powerful motives for creating
institutions in the first place. No one, no matter how independently
wealthy, has the resources to get all the available information about all
decisions that effect them. Instead, they rely on agents, or representatives,
to gather and evaluate information for them. For the principal, the one
who selects the agent, the problem of monitoring arises: how to make
sure the agent does what the principal wants and keep agency costs to a
minimum (McCubbins, Noll, Weingast 1987, 1989). In designing institu-
tions, principals are motivated to structure the system so as to produce
results that accord with their goals. The authors of the American Consti-
tution wanted to avoid tyranny, which they conceived as arising from
the executive; to prevent it, they created checks and balances among the
branches of government, and federalism between the nation and the
states. In our era, Congress worries that the president will neglect human
rights or drug issues in foreign affairs; to influence policy, Congress re-
quires the executive to certify that various countries are making progress
in these areas.

With a complex reality and costly information, creating a new institu-
tion can be a formidable challenge to the designers’ cognitive skills. Many
aspects of reality have to be integrated into a coherent whole. When insti-
tutions are weak, the process is especially difficult because there are no

3 More sophisticated analysis examines information shortcuts or shorthands: ways that
voters or other decision makers find substitutes for full information to predict patterns of
behavior among agents or representatives. See Lupia and McCubbins 1998; Lupia 1994;
and Gerber and Lupia 1997.
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institutional devices to structure the process itself. It is particularly in-
structive, therefore, to look at grand moments of institutional design: the
peace treaties after great wars, the creation of new international institu-
tions such as the League of Nations, the UN, the IMF, GATT, the World
Bank, and constitution writing within countries.

Constitution writing is rarely classified as an international event, yet its
context is similar. In constitution writing, like civil war, the distinction
between domestic and international politics is blurred. Groups within a
country have to write a new set of rules, often without any, or only weak,
institutional structures to bound the process.

Take one thousand people from five different countries and place them
on identical continents in different worlds. Will they write the same con-
stitution? Not likely. They will each bring their own “priors” to the gover-
nance dispute, priors that arise from their personal histories, experiences,
and reading. The more complexity, uncertainty, and cycling in the writing
of a constitution, the more these priors influence the way governance dis-
putes are understood and resolved. Take ten different hegemons and give
them the power the United States had after World War II. Will they create
the same international institutions? Realists would say yes; others would
sharply disagree. A look at how constitutions were written both domesti-
cally and internationally is instructive in showing the interplay of forces
at work.

Within a decade of each other in the late eighteenth century, French
and American politicians drafted new constitutions. To do so, each had
to analyze a wide range of issues: the nature of human beings, the charac-
ter of their respective societies, the structure of their economies, the extent
of foreign threat, relations with cultural minorities, among other issues.
In doing so, they did not sit down, tabula rasa, with a purely deductive
formal technology of constitutional theorems to design a political system.
Rather, they turned to a body of ideas about society and institutions re-
flective of their era, the political philosophy of their time and place: Mon-
tesquieu, Locke, Hobbes, and their interpretation of the constitutions of
Greek and Roman antiquity.

Each set of leaders drew on similar inspirations but faced different situ-
ations and experiences. The would-be Americans imagined a society of
independent economic actors, well educated in civic virtues, capable of
reason and moral judgment. They thought of issues as interests, differ-
ences of opinion as faction, tyranny as arbitrary rule by an executive. The
overall constitutional machinery expressed a broader bargain about the
nature of society, its problems and good governance (Dahl 1956). The
French political leaders interpreted things differently: They saw society
full of reactionary forces, poorly-educated masses with limited civic vir-
tue, and many foreign enemies. Their constitutional constructs were thus
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different from those of the Americans. In both cases, the authors of the
respective constitutional bargains brought to their task a set of assump-
tions about people, society, issues, and politics, and a set of priors about
what makes up good institutions (Higonnet 1995).

The comparable moments in international relations can be found in the
famous conferences after great wars—those at Vienna, Versailles, Pots-
dam. The victors of those titanic struggles had an opportunity to shape a
new set of arrangements with which to secure their future. Faced with
many possibilities, what did they do? They analyzed. They examined the
causes of war, the nature of past and future enemies, the requirements for
peace—the same things scholars do. And just as scholars disagree, so did
the negotiators in these settlements. Each came to these discussions with
a past, a set of theories with which to bring order to the chaos of options.

Kissinger (1957) has rendered famous the contrast between Vienna and
Versailles in this regard. The leaders at each great conference saw interna-
tional relations quite differently. At Vienna, they thought like realists, and
so constructed a state system of balancers, including the defeated French,
the instigators of a quarter century of war. At Versailles, conversely, Wil-
son used “second-image” analysis: War was caused by domestic arrange-
ments, by dictatorship. As Arno Mayer (1959) pointed out, Lenin also
focused on domestic politics as the cause of war; for him it was capitalism.
In each case, the leaders’ different theories would surely have resulted in
different treaties. Kissinger and realists generally blame World War II on
the faulty reasoning of Versailles and credit the long European peace of
the nineteenth century on the realists’ balanced reasoning at Vienna. Con-
temporary theorists of the democratic peace challenge this thinking by
attributing international behavior to a domestic political characteristic.

Neither peace treaty was quite so pure in its attributes. Leaders at Vi-
enna were quite aware of domestic institutional arrangements and found
them important. Despite the realist logic that prevailed in 1815, the Euro-
pean concert intervened to alter the political systems of countries. Foreign
ministers of the concert powers blamed war on revolutionary and demo-
cratic domestic politics, and deployed force to protect monarchies; dis-
agreement over how far to go in these interventions caused the European
concert to break up. At Versailles, conversely, there were accommodations
to realist premises of power balancing, demanded by various allies who
did not agree with Wilson. The French insisted on a mutual defense treaty
with the United States, which Wilson disliked but signed; it was never
ratified in the United States (Lake 1999, chap. 4).

After World War II the great powers again mixed models of causality in
their policies, blending realist and second-image analysis. Both the United
States and the Soviet Union wanted their respective allies to resemble them
in domestic systems: The Soviets created people’s democracies, the United
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States sought to strengthen the constitutionalist democracies in Western
Europe. Each applied a strategic calculus to the other’s systems: Allies
with similar domestic systems were more reliable than a sharply different
institutional arrangement would be.

In its sphere of influence outside the Soviet bloc, the United States was
able to structure key elements of the global trading and security system:
GATT, the IMF, the Marshall Plan, NATO, the security treaty with Japan,
the European community. The Americans had substantial power in shap-
ing these arrangements. Their ideas mixed self-interest with a projection
onto the world of the American model, drawn from beliefs about institu-
tions, world society, and international affairs that arose out of their under-
standing of the American experience. The American model was open
trade in a strong set of international institutions—“embedded liberal-
ism,” as Ruggie (1982) named it. In realist reasoning this was the policy
one would expect, given the United States’ position in the world: the great-
est military power, with an overwhelming share of world economic out-
put. Free trade punctured the empires of America’s allies and opened the
world to American companies who faced no effective rivals. The institu-
tions provided the rules for trade and finance in a type of competition
Americans were likely to win. Alliances like NATO linked the members
into a security system that defined obligations.

At the same time, American policy reflected other influences. Realist
reasoning could also justify a different approach, a policy of domination
and control, an empire, rather more in the Soviet model. Lake (1999,
chap. 5) calls attention to the little known case of U.S. policy toward
Micronesia, where the United States established imperial control. Toward
Europe and the Soviets, there was extensive debate on policy: control
Germany, as the Morgenthau Plan recommended, isolationism, accom-
modation of the Soviets. The outcome reflected a complex interplay of
domestic politics, ideology about international relations, and realist calcu-
lations (Goldstein 1993; Goldstein and Keohane 1993; Burley 1993). So-
viet behavior after 1917 and after 1945 arouses similar debates (Mayer
1959). Ideas and interests interact to simplify the information require-
ments of immensely complex institutional design episodes.

It is at this point that the rationalist analysis of strategic interaction,
with a focus on Bayesian updating and learning, intersects with the litera-
ture on cognitive models, ideology, and the interpretation of identity and
meaning (see Lake and Powell’s discussion in chapter 1 of this volume).
Governance disputes often involve situations of some ambiguity, where
discretion is possible and judgment is required, situations where informa-
tion is imperfect and costly. Ideas about situations help solve problems of
uncertainty and lack of information; in a well-known article, Kreps
(1990a) shows how “culture” solves coordination problems in corpora-
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tions. Ideas lower search costs for information; where there is much uncer-
tainty, unprecedented situations for which precedent is an imperfect guide
for the future, simplification and lowering search costs are particularly
valuable. Philosophies of government shape the process of institutional
design by influencing the evaluation of preferences, the criteria of success
or failure, and the framework of “updating” (Jervis 1970, 1976; Kat-
zenstein 1996a, 1996b; Apter and Saich 1994).

Ideas become an indispensable part of strategic interaction because they
form the basis of common language, or common conjecture (Goldstein
and Keohane 1993). Game theoretic analysis of rational interaction as-
sumes that the actors share some assumptions about how the world
works, so they can make calculations about one another’s probable be-
havior under specified conditions. Ideas about institutions and gover-
nance are thus a core element of strategic action. Ideas about institutions
are themselves a type of “specific asset,” an investment in knowledge.
Political actors will have investments in ideas about how institutions
work, ideas it is rational for them to use.

THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONS ON PREFERENCES AND STRATEGY

In the short term, within a single “box,” to use the metaphor Lake and
Powell developed in chapter 1, actors within governance disputes have
stable preferences and beliefs, and thus clear strategies by which they
choose institutions. In the longer term, however, it is clear that institutions
alter the game as the actors succeed in altering institutions. Choices within
a particular box affect attributes of the larger strategic setting “outside”
the box. Here, we need to explore some of the feedback effects from past
decisions on future conditions, a topic Miles Kahler examines further in
the next chapter.

As actors invest in institutions, they see that as a result of their previous
actions, the conditions of the interaction among them start to change.
The rules of the institutions alter the actors’ incentives. Consequently,
actors may change their strategies. They may give up guns in place of
policeman, accept contracts to be enforced by courts, pay taxes for educa-
tion, and so on. As they undertake these changes, they evolve. They de-
velop loyalties, attachments, perspectives. They move from individuals to
citizens or subjects of a larger arena. They construct new selves. They go
through a process of discovery and adjust their strategic interaction as
conditions alter incentives and policy preferences. As this happens, the
interaction of preferences, strategy, and governance structures is recipro-
cal. Governance mechanisms create a complex process of interaction
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where institutions and strategies influence each other (Gerber and Jackson
1993).

In this way, the strategic-choice and constructivist approaches intersect.
The development of institutions allows the construction of new selves,
indeed encourages it, if not actually requiring it. Without the institutions,
these new constructs would not develop. This is the process observed
when nations are formed out of diverse populations, for example, as indi-
viduals ceased being Norman or Bourgignon and became French (Weber
1976). Is this happening in Europe today? In creating the European
Union, actors invest in strategies that create an environment that differs
from the world that might exist had they not done so. As they come to
depend on the Union, they can alter their behavior because of its existence
(Rogowski 1989; Frieden 1988, 1991; Magee et al. 1989; Verdier 1994).
As they alter their behavior, they themselves are altered internally. Strate-
gic interaction sees this as revising strategies to attain a preference in light
of new conditions that alter the probabilities of outcomes. Some construc-
tivists would call this “forming new identities.” The analytic dilemma
turns on whether one is analyzing the short term, where it is reasonable
to hold the elements of a strategic setting fixed, or the long term, where
these elements obviously change and where one begins the first move.
Durkheimians start with a system and move toward the unit; methodolog-
ical individualists start with a unit and move toward the system. In
the long term, it may be difficult to tell the difference between these two
approaches.

A similar process can be observed when institutions disintegrate. Civil
wars are conspicuous examples, the breakup of Yugoslavia being the most
recent tragic case. So long as authority appeared strong, individuals could
develop an identity as Yugoslavs, as members of a larger collectivity. Peo-
ple lived in Yugoslavia according to peaceful rules of conduct. The na-
tion’s institutions punished violence or other aggressive actions enacted
by its citizens. Then political actors began to challenge the rules, de-
manding various changes. As the demands for change grew, confidence in
the existing arrangements began to erode. Individuals, groups, and lead-
ers could no longer be sure that acts of violence would be punished. Politi-
cal “entrepreneurs” saw that acts of violence could provide advantages—
for example, ethnic cleansing to homogenize territories. When that began,
even friendly neighbors, critical of violence, began to fear for their own
safety. Under the new conditions, friend and foe were no longer defined
by class or political affiliation but rather by ethnicity, as defined by reli-
gion. As the governance structure was challenged, calculations of strategic
interaction evolved to rework strategies about society and public policy.
Preferences may have remained constant, but a vast change in strategy
occurred from multi-ethnic tolerance to ethnic-based enmity (Laitin 1998;
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Fearon and Laitin 1996; Lake and Rothchild 1996). In a tightly knit soci-
ety the ties that bind its members are taken for granted, so much so that
analysts ignore them—which is precisely the constructivists’ complaint.
When societies break apart, the conditionality of these bonds becomes
more evident. People accept institutions because they assume that various
arrangements will be honored. When evidence indicates that these com-
mitments are not to be honored, institutions’ preferences and other goals
may change swiftly.

Analysts have modeled this process as a “tipping game,” where individ-
ual preferences depend on the choices of others. As Laitin (1998, 326)
suggests:

Under conditions of oppression, people systematically engage in “preference
falsification,” in which they publicly reveal their support for the regime, or
at least their apathy to politics. They lie not only to survey researchers but
to their neighbors as well. If friends and neighbors each decide to conceal
their true hatred for a regime unless it is safe to do otherwise—and consider
safety to be only in large numbers—there can be long periods of quiet under
conditions of profound enmity. Unpredictable events—in this case Gorba-
chev’s signal that Soviet troops would not be used to support the East Euro-
pean communist regimes—can bring enough people (those who are willing
to reveal their true preferences if only a small number of compatriots do so
as well) into the streets to set off a cascade of protest. In May, there was order
in Eastern Europe with no expectation whatsoever of imminent revolution,
but by October all the East European satellite regimes had fallen.

Fearon and Laitin extend this reasoning to model ethnic conflict in Yugo-
slavia and elsewhere (Laitin 1998). Suzanne Lohmann (1994) models
these shifts as an “informational cascade,” where a few events provide
important information that motivates massive action; she applies this rea-
soning to the collapse of the East European regimes of the Soviet era in
1989 (see also Hirschman 1993).

Civil wars pose important challenges to foreign-policy makers. Should
they back the “legal” government or the insurgents (Lipson 1997)? Ger-
many chose to recognize the independence of Croatia early in the Yugo-
slav crisis. Many critics argue that this ignited the breakup, which then
launched the polarization process that led to civil war. Should Germany
have known what would happen? Did German policy makers understand
that identities, values, and strategies would change following their ac-
tions? Many experts on the region thought there were grave risks in mak-
ing any change to the constitution of Yugoslavia that did not include
mechanisms for managing ethnic relations. It is not unusual that expert
advice is not followed. Did Germany know and accept the results, as the
assumption of perfect information would assume? Or were German
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policy makers, and many other actors, not calculating clearly on the
moves ahead (Walter 1994, 1997, 1998)?

Institutional design arises in ending civil wars, as well as in starting
them. Civil wars may become intractable because the parties have diffi-
culty trusting each other in the institutional arrangements of a settlement.
Each side will turn to an institution that guarantees order and rights, but
only if it has confidence that the institutional mechanism will hold. Bar-
bara Walter (1998) argues that “domestic groups choose to battle ‘to the
death’ before they reestablish order because any power sharing arrange-
ment would, by definition, require them to relinquish any independent
military forces and this fact makes them too helpless to survive attack and
too weak to enforce long term cooperation.” The parties to a dispute may
be willing to negotiate a settlement but cannot be sure of its enforcement:
They are unwilling to agree to power sharing arrangements that would
make them vulnerable to betrayal by the other side. In these cases, argues
Walter, the problem of civil war resolution is not, as many argue, irrecon-
cilable conflicts, historical hatreds, conflicts of interest, greedy elites, or
security dilemmas but rather the difficulty of constructing institutions that
are able to enforce the agreement. Walter shows that this is where external
intervention can have an effect, namely, by helping to guarantee the insti-
tutional arrangements of a peace settlement during the transition period
necessary to build up confidence. In that situation, the outside forces act
like the institutions of a constitution to structure the terms of interaction
until enough “capital” has been invested and enough specific assets have
accumulated in the settlement for it to become “self-enforcing.”

To stop the killing in a Hobbesian state of nature, each side must trust
that the other will exercise restraint. This can only happen if both sides
accept an institution with the capacity for enforcement. They need not
trust not each other, then; they need only trust that the institution will
have the capacity to enforce the rules. In a constitutional order, that means
accepting some alternation of power following established procedures; in
an autocratic polity, it means accepting a Leviathan.

In the long run, strategy and institutions interact. In the next chapter
Kahler examines this problem at greater length. In the context of the gov-
ernance problem, actors form strategies in the framework of a particular
institution. They also try to change institutions in their favor; other forces
(e.g., technology, earthquakes, demographics) may be at work altering
institutions as well. As the institutions change, so will strategies. This
interactive process may be gradual and profoundly interdependent, mak-
ing it difficult to know just where the strategic or institutional elements
begin or end (Gerber and Jackson 1993).
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CONCLUSION

Governance disputes lie at the intersection of conflicts shaped by rules
and conflicts shaped by actors’ capabilities. Frieden’s essay in this volume
(chapter 2) develops the logic of an argument about strategic interaction
derived from preferences. To realize their policy objectives, actors must
evaluate how these objectives interact with other actors’ preferences so as
to produce a strategy effective in a situation in which the actions of others
matter. Morrow, in chapter 3 of this volume, analyzes the features of these
interactions according to the type of game they produce. Rogowski, in
chapter 4, examines what happens when the interactions are structured
by different kinds of institutions. This chapter explores what occurs when
institutions that manage disputes become themselves the objects of con-
flict. Here, it is assumed that political actors have awareness and the capac-
ity to shape the structures of their interaction; Kahler, in the next chapter,
explores the implications of eliminating the assumption of awareness.

Governance quarrels matter to the extent that institutions are im-
portant. Institutions structure power relations, so actors have every incen-
tive to care about these institutions. They will deploy resources to shape
institutions to their liking. As institutions develop, actors invest in them.
The greater and more specific the investment, the larger the stake in any
arrangement and the stronger the institution. If institutions are strong,
they will shape the outcome of any governance quarrel. If institutions are
weak, other resources of power come into play, such as the force of arms,
powers of propaganda and persuasion, leadership skills, and economic
leverage. To form institutions and to alter them poses collective-action
problems. These can be overcome if there is a joint product, that is if
some actors have a strong enough reward to pay the transaction costs of
leadership.

Institutional formation and change poses information challenges. If in-
formation is complete and all aspects of the future can be fully antici-
pated, actors are playing a fully informed game where all aspects of the
institutional arrangements being discussed are thoroughly grasped. If in-
formation is imperfect, if the future cannot be fully anticipated, then
actors will have to turn to a variety of devices for linking together their
preferences and strategies—for example, information shorthands, ideolo-
gies, prior convictions, philosophies about good and bad institutions—
which construct a common knowledge among the players and reduce the
information challenge to manageable proportions. These shorthands or
ideologies come to influence the outcome of the strategic interaction in a
governance dispute.
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This instrumentalist approach to understanding governance disputes
helps sort out arguments in international relations over the role of institu-
tions, system, power, culture, and meaning. Realists doubt the importance
of institutions in influencing behavior; they question the rewards institu-
tions reap and the power that the investment of specific assets in them
contributes to their persistence. Constructivists doubt the adequacy of
self-interest that underlies the notion of specific assets in fully capturing
the attachments actors form to the institutions around them. The Durk-
heimians among the constructivists, or among any system theorists, doubt
that preferences form prior to a system. These alternative approaches lead
to different understandings of a governance quarrel.

To some degree, the differences among these views are empirical: In
some situations, the realist assumptions about institutions captures reality
quite well; in other cases, institutions seem far more powerful. In some
cases, the power of systems to shape the character of actors within those
systems seems evident, whereas, in other situations, the system is con-
structed by actors whose characters are already formed.

The distinction between international relations and domestic politics
can be recast as an empirical point about the strength of institutions. The
governance struggle differs markedly in the factors that enter into play
according to the strength of institutions. Where these are strong, gover-
nance arguments are greatly influenced by institutional procedures; this is
likely to be the case in domestic systems but can also arise in international
relations where institutions are strong. For this reason, quarrels within
the European Union resemble domestic politics far more than they do
the relations among states in wartime. Conversely, where institutions are
weak, other power resources take on more importance, which can happen
in both domestic and international settings. For this reason, countries
experiencing civil war resemble international relations more than they
resemble stable domestic politics.

Research cannot proceed effectively by putting all variables into play.
As the editors of this volume note, methodological bets are vital. It is best
to grasp the logic of each approach, follow it, and then explore what
elements of reality it can or cannot model.
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C H A P T E R S I X

Evolution, Choice, and International Change

M I L E S K A H L E R

INTERNATIONAL relations has largely ignored evolutionary theories, which
have become centers of vigorous investigation and debate in the biological
sciences, in economics, and in philosophy. This skepticism has historical,
empirical, and theoretical roots. Through a misreading of intellectual his-
tory, evolutionary theories have been tainted by their association with
Social Darwinism and a particular image of international politics as a
conflict-prone jungle. In addition, recent controversies surrounding socio-
biology have left the mistaken impression that a deployment of evolution-
ary theory necessarily entails accepting a strong genetic influence on
human behavior.

Equally important, the post-1945 international system does not appear
to lend great support to a dynamic of variation and selection. Despite the
birth of dozens of new and weak states, those weak states have, by and
large, survived in much larger numbers than a crude evolutionary model
might suggest. Even in a longer sweep of time, the survival of inefficient
institutions remains a central puzzle in economic and international his-
tory. On a cursory reading of history, particularly recent history, the forces
of selection appear weak or distorted. Finally, strong theoretical argu-
ments have been made against a simple transfer of evolutionary theory
from the biological to the social realm. In this view, evolutionary theories
cannot be applied in more than a metaphorical way in the social sciences
or international relations.

The advantages of an evolutionary approach, if a rigorous one could
be developed, are equally clear. Evolutionary models impart a dynamic
element to international relations theory and give it greater leverage in
explaining historical change. Given the importance of the environment in
“moving” evolutionary processes, evolutionary theories hold the promise
of rehabilitating systemic theory and placing it on a sounder footing.

The author wishes to thank Jack Hirshleifer, John McMillan, Lou Pauly, and the others
who contributed to Strategic Choice and International Relations for their comments on this
chapter. Timothy Johnson provided excellent research assistance.
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Whatever their ultimate success in stimulating theoretical development
and empirical applications, evolutionary analogies jar our current as-
sumptions and framework, forcing refinement and redesign.

Most important for this volume, evolutionary theory suggests limits to
models of strategic choice as well as extending and enriching those mod-
els. An evolutionary approach carries to its limit one of the conceptual
experiments described by Lake and Powell. Relatively spare claims about
actor attributes permit both the relaxation of rationality assumptions and
an examination of the explanatory power of the actors’ environment. By
widening conceptions of the strategic environment, evolutionary theories
both underline and undermine a narrower definition of environment as a
population with a limited menu of actions and information. Evolutionary
theory also expands the scope of strategic-choice theory to a wider array
of international settings and offers an avenue for explaining some persis-
tent puzzles in strategic-choice accounts, such as selection among multiple
institutional equilibria. Finally, evolution complements strategic choice
by adding a dynamic driver to models that rely on equilibrium outcomes.

The first step in assessing evolutionary theories and their applications
in international relations is establishing a benchmark, drawn from the
natural sciences, for an evolutionary framework. Since social scientists
have awarded evolution a wide array of definitions, establishing a com-
mon understanding from the outset is essential. The next section presents
several applications, drawn largely from economics, of an evolutionary
approach in the social sciences. Apart from assessing the strengths and
shortcomings of these applications, this section also establishes the com-
plementarities and tensions between an evolutionary and a strategic-
choice framework. In the third section, three applications of an
evolutionary approach to international relations are compared to alterna-
tive, nonevolutionary explanations. Each is concerned with population in
international relations: how institutions evolve, why the average size of
states has changed over time and why units of a particular kind (sovereign
territorial states) have become dominant in modern international rela-
tions. These explorations lead to conclusions on the prerequisites of a
successful research program inspired by evolutionary approaches to inter-
national relations and the benefits of integrating evolutionary and strate-
gic-choice frameworks.

DEFINING EVOLUTIONARY THEORY: DARWINIAN NATURAL
SELECTION AND ITS RIVALS

The “Darwin industry” in the history of science has both enriched our
understanding of the evolution of evolutionary theory and undermined
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some long-standing and popular preconceptions about Darwin’s role in
the Darwinian revolution. Many controversies marked and continue to
mark the working out of the Darwinian revolution in evolutionary biol-
ogy. The rivals of Darwinian evolutionary theory have precise (and often
more powerful) theoretical parallels in the social sciences.

Darwin, despite his central creative role (which has not been seriously
undermined) did not invent evolution: In alternative forms, evolution was
widely accepted before Darwin.1 Darwin’s essential contribution was pro-
posing natural selection as the main mechanism by which evolution and
the origin of species had come about. Natural selection remains the core
of the Darwinian research program. In the theoretical break represented
by natural selection, variation is not directed and appears independently
of any adaptive advantage; selection working through the environment
shapes that variation toward adaptedness. Causality shifts from the
organism (where it lay in the principal rivals to Darwinian theory) to
the environment (Depew and Weber 1995).2 The mechanism of natural
selection was suggested to Darwin, it seems, by two analogies: the artifi-
cial selection of stock breeders and the Malthusian model, drawn from
political economy, of competition for survival within a population. The
shift to “population thinking” was another part of the contribution that
Darwin (and Alfred Russel Wallace, who arrived at a similar model at
about the same time) made to the theory of evolution (Mayr 1982). Con-
centration on populations reinforced the gradualism of Darwin’s image
of evolution, in which macro-change (the origin of species) occurred
through a host of micro-changes within a population set in a particular
environment.

Darwin’s The Origin of Species ultimately shattered the hold of theistic
theories of evolution on the scientific community, but his revolution was
an incomplete one. Peter J. Bowler (1983, 7–8) makes clear the power of
Darwinism’s rivals into the early twentieth century: the inheritance of
acquired characteristics embodied in neo-Lamarckism, which offered
powerful support for a progressive view of life and history; orthogenesis,
in which evolution is driven by the unfolding of forces within organisms;
and mutation (or saltation) in which species are born through large and
sudden “leaps” of change. The power of these alternatives, particularly
neo-Lamarckism, was such that only a fortuitous alliance between Dar-
winism and the neo-Mendelians, who founded the modern science of
genetics, carried the day. Genetics provided a definitive explanation of

1 This account of the development of evolutionary theory is based on Young 1992;
Depew and Weber 1995; Bowler 1983, 1988; and Mayr 1982, 400–488.

2 Depew and Weber (1995) argue the importance of the Newtonian model of physics in
pressing Darwin toward an emphasis on “external rather than internal causes.”
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the principal source of variation in the neo-Darwinian synthesis of the
twentieth century, rendering Lamarckism irrelevant to the new biological
sciences. Lamarckism was also undermined by a deeper flaw in its logic—
characters were acquired in response to new environmental conditions
and then could be inherited without further influence from the environ-
ment (Bowler 1983, 76–77). This non-Darwinian variation in the plastic-
ity of inherited traits points to a dilemma in transferring Darwinian mod-
els to social and cultural phenomena. Some social and cultural traits or
behaviors are transmitted virtually without change, paralleling the herita-
bility of traits in the Darwinian model; others can change dramatically
over relatively short spans of time.

What, then, in skeletal form, does an evolutionary model on Darwinian
lines require? In its barest form, it requires several crucial decisions. The
first is a determination of the relevant population or level at which selec-
tion occurs. Here, classical Darwinians are adamant: Selection takes place
at the level of the individual organism (or, more recently, the gene). Group
or species selection is rejected. Although this neo-Darwinian consensus
holds, the possibility of a hierarchy of selective processes that would in-
clude macroevolutionary “species sorting” or “species selection” has been
raised by those who question the ability of the classical Darwinian model
to deal with the paleontological record (Gould 1992, 60–63). Some per-
ceive the Darwinian status quo as even more unsettled and predict that
Darwinism may come to apply only to a middle range of processes at the
level of organisms and populations; macroevolution and microevolution
(below the level of the organism) may be governed to a lesser degree by
selection and adaptation (Depew and Weber 1995, 15).

Any transfer of a Darwinian model to the social sciences must make
similar judgments. One might argue that any evolutionary process must
ultimately select on individual modes of behaviors or routines carried out
by individuals (Matthews 1993:164–65). On the other hand, one could
argue (in parallel with those espousing a hierarchy of evolution in the
natural world) that selection or “sorting” of firms, organizations, or states
is not reducible to the individual level.

Second, the sources of variation within a population and replication
across generations must be identified. Although Darwin accepted the exis-
tence of variation in natural populations, the principal source of that vari-
ation, genetic mutation, had to wait decades for its identification. In social
life and international relations, sources of variation in individual behavior
or organizational routines are less difficult to identify, although the
sources are more varied. More controversial is the existence of directed
variation as individuals, firms, or states respond to environmental
changes. The possibility of learning that is incorporated into social “geno-
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types” and reproduced across generations introduces a Lamarckian ele-
ment into many evolutionary theories in the social sciences.3

Many social-science models of evolutionary design address the issue of
replication by positing a high degree of inertia in human and institutional
behaviors. That inertia is attributed to bounded rationality, reliance on
routines, or path dependence. Although inertia of this kind may plausibly
serve as a proxy for biological replication, it risks confining variation too
much. Also, variation (innovation) in such models is often induced by
environmental pressure, deviating from the random and undirected varia-
tion of Darwinian theory.

Third, the selection environment for the population in question must be
identified. In classical Darwinism, intraspecific competition (on a model
similar to that of Malthus) is the overriding feature of the selection
environment: Since population size would increase exponentially if all
members reproduced and the resources on which the population relies are
relatively fixed, a “fierce struggle for existence” occurs in which only a
fraction of each generation survives (Mayr 1982, 479–81). In the social
world, vague references to competition or a “market for institutions” sub-
stitute for careful analysis of the features of a competitive environment.
As Jack Hirshleifer (1987b) points out, in many social settings (such as
most markets), certain types of competition familiar in nature (interfer-
ence and predation) are ruled out. Market competition is limited to the
“more innocuous forms of scramble” (depletion of resources). In fact,
according to Hirshleifer, market competition is a three-sided competi-
tion—against a rival for the opportunity to engage in exchanges with a
third party (consumer or supplier). As one moves further from a pure
market environment to the politicized markets of most societies or to
institutional environments, the selection environment and the dynamics
of competition grow murkier. Many controversies in international rela-
tions revolve, in part, around the definition of the relevant selection envi-
ronment for states. For realists, competition is defined by the military
competition among great powers (in which lesser military powers play
little or no role); for liberals, the environment may be defined more
broadly to include economic actors (such as multinational corporations)
that may interact strategically with states or by changes in economic pa-
rameters, such as relative prices, that may have effects on the differential
success of states over time.

Adaptation, a fourth element at the core of the Darwinian research
program, has been criticized by some biologists as Panglossian storytell-

3 Larmarckian findings also creep back into the natural world. Two investigators study-
ing animal behavior have recently argued that learned behaviors can be passed stably across
generations (although not, of course, incorporated in the genotype) (Angier 1995).
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ing, in which virtually every feature of an organism can be “explained”
as an adaptation by a superselectionist (Gould and Lewontin 1979). Even
convinced neo-Darwinians have admitted the careless use of adaptation
and have cautioned against imputing adaptive value to each and every
element of the phenotype. Traits may be “tolerated by natural selection
but not specially shaped for life in a particular adaptive zone” (Mayr
1988, 136).

In applying evolutionary approaches to societies or international rela-
tions, adaptationist accounts are even more open to question. Although
critics of adaptationist excess in biology may argue that there are con-
straints on adaptation because of body plans or other artifacts of evolu-
tionary history, they would not deny the power of natural selection in
inducing adaptation. The arguments for a developmentalist explanation
in social or economic evolution are much stronger, since the power of
environmental pressures to force adaptation is not so readily conceded.
Rather than critics who argue against explaining all social phenomena as
products of adaptation to selective pressures, many social scientists are
likely to contest any role for environmental pressures in shaping the fea-
tures of organizations, institutions, or states.

Finally, classical Darwinian theory has espoused gradual change as its
model, following Darwin’s dictum against evolutionary change by
“leaps.” The rate of evolutionary change became the subject of a widely
followed (and often misunderstood) controversy within evolutionary bi-
ology, the question of punctuated equilibrium. In contrast to the classical
Darwinian emphasis on steady, incremental evolutionary change, Stephen
Jay Gould and Niles Eldredge proposed a model of periods of rapid speci-
ation followed by periods of relative stasis (Somit and Peterson 1992).
The debate later became embroiled in controversy over the hierarchy of
selection noted above. Although punctuated equilibrium was quickly
picked up by social scientists, its implications for evolutionary theories in
the social sciences are, in fact, less important than the other constituents
of Darwinian theory.

The term evolutionary has often taken on the connotation of gradual in
the study of history and society; “evolutionary” approaches to economic
reform, for example, have recently been contrasted to “shock treatment.”
Nevertheless, the “saltationist” view that history is also shaped by rup-
tures and variability in the rate of change has always been a powerful
one. Although the gradualist view is still the predominant Darwinian one,
more rapid change need not overturn an evolutionary theory if it does not
at the same time undermine the underlying variation-selection-adaptation
model of natural selection.

Darwin’s theory of natural selection, as interpreted by the neo-Darwin-
ian synthesis, erased assumptions of progress and intentional design in
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the natural world. Each of these issues continues, in different ways, to
haunt Darwinian intellectual transfers, however. The assumption of
human progress, carefully segregated from its biological analogue, proved
to be a much more difficult artifact to eliminate in the social sciences and
history. Outside the natural sciences, interest in evolutionary theory was
often driven by its perceived progressive implications. Echoes of progres-
sive assumptions can be heard in recent accounts of institutional evolution
toward more efficient outcomes. Design, although not theistic design, has
also lingered in unexpected ways. The belief in purposive design and its
importance in human artifacts of all kinds—particularly institutions—
does not contradict an evolutionary account, but it must contend with
unintended evolutionary change that takes a course different from that
intended by purposive agents (Hirshleifer 1987b). Tension between opti-
mizing choice and institutional evolution through competitive selection
reappears in efforts to link a Darwinian evolutionary view to a strategic-
choice perspective (Matthews 1993).

The logic of Darwinian theory was not recognized in an abrupt, Kuhn-
ian scientific revolution. It was worked out over decades as new scientific
constituencies found in Darwin’s ideas the missing pieces of different puz-
zles they confronted. Even its austere outlines remain controversial and
contested, although estimates of the importance of recent assaults differ
widely (Depew and Weber 1995; Dennett 1995). Those persistent contro-
versies confirm, however, that the adaptations made by social scientists
who import evolutionary theory are not simply an inevitable softening
through misunderstanding.

Although a biologically based template for evolutionary models pro-
vides a useful point of departure, it should not be used as a tool to weigh
and find wanting the softer adaptations of evolutionary theory found in
the social sciences. In line with the pragmatism of strategic-choice theory,
the success of those adaptations can only be estimated by their usefulness
in explaining important international outcomes. Precisely which constit-
uents of Darwinian theory are omitted or relaxed by social scientists and
the logic of those efforts at redesign are the subjects of the next section.

CHOICE AND EVOLUTION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Darwinian theory had striking and well-documented connections to con-
temporary political economy. Darwin’s famous reading of Thomas Mal-
thus in 1838 and his appropriation of competition under conditions of
scarcity were awarded an essential place by Darwin himself in the elabora-
tion of natural selection. Others detect in Darwin’s treatment of diversity
another borrowing: Adam Smith’s division of labor. Darwin’s shift from
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an essentialist view of species as units to a selectionist approach based
on populations of individual organisms grounded his theory in a fashion
similar to economics (Depew and Weber 1995).

Despite these inherited similarities, Darwinism and the social sciences
have diverged for much of their histories. Although social philosophers
and social scientists claimed to be evolutionists, few were Darwinians.
Perhaps natural selection’s uncertain fate in biology permitted the social
sciences to borrow an evolutionism that resembled Darwinism’s rivals
more closely than Darwinism itself. The overriding importance of the en-
vironment in the Darwinian scheme has presented one drawback to the
transfer of Darwinian models. Skeptics well versed in Darwinian theory,
such as John Maynard Smith (1972), have argued that Darwinism could
assume a relatively fixed environment that populations could not change;
human history, in Smith’s view, cannot sustain that assumption without
question, an assumption that is further undermined by economic and so-
cial development.

The overwhelming environmental determinism of Darwinism is diffi-
cult for social scientists to accept. At the same time, another basis of Dar-
winism—undirected, random variation—is also a difficult starting point
for the social sciences, particularly those who deploy a strategic-choice
approach. The purposive, designing character of human action means
that variation often takes place to meet environmental change or chal-
lenge, and social or cultural variation will not be purely random. If a
population and a selection environment can be clearly defined, these is-
sues—the weight of the environment in determining outcomes and the
potentially directed character of variation in human societies—must be
confronted in any application of evolutionary theory to the social sci-
ences. The issues replay the conceptual experiment of Lake and Powell
by forcing attention to the importance of the environment as opposed to
actor beliefs and preferences.

Despite the difficult methodological issues a theoretical transfer poses,
evolutionary theories have demonstrated perennial appeal for one over-
riding reason: Darwinism offers a model of demonstrated power in
explaining irreversible (noncyclical) change, analogous to historical
change. At the same time, the Darwinian model requires nonheroic as-
sumptions regarding the rationality and information-processing capabili-
ties of populations.

Evolutionary theories in the social sciences that resemble the Darwinian
model can be arrayed on two dimensions: the relative weight they assign
to the selection environment in determining outcomes and their reliance
on either populations displaying fixed behavioral repertoires or purpo-
sive, rational actors who “read” the environment and learn from past
experience or from other players. One cluster of “hard Darwinian”
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approaches mimics natural selection by concentrating attention on selec-
tion pressures on large populations, with few concessions to individual
foresight or choice. Evolutionary economics relaxes both the environmen-
tal and behavioral assumptions, the latter by accepting directed rather
than random variation. Evolutionary game theory remains closest to a
frame of strategic choice, melding nonheroic rationality assumptions with
outcomes in which particular strategies coexist or dominate. These evolu-
tionary approaches share populations that typically consist of institutions
(often firms); they aim to explain the “differential growth and survival of
patterns of social organization.” “Inheritance” can be supplied by the
“deadweight of social inertia, supported by intentionally taught tradi-
tion.” Variation is incorporated by mutations in the form of “copying
errors,” imitation, and rational thought (Hirshleifer 1982, 221).

“Hard Darwinism”

Armen Alchian’s (1950, 211) account of firm competition, an “extreme
random-behavior model without any individual rationality, foresight, or
motivation whatsoever,” is an early exemplar of the “hard Darwinian”
model transferred to economic competition. His model is designed to
demonstrate that, given assumptions about the selection criterion, in this
case “realized positive profits,” rational or optimizing assumptions about
the agents are not required. Firm success may well be the result of luck
or chance. This model, if its stringent conditions are accepted, does not
rule out judgments on the viability of different firms: “With a knowledge
of the economy’s realized requisites for survival and by a comparison
of alternative conditions, [the observer] can state what types of firms or
behavior relative to other possible types will be more viable, even though
the firms themselves may not know the conditions or even try to achieve
them” (Alchian 1950, 216).

Alchian’s Darwinian model stands at one end of this array of evolution-
ary models (emphasis on competitive selection by the environment, no
requirement of rational or optimizing behavior on the part of agents),
but he admits the possibility of individual efforts at adaptation through
purposive, foresighted behavior. (Of course, there is no guarantee that
such behavior will be selected.) Like other evolutionary theorists, under
conditions of uncertainty, he suggests that “rough and ready” imitative
rules of behavior are one likely alternative; another is innovative trial-
and-error behavior. Outside an evolutionary framework, John Steinbrun-
er’s (1974) cybernetic model of decision making incorporates a similar
model of simple learning from a limited repertoire of environmental cues;
learning takes place only in the sense that a unit’s behavior changes
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systematically. Also drawn from foreign-policy analysis is a nonlearning
model that Philip Tetlock labels “autistic”: wholly nonadaptive with no
effective feedback from the environment (Breslauer and Tetlock 1991).
Although Tetlock’s version assigns the environment only a very small role
in the determination of outcomes, such a model of individual behavior
could be implanted in a Darwinian model (as it is in Alchian’s) with the
crucial change that final outcomes are determined by environmental selec-
tion rather than internally driven change.

Few applications of evolutionary models have adopted a hard Darwin-
ian approach. Organizational ecology, which attempts to transfer explic-
itly biological categories to the study of populations of organizations,
is an important exception (Carroll 1984; Hannan and Freeman 1989).
“Population thinking” and an emphasis on the environment as a powerful
explanatory variable are important constituents of this Darwinian
approach to organizational selection and survival. Another key and con-
troversial assumption is inertia. Organizations are not viewed as highly
plastic or malleable; managers or leaders are predicted to have little long-
term effect on the survival prospects of institutions they direct. Given
these assumptions, organizational ecology sets itself apart from, on the
one hand, explanations of organizational change through learning or ad-
aptation in response to environmental change and, on the other, change
based on random transformation in response to internal dynamics. In
the view of organizational ecologists, “most of the variability in the core
structures of organizations comes about through the creation of new orga-
nizations and organizational forms and the demise of old ones” (Hannan
and Freeman 1989, 11–12).

Although organizational ecology seems to transpose the Darwinian
model neatly to the organizational world, the preceding declaration sug-
gests a central ambiguity: what it is that changes, is created, or dies. An
ecological approach would take the rise and fall of populations in compe-
tition with other populations as the core research question. Some organi-
zational ecologists, however, seem intent on explaining some equivalent
of the origin of species (of organizations)—the evolution of organiza-
tional forms. Unfortunately, as their critics have pointed out, no clear
organizational taxonomy exists to define when a new “species” has
emerged (Young 1988).4

Apart from asserting powerful forces of inertia within organizations,
organizational ecology also lacks a convincing model for the equivalents
of inheritance and reproduction. An emphasis on inertia also overrides a
careful examination of the sources of variation and ultimately “specia-
tion” in organizational form, although one hypothesis relates organiza-

4 For a response on the taxonomy issue, see Carroll 1984, 78–80.
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tional innovation to the movement into new resource spaces (parallel to
allopatric speciation in nature) (Romanelli 1991).

The most telling criticisms of the organizational ecology approach,
however, have centered on two issues that arise repeatedly when Darwin-
ism is transferred to the social sciences. Organizations, as human con-
structions, can influence their environment; specifically, they can create
resources. The intense competitive struggle over resources that is part of
the organizational ecology perspective must, therefore, be demonstrated
or qualified (Young 1988). The issue of human agency and the ability of
organizations to direct their adaptations consciously and successfully has
undoubtedly created the greatest unease, however, particularly among
those who make a living by advising organizations on their strategies. The
view from organizational ecology is clear, if unproven: Adaptation is not
directed. As Hannan and Freeman declare: “In a world of high uncer-
tainty, adaptive efforts by individuals may turn out to be essentially ran-
dom with respect to future value” (1989, 22). This radically skeptical
view about the ability of organizations to learn in an adaptively advanta-
geous way is perhaps the most unsettling of the implications of this and
other Darwinian applications in the social sciences.

Evolutionary Economics

Evolutionary economics, as elaborated by Richard R. Nelson and Sidney
G. Winter, moves another step away from natural selection in the array
of evolutionary approaches. Unlike the “hard” Darwinian models just
described, Nelson and Winter’s enterprise aims to explain economic
change or “the dynamic process” that lies behind change in a variable
over time by shifting emphasis toward an adaptive agent and adding sim-
ple learning to the model. Nelson’s (1995) definition of an evolutionary
model accepts that the variable in question is subject to random variation
and “systematic selection forces” that “winnow” on the variation. Nelson
and Winter (1982) are critical of the optimization and equilibrium frame-
works of conventional economics, but they argue that “blind” and “delib-
erate” processes can be interwoven in an evolutionary account. As a
result, their evolutionary theory is “unabashedly Lamarckian”: Variation
in behavior can be stimulated by adverse conditions (directed variation),
and variation can then become embedded in organizations (inheritance
of acquired characteristics).

The population of interest for Nelson and Winter is a population of
firms or other large, complex organizations engaged in the provision of
goods and services for an identifiable clientele. At least rough measures
of good and bad performance can be established for the population. (The
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scope of their theory could therefore apply to many other large organiza-
tions, including nation-states.) Their version of evolutionary economics
is devoted to explaining economic change, particularly technological
change, and offering a new understanding of economic growth. Nelson
and Winter argue that disaggregation to the level of differential survival
and growth in a particular population of firms should provide a better
explanation of these economic outcomes than conventional theory.

Although Nelson and Winter move away from the random variation
and environmental selection of hard Darwinian models, they also keep
their distance from an optimizing view of firm behavior as well. Routines,
“regular and predictable behavioral patterns of firms,” are central to their
conception of “organization genetics”; routine provides in more empiri-
cally defensible form the “inertia” posited by organizational ecologists.
Routines provide the fixity across “generations” of organizations that
evolutionary theories require. They are also the source of variation on
which the selection environment can operate, for within the classes of
routines are those that can modify the operations of the firm, changes
that are modeled as “searches” (Nelson and Winter 1982). Searches that
produce new behavior are the sources of innovation, which lies at the
heart of any theory of technological change.

Here as well, however, Nelson and Winter walk a line between a model
of foresighted adaptation to change and complete inertia or random
search. The firm (or its leadership) may select options, but deliberate,
maximizing choice is not part of their model. Instead, their model of inno-
vation includes bounded rationality and a cybernetic style of search by
existing firms or by potential entrants to an industry stimulated by chang-
ing environmental conditions. Innovation can have a multiplier effect
through a process of imitation, a further deviation from a purely biologi-
cal model. Their selection environment diverges from a simple one of mar-
ket competition under conditions of scarcity. The market is the core of the
selection environment, since successful innovation leads to higher profits,
further investment, and firm growth (in turn, shaping larger patterns of
economic growth). Relatively unsuccessful firms lose market share and
profitability, and shrink. On the other hand, Nelson and Winter stipulate
several additional elements in a complete model of the selection environ-
ment: the costs and benefits that enter the calculus of a firm deciding on
an innovation; the way that consumer and regulatory preferences define
“profitability”; the relationship between “profit” and the expansion or
contraction of the organization; and the mechanisms of imitation (Nelson
and Winter 1982, 262–63). This effort to flesh out the constituents of the
environment is one of the most innovative features of Nelson and Winter’s
evolutionary model.
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This version of evolutionary economics, designed to further an im-
portant research agenda, seems a useful corrective to both an austere
Darwinism or a conventional optimization model. Unfortunately, its re-
laxation of Darwinian assumptions retains an ad hoc flavor. Evolutionary
economics has, somewhat counterintuitively, attempted to explain inno-
vation and technological change using a model of firm behavior that re-
mains strongly inertial and undirected. Unfortunately, defining its central
constituents is difficult. Routines are central for Nelson and Winter, but
the degree of fixity required to qualify as a “routine” is difficult to esti-
mate: Routines must change in the face of poor performance, or adaptive
organizational change would be impossible. If routines are too plastic,
however, then the constancy required in an evolutionary model falls away.
In similar fashion, Nelson and Winter accept that the environment for
firms is changeable—fixity cannot be assumed as it typically is in nature—
yet the features that can be pulled from the environment as key predictors
of firm performance are very difficult to estimate empirically. The differen-
tiation required in the definition of a selection environment could lead to
increasingly individualized “environments” and undermine the evolution-
ary notion of a population confronting a relatively uniform environment.

Evolutionary Game Theory

Evolutionary game theory, a wide bridge for exchange between biology
and the social sciences, also provides an evolutionary approach that incor-
porates and qualifies a starting point in strategic choice. Evolutionary
game theory has been borrowed directly from one of the most fertile fron-
tiers of evolutionary biology, where game theory has provided a means
to explain the evolution of behaviors (or, more broadly, phenotypes) in
settings where “success depends on what others are doing” (Maynard
Smith 1982, 1). Payoffs are related to reproductive success (an increase in
fitness); since strategies are attached to individual members of nonhuman
populations, evolutionary game theory in biology is “game theory with-
out rationality” (Rapoport, cited in Sigmund 1995, 167). As Binmore and
Samuelson (1992, 286) describe:

In evolutionary game theory, a game G is seen as being played repeatedly.
Each time it is played, Nature chooses its players from a population whose
composition changes over time. The players do not think about how to play
G. They are endowed with strategies by a process of mutation and selection
that tends to eliminate strategies that are relatively less successful.

The relevant “environment” in these cases is defined as other members of
a population, often, though not always, members of the same species.
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Although the presence of more than two strategies may result in compli-
cated and unstable outcomes between competing populations, two alter-
natives will produce either domination of one strategy (and its adoption
by the entire population), bi-stability (each strategy is a best reply against
itself, and initial advantage leads through reinforcement to dominance of
one or the other), or coexistence, in which both strategies persist (Sig-
mund 1995).

Of course, the existing strategies are constantly challenged by new strat-
egies introduced through mutation. John Maynard Smith developed the
important concept of an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) to describe a
strategy that cannot be invaded by another, mutant strategy as the result
of natural selection. Determining whether and when an ESS emerges (it
is far from inevitable) has been central to the research program spawned
by evolutionary game theory’s treatment of biological populations.

For economists and other social scientists, evolutionary game theory
has provided a response to two somewhat different difficulties in strategic
choice: bounded rationality (injecting more “realism” into game-theoretic
assumptions about the information-processing capabilities of players)
and multiple equilibria (Samuelson 1993; Morrow 1994a). If evolution-
ary biologists began with hard-wired populations that were the equivalent
of automata, social scientists worked back from demanding definitions of
rationality to far more limited notions. Evolutionary game theorists have
introduced behavioral hypotheses as a means of modeling bounded ratio-
nality and learning of a simple sort: inertia (uncertainty and adjustment
costs); myopia (which incorporates Alchian’s imitation); and mutation (a
small probability that a player will change strategies at random) (Kandori,
Mailath, and Rob 1993). These hypotheses introduce enough consistency
in agent behavior for selection to operate. Equilibrium selection is driven,
in some cases, by mutations introduced into the agent populations or by
“mistakes” made by the boundedly rational agents in the learning process
(Samuelson 1993).

The interest of biologists in mutual aid or cooperative behavior—a puz-
zle given the “selfish gene” basis of competition among members of a
species—further stimulated interest in the prerequisites for these out-
comes and reasons for the robustness, stability, and initial viability of
particular strategies, particularly Tit-for-Tat (TFT) as a strategy in the
Prisoner’s Dilemma game. In the work of Robert Axelrod, Jack Hirsh-
leifer, and others, this research agenda was transferred to the social sci-
ences and international relations (Axelrod 1984; Hirshleifer and Martinez
Coll 1988). Although an active research program based on increasingly
complex simulations continues, the results of those simulations, despite
their suggestiveness for social and international phenomena, have increas-
ingly called into question the broad original claims made for the superior-
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ity of TFT. Other empirical applications of evolutionary game theory have
produced interesting and often counterintuitive results. In their modeling
of financial market behavior, Blume and Easley (1992) discovered that
the link between rationality and fitness was weak, further eroding the
automatic identity of optimizing behavior and competitive fitness that
once was accepted. Their model was also able to suggest selective advan-
tages for particular types of learning. In an application with profound
importance for social evolution, H. Peyton Young (1991) has modeled
the evolution of conventions on the basis of no common knowledge and
minimal rationality: “Society can ‘learn’ even when its members do not.”
Spatial proximity, which reduces the costs of recognition, has been dem-
onstrated as highly important in the emergence of cooperation among
animals and plants (Nowak, May, and Sigmund 1995, 80–81). Axelrod
also noted the significance of clustering for initial invasions of TFT into
hostile populations. These findings echo the tentative findings of Kurt
Gaubatz (1993) that democracies have tended to form clusters historically
(apart from a brief period in the interwar years), even though that cluster-
ing has not produced advantages in capabilities vis-à-vis nondemocracies.

Despite these suggestive applications of evolutionary game theory, the
limited transfer from this species of strategic choice to empirical research
agendas may illustrate weaknesses in the evolutionary analogy that resem-
ble those in other evolutionary approaches. Those questions concern de-
fining the population, describing the sources of variation in the models,
specification of the environment, and justifying the limits imposed on the
rationality of agents.

Although populations, defined by strategies, are relatively easy to delin-
eate in evolutionary models of this kind, those populations typically
consist of atomistic individuals; in the case of many simulations, real indi-
viduals. No social structure or decision rules for acting collectively are
introduced, which also makes direct application to social actors more
difficult (Hirshleifer and Martinez Coll 1988). These models do not pro-
vide explanations for the degree of original variation among strategies in
a society or its sources. The introduction of variation in the populations
through mutation is generally ad hoc: The rate at which mutations occur
in a social or economic setting is difficult to estimate. One of the key
differences between biological and social settings is the probable rate of
mutation: In the former, they are relatively rare; in the latter, they may
occur so frequently that existing equilibria do not have time to adjust
between their appearance (Binmore and Samuelson 1992). Outcomes are
often highly sensitive to sequencing and rate of entry of new mutants and
their strategies. A shift in competitive pressures that results in an ESS may,
through degeneration in the frequency of particular strategies, permit in-
vasion by another competitor to which it had previously been immune
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(Young and Foster 1991). If mutants can introduce any completely new
form of behavior, mutants can then alter the game being played as well
as the frequency of particular strategies (Mailath 1992).

As has been the case in other evolutionary approaches, specification of
the selection environment has proven difficult in both game simulations
and social and historical settings. As Blume and Easley (1992) point out,
in financial markets and other economic situations, the fitness criterion
in a given environment (embodied in the payoffs) must be chosen care-
fully. Many apparently robust strategies have proven to be highly sensitive
to environmental conditions, when environment is defined as populations
with different strategies. Doubts regarding the early findings of TFT’s
dominant position under many environmental conditions have emerged
with additional simulations. Hirshleifer argues that the success of TFT in
furthering cooperation through evolution is “highly situation-depen-
dent.” Altering some of Axelrod’s initial conditions favors other strategies
or permits a stable equilibrium in which several strategies coexist (Hirsh-
leifer and Martinez Coll 1988). Hirshleifer and Martinez Coll (1992, 272)
argue that typically a wider menu of strategies will survive in many envi-
ronments, coexisting, “each doing relatively well in some environmental
contexts but not in others.” Recent simulations suggest that a much less
demanding strategy (in terms of probability of error or cost of complexity)
of win-stay, lose-shift (labeled Pavlov) may be a more widespread basis
for the evolution of cooperation in nature than TFT (Nowak and
Sigmund 1993).

Environment in a social or historical setting may include more than pop-
ulations of players, however. How that larger environment feeds into the
payoff structure and discount parameters is rarely made explicit. Hirsh-
leifer, for example, makes changes (such as introducing an elimination
rather than a round-robin tournament) that suggest a “harsher” or less
forgiving overall environment. Such key environmental adjustments
might correspond to changes in military technology (the sucker’s payoff
becomes complete destruction rather than future economic disadvantage
or some other economic penalty) or a growth in trade (increasing the
payoffs for cooperation).

As described earlier, evolutionary game theory also permits the relax-
ation of stringent rationality assumptions. The naive and fixed quality of
“strategy” (taken to mean “a specification of what an individual will do
in any situation in which it may find itself”) eliminates the need for sophis-
ticated recognition, reasoning, and learning abilities (Maynard Smith
1982, 10). Applications of evolutionary game theory in the social sciences
have incorporated simple learning behavior, and some have even deter-
mined the relative fitness of different types of learning. The realistic quali-
ties that bounded rationality add to evolutionary models are also neces-
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sary for the inertial and consistent quality of behavior in those models. As
Morrow (1994a, 204) suggests, however, bounded rationality has several
meanings: It requires precise definition and justification before it is de-
ployed in evolutionary models. The plausible limits on human reasoning
will change from environment to environment: Such a typology remains
to be constructed.

Although simulations of strategic interaction that follow rough Dar-
winian precepts and evolutionary game theory have provided tantalizing
analogies to social and international interaction, a research program link-
ing strategic choice and evolutionary dynamics is only now taking shape.
As Anatol Rapoport (1988) warns, it is premature to offer policy prescrip-
tions on the basis of simulations confined by such restrictive (and appar-
ently sensitive) conditions. Nevertheless, applications of evolutionary
game theory provide a promising avenue for melding realistic reasoning
assumptions, strategic choice, and a dynamic provided by selective pres-
sures acting on populations of actors.

EVOLUTION, INSTITUTIONS, AND THE UNITS
OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Preceding chapters in this volume have demonstrated the central place
that strategic choice has long occupied in international relations. An evo-
lutionary vocabulary has also been part of international relations, but,
until recently, evolutionary theories have not been. Kenneth Waltz (1979),
for example, asserts that selection and socialization are the two principal
mechanisms through which structure affects behavior in international
politics. In his treatment of selection through competition, he employs a
radically Darwinian vocabulary at some points (rationality means “only
that some do better than others—whether through intelligence, skill, hard
work, or dumb luck”) but never elaborates a clear intervening indicator
of differential “success” (apart from simple survival), a clear portrait of
the competitive environment, or an assessment of how the selection envi-
ronment varies over time.

Robert G. Gilpin’s (1981) influential treatment of change in interna-
tional politics is more cyclical than evolutionary. In his account of rise
and decline of hegemonic powers, the sources of change are endogenous
to particular states; pressures from other states do not figure directly. Lim-
itations on change and expansion include the “generation of opposing
power,” but emphasis is placed on internal processes that set limits to
the expansion of scale: centrifugal forces within the state and structural
changes in its economy.
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The evolutionary theories described in the preceding section have been
drawn largely from economics, where competitive selection of agents
(particularly firms) has been an important theoretical contender with
models based on optimization. The strengths of an evolutionary approach
to world politics are best displayed in international change of a kind that
Darwinian models explain in nature: changes in the characteristics of pop-
ulations over relatively long periods of time (or many iterations of play).
Three constituents of international relations have inspired alternative
theories with evolutionary outlines: selection among alternative institu-
tional equilibria, selection on the scale of the units, and institutional iso-
morphism among these units (selection that leads to the dominance of a
particular “species” of units—sovereign territorial states—with a striking
number of similar characteristics). These applications of evolutionary
models to international relations also parallel one of the methodological
bets of the strategic-choice approach described by Lake and Powell: Evo-
lutionary models can be applied to different levels of analysis that present
a “seamless web from individuals to international outcomes.”

Institutional Evolution

Peter Gourevitch has described the emergence of institutions—domestic
and international—as strategic equilibria among specified agents. Institu-
tional change can be explained by endogenous change in preferences or
strategic repertoires (through learning). An alternative source of institu-
tional change is evolution: competitive selection among institutional equi-
libria over time.

One of the most influential and superficially evolutionary accounts for
institutional change is that of Friedrich von Hayek. For Hayek, institu-
tions and “spontaneous order” emerge through a process he portrays as
parallel to natural selection, neither natural (genetically based) nor artifi-
cial (the product of conscious human design). Institutional order is the
result of “a process of winnowing or sifting, directed by the differential
advantages gained by groups from practices adopted for some unknown
and perhaps purely accidental reasons” (Hayek 1979, 155). The emer-
gence of order bears some resemblance to the evolution of cooperation
through “blind” selection on self-interested strategies, but Hayek’s anal-
ogy is clearly the market system and its ability to marshal the particular
informational advantages of individuals and coordinate their activities.
Hayek’s view of institutional evolution also resembles Darwinian evolu-
tion in his occasional anti-teleological declarations: Unlike his bêtes
noires (among them, Karl Marx), Hayek does not believe we can compre-
hend the direction of history or suggest any laws of evolution.
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Unfortunately, Hayek’s allusions to natural selection remain just that.
He does not present a coherent evolutionary theory for institutional devel-
opment. The sources of continuing variation and institutional innovation
are obscure (Hodgson 1993b). Hayek posits a vague “market for institu-
tions” in which groups (his is a theory of group selection in the cultural
and institutional sphere) are advantaged and disadvantaged by means un-
specified in an environment that operates according to other than market
criteria. (The eradication of entire cultures through war and conquest, for
example, hardly fits with Hayek’s relatively benign, “bottom up” view of
human evolution.) As Nelson (1995, 82) describes, Hayek resembles
other theorists of institutional evolution in failing to specify how selective
mechanisms work, whether they are purely selective or involve some
learning (beyond simple trial and error), and why they benefit society as
a whole rather than the particular and powerful interests of groups within
society. Finally, Hayek’s attitude toward rationality remains ambivalent:
hostile to all rationalist “grand designs” imposed from above yet intent
on mobilizing intervention against such collectivist designs when evolu-
tion goes astray (Hodgson 1993b, 183–85). Apparently, “blind” evolu-
tion must finally be corrected by reason and learning, learning based, in
this case, on Hayek’s reading of the twentieth century.

The evolving neo-institutionalism of Douglass C. North represents an-
other influential account of institutional change that incorporates implicit
evolutionary assumptions. In his early work North’s arguments about
institutions are driven explicitly by considerations of efficiency: The cre-
ation of more efficient economic organization is the key to understanding
the success of the West in comparison to other regions in the early modern
era (North and Thomas 1973). The evolution of more efficient economic
organization in Western Europe, in turn, was driven by underlying
changes, particularly the expansion of trade and changes in military tech-
nology, that increased the optimal size of political organization. North’s
early statements have an inevitabilist and functionalist quality, in which
these changes point toward the emergence of nation-states. International
military competition lurks in the background of the account, but as the
last chapters of The Rise of the Western World suggest, there was
no convergence (apart from scale of political unit) on isomorphic internal
institutional arrangements. The Netherlands and England were both the
most efficient political economies in Europe and outliers because of their
relatively small scale. Although North claimed that international competi-
tion provided a “powerful incentive” for convergence among the princi-
pal states of Europe and there was some convergence on a larger scale
(even this is disputed), there was little convergence between the domestic
institutional arrangements of those who forged ahead economically
and those who fell behind. Failure to converge on the most efficient
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institutional design has become the central problem in North’s most re-
cent work.

North (1994) has now explicitly abandoned his argument that institu-
tions necessarily evolve in the direction of allocative efficiency. Institu-
tions reduce uncertainty, but there is no guarantee that they will provide
an efficient framework for human interaction. Unlike Hayek, North
(1990) is aware that persistent institutions are all too often highly ineffi-
cient and conducive to economic stagnation. Instead of assuming a selec-
tive tendency toward more efficient institutions, North now attempts to
explain why economic stagnation in the context of inefficient institutions
can persist so long, for centuries in many cases. His model continues to
rely on competition and the market, although he admits that political
markets are very different from economic ones.

At the core of his explanation for the failure of competitive selection, an
inability to winnow out inefficient economic and political organization, is
the notion of adaptive efficiency: Rules that permit societies to “acquire
knowledge and learning, to induce innovation, to undertake risk and cre-
ative activity of all sorts, as well as to resolve problems and bottlenecks
of the society through time” (North 1990, 80). The core explanation for
adaptively inefficient societies appears to be institutional path dependence
(or lock-in), on the one hand, and cognitive barriers to social learning, on
the other. The competitive environment, vaguely defined in early North,
has virtually disappeared in late North, where the explanations for differ-
ential economic performance are wholly endogenous, linked to the weight
of the past (path dependence) and cognitive and ideological filters that
obstruct collective learning. These predispositions for institutional inertia
could form the basis of a selection argument; for North, they are explana-
tions for institutional stasis and economic failure.

The virtual disappearance of the selection environment in North’s re-
vised account of institutional evolution only confirms the criticisms
leveled against the neoclassical view of institutions. Defining a relevant
competitive environment is made more difficult by the very broad defini-
tion awarded to “institutions”—“humanly devised constraints that shape
human interaction” (North 1990; Nelson 1995). But it is far from clear
that the competitive environment—which continues to receive bows in
the new institutionalist literature—is of central concern. As James Capo-
raso (1989, 154) argues, the new institutional history at best flirts with
creating an evolutionary theory for institutional change, which would
require “a language shift from efficiency to adaptation, from utilities to
selectors, and from conscious choice to blind (unforesightful) probes.”
Rather than reinstating ill-defined analogies to competitive markets, an
evolutionary approach would call into question the market analogy and
set to work examining the selectors (Nelson’s selection environment) at
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work in institutional change. Assessing the weight of that environment
and delineating its contours has hardly begun: “We have very little under-
standing of how this kind of a selection environment works, and how it
defines ‘fitness.’ We have no reason to believe that such selection environ-
ments are stringent, or stable, much less that they select on ‘economic
efficiency’ ” (Nelson 1995, 83).

Evolutionary game theory has provided a somewhat different view of
institutional emergence and the possibility of stable institutional equilib-
ria. Axelrod’s (1986) treatment of the evolution of norms resembles his
earlier simulations of the evolution of cooperation in the n-person Prison-
er’s Dilemma game. Rational behavior is not assumed; a small probability
of mutation in the populations is added; “reproductive success” is
awarded to the more successful players. He adds a central assumption
that stable norms depend on some probability of enforcement, which en-
tails costs for both the target and the enforcer. The pattern that emerges,
under certain initial assumptions of willingness to defect (with a risk of
detection) and willingness to punish within the population, is growing
norm-observant behavior (under threat of punishment), decline in the
punishing population (because of the enforcement costs), and a subse-
quent rise in violation of norms—in short, stable norms fail to emerge.
The norms game achieves stability only with the introduction of a meta-
norms game in which those who fail to punish defection are themselves
punished (and this outcome is dependent on a sufficiently high level of
vengefulness, i.e., a high probability that defection of either kind will be
punished!). Whether sufficient levels of vengefulness in support of meta-
norms are approached in human populations is an empirical question that
Axelrod does not answer.

Ulrich Witt (1989) develops an evolutionary alternative that is more
Hayekian in inspiration: Institutions are propagated in the absence of
strategic behavior through diffusion and imitation effects alone. The util-
ity of adopting an institutional or normative innovation in this model is
dependent on the relative frequency of other adopters in the population.
In certain cases, propagation will occur “spontaneously” because of the
individual benefits of the population, and a stable institutional equilib-
rium will be reached. In other cases, the critical mass of adopters cannot
be reached without the intervention of “diffusion agents” who serve to
propagate new institutions by inducing “a sufficient number of other
agents to expect that collective adoption will come about, so that the
expectation becomes self-fulfilling.”

Finally, Young (1991) develops a model for the emergence of self-
enforcing conventions that does not depend on deductive reasoning
or the positing of a focal point. Rather, expectations over time converge
on an equilibrium because of the feedback effect of past play. Young
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demonstrates that these expectations will converge in an evolutionary
fashion on one equilibrium, a stochastically stable equilibrium, if there is
sufficient stochastic variability (representing experimentation or mis-
takes) in the players’ responses.

Each of these approaches to the evolution of norms, conventions, and
institutions contains different assumptions regarding rational behavior,
strategic interaction, and a stable or randomly fluctuating environment.
Those differences, in turn, reflect the variety of institutions and the strate-
gic context underlying them (the need for enforcement, for example,
or the possibility of spontaneous and self-interested adoption). An evolu-
tionary model of institutions provides a means of explaining the emer-
gence of single (or limited) institutional alternatives among the many
multiple equilibria that exist in the context of behavior that, at best, ex-
hibits bounded rationality.

Evolution and the Scale of Units

From the end of feudalism until the end of World War II the scale of units
in world politics appeared to increase, reaching its peak in a world conflict
conducted by gigantic (by historical standards) political units—empires
and superpowers-to-be. Following 1945, decolonization brought a rapid
decline in the average scale of nation-states, a trend that has received a
recent additional inflection with the end of the Soviet Union and Yugosla-
via. Several theories have been proposed to account for this pattern. David
Friedman (1977) bases his theory on the calculus of a fiscal maximizer:
Territory is valued for the increase in tax revenues that it promises (net
of collection costs). Taxes on different bases (land, trade, and labor) have
different implications for this calculus. In Friedman’s analysis, trade and
labor offer potential tax resources that can “escape” an individual ruler:
Trade will be either undertaxed or overtaxed if trade routes fall in differ-
ent jurisdictions; labor can move to another jurisdiction if it is taxed. A
relative increase in these two sources of tax revenue will lead to efforts at
extending territorial control (or expanding ethnic homogeneity) in order
to maximize revenue. Friedman argues that the collapse of trade in the
early feudal period encouraged the fragmentation of political units that
were wholly dependent on land for revenue. As trade expanded in the
late medieval period, political units grew in size, and ethnic groups were
increasingly found within one political unit.

A different logic informs a recent article by Alberto Alesina and Enrico
Spolaore (1997). Their assumptions include democratic polities in which
a population’s preferences over public goods must be satisfied by their
leaders. Tension arises between economies of scale in the provision of
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public goods and the probability that a larger population will be more
heterogeneous in its preferences over the public goods provided. One im-
plication is that a world of democratic polities, in which the population’s
preferences must be conceded, will display smaller scale in its units than
a world of dictatorships. A second implication flows from the advantages
of increasing scale and the preferred means of capturing those benefits:
As economic integration increases (barriers to trade decline), the size of
the country is less significant. Therefore, Alesina and Spolaore contend
that the size of nations will vary inversely with the degree of economic
integration among them.

Absent from both these accounts is any consideration of the competi-
tive environment of these units: Friedman’s model may assume a competi-
tive reason for revenue maximizing; Alesina and Spolaore concede that
the role of military threats and defense spending must be added to their
model. Their opposed predictions on one key relationship—the effects of
increasing trade on size of political units (Friedman predicts an increase
in size, Alesina and Spolaore a decline) is related to this failure to take
into account competition from other units. In some circumstances, the
most advantageous means to capture the gains from increasing trade is to
capture or subordinate other political units (both the early modern period
and the late nineteenth century seem to confirm this relationship); in other
periods, such as the late twentieth century, territorial control is discon-
nected from the gains of economic integration.

A third model comes closer to incorporating the competitive environ-
ment into an explanation of scale through the variable of military technol-
ogy. Richard Bean (1973) links apparently exogenous changes in “the art
of war” to an increase in the optimal size of the state during the period
from 1400 to 1600. The introduction of cannons and particularly the
adoption of standing armies (rather than feudal levies) increased the reve-
nue demands of the state (and directly diminished the chances of internal
resistance). Economies of scale could be achieved through distributing
public goods provision over a larger tax base; a larger territory would
also increase the gains from trade. In Bean’s account the process of state
expansion had an inner face (centralization) and an outer face (consolida-
tion of smaller units into larger ones).

Leaving aside the actual degree of consolidation in these centuries
(some fragmentation also occurred), Bean’s account is weakened by its
failure to address the selective and competitive processes that may have
encouraged the increase in scale. The standing army of infantry was
hardly a new technology: The demand of sovereigns for this old-new mili-
tary instrument bears explanation; a change in the competitive environ-
ment is a plausible candidate. The advantages of larger scale stipulated
by Bean are dependent on a fixed administrative and fiscal technology
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(innovation in revenue raising could be enhanced in smaller units, as it
was in the Netherlands and England) and the absence of offsetting costs
to increased scale. In fact, a central argument of economic historians has
been the importance of changes that accompany increased scale and cen-
tralization: Too much centralization could embed inefficient institutions
that were deleterious to long-term growth. An overpowerful sovereign
had no incentive to concede the protection of property rights and other
institutional innovations conducive to long-term growth (North and
Thomas 1973). An optimal size, given existing military technology, might
be attained through means that reduced long-run selective advantage.
Rather than positing that “competition will tend to eliminate firms whose
size is outside the optimal range” (through disintegration or absorption),
this casual market analogy requires explication. The selection environ-
ment may have induced the shift in military technology as well as setting
both upper and lower bounds on the scale of viable political units. Given
the continued survival of a multitude of small polities in Europe after
1600, the intensity of competition itself must also be called into question.

The Evolutionary “Fitness” of the Nation-State

The adaptive advantages of the sovereign territorial nation-state are
raised in Bean’s account of early modern Europe. Although he emphasizes
an increase in the scale of political units, the population of Europe also
witnessed a shift in the type of political unit. Just as scale increased
through the mid-twentieth century, so the frequency of the sovereign terri-
torial nation-state grew to a dominant position against its competitors.
With the demise of the last multinational empire, the Soviet Union, there
were no competitors, with the possible exception of a European Union
that might or might not evolve toward federation. Competitive pressures
are one explanation for institutional isomorphism, and two recent expla-
nations for growing isomorphism among political units in early modern
Europe rely on competitive dynamics and evolutionary models.

Charles Tilly (1975, 1990) has long emphasized the role of military
competition in the creation of the modern state system. He has diverged
from many other investigators in rejecting a simple straight-line evolution
from the medieval monarchy to the modern state. Instead, Tilly (1990)
sees divergent paths and attempts to explain both variation in the kinds
of states that have appeared in Europe since the Middle Ages and their
eventual convergence on the nation-state model. Two alternatives were
particularly prominent: one based on capital and cities, the other on coer-
cion and states. Condensing his far more intricate argument, Tilly main-
tains that “war made states, and vice versa.” War was responsible for the
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variation in political units, a Lamarckian argument that variation was
stimulated by an environmental challenge, in this case, the threat of mili-
tary conflict. War was also critical in the selection out of alternative forms.
The crucial advantage of city-states (capital) was undermined with the
spread of commercialization and capital accumulation to larger political
units. At this point, Tilly’s argument is close to that of Bean: A shift to
standing armies meant that far greater resources were required to survive
in a competitive setting. Small-scale, decentralized states were at a distinct
disadvantage.

Hendrik Spruyt (1994) has advanced an alternative to Tilly’s explana-
tion that is even more explicitly evolutionary in its structure. Like Tilly,
he posits variation in political forms in the late Middle Ages, but the
variation is not stimulated by the environmental challenge of military
conflict. Rather, it results from an exogenous change in the economic envi-
ronment: the growth of trade, which acts on different internal political
alignments to produce different outcomes. Change in the medieval envi-
ronment produced three “synchronic alternatives” that competed over
the next centuries: sovereign territorial states, the city-states of Italy,
and the city-league (represented by the German Hansa). Spruyt carefully
specifies the key dimensions on which these alternative forms varied—
degree of internal hierarchy and demarcation of authority by territorial
parameters.

Compared to Tilly, Spruyt’s explanation of the selective advantage en-
joyed by the sovereign territorial state awards performance in military
conflict with competitors a less important role. The apparently Darwinian
role of military success disguises, in Spruyt’s view, the more fundamental
organizational advantages of the state. The state could mobilize military
resources more effectively than its rivals, but only because of its superior
institutional structure. That structure also granted it other advantages in
the environment of early modern Europe. Spruyt advances three different
mechanisms of “selection,” although two of these do not fit within a hard
Darwinian frame. The sovereign territorial state’s internal organization
permitted it to mobilize resources more effectively and granted it other
external advantages, such as greater credibility in committing to interna-
tional agreements and an enhanced ability to prevent free-riding.
Although this explanation for the selective advantages of the territorial
state extends beyond Tilly’s emphasis on mobilization for military con-
flict, it is compatible with Tilly’s view.

Spruyt’s second mechanism tilting toward isomorphism is not a com-
petitive one but institutionalist. Drawing on the sociologist Anthony Gid-
dens, Spruyt proposes mutual empowerment that favors the state against
the city-state and the city-league: a process of creating a state-favoring
environment and rendering illegitimate those rivals that did not possess
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its features of territorial demarcation and internal hierarchy. Although
this mechanism is construed by Spruyt as more cognitive or normative in
its operation, it also resembles such biological mechanisms as kin recogni-
tion that extend the realm of cooperative behavior.

Finally, a third mechanism (really two different processes) is shaped by
the competitive external environment only indirectly; competition may
spur imitation of more successful institutional forms (compatible with a
broadened evolutionary model) and accelerate the exit of social actors
from less successful units (less compatible with an evolutionary model).
Each of these mechanisms favored the sovereign territorial state over its
rivals; although they might contribute to survival in the Darwinian con-
text of military conflict, they were separable in their effects.

Tilly and Spruyt provide convincing and partially compatible explana-
tions for variation and convergence in political forms in Europe. Both
confront the familiar difficulty of evolutionary theories in assessing the
weight of the selection environment to the outcome in question: Neither
can explain why convergence was incomplete until very recently. City-
states survived into the modern era; that only one city-league existed
makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the viability of that form.
Not only did city-states survive, some—particularly the federation of city-
states labeled the Netherlands—became dominant powers in the new era,
a fact that poses problems for both Tilly and Spruyt.

Although the introduction of variation into these evolutionary accounts
is valuable, one might also remark that the range of variation was even
greater than Tilly and Spruyt allow. In particular, neither pays close atten-
tion to the failure in Europe of the political form that had long been domi-
nant in the rest of the world: empire. As E. L. Jones (1987) remarks: “A
long-lasting states system is a miracle. Empires are more understandable
since they are formed by straightforward military expansion with obvious
rewards for those engaged in it.” The size of empires continued to grow
even as the modern territorial state emerged as an institutional competitor
(Taagepera 1978). Like Bean, Tilly and Spruyt are better at setting a lower
bound to the mobilizing abilities of emerging states than they are at setting
an upper limit.

More troubling is the question of the selection environment. Tilly’s reli-
ance on the military environment is straightforward, and his linkage of
the territorial state and a greater ability to mobilize resources is plausible.
Neither Tilly nor Spruyt examine the economic environment, however;
this is particularly puzzling in Spruyt’s case, since he claims that exoge-
nous economic change produced the burst of variation that begins the
competition among these rivals. Assessing the non-Darwinian mecha-
nisms that Spruyt introduces is also difficult, particularly the importance
of mutual empowerment: Additional evidence of its deployment against
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the state’s organizational rivals is necessary. In general, it is not clear
whether Spruyt sees these other mechanisms as subsumed under a broader
Darwinian dynamic conducive to survival or whether they stand indepen-
dently.

Finally, the role of rational and foresighted behavior in these models
of competition among rival political forms is not clear. By incorporating
mechanisms such as imitation and social choice (selection from “below”),
Spruyt’s model could include elements of strategic behavior that affected
ultimate outcomes in a way that a purely Darwinian model would omit.
For both Tilly and Spruyt, the answer to this question hinges on whether
directed adaptation of core institutions in the competing variants was
possible or whether path dependence locked in initial institutional de-
signs. If statehood reduces to scale (and it comes close to doing so in
Tilly’s account), then such self-directed transformation is unlikely. If the
outlines of the territorial state are based on a centralized and territorial
political structure, then directed modifications are conceivable. Whether,
under conditions of uncertainty, the selective advantages of particular in-
stitutional forms were clear-cut requires more investigation, however. Did
political units during the critical centuries engage in little political experi-
mentation, in undirected random experiments, or in consciously chosen
adaptations?

CONCLUSION: EVOLUTIONARY THEORIES AND THEIR RIVALS

The explanations offered by Tilly and Spruyt provide excellent examples
of an evolutionary logic applied to an important problem in international
relations. The design of their arguments fits the broad definition of an
evolutionary model given by Richard Nelson: an explanation of the move-
ment of a variable across time; a means of generating variation and a
mechanism for winnowing on that variation; and “inertial forces” that
provide “constancy” in the survivors. Their accounts also suggest a re-
search agenda suited for evolutionary theories: large populations inter-
acting with relatively fixed environments across long stretches of time.
Simply stating this description of an agenda offers one explanation for
the lack of an evolutionary research program in international relations.
Theorists in international relations have been fixated on the post-1945
international system and immediate policy issues arising from the cold
war; “grand” theorists have been more preoccupied with explaining sup-
posed eternal patterns rather than dealing with international change.
Rather than large populations, international relations has, by and large,
concentrated its attention on the great powers and often the superpowers.
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“Population thinking” does not come naturally to the field. The longue
durée has seldom been more than a decade or two.

The Scope of Evolutionary Theories

Evolutionary theories will only find a larger audience in international rela-
tions if the field expands its historical reach (as Spruyt and Tilly have
done) and the scope of the problems it considers. Pushing the arguments
of Spruyt and Tilly to the even larger universe of political units in exis-
tence at the beginning of European expansion and explaining the relative
success of those units over time as they were drawn into the vortex
of military and economic competition is only one possible avenue of
research.

Evolutionary game theory raises the possibility of concentrating on
state strategies and the selection of particular strategies by the competitive
environment. The contemporary convergence of economies on market-
oriented and neo-liberal policies has been explained by the bargaining
leverage of international investors and financial institutions; simultane-
ous, endogenous choices for market-oriented policies are also candidates
in explaining this shift. An evolutionary model provides a competing ex-
planation: the relative success of states adopting strategies more open to
an increasingly liberalized international economic environment. In some
cases (the Soviet Union), failure meant demise; in others, successful
change in strategy meant an increase in resources and international status.
Developing models that select on strategies will require a more sophisti-
cated typology of strategies, one that moves beyond the choice in Prison-
er’s Dilemma simply to “cooperate” or “defect” and is grounded in the
historical choices governments make.

Widening the scope of international relations beyond a state-defined
international environment and populations of states will also enhance the
utility of evolutionary approaches. International changes that form part
of the environment of states—the evolution of international industrial
networks, the emergence and disintegration of dominant languages,
patterns of migration—should be incorporated in a redefinition of the
environment; evolutionary theories might then become more plausible
explanatory contenders.

In the broadest terms, betting on the value of evolutionary theories
means placing a wager on how the world works. As Lake and Powell
suggest in chapter 1 of this volume, theory should be deployed pragmati-
cally, allowing that every theory represents a necessary simplification of
reality. Quasi-Darwinian processes are not the only means of explaining
historical change; as Hirshleifer (1987b, 220) points out, “revolutionary”
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(rather than gradual) and “designed” (rather than unintended) change
may be playing a larger role in social life because of underlying economic
and social changes. Whatever bet one makes in a larger research program,
however, it seems likely that certain research problems in international
relations will remain potential candidates for an evolutionary approach.

Methodological Choices

Several important methodological issues run through the applications of
evolutionary theory reviewed above. The most important is the link
between evolutionary models and a strategic-choice approach to interna-
tional relations. Assumptions of rationality and foresight are incorpo-
rated in some evolutionary approaches, but for most, rational behavior
is not required. The “hard” Darwinians believe that the applicability of
Darwinian arguments depends on “tightness of coupling between individ-
ual intentions and organization outcomes” (Hannan and Freeman 1989,
23). Organizational ecologists take as their starting point that individual
intentions make little difference to long-term organizational success or
failure. Others, such as Nelson and Winter, retain an element of directed
variation and simple learning in their models. Evolutionary models are
capable of conceding many different readings of the existence of rational
and foresighted behavior at the individual or institutional level; they can-
not assign that behavior overwhelming explanatory weight, however, or
the importance of the selection environment in creating unanticipated
outcomes would recede sharply. In the applications described, directed
variation and adaptive learning are the two points at which the introduc-
tion of at least bounded rationality can contribute to the explanatory
power of the models. On this dimension, the refinement of evolutionary
models parallels the deployment of learning as one source of change in
the broader class of strategic-choice models. One of the appeals of evolu-
tionary models, however, remains the relief that they provide from de-
manding assumptions of rationality in explaining international outcomes.

A second methodological requirement is an explanation for variation
in the population. For international relations, that requirement is less de-
manding than the need for a substantial degree of inertia to ensure consis-
tent behavior across time as a field for selection to occur. Here once again,
relaxing rationality assumptions contributes a measure of required repli-
cation in behaviors and strategies.

A third methodological challenge is the characterization of the environ-
ment. Biologists argue over the weight of the environment in explaining
adaptations, but the introduction of “constraints” in their controversies
implies constraints imposed by past evolution and the existing design of
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an organism—the “internal” is the constraint. In the social sciences, with
a strong bias toward endogenous explanations for change, “constraints”
are imposed from the outside on what is essentially an inside story. For
evolutionary theorists in social sciences, the starting point among evolu-
tionary biologists—their conceptual bet that adaptation is explained by
selection on traits by the environment—must be defended.

Constructing adaptationist explanations in the social sciences is made
far more difficult by the poorly specified notion of environment. As Lake
and Powell describe, the strategic-choice approach makes a methodologi-
cal bet on a partial equilibrium approach, one that “simplifies problems
by ignoring some feedback effects.” Evolutionary approaches must make
such choices about the relevant selection environment explicitly and de-
fensibly. To the degree that evolutionary language is employed in interna-
tional relations, the environment is frequently defined as other states in
their roles as military competitors. Although this definition dovetails with
the strategic-choice approach, it may omit crucial elements in the selection
environment. For new institutional historians, a vague analogy such as
the “market for institutions” has sufficed. Several routes could permit a
more careful and rigorous specification of the relevant selection environ-
ment. Hirshleifer’s typology of competition in biological populations sug-
gests one route for refinement: a typology of competitive strategies that
are “permissible” in particular settings. Some measure of the intensity of
competition and the determinants of that intensity would also contribute
to more convincing applications of evolutionary theories.

Finally, both evolutionary theory and theories that rely more on con-
scious design by agents are haunted by the question of contingency. Ste-
phen Jay Gould’s treatment of the Burgess shale argues the implications of
this alternative vigorously (and incorrectly in the eyes of other theorists)
(Gould 1989). Alchian (1950) poses a similar possibility in his recounting
of the Borél experiment. Alchian uses the Borél example to argue for
the ability of economists to use an evolutionary model for explanation,
even if random and undirected behavior is the field for selection. Gould
draws a very different conclusion: that for some outcomes, a plausible
adaptationist story cannot be constructed. To his eye, the exotic forms
discovered in the Burgess shale might well have been as successful as other
inhabitants of the Cambrian seas whose ancestors (among them, us) sur-
vived. The environmental shocks that have imposed mass extinctions peri-
odically changed the rules of selection so radically that it is difficult for
Gould to conceive of a gradualist evolutionary story to account for win-
ners and losers. In dramatic form, Gould raises the issue of rate of environ-
mental change and whether a rapidly changing environment can sustain
an adaptationist account. Jon Elster (1989, 80) has applied the same argu-
ment against employing selectionist arguments in the social sciences: “The
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social-selection argument may work in slowly changing peasant societies
in which there is time for tools and routines to reach local perfection. It
is unlikely to have much explanatory power in complex, rapidly evolving
economies.” It is important to note that Elster is arguing against an evolu-
tionary argument for optimal adaptation.

Evolutionary Theory as an Antidote

Whether evolutionary approaches find a prominent place on the future
research agenda of international relations or not, they will continue to be
useful as antidotes to unthinking assumptions that guide our research.
First, they force researchers to account for the effects of observed purpo-
sive behavior and learning, rather than assuming it will have the effects
intended. One cannot assume that the amount of attention that agents
devote to their environment and to devising “adaptive” strategies to deal
with environmental challenges is directly related to successful learning. In
early modern Europe, learning and adaptation was relatively rapid in the
sphere of military technology and much less rapid (if evident at all) in the
realm of political and economic institutions. Moving learning and di-
rected adaptation out of the realm of hand waving requires specification
of feedback loops and the ways that learned behavior enters future inter-
actions with other players and the environment.

Even more important is the attention that evolutionary theory forces
on initial variation. Social scientists employ and enjoy models of straight-
line development, internally determined. Concentrating on the winners
and ignoring the evolutionary alternatives that were unsuccessful or did
not survive is an unfortunate habit and one that is impossible in any seri-
ous evolutionary program.

These useful correctives to common theoretical pitfalls provide both
an unexpected fit with and clear divergence from approaches to interna-
tional relations that are often seen as rivals to strategic choice. Cognitive
models also explain why adaptive learning fails and why selection runs
roughshod over agents that attempt to interpret and adjust to their envi-
ronments. As described above, North’s explanations for the failure of
economies to converge on more efficient institutions rely increasingly on
cognitive insights. Unlike most cognitive models in international rela-
tions, however, the population basis of evolutionary theories renders indi-
vidual cognitive differences less important in explaining outcomes.

Constructivists award a significant role to the social environment in
their explanations of international outcomes. In their view of the mallea-
bility of actors and their identities, however, constructivists diverge
sharply from the evolutionary perspective, which requires a “hard” popu-
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lation base on which the environment can act. More paradoxically,
Darwinian models bring to the fore two themes that the postmoderns in
international relations have stressed. A hard Darwinian model is reso-
lutely anti-teleological: No overarching narrative for the direction of his-
tory exists, particularly no notion of progress defined in conventional
Western terms. As already noted, a Darwinian model also forces attention
on voices and alternatives that may have been smothered in the loud and
triumphal music of today’s “winners.” Evolutionary theory implicitly en-
dorses postmodern attention to repressed discourses. It also serves to
counter the skewing of historical narrative to match the power and inter-
ests of those whose selective advantage has included an ability to manipu-
late history itself.
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C H A P T E R S E V E N

The Limits of Strategic Choice: Constrained
Rationality and Incomplete Explanation

A R T H U R A . S T E I N

GAME THEORY, especially as applied in microeconomics, has been bally-
hooed as the savior of the study of international politics and attacked as
its destroyer.1 It will, proponents argue, provide the firm analytic founda-
tions on which to build a rigorous science. This volume itself reflects such
hubris. But like other innovations, this one has been shunned as well as
welcomed. If its supporters have the zeal of religious converts, its
detractors reflect no small degree of mindless defensiveness. This essay
highlights the strengths of a strategic-choice approach, which lie in its
flexibility and rigor, but also elucidates its weaknesses, which lie in its
excessive simplification, causal incompleteness, and post hoccery.

My task in this essay is both that of defender and critic of the faith. I
emphasize the strengths of the approach but also detail its core weak-
nesses. I argue that some typical criticisms are actually of particular mod-
eling choices rather than of the approach itself. But I also delineate a
set of more fundamental weaknesses. As would be expected of a believ-
ing agnostic asked to play the role of church ombudsperson, I conclude
that though limited and incomplete, the approach is both useful and
unavoidable.

A strategic-choice approach is particularly suited to the study of inter-
national relations.2 Long before the development of strategic interaction

This paper was written with the financial assistance of the University of California’s Institute
on Global Conflict and Cooperation and UCLA’s Academic Senate. The author thanks Alan
Kessler for research assistance. My thanks to the volume editors and contributors, and to
Jim Caporaso, Amy Davis, Jim Fearon, Steph Haggard, Alan Kessler, Lisa Martin, Paul
Papayoanou, Beth Simmons, Cherie Steele, as well as anonymous referees of Princeton Uni-
versity Press.

1 This is also happening in other subfields of political science and, indeed, other disci-
plines.

2 The area of economics most devoted to strategic choices has been regularly monitored
by political scientists who mine it for intellectual nuggets. Economists, who typically assume
competitive markets, often ignore strategic interaction, assuming that individuals and firms
simply take markets as given and do not make strategic choices. But economists do see firms
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models, the field of international relations (like classical diplomatic his-
tory) focused on the interests of states and how interactions affect choice
and strategy. Similarly, a strategic-choice approach begins with purposive,
intentionalist, rational explanations of behavior and adds the component
of actor interaction. The actors’ choices reflect not only their preferences
and the constraints they confront but also the existence of other actors
making choices. Not surprisingly, therefore, game theory’s formal tools
for analyzing strategic choice quickly found application in the study of
international politics.3 That it met so ready an audience and was synony-
mous with key assumptions in the field also meant, however, that its im-
pact was not revolutionary.4

This chapter highlights the benefits and strengths of a strategic-choice
approach to the analysis of international politics. First, the approach pro-
vides the benefits of mathematical modeling: rigor, deduction, and inter-

as making strategic choices when there are but few of them, and political scientists have
looked to economists’ work on duopoly and oligopoly for analogues to international poli-
tics. International-relations scholars were affected by the work of economists in the late
1940s and early 1950s on monopolistic competition. This is quite evident in Waltz (1959),
who cites the work of Fellner and Chamberlain. It is also evident in Kaplan’s (1957) charac-
terization of different international systems, which comport with economists’ characteriza-
tions of different kinds of markets (Boulding 1958).

The connection between economists and international relations has resulted in many
economists being taken to the bosom of international-relations scholars (Viner, Hirschman)
and to economists addressing international relations issues directly (Schelling, Boulding).

3 Economists played a central role in World War II in the military application of opera-
tions research and strategic gaming (Shubik 1992; Kaplan 1983; Bernstein 1995). Game
theory in the immediate postwar period was sustained by military spending and immediately
applied to strategic security issues long before it was embraced by economists (Leonard
1992; Mirowski 1991).

The relevance of game theory to international politics was noted in two of the most im-
portant books in international-relations theory written in the 1950s. Waltz (1959) and
Kaplan (1957) both refer to game theory. Indeed, Kaplan’s book includes an appendix on
the subject. Economist Thomas Schelling published, in 1960, his classic The Strategy of
Conflict, applying game theory to issues of international conflict. A special issue of World
Politics in October 1961, devoted to theoretical work on the international system, includes
two essays by economists, both on game theory (Schelling 1961; Quandt 1961). Two other
essays in that volume also discuss game theory (Kaplan 1961; Burns 1961), making the
number of contributors to the 1961 special issue discussing game theory almost half the
total. By 1985 another special issue of World Politics devoted to international cooperation
dealt almost entirely with game theoretically based work.

For a discussion of the isomorphism of game theory and international relations, see Stein
1990. For a review essay, see O’Neill 1994. One can argue that strategic choice is not an
approach to, but a definition of, international politics. The focus here is on the former.

4 In contrast, a strategic-choice approach came much later to, and was far more revolu-
tionary in its impact on, other subfields of political science, such as electoral politics or
public law, in which sociological perspectives dominated (and still do). For the spread of
rational choice and game theory into political science, see Rogowski 1978; Riker 1992; and
Ordeshook 1986; also see Miller 1997.
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nal consistency. In addition, its flexibility allows it to be applied very
broadly. Indeed, its flexibility is such that many of the criticisms typically
leveled at it are actually about specific modeling choices rather than fun-
damental criticisms of the approach per se. I argue, that is, that many
criticisms imply alternative modeling choices rather than an alternative
approach, so that criticisms characterized as fundamental are more typi-
cally squabbles within a church. Scholars must make strategic choices
in applying strategic-choice models to the study of international politics.
Scholars must be self-conscious about critical modeling assumptions and
intermediate steps rather than simply parrot the substantively driven as-
sumptions made in other fields. The approach is generic, but particular
scholarly choices make it meaningful. There is, in other words, an art to
applying the science of choice.5

Yet, the chapter is skeptical as well as affirming, for the approach has
serious limitations, both generically and specifically as applied to interna-
tional relations. I argue that the core assumptions of the model are ideal
ones, originally made with a normative intent and that there are funda-
mental problems in the use of such models for explanation. Indeed, the
use of such models for positive explanation either is viable only because
the models are self-fulfilling or fails because the models make problematic
simplifying assumptions about human capabilities. When the models are
expanded to achieve greater verisimilitude, they become indeterminate
and incomplete—consistent with a variety of outcomes and a variety of
plausible models and paths to any particular outcome.

THE ART OF THE SCIENCE OF CHOICE: MODELING
AND POST HOC EXPLANATION

Given the flexibility of the approach, constructing models of strategic
choice is an art rather than a science, requiring scholars to make an array
of choices about the nature of the actors, their preferences, their choices,
their beliefs, and so on.6 These scholarly choices can be debated.

Purposive Explanation and Actors in International Relations

A strength of the strategic-choice approach is its applicability to any actor.
Economists apply it to individuals and to firms. In the case of interna-

5 Aumann (1985) sees both game theory and mathematical economics as art forms. Much
the same can be said of mathematics in general.

6 This point is more general in that science is a logic of justification rather than a logic of
discovery.
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tional relations, it can be applied to people, bureaucracies, nations, and
others. Thus it effectively finesses the unit-of-analysis debate in interna-
tional relations. Moreover, the strategic-choice approach explains the
existence of collectivities in terms of the interests that brought them into
being and thus provides microfoundations for aggregation and delineates
the requisite assumptions for the application of the approach to collective
actors.

Explanations of behavior in the social sciences typically begin with ref-
erence to intentions (whether of individuals or larger social aggregates
like firms, interest groups, or governments).7 Scholars treat actions as pur-
posive and so assess actors’ interests, options, and calculations in ex-
plaining them. More specifically, purposive intentionalist explanation is
one standard approach to the study of international relations.8 Explana-
tion of a government’s action often starts by addressing that government’s
interests, and the “national interest” lies at the heart of classical models
of explanation in the field.9

Concomitant with intentions is the question of whose interests: who
are the actors whose intentions serve to explain their actions. In the debate
among scholars of international politics over the appropriate unit of anal-
ysis, some scholars reduce international politics to human behavior and
explain world politics as the result of individual choices. For them, the
relevant unit of analysis is the individual, and state policy is ultimately
reducible to the actions of individuals. Explaining foreign policy and in-
ternational politics means explaining leaders’ choices. Critical questions
are reformulated to frame the question in such terms. Explaining the ori-
gins of World War I devolves to explaining the confluence of the personal
choices that resulted in war: the ambivalent signaling of Lloyd George,
Ferdinand’s decision to attack Serbia, Bethmann-Holweg’s decision to
issue a blank check to Austria-Hungary, and so on.

Others find the relevant behavioral units to be aggregations of people.
Economists treat firms as actors; international relations scholars treat
states the same way. They see foreign policy as collective action and deem

7 For a discussion of rational-choice theory as a subset of intentionalist explanation, see
Elster 1986.

8 It is this very centrality of purposive explanation that places the discipline of economics
at the heart of the social sciences. For a discussion of the evolving meanings of economics
and political economy, see Groenewegen 1991. The centrality of purposive explanation in
the social sciences makes possible both the importation of economic ideas now so prevalent
in political science and elsewhere (this volume being an excellent reflection) and the imperi-
alism characteristic of recent economic theorizing. Economists have applied their models to
all sorts of decision problems (Becker 1976; Hirshleifer 1985; Radnitzky and Bernholz
1987; Radnitzky 1992; Baron and Hannan 1994).

9 Graham Allison (1971) began his critique of standard international-relations theorizing
by elucidating this approach and dubbing it “model I.” The link between balance of power,
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the collectivities to be actors. Often dubbed “the unitary-actor ap-
proach,” this perspective treats international politics as the result of state
policy. Explaining the origins of World War I is then reduced to a determi-
nation of the confluence of state choices, like the British failure clearly to
deter and the German blank check to Austria, that resulted in war.

Not only is strategic-choice analysis silent on the unit-of-analysis issue,
applications of the approach effectively expand it by disaggregating the
person. Scholars working in this research tradition have given us “the
rational gene” and conceptualized weakness of the will as an “intraper-
sonal prisoner’s dilemma.” Such social and natural scientists reduce the
explanation of behavior to a unit of analysis more fundamental than the
human being. Just as psychoanalysts are prepared to disaggregate the
human being into the constituent components of ego, id, and superego,
these theorists of strategic choice are prepared to see those components
as engaged in a strategic game against one another.

The very flexibility of the approach means that critics often focus on
modeling choices rather than challenge purposive explanation in general.
Critics of the state-as-actor perspective, for example, equate strategic-
choice analysis with a focus on unitary states. Since proponents of bureau-
cratic politics explanations do not view states as integrated entities that
can be modeled as having preferences and making choices, they offer an
alternative unit of analysis, the bureaucracy or organization, and then
focus on how its preferences, interests, choices, and interactions deter-
mine a state’s foreign policy. But bureaucratic politics explanations, al-
though billed as a process alternative to purpose, simply shift purposive
explanation to a different (albeit still aggregated) level of analysis.10 Orga-
nizational interests replace national interests, and interacting bureaucra-
cies replace interacting states. Hence bureaucratic politics arguments can
be modeled using strategic interaction as readily as the perspective they
criticize (Bendor and Hammond 1992).

A strategic-interaction approach also breaks down the level-of-analysis
problem in international relations. Scholars have argued that scholarship
in the field could focus on individuals, states, or the international system,
and, more important, that the levels of analysis could not interact or be
combined.11 Analysts would have to choose, they argued, between under-
taking a true systemic study or one that was reductionistic (focusing on
individuals or states) because they could not combine domestic politics

typically thought of as the key theory in the field, and a purposive explanation is provided
by Morgenthau’s famous statement, “interests defined as power.”

10 See Allison 1971 and the subtle changes in Allison and Halperin 1972. For critiques
and discussions, see Art 1973; Ball 1974; and Perlmutter 1974. For an excellent paper
applying rational actor models to Allison’s formulation, see Bendor and Hammond 1992.

11 Some scholars add bureaucratic politics as an additional level of analysis (Jervis 1976).
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and the international system. In contrast, a strategic-choice approach can
be seen as a vehicle for integrating the levels of analysis, demonstrating
that some levels act as constraints on choice at other levels and that micro-
foundations for macro-outcomes are essential.12 Moreover, the frame-
work provides the ability to move across levels of analysis, to move from
individuals’ preferences to states’ preferences and to international out-
comes.13

Indeed, strategic-choice models can be so broadly applied that they can
be, and have been, applied to an array of actors, including people, firms,
and states. Moreover, the interactions analyzed can involve combinations.
The models can be applied to the interactions of actors at different levels
of aggregation: individuals with states, and states with international orga-
nizations, multinational organizations, and nonstate actors (the Palestin-
ian Liberation Organization, for example).14 Using a strategic-choice ap-
proach thus allows the assessment of interactions across levels of analysis.

Although a strategic-choice approach is silent on the unit-of-analysis
question, it does stipulate the necessary assumptions for its application
to larger aggregates. The actors in a strategic-choice framework are pre-
sumed to have consistent utility functions and to be capable of choice,
perception, and calculation. These specifications provide more precise
meaning to the notion of unitariness. For states to be seen as actors in a
strategic-choice sense, they must be unitary in more than that a decision
by such actors implicates everyone in the collectivity. A nation that de-
clares war on another implicates all its members in that decision. But
that meaning of unitariness is insufficient for a strategic-choice approach,
which requires that aggregate actors be unitary in that they have a defin-
able utility function.15

12 I make this argument in a more extended fashion in Stein 1990, esp. 175–84.
13 The thrust of this discussion is that levels of analysis can be, and typically must be,

combined in an explanation of some outcome—that independent variables at different levels
of analysis can be combined. But there is another sense in which a level-of-analysis problem
remains: At what unit and level of analysis should one choose to explain. Put another way,
at what level of analysis should one couch the dependent variable. To take a concrete exam-
ple, one can choose to explain why President Kennedy responded to Soviet missiles in Cuba
and selected a blockade or why the United States responded to Soviet missiles and adopted
a blockade or why a bipolar system periodically generates superpower crises that are re-
solved short of war. Each question can be answered by combining levels of analysis, but the
questions differ.

14 For a different conception of problems in game theory with the notion of a player, see
Güth 1991.

15 The long-standing application of purposive explanation to states as actors in interna-
tional politics means that the whole field, not just strategic interaction analyses, must con-
front the question of the viability of treating such aggregates as actors. Few if any scholars
are troubled by discussing national interests, a few more are taken aback by discussing the
utility functions of states, but many more balk when a psychohistorian asserts that “nations
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Not only can the strategic-choice approach deal with actors at different
levels of aggregation, such models explain the existence of aggregate enti-
ties by providing explanations both for why actors create institutions and
the consequences of institutions for choice. Self-interested actors, whether
individuals, firms, or states, create institutions to deal with collective-ac-
tion problems and the suboptimalities associated with autonomous
choice.

As Rogowski demonstrates in chapter 4 of this volume, institutions are
mechanisms for collective choice, and their design significantly determines
the nature of that choice. The collective choices of institutions can be
affected by their constituent members, and so issues of franchise and
membership are central to their design. The specific mechanisms by which
the preferences of constituent members are aggregated also significantly
determine outcomes.16 And, as Gourevitch demonstrates in chapter 5 of
this volume, that institutions and their design matter means that they are
significant and important foci for political struggles. Thus, although the
approach assumes the nature and utility functions of actors as given and
does not address how they change (from empires and city-states to states,
for example), it can be used to explain the strategic-choice bases of
changes in institutional form.17

In short, a strategic-choice framework provides microfoundations for
macrobehavior. It links levels of analysis by treating aggregate entities as
the products of individual choice (Gourevitch) and collective choice as
the consequence of different mechanisms for the aggregation of individual
preferences (Rogowski).

The interest of purposive self-interested autonomous actors in mecha-
nisms for collective action breaks down the realist/institutionalist divide
in international relations. Many scholars have contrasted realism and in-
stitutionalism as two alternative approaches to the field; the former em-
phasize autonomous choice under anarchy, and the latter stress the role
of international institutions. The strategic-choice approach developed in
this volume transcends this intellectual split by explaining institutional
creation, design, contestation, and collapse as the products of autono-

have psychologies, just as individuals do; they have dreams and fantasies that can be ana-
lyzed; they have urges that arise from childhood fears and traumas of their populace” (New
Yorker 1995, 55–56). Yet analytically (in the scientific, rather than psycho, sense), extending
interests and purposive calculation to states is perhaps as questionable as extending them
to psyches. For a discussion of the problem of social choice and aggregate entities, see Sen
1995.

16 The centrality of rules and procedures to outcomes is the key conclusion from Arrow’s
(1951) Nobel-prize winning work and is a core motif of the literature on social choice.

17 More broadly, as the title of an edited volume suggests, organizations can be seen as
games (Binmore and Dasgupta 1986).
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mous choice. Actors create, maintain, argue about, and attack institu-
tions. Their self-interest in different settings explains all these responses.

Taking Preferences Seriously

Strategic interaction analysis is also flexible because it is built on the foun-
dation of subjective utility and so can encompass a variety of preferences
and bases of calculation. Whether the units of analysis are individuals,
firms, or states, the analysis begins with some articulation of their prefer-
ences.18 Ironically, this theoretical flexibility is not always evident in schol-
arly practice.

In chapter 2 of this volume, Jeffry Frieden delineates the ways that
scholars ascertain the preferences that animate their analyses. Frieden
stresses an analytic preference for positing actor preferences or rooting
them in some deductive theory. Further, he points out, it is better to ex-
plain change (whether across actors or for one actor over time) by refer-
ence to changing circumstances rather than changing preferences. This
avoids the circularity associated with explaining behavioral change by
preference change when our knowledge of preference change comes from
observing behavioral change. Despite the predisposition of strategic-
choice theorists for fixed preferences, Frieden shows that we can explain
changes in behavior by changes in preference if we have some independent
means by which to ascertain the change in preferences.

However arrived at, whether held constant or allowed to change, pref-
erences are central to the analytic enterprise. Yet, scholars of international
relations have disagreed about how to characterize actor preferences.
Given the focus on subjective utility in a theory of choice, it is ironic that
scholars typically posit the interests and preferences of actors rather than
investigate them empirically. There is a long-standing tradition in interna-
tional relations of imputing the national interest. Classical realists argue
that all states have a core national interest of assuring their physical and
territorial integrity and so act to maximize their power.19 This assumption
was to play the role in studies of international relations that the assump-
tion of wealth maximization played in economics. But power maximiza-
tion came to be seen as either an unfalsifiable assertion or a falsifiable and
false one (Rosecrance 1961).

18 As already mentioned, some criticisms of strategic choice are actually criticisms of in-
tentionalist explanation. After all, causal explanation is provided in the natural sciences
without reference to intention and purpose. It is possible to conceive of a social science that
similarly ignores the preferences of individuals and groups of individuals. But this line of
criticism has not developed in the field.

19 The maximization of power is at the heart of Morgenthau’s (1948) work.
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The neorealist revolution replaced power maximization with an as-
sumption that states minimally act to assure their own survival.20 Yet, this
assumption is neither self-evident nor adequate. Assuming the primacy of
survival as a minimum is not enough to provide an unambiguous basis
for decision. It is not self-evident because what constitutes survival must
itself be defined. Survival raises issues of self-definition and identity. Some
states fit the classical realist vision of focusing solely on physical and terri-
torial integrity. But other states define their survival more broadly, includ-
ing such issues as ideology and ethnicity (Stein 1995). Moreover, the pre-
sumption of a minimal concern with state survival is simply inadequate.
It confines the field to be able only to address those international relations
in which states’ survival is on the line, and this ignores too much of inter-
national relations.21

Further, in international relations (and in other fields), imputing the
same interest to all actors has drawn criticism and led to calls for inducing
subjective national interests and not just assuming objective interests.22

This view holds that actors’ formulations of their interests, the nature of
their utility functions, must be investigated directly. This problem is at its
most interesting among anthropologists, who must choose whether to
explain the behavior of people and groups within the framework of their
own worldviews or by applying concepts that have no meaning to those
people whose behavior is to be explained.23

This debate mirrors the controversy in international relations between
generalists (or theorists) and regionalists in the study of international rela-
tions. During U.S. involvement in Vietnam, for example, debates raged
not only about appropriate policy but about the knowledge necessary to

20 The difference between positing the maximization of power and minimally assuring
survival is the main, self-consciously articulated distinction between classical realism and
neorealism (Waltz 1979, 1990).

21 This animates Krasner’s (1978) inductive search for the national interest. Krasner be-
gins by arguing that the core realist assumption about state preferences is inadequate to
explain the bulk of a great power’s foreign policy.

22 Rosenau (1968) distinguishes between subjective and objective assessments of the na-
tional interest; Krasner (1978) distinguishes between deductive and inductive means of as-
sessing the national interest.

23 See the distinction between emic and etic in Harris 1979. This anthropological problem
has entered political science in discussions of peasant behavior (Scott 1975, 1976; Popkin
1979). The problem also arises for historians, who confront the issue of being constrained
by what was self-consciously known by those in the past.

There is a long-standing argument about the universality of economic exchanges and the
existence of premodern modes of calculation and assessment (Finley 1973; Polanyi 1944;
Kindleberger 1974; Humphreys 1969). For a refutation of the argument for classical econo-
mies, see Conybeare 1987, chap. 4. The issue is hotly debated among economic anthropolo-
gists, who refer to it as the substantivist-formalist controversy. For an essay that links these
strands, see Lowry 1979.
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make policy. Theoretically oriented scholars were prepared to apply the
lessons of game theory and deterrence to the American intervention in
Vietnam. John McNaughton, assistant secretary of defense in the Johnson
administration, asked his old friend, Thomas Schelling, to apply his ideas
about bargaining and signaling and coercive warfare to the problem of
intimidating North Vietnam through the use of U.S. air power.24 In con-
trast, regionalists are horrified by the ahistorical and acontextual use of
general arguments. In this case, they held that a knowledge of Vietnamese
history, society, and culture were essential to understanding how to inter-
act with the North Vietnamese.

In addition to the issue of how to ascertain states’ utility functions is
the question of what to include in them. The larger issue is what sorts
of preferences about states will be assumed in the study of international
relations. The analytic predisposition of adherents of strategic-choice
models is to keep the utility functions as spare as possible. But a core
question for the field is how spare can assumptions of state preferences
be. No matter how compelling the analytic desire for a simple stipulated
preference, the preference functions of states will have to be expanded in
order to explain the range of observed international relations.25

Much of the work in the field of international political economy, for
example, simply borrows assumptions about state preferences from inter-
national trade theory and holds that states are interested in maximizing
national wealth. But as recent criticisms of this work point out, foreign
economic policy is driven by both security and material concerns. This is
the heart of Gowa’s argument that foreign economic policies have security
externalities and that security interests as well as economic ones underlie
foreign-trade policies (Gowa 1989; Gowa and Mansfield 1993). Similarly,
security policies have wealth externalities, and these figure in the formula-
tion of state security policies. Concerns about the effects of security poli-
cies and military spending on a state’s export prospects and future
economic growth have been and remain key elements in the formulation
of national security policy. Scholars are focusing on how material and
security interests combine in the formulation of foreign economic policies
and even of security policy (Frieden 1994b; Papayoanou 1996, 1997,
1999; Skålnes 1998, 1999; Steele 1995; Weber 1997).

24 Significantly, Schelling had no idea where to begin (Kaplan 1983).
25 Much the same has occurred in other subfields of political science. Scholars who have

run up against the limits of what they can explain in American politics simply by positing
that politicians have a preference to be reelected have begun to expand politicians’ utility
functions to include policy preferences. Similarly, positing that voters have a simple prefer-
ence for maximizing income has proved inadequate, and more recent work combines voters’
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Conjoined with the issues of how to define and assess preferences is the
question of whether preferences can change. Analysts often treat prefer-
ences as fixed and unchanging.26 Some even hold that changing prefer-
ences pose a problem for a theory of choice. Yet, it is possible to model
how preferences are formed and how they change (Kapteyn, Wansbeek,
and Buyze 1980; Hansson 1995; March 1978; Schelling 1984).27

Scholarly debate about the nature of preferences, the basis for inferring
them and their malleability, is within the church and constitutes no chal-
lenge to strategic interaction analysis per se. Making one set of modeling
choices (bets, in the language of Lake and Powell in chapter 1 of this
volume), preferring to keep preferences unchanged and explaining by ref-
erence to changing constraints and opportunities (Frieden’s chapter 2),
does not mean that other modeling choices imply a fundamentally differ-
ent view of causality.

STRATEGIC CHOICE AS MATHEMATICAL MODEL, MATHEMATICS
AS THE LANGUAGE OF SCIENCE: MODELING

AND INTELLECTUAL BRUSH CLEARING

The main benefits ascribed to the use of a strategic-choice approach in
international relations are those of any mathematical model, greater ana-
lytical coherence and rigor. Game theory, which is the basis of the strate-
gic-choice approach discussed in this volume, is a branch of mathematics,
and its strengths are those all mathematical modeling imparts.28 Mathe-

interests in their own incomes with some general preference (held in varying degrees by
different voters) for equity.

26 Stigler and Becker (1977) make a strong argument for this position. Frieden’s essay in
this volume (chapter 2) makes this case for international relations.

27 The issue of preference change is related to that of the dependence of preference on
belief. Chapter 1 of this volume takes the orthodox position of keeping these separate, but
there are important cases in which preference depends on belief (Hausman and McPherson
1994).

The issue of preference change is related, too, to the question of whether actors themselves
change and whether they are capable of taking into account anything other than present
aims. It is not just that actors heavily discount future payoffs but that they have no sense
of, or interest in, their future selves and simply pursue present aims (Parfit 1984; Walsh
1994). Is the IBM that made business machines in the first half of the century the same
company that made computers in the second half of the century when the products, organi-
zational structure, and leadership had all changed? Similarly, is the middle-aged corporate
executive the same person as the hippie of two decades earlier? Can they be said to share
the same preferences? Can the young hippie be thought of as making choices with calculated
temporal consequences?

28 The father of the theory of games, John von Neumann is, by at least one reckoning,
one of the greatest mathematicians of all time (Paulos 1991). His important work, The
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matics is the language of science.29 It adds precision and rigor and makes
assessments possible that simply are not possible in ordinary language.30

Moreover, mathematical models are formally true.31 Hence the empiri-
cal adequacy of game theory, indeed of formal and mathematical work
more generally, is not at issue. The statements formally derived within an
axiomatic structure are formally true and need not be empirically as-
sessed.32 But because the central role of empirics involves the isomorphism
between analytic and modeling assumptions and the underlying reality
being assessed, many of the disputes over strategic choice actually concern
the specific modeling decisions scholars make.

Further, although mathematics is substance-free, specific uses fill this
generic tool with meaning, and verbal formulations of substantive prob-
lems translated into formal (or numerical) terms must be subsequently
translated back.33 Quite different substantive domains may be studied
using similar mathematical tools, but the use of similar tools need not
imply common substantive links. Specific kinds of mathematics have been
developed with particular substantive issues in mind, but the tools can be
applied in other domains as long as the problems are isomorphic. Newton
developed the mathematics of calculus in order to study planetary motion,
but calculus is applicable to any question involving how fast something

Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, focused on economic behavior largely because
of the impact of his coauthor, Oskar Morgenstern, the economist (Leonard 1992; Rellstab
1992; Schotter 1992; Mirowski 1992). But the earlier roots of game theory are all in mathe-
matics (Dimand and Dimand 1992). Ironically, during game theory’s early history at Prince-
ton, the mathematics department encouraged, and the economics department frowned on,
the new enterprise (Shubik 1992).

29 Galileo expanded this point further when he wrote, “The book of nature is written in
the language of mathematics; without its help it is impossible to comprehend a single word
of it” (quoted in Pinker 1997).

30 The renowned economic game theorist, David Kreps (1990c), offers a rather restrained
and limited picture of the contributions of game theory to economics. Indeed, the contribu-
tions he lists are not specific to game theory at all but are generic ones applicable to mathe-
matical modeling generally.

31 Indeed, the different appellations applied to this enterprise in political science include
“formal theory” and “mathematical political theory.”

32 This discussion finesses debates in the philosophy of mathematics.
33 Not all mathematical possibilities have real-world counterparts. Many games can be

analyzed as hypotheticals, but relatively few have been studied because they model im-
portant social reality. Kenneth Boulding once decried modern mathematical economics as
“a quantum mechanics for an unknown universe.” Mathematicians disagree about whether
their constructions exist in their minds or in the world. For an introduction to such issues
in the philosophy of mathematics, see Barrow 1992; Davis and Hersh 1981; and Paulos
1991.
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is changing or how much a changing quantity totals.34 One should be
wary of assuming that two domains are comparable simply because some
models are usable in both. That calculus can be applied to elections and
planetary motion does not mean that the domains are not fundamentally
different.

Similarly, game theory is generic in character and has also been widely
applied. In addition to its extensive use in economics (Kreps 1990b,
1990c; Tirole 1988; Fudenberg and Tirole 1991; Binmore 1992; Rasmu-
sen 1989; Osborne and Rubinstein 1994), it has been used in social psy-
chology (Colman 1982; see also Kelley and Thibaut 1978), political
science (Brams 1975; Ordeshook 1986), international relations (Brams
1985; Brams and Kilgour 1988; Nicholson 1992), and philosophy
(Braithwaite 1955; Gauthier 1986; Parfit 1984; Lewis 1969).35 Indeed,
game theory has become widely applied in biology to interactions be-
tween animals (Maynard Smith 1976, 1982, 1984, and comments that
follow 1984; Dugatkin and Reeve 1998).36 In all fields, every application
involves modeling choices, and most scholarly debates are about such
choices.

Still, the core assumptions of game theory would appear to demand
greater constraints on their use than other branches of mathematics. In
arithmetic, for example, little need be assumed about objects and events
in order to count, add, subtract, multiply, and divide them. In contrast,
applying a strategic-choice model would seem to presuppose more strin-
gent substantive assumptions. The actors in a strategic model must be
sentient creatures capable of comparison, assessment, and choice.

Yet, the components of a strategic-choice approach are not so con-
straining as to limit its applicability to human beings alone. That game
theory can be used to model animal behavior37 implies neither that inten-

34 On the centrality of the substantive importance of the study of moving bodies for criti-
cal developments in mathematics, see Kline 1985; for the simplest description of differential
and integral calculus, see Paulos 1991.

35 For an imaginative application to literary interpretation, see Brams 1980.
36 For discussions of the analogous quality of economics and biology by economists, see

Hirshleifer 1977, 1978a, 1978b; and Samuelson 1978, 1985.
37 Hammerstein (1989) notes that, surprisingly, a model presuming human rationality

has not only found wide applicability in the study of animal behavior but seems to do a
better job explaining it than it does human behavior. For a review of game theory and
evolutionary biology, see Hammerstein and Selten 1994.

The Kahler essay in this volume (chapter 6) beautifully demonstrates the issues associated
with the use of evolutionary models in international relations. In their hard biological form,
these models dismiss intentionality, but Kahler discusses the ways that such models have
been imported into the social sciences and the attendant modifications that see a role for
directed variation and adaptive learning.
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tionality can be attributed to animals nor that intentionality need not be
part of game-theoretic explanations in the social sciences.38 That nonco-
operative games can be applied to pretrial bargaining, legislatures, and
international politics does not mean that the domains are not analytically
and theoretically distinctive.

The central benefit of mathematical modeling is its logic and coherence,
its internal consistency. These are not trivial advantages in an intellectual
domain beset by analytic sloppiness. The analytic consequences can be
readily grouped into three types. First, formal modeling can demonstrate
nondeducibility—that the deductions argued to follow from certain prem-
ises do not actually do so. As has been argued in recent years, for example,
assumptions of anarchy do not by themselves lead to a deduction of the
conflictual nature of international politics.39 Second, formal modeling can
demonstrate multifinality—that multiple outcomes flow from the same
premises. The multiple equilibrium problem discussed below provides one
example. Third, formal modeling can demonstrate equifinality—that
there are alternative paths to the same outcome. The example often given,
as in chapter one of this volume, is that a concern with relative gains can
emerge from a purely self-regarding calculus without the need to change
the underlying utility function.40 These consequences of mathematical
modeling have proved powerful enough to transform the scientific enter-
prise, both natural and social.

THE NORMATIVE-POSITIVE PARADOX

Ironically, the strategic-choice approach offered here as a retrospective
explanation for behavior and outcome began as part of a normative enter-
prise intended to improve decisions, not to explain them. The use of such
normative tools and ideal types for positive explanation is inherently
problematic—they are either true or false because of their self-conscious
application. Moreover, modifying these tools to make them more isomor-
phic with reality, and thus more useful for explanation, has generated a
knowledge of the incompleteness and indeterminacy of such models.

Game theory has been used in international politics, as elsewhere, both
to explain behavior and as a tool for improving the quality of decisions.
The predominant focus in this volume, and thus for most of this essay, is
on the use of strategic choice as an explanation for international politics.

38 In a similar vein, the use of a conception of equilibrium in the natural and social sci-
ences does not imply that economic equilibrium means the same thing as physical equilib-
rium (Phelps 1991).

39 For my formulation, see Stein 1990.
40 For my take on this, see Stein 1990, chap. 5.
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But to its progenitors and original practitioners, game theory has been a
normative tool, one devised to make decisions more rational.41

A Normative Enterprise: Constrained Actors
in Search of Rationality

Probability, logic, decision theory, and game theory were all developed to
improve human decision making. They were not developed as accurate
representations and reconstructions of what people actually do but as
tools individuals should apply to achieve more rational decisions than
they otherwise might.42 People were assumed to be purposive but limited
in their capacity to be fully rational. Decision-making tools were thus
desired, created, recommended, and adopted. The logician Gottlob Frege
argued that logic addresses the way people “must think if they are not to
miss the truth” (Lowe 1993).43 Similarly, probability theory has its roots
in gamblers looking for an edge. On their own, people were seen as poor
intuitive statisticians prone to mistakes, and the use of probability theory
could improve their decisions.44 Psychologists’ findings about the heuris-
tics and biases of human judgment underscore the point; in the words of
Kahneman and Tversky (1973, 237): “In making predictions and judg-
ments under uncertainty, people do not appear to follow the calculus of
chance or the statistical theory of prediction. Instead, they rely on a lim-
ited number of heuristics which sometimes yield reasonable judgments
and sometimes lead to severe and systematic errors” (see Kahneman,
Slovic, Tversky 1982). These fields all began with a normative orientation
rather than a positive one; they were intended to improve human decision
making and were not intended to explain what people actually do.

41 The only value to which decision theorists and game theorists were committed was
rationality: optimizing and maximizing actor preferences.

42 Nozick (1993, xi) characterizes the contrast between two perspectives regarding people
and their rationality as expressed by two of the greats: “Descartes attempted to show why
we should trust the results of reasoning, Hume questioned the rationality of our doing so.”

43 The contrary position was held by Locke who argued that people have minds that do
not require instruction in logic. Knowledge of the rules of logic can help, but the mind can
reason in logical terms even absent a knowledge of logic. This is akin to the argument in
modern macroeconomics that individuals calculated rational expectations even before the
elaboration of the model and the mathematics that made it tractable.

44 Some early probability theorists saw their enterprise as capturing intuitive reasoning,
or, as Pierre Laplace put it, probability theory was “only good sense reduced to calculus”
(Laplace 1951 [1814], 196). When probability theory conflicted with intuition, it was the
theory that needed reformulation (Daston 1980, 1988).
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Similarly, the use of game theory can be seen as a normative tool useful
for decisions.45 Just as the telescope extends what one can see beyond the
range of the unaided human eye, so game theory extends what one can
logically assess beyond the means of the untrained and unaided human
brain. Seen as such a tool, game theory (and decision theory) may be quite
useful for making decisions but cannot be used to explain decisions made
by actors in the past who did not have this knowledge.46

Ironically, though, what started as a normative enterprise has become
a positive one. Tools once created to improve the quality of otherwise
imperfect human decision making are now being used to explain choice.
The social constructions of humans wishing to improve the quality of their
cognitively constrained mental faculties, both bounded and semi-autistic,
are now being used retrospectively to explain past human choices.47

Decision- and game-theoretic explanations of choice are thus inherently
problematic in that they make inappropriate assumptions about the
capacity of individuals and groups to make rational individual and social
choices. The models were developed as normative instruments because
individuals were seen as wanting to be rational but constrained in their
ability to be rational. Applying such models as positive explanations,
then, has led to the assault on rational choice by cognitive psycholo-
gists. As discussed below, individuals’ presumptive ability to make ratio-
nal choices has been systematically attacked by work in cognitive psychol-
ogy showing that individuals deviate from the requisites of individual
rationality.

Finally, that formal work was developed with an avowed normative
objective of improving the quality of decision making implies that it is
absurd to criticize it as inherently conservative. Yet, one criticism of for-
mal work in economics and political science is that it is conservative since
it takes the world and its constraints as given and so ignores alternative
possibilities.48 In international relations, rational-choice theory is seen as

45 Nozick (1993) argues that it is inadequate even as a normative construction and that
the standard normative view of conditions that a rational decision should satisfy must be
expanded to include the symbolic meaning of actions.

46 One can push the point further. Perhaps game theory is not an experimental apparatus
being used to explore the world but a tool that can itself generate structure, as a computer
algorithm might. If so, game theory is creating something new. On experimental tools, see
the discussion in Barrow 1992, 261.

47 Camerer (1997, 167) points out that “it is remarkable how much game theory has
been done while largely ignoring [the] question [of whether it is meant to describe actual
choices by people and institutions]” and goes on to note that even when it “does aim to
describe behavior, it often proceeds with a disturbingly low ratio of careful observation to
theorizing.”

48 The critique is also related to the politics of the modern age. Earlier generations of
economists were vociferous critics of socialism and communism. Some of those writing in
the public-choice arena in the last two decades have been staunch critics of the welfare state.
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blocking the prospects for envisioning and creating a world that tran-
scends the anarchic and conflictual system of competitive nation-states.49

But this criticism applies to current practice or practitioners rather than
to the nature of the intellectual tool. Nothing in the nature of strategic
choice generates a particular political, as opposed to analytic, perspective.
Indeed, people developed the perspective in order to overcome their natu-
ral limitations and better fulfill their natural desires.

Bounded Rationality, Political Autism, Knowledge,
and Self-Validating Theory

Strategic-choice explanations will certainly be correct in explaining the
choices of actors who self-consciously and correctly use strategic-choice
theory in making their decisions. A socially constructed edifice of rational-
ity created by self-interested and purposive beings will function as a self-
validating or self-fulfilling theory when actors use a model of the world
to make their choices and to explain the behavior of those who make
choices using such a model.

But since the model is a normative ideal, its use as a positive explanation
will sometimes prove wrong when it is applied to cases in which actors
do not use the model self-consciously. Since the models were constructed
by those who deemed themselves crippled rationalists who needed deci-
sion-making tools to make better decisions, using the models to explain
the decisions of those who did not use them will prove problematic at
least some of the time.

The very use of rational-choice models in positive explanation has
opened the door for cognitive psychologists to demonstrate all the ways
in which people are crippled rationalists who fail to achieve the normative
ideal captured in rational-choice theory.50 The psychologists’ assault is
not on purposive explanation per se. Abelson (1976) argues that social
psychologists subscribe to a “limited subjective rationality” that qualifies
standard notions of rationality by recognizing that people may have dis-

49 Some feminists and Marxists view rational choice as hostile to their agendas and have
gravitated to the seemingly more hospitable intellectual soil of constructivism or postmod-
ernism. Yet, rational choice can as readily be used by Marxists and feminists (there are many
of the former and few of the latter) as by conservative proponents of decentralized market
exchange.

Note that these labels are only specific to a stylized and caricatured depiction of modern
political alignments. In an earlier time, political liberals were the staunch proponents of
decentralized markets against conservative statist supporters of mercantilism. For the evolu-
tion of liberal views of the state and exchange, see Stein 1993.

50 For an accessible history of the cognitive revolution, see Gardner 1985.
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torted notions of reality and may filter information. The qualifications
capture the mental-processing rules that people actually use in place of
formal logic.

A key implication of these criticisms is that careful attention must be
paid to the human ability to process information and to how people
conceptualize the world in which they function. To reflect reality, formal-
izations of choice must necessarily be built on accurate behavioral founda-
tions.51 In addition, context not only matters, it may be all important.52

The substantive nature of actual choices may be an essential element of
decision.

But the criticisms emerging from cognitive psychology do not constitute
attacks on purposive explanations per se but on their assumptions about
rationality. Psychologists, who have argued that human beings do not have
the cognitive ability always to carry out the requisites of rational choice,
focus on the heuristics and shortcuts people use to process information
and make decisions.53 They have also clearly demonstrated the importance
of context to decision making. Unlike economists, who emphasize the gen-
erality and universality of rational choice, psychologists point to situa-
tional factors. Their experimental work clearly shows, for example, that
individuals do not perceive gains and losses symmetrically. People take
risks to avoid certain losses but are risk averse with regard to gains. Thus
how options are framed, as losses or gains, is critically important in de-
termining actual choice (Tversky and Kahneman 1981, 1987).54

51 Perhaps the greatest such problem posed by psychology for modern game theory is
whether people are Bayesian rational. Formal models of incomplete information games de-
pend on Bayesian updating (Mariotti 1995), yet the empirical evidence is that most people
are not naturally Bayesian.

52 The existence of constraints on cognitive ability (Oaksford and Chater 1993) and the
context-dependence of cognition (Stevenson 1993) are widely recognized, and psychologists
do want to ground theory in cognitive process (Shafir 1993). Some economists, too, see the
importance of incorporating actual reasoning (Rubinstein 1991) and stress the importance
of bounded rationality and of empirics (Binmore 1988). Or, as Simon (1990) puts it, the
invariants of human behavior lie in cognitive mechanisms for choice.

53 Economists were originally quite skeptical of many of these psychological assaults but
have now conceded many of their points. A good way to trace this is in the work of Charles
Plott (Grether and Plott 1979; Plott 1987). One implication has been the burgeoning field
of experimental economics and the use of small group experiments to assess economic argu-
ments (Smith 1992).

The key work is that of Tversky and Kahneman 1974. Economists have debated how
troubled they should be that people do not function in the ways assumed by economic
theory (Friedman 1953; McClelland 1975, 136–43; Lagueux 1994). Most defensively, Plott
(1987) accepts the problematic nature of the psychological evidence on economic assump-
tions but argues that the enterprise be continued in the absence of a viable alternative.

54 Still another example of the importance of context is provided by the argument that
people make decisions sequentially using some aspect of the options available to them. Econ-
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Critical choices between peace and war can also reflect framing. Lead-
ers who see a choice between war now and war later, rather than between
a cooperative gesture and a military response, are much more likely to
take an escalatory military step during a crisis (Snyder 1978). The deci-
sions that led to World War I were made by leaders who saw no alternative
(Farrar 1972).

The constraints on rationality include human emotions, as well as how
brains process information, for people have passions as well as interests
(Hirschman 1977).55 Economists have developed utilitarian explanations
for the existence of our emotions and argue that self-interested beings find
emotions quite helpful (Frank 1988, 1993; Hirshleifer 1987a, 1993).56

Nevertheless, the utilitarian basis of emotions does not undercut the per-
verse implications of emotionalism for rational-choice explanations of
behavior.57 Again, formal theorizing with a normative focus may be driven
by a desire to minimize the impact of emotions on decisions—to facilitate
interests and minimize the ability of passions to get in the way—but posi-
tive theory that seeks to explain what people actually do must incorporate
the impact passions, as well as interests, have on choice.58

Not only are humans boundedly rational and emotional, they are also
somewhat politically autistic. They do not make appropriate attributions,
especially in social settings. A classic example comes from the actor/ob-
server literature, which finds that people typically attribute their own
choices to structural constraints but attribute others’ choices to prefer-

omists would argue that each of three equally valued options would have a one-third proba-
bility of being chosen. Tversky (1972) argues that this is nonsensical when two of the op-
tions have a common feature—for example, different recordings of the same symphony—
and the third is quite different (a book, for example). Tversky’s argument is that a person
would first choose between a book and a recording and only then select between recordings;
so the odds of selecting the book are one in two, and the odds associated with each recording
are one in four. Again, it is not a model of calculated choice that is being questioned but the
specific presumptions of the process.

55 Hirschman (1991a, 357) argues that turn-of-the-century economists rejected the “in-
stinctual-intuitive, the habitual, the unconscious, the ideological and neurotically-driven”—
that is, turned away from the “nonrational that characterized virtually all of the influential
philosophical, psychological, and sociological thinking of the time.” In so doing, they emp-
tied their concepts, most specifically self-interest, “of their psychological origin.”

56 One philosopher argues that impulses have utility in finding salient solutions to coordi-
nation problems (Gilbert 1989b). Others argue that habitual and routine behaviors can be
seen as rational (Hodgson 1993a). Simon (1978a) points out that even psychoanalytic the-
ory contains a functional component and a sense of rationality (contrast with Cohen 1976).

57 Human emotions need not be seen as antithetical to rational choice; indeed, they may
be essential to any human ability to comprehend and evaluate gain and loss (Damasio
1994).

58 Some game theory does include the possibility of unexplained deviations from pre-
sumed rationality (threats that leave something to chance, trembling hand equilibria).
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ences, predispositions, and character. International relations are rife with
such political autism. The security dilemma describes how states reduce
their own security by not taking the reactions of others into account when
they take steps to improve their security. The belief that one’s own actions
are merely reactions to others’ provocations, when those others’ actions
are not understood as reactions themselves, is a form of political autism.

Hence using strategic choice as an explanation requires making insup-
portable assumptions about individual capability. People are crippled ra-
tionalists, wanting to make rational decisions but constrained and limited
by their own psychology: by their emotions and cognitive processes.

Yet self-interested purposive beings also use the knowledge at their dis-
posal to improve the quality of their decisions—to improve on the limita-
tions of their biology. They create tools, like computers, and develop
knowledge, including game theory, in order to do better.

This means that actors’ knowledge, including that of social-science the-
ory, must be incorporated into the explanation of choice and outcome.

Knowledge of strategic choice (and economics) is self-fulfilling and self-
validating. These bodies of knowledge were created by people who
wanted to do better, and they provide guidelines for doing just that. When
self-interested actors apply them, their knowledge claims are true pre-
cisely because they are used. The self-conscious normative use of econom-
ics makes economics a self-fulfilling truth as a positive theory.59

By contrast, knowledge of psychology is self-falsifying. Although econ-
omists and psychologists agree on the desirability and utility of purposive
explanation, the former presume rational choice, the latter question it.
The work of psychologists focuses on the ways that people fall short of
the ideal model of rational choice. Much psychological work, therefore,
including that in international relations, proffers recommendations on
overcoming peoples’ shortcomings that make the theories self-falsifying.
Studies of crisis decision making typically find that stress adversely affects
decisions, but they conclude with recommendations on how to avoid the
impact of stress and achieve more rational decisions (Holsti 1989; Janis
1982). The implicit, if not explicit, message of much psychological work
is that being sensitive to cognitive distortions can improve the quality and
rationality of human decision making.60

A complete model of choice and behavior must necessarily include the
knowledge actors have about the world. Since people can be aware of, and

59 In recent bidding for government cellular phone rights, all the bidders hired game theo-
rists to advise them on bargaining strategy, and, not surprisingly, the game-theoretic predic-
tion for the bidding worked quite well.

60 Much the same can be said of psychoanalytic theory. Once individuals became aware
of the factors driving their behavior, the analysts held, they would be able to deal with them.
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indeed can make use of, social scientists’ theories about their behavior,
explanations of their behavior need to incorporate people’s knowledge
and beliefs about how the world works and the implications of such
knowledge for their decisions. This means that some knowledge claims
become true because of their self-conscious application by the subjects of
the theory, and other knowledge claims become false because of their
subjects’ conscious awareness of them.

Positive Verisimilitude and Incomplete and Indeterminate Explanation
(The Multiple-Equilibria Problem)

One solution to the problem of using a normative model for positive pur-
poses is to expand the formal model to make it more isomorphic with the
reality being explained, that is, to make it less of an ideal for which
humans strive and more reflective of constrained human beings with con-
strained information. In fact, scholars have modified the nature of ratio-
nality presumed in strategic-choice explanations.61 Early critics focused
on the presumably unbounded nature of rational explanation, which pos-
its that actors assess all possible options and maximize. Even reflective
game theorists recognize this, or, as one major game theorist puts it,
“homo rationalis [a species that acts purposefully and logically] is a myth-
ical species, like the unicorn and the mermaid” (Aumann 1985). Econo-
mist Brian Arthur characterizes the domain of rational explanation in
similarly dismissive terms: “If one were to imagine the vast collection of
decision problems economic agents might conceivably deal with as a sea
or an ocean, with the easier problems on top and more complicated ones
at increasing depth, then deductive rationality would describe human be-
havior accurately within a few feet of the surface” (Arthur 1994, 406).62

Troubled by the synoptic quality of rationality, Herbert Simon and oth-
ers replace it with a notion of bounded rationality. Simon, for example,
argues that actors satisfice rather than maximize, that they stop their pro-
cess of assessment when they hit on a minimally acceptable option. At
issue here is not an alternative to purposive explanation per se but to its

61 For many who accept the logic of purposive explanation, the notion of rationality still
draws wrath. Although the discussion that follows treats criticisms analytically, understand
that some criticism stems from the connotation of the word rationality. Rational-choice
explanations do contain some assumptions in addition to those of intentionalist explanation
(Elster 1985, 1986).

62 Arthur (1994, 406) goes on to suggest that deductive rationality would apply to a
simple game such as tic-tac-toe but that “rational ‘solutions’ are not found at the depth of
checkers, and certainly not at the still modest depths of chess and go.”
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character.63 Rather than being hyperrational, individuals are boundedly
rational, and bounded rationality has emerged as a growth industry
within rational-choice scholarship.64

The recognition of the inadequacy of decision theory and game theory
as positive explanations has sent scholars in the direction of making these
models more isomorphic with the reality being modeled. The simplistic
assumptions of early models—simultaneous choice by two actors, each
choosing between two options and having complete information about
strategies and payoffs—were replaced by subsequent refinements that
dealt with sequential choice and incomplete information.65 These refine-
ments expand the problem of multiple equilibria and thus explode the
indeterminacy associated with the models. Further expanding the models
to achieve greater verisimilitude (e.g., adding options and actors, etc.)
quickly reaches the limits of mathematical tractability, but even if these
problems are eventually solved, the solutions will surely expand the range
of indeterminacy.

As currently developed, strategic situations of the slightest complexity
are plagued by multiple equilibria and multiple solutions concepts. Many
recent solution concepts have been developed in order to reduce the num-
ber of equilibria generated by simpler criteria.66 But the mere existence of
multiple equilibria (as well as multiple solution concepts) implies that
knowing the players’ strategies and payoffs is inadequate completely to
determine a unique outcome. In other words, structure and choice are
indeterminate because they are explanatorily incomplete.67 This strategic

63 The way Simon (1976, 1978a, 1978b) and others put it is to distinguish between differ-
ent types or aspects of rationality (Evans 1993). Simon’s distinction is between substantive
and procedural rationality.

64 See Conlisk 1996; and Lipman 1991, 1995. Aumann (1997, 8) argues that equilibrium
refinements that have been proposed to deal with the multiple-equilibrium problem “don’t
really sound like bounded rationality. They sound more like super-rationality.”

65 Game theory has been extended from perfect to imperfect information, from dealing
with cases in which the payoffs sum to zero to those in which they do not, from assuming
that utility (payoffs) can be transferred among actors to cases in which they cannot, from
assuming simultaneous choice (normal or strategic form) to sequential choice (extensive
form), from dealing only with the interaction of two actors to that of n actors, and from
complete to incomplete information. Aumann (1992) extends game theory to cases in which
actors need not assume that others are necessarily rational. For a description of advances,
see Harsanyi 1977, 1988.

66 For a discussion of the relationship among equilibria, see Morrow 1994a.
67 The existence of multiple equilibria implies that the enterprise is inadequate for pre-

scription and incomplete as explanation. The reliance of solution concepts on beliefs about
unreachable states is also a problem. Some scholars confronting the issue of equilibrium
selection and individual deviation from strategic rationality have even abandoned the for-
mal enterprise and moved toward the use of experiments to assess the basis of human choice
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indeterminacy principle represents the explanatory boundary of strategic
choice and minimally implies that in cases with multiple equilibria, com-
plete explanation will require conjoining this approach with something
else. Strategic-choice explanations thus demonstrate their own theoretical
incompleteness.

COMMON KNOWLEDGE, THE CONSTRUCTION OF CHOICE,
AND POST HOC EXPLANATION

Strategic-interaction models presume that actors have common knowl-
edge of the rules of the game, of each other, their choices, and the proba-
bility distribution of one another’s preferences. The limitations associated
with this modeling requirement are enormous and, in all but the most
structured social situations, mean that explanation is invariably post hoc.

The essence of the strategic problem is the assumptions made about the
common knowledge of the actors.68 This was unproblematic when game
theorists only studied games, like chess, and could assume the players had
common knowledge of the rules. Much the same is true of highly struc-
tured social settings, as when a government establishes fixed procedures
to regulate bidding between firms in an auction. But in many social set-
tings, common knowledge is far more problematic. Can we, for example,
even be certain that people mean the same thing when they use the same
word?69 This form of the problem is particularly important in interna-
tional relations. At one point, Yasir Arafat, the Palestinian leader, created
a roadblock in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations when, in addressing an
Arab audience, he used the Arabic word, jihad (usually translated as holy
war). A debate ensued about the meaning of the word in Arabic and its
typical translation; namely, had Arafat alluded simply to a political strug-
gle or to a holy war.

(Plott 1991). Those unwilling to depart from the formal enterprise are increasingly moving
toward evolutionary game theory that does not depend on strong rationality assumptions
(Binmore and Samuelson 1994; Van Damme 1994; Robson 1995).

68 For the ongoing discussion of the meaning and necessity of an assumption of common
knowledge about the rules of the game, see Lismont and Mongin 1994. This focus has
brought together the frontiers of game theory with that of logic in philosophy (Bacharach
1987, 1994; Stalnaker 1994). For some implications of a deviation from common knowl-
edge, see Geanakoplos 1992, 1994.

Putting oneself in another’s shoes is biologically hard-wired. The autistic suffer from a
neurological disorder that makes them largely blind to the existence of other minds and
makes them unable to assess others’ beliefs and intentions. Simon Baron-Cohen (1995) de-
scribes this inability to infer what others are thinking as “mindblindness.”

69 This is, in fact, a critical issue in the philosophy of language.
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More broadly, how states come to see themselves as engaged in a partic-
ular game is itself important. Even if we assume that states know the
targets, both direct and indirect, of their actions, it is not at all clear that
states accurately recognize themselves as targets of others’ actions. Schol-
ars have debated the extent to which Truman’s decision to drop the
atomic bomb on Japan was intended as a signal to the Soviet Union. Con-
versely, in certain situations states incorrectly see themselves as targets of
others’ actions, or sometimes fail to recognize that they are targets.70 Even
more broadly, actions have audiences as well as targets, and actions taken
for domestic audiences can have international consequences, and vice
versa. The general point is that in certain games, it is not always self-
evident who the actors are.

The issue of what is posited on behalf of actors extends to the nature of
their choices. Typically, scholarly analysis stipulates the strategic choices
actors confront. Yet, crafting alternatives lies at the heart of statecraft
and creative diplomacy. When diplomats search for “formulas” to resolve
conflicts, they are looking for options other than those that created the
deadlock in the first place (Zartman and Berman 1982). Ulysses’s choice
could have been framed as between traveling within hearing distance of
the sirens or navigating a path that kept him out of hearing range. It could
also have been put as the choice between keeping his ears plugged (not
hearing) or leaving his ears unplugged but paying the consequences. But
Ulysses devised an alternative, one that effectively allowed him to eat his
cake and have it, too.71 This human creativity in structuring alternatives
is completely outside the modeling of strategic choice. An analyst can
elucidate the payoffs associated with various options and can explain
choices and even detail circumstances in which actors find themselves ag-
grieved and would prefer to have different options than the ones they
seem to have or be given. But the delineation of choice is a human activity,
so one cannot know a priori whether actors will craft new alternatives
and of what kind.72 In other words, the analyst cannot know a priori that
Ulysses will devise a way that will allow him both to listen to the sirens’

70 Jervis (1976) argues that states often mistakenly see themselves as the targets of others’
actions.

71 Elster (1979) uses the story to demonstrate a case in which the possibility for rational
choice exists before the fact rather than during it. Elster refers to this as “imperfect rationality.”

72 The point can be put even more broadly: actors do not know what their preferences
are until they actually begin to analyze a problem. Anderson (1983) argues that during the
Cuban missile crisis, the preferences of the members of the executive committee advising
President Kennedy only emerged during their deliberations through the process of assessing
options. For a debate on whether the mutual determination of wants and benefits poses a
problem for decision theory or is merely an attack on the implicit view of how deliberations
take place, see Kusser and Spohn 1992 and Broome 1994.
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call and to avoid their deadly temptation. Post hoc, it is easy to explain
Ulysses’s choice. Strategic-choice explanation presumes a knowledge of
the complete set of options and is thus post hoc.

Constructing options and transforming payoffs plays fundamentally
with the conception of choice under constraints. Some actors are pragma-
tists who take constraints as given; others act as revolutionaries more
interested in overcoming constraints. The exchange between U.S. Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin at Camp
David illustrates a dialogue between a pragmatist and a visionary. Carter
focused on the extant situation and what it required from the Israeli
leader. Begin’s response, irritating to Carter, was to lecture the U. S. presi-
dent on Jewish history. His point was implicit but clear: Had he and others
given in to presumed requisites of the day, the state of Israel would not
have been created in 1948. Begin preferred to await better circumstances
than to compromise with current reality. Alternatively, he could try to
create an alternative future and reality, what Israelis refer to as “creating
facts.”

Actors cannot only create options and attempt to transcend constraints,
they can also structure choices for one another. The Prisoner’s Dilemma
is, after all, a case of three actors making choices in which one of them,
the district attorney, has the power to structure the options and payoffs
available to the other two (Burns and Buckley 1974).73

Institutional design is also about structuring choice and creating new
alternatives. Such designs, for example, can transform public goods into
collective ones, and vice versa.74 The most-favored-nation clause funda-
mentally alters the inherently private and divisible nature of trade and
trade policy. States can and do pursue specific and differentiable trade
relations with other states. Historically, trade agreements were signed by
pairs of countries stipulating general terms for their bilateral trade. These
illiberal tools, originally mercantilist devices states used to discriminate
among their various trading partners, were completely transformed
through the inclusion of the most-favored-nation clause. By guaranteeing
that the signatories would extend to one another any preferences they
offered third nations in subsequent treaties, this clause ensured that no
state would be more favored; thus international trade agreements

73 Relational power—the ability to affect another’s payoffs—can be distinguished from
metapower—the ability to structure another’s options and payoffs (Baumgartner, Buckley,
and Burns 1975; Baumgartner, Buckley, Burns, and Schuster 1976).

74 Other elements of institutional design include the construction of private property
rights in order to “marketize” some domain rather than regulate it and the construction of
different oversight structures (the fire alarms/police patrols distinction).
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changed from private discriminatory arrangements into accords that cre-
ated a public good among a club of members.75

The constraints by which actors are limited or which they attempt to
transcend vary in character. Physical and biological limitations differ from
social ones. Without external assistance, human beings cannot fly. This
inability to soar constitutes a tight constraint. Social constraints are less
confining. Constructivists are correct, to some extent, in stressing human
creativity and construction: Social structure is, in part, a product of
human agency. The strategic-choice theorist has no problem explaining
and modeling the strategic constructions of human beings. The norms
and social artifacts that can be modeled as constraining choice can also
be explained as the products of choice. Post hoc, there is little that cannot
be included in the strategic-choice enterprise.

In using the simple building blocks of choice and payoff, models of
strategic choice decontextualize calculation, relationship, and the interna-
tional system. Everything about the respective actors and their relation-
ship must be contained in the structure of the game (who goes when,
what choices they have), their payoffs, their beliefs, and the information
conditions. Power asymmetries between the actors, for example, are ei-
ther irrelevant or their impact must be contained in one of these elements
(the powerful may have more options than the weak, they may have better
information, they may have higher payoffs, etc.). But power is not a direct
factor in these models; it operates through the components of strategic
choice delineated in chapter 1 of this volume.76

The same is true of relationships. Some states see one another as ene-
mies; others see one another as allies. Does the existence of a prisoner’s
dilemma imply the same things in both cases? Because the alliance prob-
lem is a prisoner’s dilemma (Snyder 1984) and the armament choice be-
tween enemies is also a prisoner’s dilemma, does that mean there is no
difference between alliances and rivalries in international politics?77

Here, too, the strategic-choice theorist can make accommodations.
That game-theoretic modeling effectively treats actors on a par, in much
the way the notion of sovereignty does, does not mean that prisoner’s
dilemmas between asymmetric powers cannot be modeled differently

75 This is discussed in Stein 1984, 1990, and picked up by Ruggie 1992.
76 The five elements of a strategic situation are “i) the collection of players; ii) the physical

order in which play proceeds; iii) the choices available whenever it is a player’s turn to
move; iv) the information about previous choices made by others available to a player whose
turn it is to move; and v) the payoffs to each of the players resulting from any play of the
game” (Reny 1992, 103). As Philip Reny (ibid.) points out, this is so flexible that, “remark-
ably, one is hard-pressed to uncover a real-life strategic situation which cannot be usefully
modelled [sic] by a carefully chosen extensive-form game.”

77 See the discussion in Stein 1990, chap. 6.
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than those between states of relatively equal power, or that such games
between allies cannot be modeled differently than those between rivals.

Strategic choice can be applied to actors and interactions at any level
of analysis, but, in so doing, it decontextualizes the role of domain. The
distinction between anarchy in international politics and hierarchy in do-
mestic politics disappears. This generates important insights—that there
are elements of anarchy in domestic politics and elements of hierarchy in
international politics and that there exist wide swatches of international
cooperation and domestic conflict. But it also misses something critical,
namely, that the difference between legitimate authority in domestic poli-
tics and its absence in international politics is ignored in the blithe com-
parison of international conflict to pretrial bargaining within societies
(cf., chapter 1 of this volume).

Formal theorists not only impute actors’ preferences and choices, they
also assume their bases for calculation and assessment. Although a smat-
tering of studies employ alternative decision criteria, the application of a
strategic-choice approach has typically treated expected utility as the
basis for choice. But there are bases of calculation and assessment other
than expected utility (not to mention the different ways expected utility
has itself been formalized; see Schoemaker 1982).78 The neorealist empha-
sis on a preeminent concern with survival can be read to imply a lexico-
graphic utility function in which states act to maximize their chances of
survival without engaging in any trade-offs among other interests (Stein
1990). This comports with the recognition that a variety of decision crite-
ria are available for actors making purposive calculated choices.79 Again,
these can be incorporated in the structure of models of strategic choice.

Models of strategic choice are enormously flexible, and scholars can
invariably construct post hoc models with an equilibrium outcome that
matches the behavior actually chosen. Yet, except where the situation is
quite constraining, the models can only be constructed post hoc. Even
then, they do not typically generate one unique equilibrium and also face
equally plausible contending models (ones that generate an alternative set
of equilibria that include the observed outcome).

We have now come full circle. An approach created to improve human
decision making has created an intellectual enterprise that falls short both

78 A variety of paradoxes reflect different ways of arriving at a rational choice. More
specifically, backward induction as the basis of rational choice generates certain paradoxes
(Selten 1978; Binmore 1987; Pettit and Sugden 1989; Basu 1994; and, for their linkage with
issues of common knowledge, Reny 1992).

79 Seemingly perverse decisions by calculating actors are not new to political life. Radicals
who oppose reform and support reactionaries in the belief that this will bring revolution
sooner provide an intriguing example of the contorted calculations that underlie political
decisions.
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as normative recommendation and as positive theory, and for the same
reasons. The limitations of human cognition in conjunction with the in-
herent constraints of uncertainty in a strategic setting result in models
that, while still excessively simple, depend on strong common knowledge
assumptions and decisive situational constraints and nevertheless result
in multiple equilibria. Our knowledge of strategic reasoning gives us mod-
els that neither prescribe a unique strategy nor identify a complete expla-
nation for any choice (even retrospectively, except in the simplest cases).80

The strategic-choice approach discussed in this volume has generic
problems and limitations with international-relations manifestations.81

Although the papers here demonstrate the utility of the approach, they
also implicitly demonstrate that it does not resolve some core issues plagu-
ing the study of international politics. At the end of the day, despite greater
rigor, tighter conceptualization, and more precise specification, unre-
solved questions remain.

ALL BETS ARE OFF: WHITHER STRATEGIC CHOICE

This volume is written with a note of triumphalism.82 The use of strategic
choice is growing. The lag in importing an idea from an economics article
into political science grows ever shorter. Every new development is as-
sessed for its potential application in political science.

Yet, this is not the first coming of strategic choice.83 Game theory made
its way into international relations in the late 1950s, was accepted and

80 The limitation of formal models beyond some level of complexity can be seen as related
to Gödel’s incompleteness theorem about mathematics more generally: that beyond some
level of complexity, all logical systems are incomplete in that they contain propositions that
cannot be proven true or false within the rules of that system.

81 Sutton (1990, 507) argues that game-theoretic models in industrial economics, the very
area transformed by game theory in the 1980s and which has been the inspiration for inter-
national-relations scholars, are similarly beset by problems of indeterminacy. He wonders
“whether the old taunt is true, that ‘with oligopoly, anything can happen,’ ” and continues
to ask, “in ‘explaining’ everything, have we explained nothing?” To the extent that interna-
tional relations, too, is a domain dominated by a small set of great powers engaged in strate-
gic behavior, then it may also be a domain in which many outcomes are possible and in
which many equally viable models can be developed. Sutton’s description of game-theoretic
models of industrial economics, that the “richness of possible formulations leads to an often
embarrassingly wide range of outcomes supportable as equilibria within some ‘reasonable’
specification,” could as easily apply to international relations.

82 The combination of triumphalism and proselytizing exhortation suggests either a reli-
gious movement or a Ponzi scheme.

83 It should be noted that the initial manifesto that organized this volume was written as
if Schelling had had no impact in the late 1950s.
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absorbed, and the field moved on and elsewhere. Two explanations can
be proffered for the eclipse of game theory in the 1960s.84 First, the formal
tools seemed to have been fully developed. The apparent end of technical
development, in conjunction with the incorporation of the extant body
of findings, led international-relations scholars to other pursuits. More
directly, the deterrence problem on which early game theory focused had
been worked through, there seemed little more that could be said about
deterrence in formal terms, and no other interesting applications for the
method appeared to exist. Second, the assumptions that underlay the for-
mal work on deterrence could be directly assessed empirically. Thus one
response to game-theoretic studies of deterrence was to undertake empiri-
cal assessments of the nature of decision making. Scholars interested in
deterrence questioned the assumption of unitary actors (directly leading
to the development of the bureaucratic politics literature) and the pre-
sumed rationality of decision making during crises.85 Empirical work on
decision making in the late 1960s and early 1970s attempted to assess
directly some of the assumptions of formal deterrence theory.

Formal game-theoretic work returned to the forefront of international
relations in the late 1970s and early 1980s. It came after the quantitative
work of the mid- and late 1960s had either been discredited or was no
longer generative, when empirical work seemed excessively inductive and
too little informed by theory, and when extant theorizing was flighty and
undisciplined. By then, it also reflected new developments in game theory:
the use of simulation (Axelrod 1984) and games with sequential moves
(Selten 1975, 1978, on perfect equilibrium; Kreps and Wilson 1982, on
sequential equilibrium).86

Two elements seem to drive developments in the evolution of interna-
tional relations theory. One is the generative force of a research tradition.
Approaches with numerous followers tend to have research agendas that
drive intellectual effort. Eventually, though, these run out of steam—re-
search avenues get fully spun out or reach the limits of the technologically

84 A striking indication of this is the relative attention paid to game theory in two special
issues of World Politics in the 1960s. As noted above, the 1961 volume paid considerable
attention to game theory. The 1969 issue paid scant attention to that subject, however,
concentrating largely on the wave of quantitative empirical work that had become the focus
of the field’s attention in the mid-1960s.

85 For the evolution of work on deterrence, see Jervis 1979. As a historical note, the
direction of Graham Allison’s work was affected by Andrew Marshall, director of research
for the defense department and a key figure at the RAND Corporation during the mid-
1950s, when game theory and economic modeling were applied to strategic questions.

86 Snyder and Diesing’s 1977 publication was also an important event, although their
work reflected the interest in decision making and empirical work that was a hallmark of
the 1970s.
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tractable and feasible. Absent new technical developments, scholarly
interests and efforts shift elsewhere. Something like this happened to con-
tent analysis, simulation, and events data modeling, among other ap-
proaches. A similar occurrence seems evident more recently in the shift
toward experimentation and evolutionary game theory among econo-
mists and some political scientists.87

The other important force changing the focus of scholarship in interna-
tional politics is the real world. World War II and the events of the late
1930s dealt a death blow to the field’s attention to international law.
Changes in the perceived efficacy and utility of the United Nations have
regularly fueled and dampened interest in international organizations.
The perceived successes and failures of European integration have af-
fected the study of regional integration more broadly. The Cuban missile
crisis generated the literature on crises and crisis decision making and
crisis management. The collapse of Bretton Woods and the oil crisis
brought the return of international political economy. The rhetorical stri-
dency, increased defense budgets, and collapse of détente in the early
Reagan years brought a rebirth of security studies, a subfield that had
atrophied in the mid- and late 1970s.88 The end of the cold war is already
having profound effects on the research interests of those in international
relations. Whether the widespread use of game theory survives this shift
will depend on the ability of strategic-choice theorists to address substan-
tive issues of current concern.89 Given that today’s game theorists recog-
nize the importance of behavioral approaches, and given the current state
of formal theorizing, another cycle is not out of the question.90

Yet, there remain both new methodological developments not fully
tapped and numerous potential agendas for the continued application of
strategic choice in international relations. Many components of strategic
interaction deemed important by common sense have been profitably illu-
minated by technical developments in game theory. Reputation and
signaling are two that have been studied formally and applied to interna-

87 The economists’ turn toward evolutionary game theory can be seen in Binmore and
Samuelson 1994 and Van Damme 1994. For a characterization of experimentation as be-
havioral game theory, see Camerer 1997. Also see the adaptive-learning approach discussed
in Honkapohja 1993.

88 Jervis’s (1978) work on military doctrine helped drive the appearance of this new intel-
lectual agenda, as did Robert Powell’s revisiting of Schelling with the new developments in
game theory.

89 For example, will the formal work of Fearon, Cetinyan, and others, illuminate more
about the impact of ethnicity in international politics than alternative approaches?

90 The phenomenon of cycling between formal and behavioral work can be seen in the
history of economics as well (Seligman 1971; Latsis 1972). Formal theorizing generates
great insights, but pressures build both for empirical assessments of assumptions and for
information about what formalists ignore.
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tional politics. But even here, much work can yet be done. Concepts such
as resolution, conviction, stubbornness, stamina, and probity are all ele-
ments of reputation that cannot yet be addressed by game theory (Shubik
1993, 220). Some of the continued vitality of the approach in interna-
tional relations depends on such developments.91

What Alternative?

Explaining behavior by reference to purpose is a standard practice in the
social sciences. Not surprisingly, therefore, many debates are within the
approach of purposive explanation. Indeed, the formal tools discussed
here are constructions of purposive human beings who wanted to improve
the rationality of their decisions. Is there, then, any alternative outside,
and different from, a purposive approach?

It is not clear what the alternative to purposive explanation is and
whether any of the suggested possibilities lie outside purposive explana-
tion. Harsanyi (1969) contrasts rational choice with functionalist and
conformist explanation but then argues that rational choice provides an
explanation for institutions and social values. Elster (1986) points to
structuralism and social norms as alternative possibilities, although he
finds the former implausible and the latter incorrect. Then, too, his poten-
tial alternatives have also been the focus of rational-choice explanation.92

Even the constructivist or postmodern alternative, which I cannot even
sketch here, is hardly at odds with the rational-choice approach. It merely
takes the primitives of strategic choice, the nature of the system and of
preferences, as malleable and in need of explanation. But strategic choice
can address these matters as well. The common law and norms, along
with such other factors as private property rights and institutions, can be
seen as constraining and framing choice. But they can also be studied as
the products of human agency and choice.93

Further, parallels may be drawn between constructivism and postmod-
ernism, on the one hand, and game theory and economics, on the other:

91 The injunction “grow or stagnate” may not apply to political entities, but it does apply
to intellectual enterprises.

92 One can easily generate models of choice in which actors are, in effect, strategic dum-
mies without choice (the view of structural models). One can also focus on the choices
underlying social norms. Plott (1987) simply says there is no alternative to rational choice.

93 A rational-choice basis can be established for tradition and norms, which are the alter-
natives often sketched in sociological thought. For discussions of rationality by some of the
classic sociologists of the twentieth century, see Cohen 1976 and Lane 1974. For one assess-
ment of when norms do or do not undercut rational choice, see Mortimore 1976. For my
discussion, see Stein 1996.
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Both emphasize doubt and uncertainty, and the open-endedness empha-
sized by postmodernism is also found in game theory (Heap 1993). Ironi-
cally, constructivists characterize a strategic-choice approach, despite its
emphasis on choice and its normative roots, as structural and contrast it
with one that emphasizes agency. Yet, a strategic-choice approach can
elucidate both the situations in which actors have an interest in con-
structing political alternatives and the requisites for institutional design
and construction in the modern world. One can even argue that there is
a new-age quality to modern game theory: Discussions of the equilibria
attainable in incomplete information games under some sets of assump-
tions and expectations come close to the argument that peace will come
when we all think peace. In short, strategic choice emphasizes agency and
can deal with social constructions such as norms and institutions.

CONCLUSION

Strategic choice is more than a language and a set of tools, but it is far
less than a theory. It is more than a language because it has content and
entails substantive assumptions. As a result, it is richer than calculus (a
branch of mathematics specifically developed to study planetary motion
but applicable to many phenomena that share nothing of a substantive
nature). Yet, as an approach, strategic choice remains a largely empty
vessel—not shapeless but in need of content if it is to have something to
contribute. It is therefore specific applications of strategic choice, rather
than strategic choice per se, that often draw criticism. The continued suc-
cess of strategic choice lies in its indigenous development in confronting
concerns specific to international politics. Yet, we know that complexify-
ing the model to make it more isomorphic with reality typically makes it
indeterminate and incomplete as an explanation. So our response, if asked
if we should believe in game theory and strategic choice, should be that
of the Zen master when asked if he believed in God. Sounding as if caught
in a strategic game himself, he answered, “If you do, I don’t; and if you
don’t, I do.”94 And our response to the question of whether a strategic-
choice approach should constitute the foundation of explanation in inter-
national politics is “yes, one cannot do without it; and no, it is simply not
enough by itself.”

94 Related by Abraham Kaplan (1967) to explain that he did not lack faith in models of
rationality but wanted to say “however” to the faithful.
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